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R EFERENCE
At Madrigal, the term Reference carries special mean ng. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson - Reference products
serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in their product category — regardless of price.
All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves.
Our commitment to Reference product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components
at your Mark Levinson dealer soon It will change your point of reference.
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hile almost everyone seemed
to be struggling with the flu,
it was Internet fever which
gripped the financial markets in the first
few weeks of the year 2000. Fund
managers, it seemed, were starting to
dump traditional industrials in order to
fund new investments in the booming
IT/telecomms sector. It's intriguing, in
this climate, that NXT, just launching
into the futuristic world of voice synthesis
with 2020Speech, has sold its Mission
speaker business: see `News', page 13.
Meanwhile, the Big Five record
companies (BMG,
Sony
Music,
Universal, Warner and EMI) were
working hard, through the Secure Digital
Music Initiative, to establish aframework
for exploiting their catalogues through
the Internet, rather than having their
assets 'ripped' away [see page 10].
But now, in effect, there are Four. In
late January, hard on the heels of the
`world's biggest merger', between AOL
and Time-Warner, came news that EMI
and Warner Music would collaborate to
create 'the world's premier music group'.
The transaction involves EMI and Time
Warner contributing their respective
music businesses to Warner EMI Music,
which will be equally owned by EMI and
Time-Warner. Warner EMI Music will
be structured as two joint ventures, one
headquartered in New York and one in
London; these will have identical boards
co-chaired by EMI's Eric Nicoli and
Warner's Richard Parsons.
In making the announcement, EMI
chairman Eric Nicoli said: 'The timing
of this agreement could not be better as
our industry embraces the digital
revolution... It enhances our ability to
realise the opportunities presented by the
Internet and other new media.'
Time-Warner and EMI remain
separate entities, and the joint-venture

deal does not in itself preclude future
changes of ownership. Upon achange of
control of either, the unaffected party
would have the right to purchase the
other's interest in the joint ventures. The
Warner/AOL transaction will not trigger
this provision.
Naturally enough, popular press
coverage following the Warner EMI
Music announcement tended to centre
on the Internet ' threat' to traditional
record manufacturing and distribution.
The Warner EMI press release had
stated: 'New media and the Internet are
bringing radical changes... industry
forecasts indicate that nearly 10% of
worldwide music sales will be acquired
through the Internet by 2004.'
Nearly 10% in four years time may
not sound like such a lot, but it really
does constitute arevolution, the same
revolution that is taking place in all
retailing right now. Recent experience
suggests that change comes faster than
anyone anticipated, not slower.
So what of CDs, cassettes and (dare
Isay) LPs? In years to come, will asolidstate player/downloader be all you need?
Idon't think so, really. Ican only relay
the words of wisdom given to me by one
marketing man recently. He says that
although we'll see the convergence of
audio and video with computers, and the
explosion of the Internet will continue,
people will still want to own something
they can hold in their hand. There'll
always be aplace, he says, for 'package
media', the tangible artefacts which store
awork of art or entertainment.
And so let's just hope that the highresolution audio ' package', DVD-A
and/or SACD, which, unlike so many
new audio and video formats, can
represent an advance in quality rather
than abackward step, will really come
to fruition. Soon.

The winner
of our December
'99 competition,
and now the
happy owner of a
complete Mirage
FRX home cinema
speaker system
worth more than
‘2000, is
Mr J Hudson
of Rutland
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Multi-channel DSD recording for Super Audio Compact Disc: composer Jerry Goldsmith (right), seen
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w prove the new Augan DSD multi-channel recording system, the result of acollaboration between
Philips, Augan and dCS. The control room was alittle more crowded than usual, with three other
complete recording systems running simultaneously: aSony six-channel DSD system (plus two-channel
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stereo); the early Philips DSD multi-channel system; and a 24-bit/96kHz sampling ¡'CM system.
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here listening w playbacks with engineer Bruce Botnik, went mw Abbey Road in January to conduct
orchestral recordings of music from some of his best-known film scores. One objective of this session was
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and Slade Clava

Research
delivered true reference sound
quality with its Reference 1
preamp and Reference 600
monoblocs. A number of customers looking for Reference 600
sound quality have asked for
slightly lower output power and
asmaller chassis. The new
Reference 300 is the smaller,
quieter and cooler answer to
these customer's needs.
Good news too for existing
Reference 600 customers who
can opt for the Mk11 factory
update while new- build
Reference 600Mkfis are now
available. The all- valve
Reference 2stereo line preamp
offers the same full microprocessor remote control of volume,
balance, record and input selection with both balance
and single ended inputs
Reference 2 all-valve line stage preamplifier
(eight plus full tape loop)
Reference Phono all-valve phono stage
and outputs ( two main,
A NEW REALISM—AUdi0

smooth detailed sound, clean
focus and plenty of bass impact. It
has the flexibility to integrate with
high quality audio and video components.REAL PERFORMANCE — the
LS16 preamplifier is for those
looking to make atransition into
real high-end yet wish to retain
the convenience of full remote
control of all front panel functions. It offers both singled
ended and balanced inputs with
microprocessor controlled relays
for gain control and switching.
Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an all-valve line
preamplifier will find them
carried over into the LS8 which
replaces the popular LS7 and LS9.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per
channel VT100 power amplifier is ahard- driving amplifier
with true bass slam
matched by aliquid mid
and top. Its speed and
control have to be heard.
Robert1 Reina
(Stereophile March 1999)
concluded his VT100
review: " This extraordinary amplifier is
beginning to make me
wonder if current tube
technology may once
again be edging ahead of
solid-state in the race for
ultimate sonic realism".
The VT100 Mk11 build
features doubled power
supply energy storage,
cooling fan and valve
damping rings. Mk11
enhancements are available as afactory upgrade
for existing owners.
The mid- power VT100
comes between the classic
VT50, at around £3300,
and the mighty VT200.
Jonathan Valin writing in
Fi magazine ( October
1998) went so far as to
rate the VT200 as: "The
best high powered stereo
amplifier I've heard — a
genuine hi-fi masterwork".
REAL PARTNERSHIP— The
LS16/VT200 pre/power
partnership puts excitement back into your music with its detail resolution and dynamic slam.
REAL INTEGRATION— enthusiasts waited along time for the CA50 all valve, remote control integrated amplifier. Conservatively rated at 50
watt per channel the CASO is designed to be stunningly musical,
handsome in appearance — its styling cues coming from the awesome

Winning the race

REA

one tape) as its illustrious
this is as real as it gets
predecessor. But all new
audio and power supply
circuits have advanced the
state-of-the-art yet again.
REAL VINYL — LP record
lovers will be delighted at
the arrival of the
Reference Phono all valve phono stage.
The Reference Phono
features two sets of inputs
one for low-output mc
pickups and one for high output mc and mm
designs. Used with the
Reference 2or similar
preamp there is enough
gain for any cartridge.
Flexible loading is offered.
REAL PARTNERS— Audio
Research introduced the
LS8 in 1997 as an affordable reference-calibre valve
preamp. The new Mkll
version is apure Class A
design with improved
component quality,
improved isolation feet and
chassis damping. The
LS8/II is asingle-ended
design. Perfect partner for
the LS8 is the 100.2 solidstate power amp which we believe sets anew standard. Liquid and
grain- free, it possesses afine midrange transparency.
REAL PRIORITY — Audio Research has also announced the 125.5
Audiophile Standard Multichannel solid-state power amplifier for home
theatre installations. Though coming late to the tome theatre market,
Audio Research believes priority had to be givem to audiophile quality
sound and delayed introducing ahome theatre product until fully happy
with the sound quality.
REAL TRADITION — the PH3 phono preamplifier is eagerly sought out by
those enjoying the renaissance of interest in viryl. A total of 109 part
changes now see the PH3 in Special Edition guise as the PH3SE. An
upgrade will be available for existing owners.
REALITY CHECK — the all- valve LS25 brings down the cost of true Audio
Research high- end performance. This line stage preamplifier can be per
ceived as aslightly small Reference I. It is apure Class A design with

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel 020 8971 3909 or 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com
Web www.absolutesounds.com

-4:10
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Reference series — and completely convenient. Audition this important
Audio Research firs: and find out why Ken Kessler ( Hi Fi News
February 1997) said, "So much for the superiority of separates...".
REAL Quaurr —An entireiv new full 20bit CD player, the CD2, is
styled to ma -ch the CA50. As acomplete player Audio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or two- box player in the
market with its astounding resolution of detail and dynamics.
Don't lose out in the race for sonic realism?—contact
Absolute Sounds for full information and alist of dealers where
you can experience Audio Research.

audio research
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11 a
turntable
sounds
good, Iand
many others
would like
to learn
why by
comparing
the
measurement data,
and not
have to rely
solely on the
reviewer's
subjective
opinion'

FAR TOO SUBJECTIVE
Dear Sir, HFNIRR seems to have
abandoned any pretence at seriously
informing its audience about the
technical aspects of their hobby/pasttime/obsession. The process of
'clumbing-down' seems almost
complete when Icompare the latest
issues with issues of even only five
years back.
Take for example your December
1999 issue (the latest one available
here in Sydney). When Icompare
the SME 10 review with the reviews
of, say, the Kuzma Reference [June
'93], Michell Orbe [May '95],
Reference ST- 1 [March ' 96], Rega
Planar 9 [Feb '96], there is adistinct
lack of objective data to compare
with these earlier reviews. Indeed, a
reader cannot even determine the
drive method of the SME 10 from
the text (although aphoto gives a
glimpse of what may be abelt). Since
mention is made of the use of servo
speed control and braking, surely
these were worthy of some informed
comment?
The recent Verdier, Rega 25, Project, Amazon and Gyro SE turntable
reviews [
HFNIRR Feb, Sept, Oct,
Nov '99 respectively] suffer from the
same subjective bias. If aturntable
sounds good, Iand many others
would like to learn why by
comparing the measurement data,
and not have to rely solely on the
reviewer's subjective opinion.
Is it that turntable measurements
are too expensive to make? If so,
come clean and admit the costcutting. Ihave taken turntable
reviews as just one example of how
your standards have slipped.
HFNIRR is in danger of joining
that lamentable pack of what used to
be the UK hi-fi press.
B M N Clarke, Macquarie
University, NSW, Australia
Traditional tests for rumble, wow and
flutter (vanishingly low in modern designs,
especially in one as well engineered as the
SME 10) tell us very little about sound
quality, especially considering the
turntable/arm/cartridge as awhole - Ed
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RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES?
Dear Sir, Iread with distaste, after
the ridiculous use of regional coding
on DVDs, of AudioLock: yet another
attempt by the entertainment
industry to restrict our freedom on
where and when we use its products
['Technology', March].
Not only does it imply that Iwill
not be able to enjoy music playing on
the CD-Rom in my computer as I
work (as Iam doing as Itype this)
but it also brings forth the question
of whether this system will work on a
two-box CD system with aseparate
D/A like the one Iown.
Penalising those who invest most
in their enjoyment seems to be an
illogical way of encouraging us to
purchase more products. Oh well,
it's convinced me its time Istarted
saving up for an SME Series 10...
Lawrence R Brown, Pinner
GIVING OF THEIR BEST?
Dear Sir, Like others, Iawait the
arrival of new formats on CD with
whetted appetite. At present, Iam
looking to buy agood quality CD
player until SACD and DVD Audio
are established. Ihave asystem
which was not inexpensive and I
think standard CD sound has much
to offer. However, Iworry that some
software manufacturers may be less
inclined to provide all the quality
possible on future CD recordings in
order that SACD/ DVD Audio
pressings may impress more
favourably. Am Ibeing too cynical,
or can anyone offer reassurance?
Paul Nutter, Leeds
CENSORED!
Dear Sir, Recently Ipurchased your
February issue here in Saudi Arabia
— excellent to see the magazine here,
by the way — however, due to the
somewhat strict laws on censorship,
several pages were missing: torn out,
to be exact. And Iknow why the
adverts are not conducive to the laws
here. Still, Iwas hoping you could
send the middle section of your
MAXX review, as it was engrossing
up to the page missing.
Sean McPoland, Riyadh
Mr McPoland's missing page was backed by
the ad seen on page 30 this month! - Ed.
VINTAGE UPDATE
Dear Sir, Thank you for printing my
letter in February's 'Views' section (I
was the one very much into vintage
hi-fi gear). Well, Ijust thought I'd
'update' you by saying that I've
changed two components in my
system as well as added another one.
Ilocated asolid-state, Dynaco
model Stereo 400 power amplifier
(circa 1971) at ayard sale for $20
American. The only two things it

needed repaired were the two fuse
holders; the old ones had become
cracked. These were readily available
at the electronics-accessory store
Radio Shack (Tandy in the UK).
Itraded the Harman/Kardon
model 2245 receiver with Separate
pre-amp. It is asolid-state unit from
around 1974 and the pre-amp can be
used independently of the set. That's
how Iadjust the tone controls for the
Dynaco's output. Even into the
1970s, Marantz were still building
quality products„ albeit by then in
Japan, and at the time sold in
America by the same distributor as
Sony: Superscope.
Ialso switched my reel-to-reel
deck from the Pioneer RT-707 to an
Onkyo DoKorder model 7100 from
1975. The Onkyo is solid-state, fourtrack stereo, two-speed, 7in reel,
three head and three motor;
however, it is not auto-reverse like
the Pioneer. This fact doesn't bother
me because, actually, Idon't care for
the way an auto-reverse deck tends
to drag any loose magnetic oxide
back along the tape's surface. The
Onkyo has abetter frequency
response, too: 30-23,000Hz (as
compared to the Pioneer's
40-20,000Hz). Both were measured
at 71/2 inches-per-second. Isold the
Pioneer at abazaar/market for $ 125.
James Hoover, New Jersey, USA
THE USE OF AS*****KS
Dear Sir, Ihave always felt that Ken
Kessler's salivating and 'jeanscreaming' literary style has more in
keeping with the motor-bike
magazines Iread in the 1970s than
what purports to be aserious hi-fi
journal. Nevertheless Ido not recall
ever reading anything that might
cause offence.
The use of asterisks to avoid
printing certain words implicitly
accepts that they are not acceptable
to some of your readers, and by so
doing it has drawn attention to them.
That they are quotes from athird
party does not alter the fact. From an
editorial point of view you have
allowed the language in the magazine
to go over aboundary, and it cannot
now go back. Either the article
should have been re-written to avoid
the words or, if he had stamped his
little feet and said this was not
possible, Ken Kessler should have
been asked to submit something else.
It would not have been agreat loss.
Iam sure that many readers might
have had similar thoughts to myself
(or you would not have used the
asterisks) and have not had the time
or inclination to express their views;
even Idid not write immediately,
and almost did not bother.
That Ihave been prepared to use
the words in question in my second
7

views
paragraph [
until Iedited them out —
Ed] shows that, even though Ido not
choose to punctuate my own
language with them, Iam not so
narrow as to feel that they need to be
coded.
Iwill re-state that the use of the
asterisks shows that there was an
editorial question-mark over the
words, and my opinion is that they
would have been better avoided
altogether.
Peter Willsher, Suffolk

loudspeakers, to name but afew? I
doubt it, for all these products are
classics and in my opinion deserve
respect, even if (alas!) they are
neither British nor American.
HFNIRR is aserious and
informative publication, and Iam
surprised the Editor didn't feel
compelled to explain in ashort note
that Mr Kessler's scorn for French
hi-fi production was not endorsed by

live. Apparently they've got anew
album coming out soon: Godspeed
The Shazam. Based on your review of
the Overmars album Ithink you'll
love this one.
Please note, I'm in no way
connected with the band or record
label, I'm just agood ol' fashioned
music fan.
Trevor Bailey, e-mail

the whole editorial team. But
apparently it is the case.
JC Simondet, Paris

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Dear Sir, In ' Comment' [March] I
note that the DVD Copy Control
Association is prepared to issue legal
threats to 21 people in ten countries
for putting decryption formulae on
the Web.
Strange that US citizens putting
out instructions for the manufacture
and deployment of biological,
chemical and other weapons are
protected by ' Constitution',
'Freedom of Information' and other
US legislation.
It appears that one can gas, inject,
etc ad nauseam, but woe betide
anyone who fails to pay royalties on
Country & Western!
JA Hampton, Surrey

Ken Kessler responds:
Regarding the presence of vulgar words in
my column concerning Mobile Fidelity, it
is precisely because the words were used in
an interview that they were retained in
'Headroom'. Mr Belkin was (quite
obviously) employing them for the desired
effect, ie, to express his anger, and to have
removed them would have been to diminish
the impact of the point he was making.
But calling attention to them? Han*. The
use of asterisks is the house style of this
magazine, employed when such words are
part of an interview. Unlike such
downmarket tides as certain multi-millionselling TV listings publications and
national broad-sheets and glossy film
monthlies which publish obscene language
in all its unasterisk'd glory, we have
always opted for sparing our more delicate
readers, while retaining an acceptable
facsimile of the actual terminology
employed by the interviewee.
FRANCOPH013IA?
Dear Sir, A subscriber to your
generally very good magazine, and a
regular reader for many years, Iam
prompted to put, at least,
metaphorically, pen to paper. The
reason is asentence in the
introduction box from 'All Time
Greats' by Ken Kessler [December
'99]. Iquote: ' France could be
around for another millennium and it
still wouldn't be able to muster a
single milestone component'.
Of course, the notion of ` milestone
component' is open to dispute, and
personally Ihave never been that
much impressed by the AR A60 or
by the Linn LP12, to give only two
examples. But to write in aso
contemptuous, even insulting a
manner, goes far beyond the mild
eccentricity for which Ken's style is
known and appreciated. Iconfess I
am shocked by such acrude
statement: Iam also extremely
disappointed: Ididn't think Mr
Kessler was so narrow-minded and
conceited apundit.
Possibly Mr Kessler suffers from a
lack of audiophile culture. Has he
ever heard of Hencot open-reel
recorders, Audiomeca turntables and
parallel-tracking arms, Lectron or
Jadis electronics, Supravox full-range
drivers, Elipson '402' and ' 1303'
8

Ken Kessler responds:
Only aFrenchman would even consider
any of the products listed by M Simondet
as classics, not one of which fulfills the
criteria of an all-time great, however
loosely one employed the term. Influential?
Best-selling? Ground-breaking? Ithink
not. Aside from Focal tweeters, France has
produced little in the way of world-class
audio equipment, certainly nothing to
compare with the British or the Americans.
Or, for that matter, the Germans or the
Italians. Come w think of it, even the
Canadians have abetter track record...
KM GOES TOO FAR...
Dear Sir, Your senior contributing
editor has gone too far in the
February issue. In his view, iMac
users are 'people too stupid to live'
and abit further he calls them
'morons'. Iam not an iMac user, but
nevertheless Ifeel insulted. Who the
hell does KK think he is, to decide
that anyone, no matter how he/she
looks, drives, computes, is too stupid
to live?
Willem Arends, The Netherlands
We're sorry Mr Arends took KK's remarks
so seriously; as Mac (though not iMac)
users ourselves, of course, we didn't.
However, Imust point out that my own
interjection about the Mac colours was
misplaced. The first two generations of
iMacs were indeed supplied in the
turquoisy colour called 'Bondi'. But the
slightly bluer hue, one of the range of
current colours (and the most popular,
apparently) is, as Ken correctly stated,
called 'Blueberry' - Ed.
...BUT SOMETIMES GETS IT RIGHT
Dear Sir, This is for Ken Kessler: I
would like to thank you for your
review of the Overmars' Highlife
album [' Rock/pop' February]. It hit
my taste buds immediately,
especially when you mentioned
Jellyfish (one of my all time fave
bands), so off Iwent in search of the
CD. Finally managed to get it at
Virgin, and what an absolute corker
it is! Along the same musical lines, I
saw anew American band called The
Shazam recently at the Barfly in
Camden. Very similar musically to
the above, and absolutely scorching

MERE PROVOCATION
Dear Sir, Irefer to Dr Karl Bennett's
letter [`Views', March], about our
'cotton bud' advertising.

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying spece
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

The British people are universally
recognised to have aconsiderable
'sense of humour'. Obviously, any
rule has its own exceptions. It's
impossible not to see that the image
of the cotton bud in our advertising
is only provocative: we certainly do
not imply that before commencing to
listen to aNightingale amplifier
people should clean their ears!
Moreover, we do not advertise the
use of cotton buds: as far as we are
concerned, everybody is free to clean
his ears in the way he prefers.
More seriously, Iwonder why
(assuming that it is worth doing)
Dr Bennett does not file acomplaint
against the cotton buds
manufacturers who advertise their
products and sell them, especially to
clean the ears of babies! The point is
that any tool should be used in the
correct way. As an example: if I
decided to advertise asalami,
showing the image of aknife, would
Dr Bennett be upset because the
improper use of the knife might cut a
finger?
Irealise that Dr Bennett will never
be one of our customers. It's apity.
He would then have the chance to
correctly evaluate the meaning of
advertising.
Luciano Del Rio, MD, Simetel
SPA (Nightingale), Rome
Cotton bud packaging DOES carry a
warning NOT w insert in the ears - Ed.
wita 2000
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RECORD INDUSTRY SUES OVER
CD DOWNLOADS
OUTRAGED at being sued by the Recording Industry Association of America,
MP3.com, the Internet audio innovator, has gone onto the offensive. The RIAA
resorted to litigation little more than a week after the 12 January launch of
the upgraded My.MP3.com, a new service enabling MP3.com subscribers to
dial up, download and listen to pre-purchased CDs on its virtual CD players.
Two new technologies, Instant
Listening Service and Beam-it, allow

which clearly prohibit anyone from copying

disclosure without condition or restriction.

MP3.com users to ' listen anywhere,
anytime' to the music of their choice

recordings, except the copyright owner and
consumers making copies for their own use.

Claiming wilful infringement by MP3.com, the
plaintiffs, UMG Recordings Inc, Sony Music

from CD recordings that they have
paid for. Here's how it works:

Hilary Rosen, CEO of the RIAA, chides
Michael Robertson, chairman of MP3.com,

MP3.com bought 40,000 CDs, ripped

for his company's ' reckless disregard of the

them on to aserver, creating MP3 files
ready for subscribers to download and

law' in not obtaining the necessary copyright
license. ' You are not free to take protected

play using the appropriate software.
According to Michael Robertson,

works just because you want them' she
insists. Robertson seems determined to tough

chairman of MP3.com, ' only the

it out. He says his company invited RIAA

person who buys the CD is entitled
to listen to that music through our

lawyers to see how My.MP3.com technology
has been engineered to prevent piracy,

service'. But the RIAA sees the new
service as aflagrant breach of US laws

counterfeiting and unauthorised copying and
use. He insists he offered the lawyers full

KEF ADDS CRESTA 3 TO RANGE

Entertainment Inc, Warner Bros Records Inc,
Arista Records Inc, Atlantic
Recording
Corporation, BMG Music, The RCA Records
Label,
Capitol
Records
Inc,
Elektra
Entertainment Group Inc, Interscope Records,
and Sire Records Group Inc, are seeking an
award of damages, of $ 150,000 per work
infringed. So much, you might say, for the
outbreak of goodwill between the record industry
and its new-found interne partners, over the past
year, under the auspices of the Secure Digital
Music Initiative!

floorstander delivers a performance
far in excess of expectations

PLAYS-AND- BOOKS
CHANNEL JOINS DAB
NETWORK

suggested by its £250 price tag. A

ONEWORD, the new

publisher Heavy

25mm silk dome tweeter, selected
for its smooth response, partners a
long throw 130mm bass/mid driver

commercial digital radio
channel devoted to

Entertainment Ltd ( 10%).
Plans are now under way
for Digital One to finalise
adeal with The Wireless

KEF says its new Cresta 3 compact

developed for ' excellent bass
extension and a seamless
midrange'. The soft- edged cabinet

transmission of plays,
programmes about books,

includes a leather- look baffle.
Internal, rigid, diagonal bracing is

comedy shows and
reviews, is scheduled to
start transmitting in
March. Following the

used to strengthen the enclosure,

January launch of Life,

thereby minimising unwanted
coloration. The bi-wirable, two-

Capital Radio's adult
contemporary music

way, rear- ported Cresta 3 is rated
at 8 ohms impedance and 90dB

channel, there are now

planned for the Digital
One multiplex. Digital

seven national commercial
radio channels.

commercial digital radio

Shareholders of the newly
formed Oneword Radio
Ltd are The Guardian

broadcast over an area
covering 35 million people

Media Group plc ( 30%),
the publishers Chivers
Communications plc

in the UK. Within three
years it expects to be able
to reach more than 85% of

(30%), production house
Unique Broadcasting Ltd

the population. Further
details from Digital One,
020 7518 2620.

sensitivity (for 2.8V at 1m).
Maximum output is specified at
108dB. Further details from KEF
Audio ( UK) Ltd, 01622 672261.

SDMI DEAL ON TERRITORIAL RIGHTS
A NEW alliance between AudioSoft and Reciprocal paves the way for

secure digital distribution of music on the Internet. The deal enables
Reciprocal, the US-based global digital rights management ( DRM) services
provider, to tap into AudioSoft's expertise in territorial rights especially
across European countries where royalty rates remain subject to variation.
'This alliance will enable Reciprocal to address territorial rights management'
claimed Larry Miller, President of Reciprocal Music. Implemention of
AudioSoft's technology within Reciprocal's key server financial clearinghouse
is now expected during the second and third quarters of 2000. Finalisation
of related services such as the management of so-called micropayments for
individual songs will form part of second phase Secure Digital Music
Initiative ( SDMI) deliberations. AudioSoft's cross- platform solution is expected
to assist content owners such as BMG, and distributors like HMV and Tower
Records. Such DRM technology looks set to form an important part of the
infrastructure on which he new breed of global entertainment/internet
giants base their evolving e-commerce strategies.

10

(30%) and the audio book

Group, owners of talkSport
(formerly Tdk Radio) to
operate anew business,
finance and money
channel. A total of 10
national stations is

One says its national
channels are now

SUPERSPIKES MAKE NO MARKS
SOUNDCARE of Norway's range of isolation devices,
including The SuperSpikes, is now in the UK. Formerly sold
under the ECS name, the SuperSpike is available in several
versions for use with loudspeakers and stands, and various
genres of hi-fi electronics. A special SuperSpike feature is its
all- in-one spike foot whose construction is claimed uniquely
to eliminate the problem of damaged surfaces by means of a
custom designed base plate and integral ABS housing. It is
priced at £35 per set or £95 for the hand-forged gold
model intended for use with ultra high end hi-fi. Call
distributor Audio Vision (Fordingbridge) Ltd, 01425 655244.
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THOMSON LAUNCHES MEGA MP3 SITE
THOMSON multimedia says its new www.thomson-music.com is one of the largest MP3

websites in Europe. Created in partnership with MP3.de and Virgin Music, the site lists several
thousand MP3 music files under 29 categories, from techno to jazz, all of which may be
downloaded free of charge. Music information may also be obtained through Virgin Music.
Launched to coincide with the release of Thomson's Lyra MP3 player, www.thomson-music.com
automatically sends its registered users the European top ten most frequently downloaded MP3
tracks. They are also sent news of events, raves and concerts, as well as the results of the
internet users' daily favourite vote. An active participant within the Secure Digital Music
Initiative, Thomson points out that the Lyra is equipped with the Serial Copyright Management
System (SCMS) and that all its website files are free of copyright claims.

CRYSTAL SET THAT RECEIVED TITANIC SOS
A WIRELESS crystal receiver, which received the
Titanic's CQD/SOS Morse distress signals in Ledbury,

Worcestershire, on 15 April 1912, has recently
surfaced at aMidlands antique dealer. Apparently its
maker, Mr George Leadbetter, who was a machine
turner and clock repairer, was turned away by
disbelieving local police officers on duty at the time of
the disaster. The crystal receiver will be on show at the
National Vintage Communications Fair to be held at
the NEC in Birmingham in April [
see ' Events', below].

NORDOST OVER THE
MOONGLO
Three new Nordost cables are designed for outstanding

performance. Moonglo Silver Shadow, asuper-high speed
electrical digital interconnect links CD/DVD transports to
pre-amp/processors, its proprietary micro monofilament
technology said to help minimise jitter. The 75 ohm coax
RCA Phono/BNC terminated option is priced at £284.95
for the first 0.6m terminated RCA Phono/BNC and £49.95
for each extra 0.5m increment. The same length dual
coaxial 110 ohm AES/EBU (XLR) alternative sells for
£334.95, with extra increments costing £59.95.
Monofilament technology is also used in Moonglo Optix
Composite Video 75 ohm cable which is intended to carry
DSS, RF and digital video over long distances. Its Teflon
jacket and insulation is said to help retain high resolution
signals whether the cable runs through the infrastructure of
ahouse, outside, or underground. The first terminated
metre sells for £85. Extra metre lengths sell for £35. SuperSVideo interconnect features silver-plated cable and
shielded monofilament for a 'superb chrominance and
luminance' high resolution video signal. Price is £ 159.95
for the first metre terminated with high quality gold-plated
mini 4-pin S-Video connectors. Further one metre lengths
cost £34.95. Further details from Nordost UK Ltd, 01352
730251.

MADRIGAL SET
TO KIT OUT
LEXUS COUPE
MADRIGAL AUDIO and Lexus,
the luxury division of Toyota Motor
Sales USA, are working together to
develop the Mark Levinson Premium
Sound System. A prototype was first
shown in aLexus sports coupé
concept car at the Tokyo Motor
Show last October. According to
Madrigal, only Lexus could supply a
passenger cabin quiet enough to do
justice to the home hi-fi sound
quality expected from aMark
Levinson badged audio system.
Madrigal reckons that only the
Harman OEM Group is positioned
to tackle ' the challenge of
implementing such standards within
the automotive environment'.
Phil Muzio, Madrigal CEO,
responsible for approval of the final
sound of all Madrigal designs, says
he is particularly pleased with the
achievement to date.
The success of our collaboration
is assured by the many philosophical
and practical similarities' shared by
Lexus and Madrigal. ' Iam hopeful
that Lexus will give us the green
light to begin working on a
production version of this prototype
system.'
Details from Madrigal Audio, + 1
860 346 0896.

ROBERTS SET FOR PORTABLE DAB
WORKING with the BBC, Roberts Radio has started testing the first 100
prototype DAB portable digital rcdios. If all goes smoothly, Roberts could put
the world's first portable digital radio into production this year, in late Spring
or early Summer. Full details of the design remain under wraps pending
results of the tests. In outline, the Roberts digital radio will be A4 in size, with
aquarter VGA display showing scrolling text of the array of national and
regional digital radio stations available. Gerry Thorn, Product Director at
Roberts Radio, says he wants the design to avoid any fear factor, so the
display will operate like arotating cylinder, enabling easy channel hopping.
Once the desired station is selected on the display, abutton is pressed and
that station heard. Based on the Roke Manor Gold card, the Roberts digital
radio is intended to operate for between 8and 10 hours before the supplied
batteries require arecharge. The anticipated retail price is around £800.
Further details from Roberts RadiD, 01709 571722.

CONVEX PANELS FROM ITALY
EMGI audio, the Italian
loudspeaker firm, has
developed two new high
end models, Choice 1and
Choice 2, both featuring
its Convex Rear Panel
(CRP) technology (patents
pending). The purpose of
the panel is to prevent the
problem of internal
resonance and reflection.
Choice 1is asealed box
loudspeaker centred
around a 130mm driver
featuring co-axial

diaphragms operating over
an 80Hz to 16kHz
frequency range. A notch
filter is used to limit
interference effects
between the two
diaphragms. Choice 2
features two discrete drive
units, a200mm woofer
and 34mm silk dome
tweeter. Both models are
designed to work with a
base featuring inverted
cone corner feet. EMGI
Audio, + 39 0331 890007.
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2-5 MARCH Hi Fi Show, Hotel
Sofitel, Moscow, Russ a. Contact 007
095 145-51-33. wwsv.midexpo.ru
30 APRIL National Vintage
Communications Fair, NEC 10.30
am to 4pm Tickets £ 5. Contact
01392 411565
8-9 MAY Audio Engineering
Society London Conference: Moving
Audo: Pro- Audio Networking
Networking and Transfer', Church
House, Westminster. Contact 01628
667007, e-mail AESUK@aol.com.

6-9 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000
International Exhibition &
Conference, Singapore, 00 ( 65) 338
4747 or 0171 862 2080
21-24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi
Show, Novotel London West,
Hammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. For booking information
contact Janet Belton, Exhibitions
Manager on 0208 774 0847
21-24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000,
Earls Court, London. Contact 0208
987 772725

Jos on

f°ihe LOVE 4music

In the beginning.. there was
the ART Then came the
Premier 161.5. For the new
millennium we welcome the
PREMIER I7LS - a truly

peforming,, but very
affordable descendant.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 02d 8948 4150
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email infeaudiofreaks.co.wk mevaudioAreal.s.co.uk
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Audiofreaks products*
and Proceed, Mark Levinson,
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Consultants for Audiofreaks products*
and Canary Audio, EAR/Yoshino, Graaf, Pathos, VVadia,
Chario, Opera, Lyra.

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD
Tel: 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211911

Demonstrations by appointment only,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 toi8:3o, Camden Town, London

tel: 020

NWI

7380 0866

fax: 020 7383 5028

stephenaEudicc.freeserve.co.uk
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news

MANAGEMENT BUYS MISSION
FROM NXT
A MANAGEMENT buyout of Mission,

Marchant (sales), D C Barkataki
(managing and finance) and Paul
Swepstone ( operations). Peter J Comeau
remains head of the Mission design team.
Centralforce Limited, wholly owned

£4.5 million together with aroyalty of up to
£740,000 for existing intellectual property
used by Mission. This agreed sum is expected
to be invested in the continued development
of NXT, SoundVu and 2020/Speech, cuttingedge technologies which have become the
Group's priority over the past two years.
Mission is expected to remain at its present
location, with the same level of access to
Centralforce R&D facilities. No significant

It's this power that drives
the speakers, not the signal.
So corrupt power in gives
corrupt sound out.

CorropL
power ...

the Huntingdon-based loudspeaker firm,
leaves a trio of directors at the helm.
Seen here they are, left to right, David

subsidiary of NXT plc, has agreed terms with
the MBO principals, for the sale of assets for

Mains quality is crucial.

Improve the mains supply and give
changes in production or industrial design are
anticipated. While new distributor agreements
are inevitable, the primary aim is to maintain
continuity, particularly in the development of
the recently- launched 78 series loudspeakers.
Mission also plans an innovative design
concept based on NXT flat-panel technology.
A prototype revealed by Mission at the recent
Winter CES in Las Vegas, is intended to
'transform the highly lucrative Home Cinema
market'. Mission Group, 01480 451777.

SPEAKER HOOD TACKLES COLORATION
THE Speaker Hood, a novel, new, loudspeaker
accessory from Clearsound, tackles the age -old

problem of cabinet coloration. Lined with sound
absorbent material, the acoustically engineered, fouror five- sided hood fits over standard production
loudspeakers reducing sonic output from their

layers of acoustic foam. Designed to fit around
loudspeakers without touching the cabinet panels,
the hood leaves a narrow gap around the loudspeaker
front baffle which may be filled with a foam strip.
According to the company, results of an independent
report commissioned by Clearsound indicate ' a

B&W DM 601 SI and S2. Typical price is £99.50.
Further details from Clearsound, 01684 833155.

ORACLE ADDS ESOTERIC AMP
RETAILING for £ 10,199, Oracle's new Model 1.5si dual
mono integrated amplifier is rated at 150W x 2ch. It
features five single-ended line inputs and one balanced line
input and line out to apower amplifier. It is supplied with
remote control of volume, balance, source selection and CD
player functions. At the beginning of the year Oracle
ceased production of its Delphi Silver/Special and Delphi
Black/Gold turntables. Further details from UK distributor
Esoteric Audio Imports, 01243 533030. [ See also the Las
Vegas Consumer Electronics Show report in this issue.

CABLES make ahuge difference by
screening and filtering the last link.
We offer DNM, Nordost, Spectral,
Siltech and Yamamura Churchill to
suit systems at all levels.
Probably the ultimate source is an
Accuphase PS- 500 or - 1200 CLEAN
POWER SUPPLY which re-creates
pure 50Hz mains, interference-free.
A PS- 500 will upgrade every item
in amedium size system, with
HUGE IMPROVEMENTS. Mains
quality affects your whole system,
so get it right from the ground up.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES ,enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

cabinet walls by up to 22dB, it is claimed. Key
elements are the lossy membrane(s) separated hn.

substantial improvement in sound quality'. Among
loudspeakers used during development of the
Speaker Hood, patents pending, were the popular

your whole system more clarity,
pace, rhythm and ambience. MAINS

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

MORE AUDIO
LOANS FOR BLIND
REGISTERED partially sighted 'people
in need' in six UK regions can take
advantage of aplot scheme run by
The British Wireless for the Blind
Fund They will be supplied specially
adapted audio equipment on
permanent loan. Margaret Grainger,
CEO of the Blind Fund, says We will
look at the results early next year and
decide whether we will be able to
open up our service to the whole of
the country'. Further details from
British Wireless for the Blind Fund,
01634 832501.

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND
PURCELL, MERACUS, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.

VINYL:

BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM,GRAHAM,
LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT
SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,

ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,
DNM ,GAMUT, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SONNETEER,
SPECTRAL, SUGDEN.
AUDIO PHYSIC,

LOUDSPEAKERS:

BKS ,ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT,
TOTEM. TUNERS :ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES :ARGENTO. CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST,
SILTECH, SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

The
Right
Note
.\/,,.,,,•;„,he
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BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
CD PROJECTS has four new CD cases, the

Genuine Leather, Color, Cargo lines and an
unusual Animal Print design, each available
with either 24 or 48 CD carrying capacity.
Call + 1800 676 8634.
GANYMEDE has developed the Wave
Corrector, a new professional audio software
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package intended to remove vinyl record
surface noise prior to copying onto CDR Call
01895 251897
HARMAN PRO GROUP has acquired
Crown International, Inc, which icis
manufactured power amplifiers since 1947.
Call + 1818 895 3436
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01225 874728

You've picked the bones out of the reviews, compared the specs, scoured adverts for the best deals, and endured
'noise experience' demonstrations, yet you just know there's got to be something else ... welcome to KJ West One!

BECAUSE THERE'S MORE TO Hi- F1 THAN MEETS THE EYE

rl
Whether you're looking to upgrade
individual hi-fi components or planning to
install acomplete system to satisfy you for
many years, you'll find the perfect solution
at KJ West One.

There's always abonus at KJ West One
-choose any hi-fi system like these and
we'll ' tune' it to suit your musical
preferences and domestic installation with
tailored interconnects and cables worth up
to £ 750 - absolutely FREE!

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

MERIDIAN

IT CAN BE YOURS NOW!

Take a look at these outstanding
systems; they're typical of installations
chosen by many of our customers who've
graduated from High Street ' brandfi' to
enjoy music reproduction of astonishing
realism. The evidence is in the hearing,
pride of ownership is just abonus!

We also make it so easy for you to own
your dream system. We've an Interest Free
Credit scheme, or Deferred Payment option
with No Deposit and No Payments for
another six months. So why wait? You'll
find the solution at KJ West One.

AUDIO ANALOGUE & OPERA SUPER PAVAROTTI
We've come to expect asense of passion from all things
in which the Italians excel; fine produce and beautifully crafted
merchandise to their wealth of artistic expression, not least of
which is conveyed through music.
Italian high fidelity systems are no exception. Styled and
engineered with predictable flair, the musical performance you'll
enjoy from this svelte combination really
touches the emotions. Whether your
preference is for simply recorded acoustic
works, more dynamic ¡ azz or rock, to full
scale orchestral material, believe us, your
aural faculties will be seduced by these
latin lovelies!
For less than £ 2,500 a beautiful
system like this will provide many years of
satisfaction, recreating all types of music in
your own home with uncanny realism.

NAIM AUDIO
The sheer musicality of any Naim system makes
itself clearly evident from the very first note, at any
volume setting, and with all types of music. Delightful to
unwind with - yet turn up the volume and music takes on
ascale and spaciousness which captures your attention,
stimulates your emotions and reveals so
much
more
from
your
favourite
recordings. Sounds are evocative,
sensuous, vibrant - sometimes disturbing and, as with our other recommendations
here, can be a revelation to those
unfamiliar with such believable music
reproduction.

AUDIO ANALOGUE

MAIM

NORDOST

OPERA

AUDIO RESEARCH
ORTOFON

BOSE
PM(

As a result, Meridian now enjoys
global recognition for innovative and
desirably stylish hi-fi, as well as some of
the most advanced digital home theatre
systems available.
In our featured hi-fi system, only
one component drives Meridian's fabulous
DSP 5000 speakers because each one
contains no less than three 75 watt power
amps together with adigital crossover that
feeds the very latest 24 bit/96kHz digital
to analog converter which, dear friends,
is technology that realy does make music!
This desirably discreet Meridian
hi-fi system combines refinement with
excitement and, for little more than
£5,000, rewards you with afull spectrum
of musical satisfaction from subtly
enhancing a relaxed social ambience to
thrilling, yet tireless periods of serious
listening at ' real-life' volume levels.

HOME THEATRE EXPERTS
You'll find acomprehensive range of home theatre
equipment and systems on demonstration
in each of our stores, and at every budget level.

From around Ç Snn frent vnur
new Naim system as a life-time
investment in your favourite music.
ARCAM

Cambridge based Meridian was
prominent amongst
specialist
hi-fi
companies that worked to make CD
recordings sound like music! Why?
Because, despite the claims of the multinationals, buoyed by our unquestioning
appetite for consumer goods, early digital
sounds really were pretty dire!

We offer aprofessional installation service.
B&W

CASTLE

PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS
PIONEER

DCS
PROA(

DENON
QED

DUAL
QUAD

EPOS
REGA

FUJITSU
ROTEL

GOLDING
BEL

GRAM
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

KONTAK
SONY

S'

COPLAND & SONUS FABER

SPRING CLEARANCE

Some fabulous hi-fi travels down from the north
countries; current favourites include these understated
ange commended by several
models from Copland - a r
reviewers in the hi-fi press. Seen in the flesh there's more
than a hint of ' retro' whi ch simply defies you not to
'twiddle!'

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - One of each only

Sonically, both Copland's CD player and
matching amplifier are desirably anonymous - nothing
gets in the way of the music! So, a preferred choice for
this sophisticated combination is the romantically
charged, discreet and compact stand mount, Sonus faber
Signum, which effortlessly delivers the very realistic
sounds of which this system is capable and with all types of music.
\e/ith an investment of little more
than £4,000 hearing is believing! So
why not arrange ademonstration at your
convenience, you'll be very welcome.

PRIMARE & WILSON BENESCH
Driven here by the tasteful Swedish Primare CD
player and its matching 100 watts per channel amplifier is
a pair of British made Wilson Benesch Orators - a
loudspeaker design of world beating pedigree.

FREE
CABLES 8,
INTERCONNECTS
WORTH UP TO

•

Quite simply, this system produces an
awesome sound, and at around £ 6,500 it's not
one with which to create musical wallpaper - it
simply demands to be heard, rewarding the
listener with hours of tireless music.
By ' high-end' standards this system
offers outstanding value for money. Yet the
presence of such craftsmanship and
technological excellence in your home also
demonstrates your understanding of, and
serious investment in, one of the most
exclusive hi-fi systems available, as well as
one that's so pleasantly understated!

£650
11111111w

. 4t e
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NASA design experience has
KRELL
been turned to domestic hi-fi installations
with an incomparably informative CD player and
matching integrated amplifier by American luminaries
Krell - acompany that has become hugely popular with
experienced hi-fi enthusiasts.

& MARTIN LOGAN

THE

X

STANDS UNIQUE

LINN

LOEWE

SUMIKO

MAGNAPLANAR
TEAC

THETA

MARTIN LOGAN
THORENS

WORLD'S

£ 199
£349
£ 119

FINEST

HI-FI

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3
NORTHAMPTON
32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH
35-42 COWGATE
TEL: 01 733 341755

MERIDIAN

UNISON

£395
£475
£399
£ 399
£ 599
£429
£399
£ 295
£ 129
£399
£ 549
£ 3399
£3399
£ 2695
£2895
£ 2199
£3399
£4249
£ 749
£225
£275
£229
£450
£199
£ 1199
£2999
£1999
£1295
£3395
£2495
£3995
£995
£599
£699
£499
£299
£199
£299
£3295
£645
£1950
£3490
f4995
£5995
£ 1900
£2499
£6495
£10,950
£1950
£ 1500
fI750
£2000
£9999

LONDON W1M 7LH

If you can discern the difference
between sound that merely ' impresses' and the
qualities of uncanny realism with deep musical
emotion
that
can
actually ' move you to
tears', then we believe
you
could
be
overwhelmed by a
home demonstration!
LEXICON

£495
£595
£499
£999
£1099
£499
£473
£376
£169
£999
£649
£4290
£4290
£3250
£3498
£2589
£4290
£4999
£995
£295
£375
£299
£600
£249
£1499
£3499
£2390
£1595
£3995
£2995
£4995
£1195
£699
£899
£599
£399
£249
£349
£3885
£795
£4250
£4390
£13,000
£9000
£2900
£3999
£10,995
£17,500
£3500
£2700
£3300
£4000
£13,449

USED BARGAINS (Phone for full list)
Moth Monoblock power amps
Nairn IBI Speakers
Denon DID 1700 CD Mayer

We're recommending that all this information
and true 150 watts per channel power should drive a
pair of the near transparent Martin Logan
electrostatics. When we say ' near transparent' we
mean it - you can see right through these speakers like an open window into any recording!

KRELL

Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
Denon DVD2500 ( DVD Player)
Denon DF100 (Mini system)
NAD 208 (DIX Power amp)
Nairn MAC 92 ( Pre)
Nairn NAP 90 ( Power)
Maim Prefix ( Phono stage)
Yamaha KG -W321 (Twin Casette Deck)
Yamaha DSP-A910 ( AV Amplifier)
Yamaha AY) (AV System)
Krell KAY 300CD
Krell KAY 300(D
Krell KRC-3 ( Pre)
Krell 250a ( Power)
Krell KAY 300i ( Integrated)
Krell KAY 300CD
Krell KAY 500i ( Integrated)
Linn Classik ( CD/Amplifier)
Linn Kan 3 (Spkrs)
Linn Tune Box for Aktiv Boards
MicroMega Drive 2Kit
Musical Fidelity X-Plora (Tuner)
NAD 524 ( CD Player)
Audio Research ISO ( Pre)
Audio Research VT5 ( Power)
Theta Miles ( SE)
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Grad 13.582 ( Pre)
Gum' GM20 ( Power)
Mark Levinson No39 ( CD Player)
Meridian 506 (CD Player)
Michell Micro/MOO arm IT/table)
Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300 (T/table)
Castle Severn Mk2 (Spkrs)
Castle Kendal ( Spkrs)
(brio Syntar 100 (Spkrs)
Kif 035 ( Spkrs)
Meridian DSP5000 ( Digital Spkrs)
Opera Plateau (Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.8 (Spkrs)
Pe( Response 4.0 ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 5.0 (Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Orator (Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Actor ( Spkrs)
Wilson Win 1(
Spkrs)
Wilson 5.1 (Spkrs)
Quad £SL63 (Spkrs)
Sonus falter Elector Amator I (Spkrs)
Pioneer SO-i4000 ( 40" TV)
Pioneer SD-T5000 ( 50" IV)
Pioneer PDP-501MX ( Plasma PI)

MICHELL

VIDICRON

MISSION

WILSON

MOTH

NAD

WILSON BENESCH

NACRA
YAMAHA

WANT TO KNOW AiO
Coll for FREE bro—chuere"
0171 486
8262/3

audio

Products we sell include:

EXCELLENCE

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTVVOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
40/42 Albion Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
HIGH VVYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington
PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Friargate
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford

audio :r

T1-IE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS
Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces
to bring you the benefits and security of buying
from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run
as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are
enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge
and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,
we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be
as much fun as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION
If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and
attractively integrated into your home we can
plan out the system to be installed, the choice
of the equipment to be used, where it will be
installed in your home and how it will be
connected. Call us for advice on how you can

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALR/JORDAN
ARCAM • AVI
B&VV • BOW
CASTLE • CELESTION
CHORD ELECTRONICS
CURA • CYRUS
DAVIS • DENON
DENSEN • DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECTOR

e

ELAC

EPOS • KEF • LINN
LOEVVE • MARANTZ
MERIDIAN • METZ
MICHELL
MILLER & KREISELL

enjoy music all round your home.

MISSION • NAD

•51 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

NAIM • NAKAMICHI

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES

ONKYO • PANASONIC

•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•PRICE PROMISE

PIONEER • PRIMARE

•10 DAY EXCHANGES

PROAC • PRO-JECT

•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES
•PART EXCHANGES
•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER f250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

QUAD • REGA • REL
ROKSAN • ROTEL
RUARK • SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN

SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street

SONANCE • SONY

SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street

SYSTEMLINE

WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

TAG McLAREN

All shops are closed on Mondays

TALK ELECTRONICS
TANNOY • TEAC

CEDIA

4
ed» 13

WILSON BENESCH
YAMAHA

1p.e1
4
/

www.audio-t.co.uk

For your FREE copy of Music at Home,
The Ultimate Guide 2000
tiZr FREEPHONE 0500 101501

www.audio-excellence.co.uk

or vist our web site at

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

www.music-at-home.co.uk

Not all products are stocked by every
shop so please check with your local
branch before travelling
*Subject to status. Written details on request

technology
impoverished bat-fanciers will be
enough to kick-start the new audio
revolution, remains to be seen.

CD- R FOR PROS

If you're
sceptical
about the
benefits of
supersonic
frequencies,
you're not a
bat-fancier

„r

here is a nice story going
round about a recording
engineer who takes his dog to
the studio. It never showed any
interest in playbacks until they were
using Super Audio CD, with
bandwidths of up to 100kHz. Then
the dog pricked up its ears to
recorded speech.
If it's true, the same should hold
good with DVD-Audio and we can
expect a new trend in reviewing,
with the SDMI's golden-ears panels
replaced by packs of dogs. Or bats.
Bats are the only flying mammals.
They swoop at dusk and dawn,
scooping up insects. Their eyes
work best in low light and when it
gets dark they use echo-location or
sonar. They beam out highfrequency sounds and detect the
echoes
from
anything
solid,
including their prey. The larger
bats,
noctules,
locate
with
frequencies around 19kHz, which
some children can hear. The smatter
bats, pipestrelles, work at 451tHz or
551diz, depending en species. They
all chat to each other at lower
frequencies, below 20kHz.
Bat watchers use handheld bat
detectors: amicrophone collects the
natural sound and mixes it with a
low frequency tone which comes
from a local oscillator, to downconvert the sonar to a few kHz.
This is then heard through asmall
speaker as a series of clicks and
warbles.
Bat research has been hindered
because there has been no reliable
method
of
recording
and
reproducing the original sound for
lab analysis, or playing back to
other bats to see how they react.
The new hard-disk recorders which
sample at 96kHz or I92kHz can
capture the unprocessed bat sound,
and
a
DVD-A or SA-CD player can play
it back through the new generation
of ` DVD-Audio or SA-CD ready'
amplifiers and speakers being
developed by Technics, Sony and
Sharp.
Whether
the
interests
of
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When TDK in Europe launched its
Pro MiniDisc blanks, the company
had the good sense to involve Mike
Rutherford of Genesis and his
recording studio in Surrey to try to
demonstrate the difference.
TDK in America could learn
from this. The company recently
announced PurePro discs, which
`employ a high rigidity XA
polyolefin substrate, with optical
characteristics which make it far
superior
to
conventional
polycarbonate'.
'We have long maintained that
there are audible differences among
CD-R brands', says Kuni Matsui,
President of TDK Electronics Corp
in New York, ' and the development
of PurePro technology makes this
difference dramatically clear'.
Learning perhaps from the
SDMI, which still refuses to name
the golden ears who decided audio
watermarking is inaudible on DVDAudio
without
listening
to
watermarked audio at DVD-A
standard coding, TDK quotes
golden ears on PurePro without
naming them.
At ' a golden- ears performance
trial' with ' several audio critics', one
declared that ' vocals lacked the
digital edge through conventional
CD- R, while bass was slightly
deeper and noticeably more fluid'.
Another unnamed audio critic
reckoned that on a car system —
yes, acar system — 'the sound was
more natural'. And on a portable
CD player (yes, portable) ' the
conventional CD-R sounded boxy
and confused while PurePro greatly
reduced these tendencies'.
TDK is charging Americans $ 10
atime for these discs, instead of the
$1 or less which is the current going
rate for conventional blanks.
TDK also recommends that for
'maximum performance no label or
marking be applied to the disc',
because 'even the ink from afelt tip
pen
can
cause
rotational
inaccuracies and jitter'. So throw
away those CDs you marked with
felt tip pens to make the sound
better.

LAKE'S PATENTS NOT SO
SHARP?
Paul Keating, Australia's former
Prime Minister, has struck it rich
by backing Lake Technology's
patents on digital signal processing.
USP 5990 818 was filed by David
McGrath in 1997 and granted in
November. The patent claims legal
monopoly on new algorithms for

converting a multichannel audio
signal into a single stream of bits,
multiplying the code to amplify the
signal, and shifting the spurious
noise added by amplification to a
frequency range above human
hearing. The system also allows for
processing the signal, for example,
providing tone control, in the 1-bit
domain, instead of converting it to
PCM before processing.
Lake also has patents pending on
ways of generating surround sound
from headphones, for instance WO
99/51063, which has been filed
round
the
world.
Dolby
Laboratories has taken alicence to
exploit the system with Motorola
chips, and it is used by Singapore
Airlines for inflight entertainment.
Sharp has also taken a licence but
wants it known that this has nothing
to do with the 1-bit amplifier
recently announced.
Says Sharp's Audio Product
Marketing Manager, Simon Clare:
'The
technology
of
Lake
Technology's US patent 5 990 818
has not been licensed to Sharp. It
is not connected to Sharp's
development of 1- Bit amplifier
technology. The Sharp SM-SX100
1-Bit amplifier was launched in
Japan in August 1999, and the
technology employed in this
amplifier was developed solely by
Sharp Corporation in conjunction
with Waseda University, Japan'.

JAZZ FM GETS SWAMPED
Finally, be very wary of fitting FM
radio aerials that try pull in out-ofarea stations. I paid to have a
directional FM aerial installed in
Sussex, but sighted on the Croydon
transmitter so that Icould listen to
Jazz FM on 102.2. The signal
available from London was under
20dB microvolts, compared to
around 50dB for local BBC
stations. But it worked.
Then
suddenly,
Jazz
FM
disappeared and was replaced by
local pop station Spirit FM. The
local newspapers bristled with
complaints from listeners who had
also lost their expensive London
signal.
The Radio Authority had granted
Spirit a licence to use two
frequencies, 96.6 and 102.3FM.
The station started broadcasting on
96.6 in April 1996 but did not get
round to using its second frequency
until autumn 1997. This completely
swamps Jazz 102.2.
The Radio Authority confirmed
that Spirit was within its rights, and
there are other out-of-area signals
round the country that may sooner
or later be legitimately swamped by
local stations on the same or close
frequencies.

Barry Fox
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Walrus Systems
amazon
ars acoustica
art
atc
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
dnm
ear yoshino
final
graham
helios
jm lab
living voice
morch

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

The best
loudspeaker
around £5K
money can
buy.*
r••

avantgarde
101

*Quite possibly. Definitely the
best high-efficiency
loudspeaker.

The Avantgarde
Uno in midnight
metallic blue
£5300

J.C.Verdier Control B
preamplifier + power supply

Platine Verdier turntable

Iron 300B amplifier

musical fidelity
my'
noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
plinius
rega
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tom evans
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamurachurchill

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@wairus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items, subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk

COMPETITION

WIN!

Win Genelec active monitors worth £ 1400
'Consistent natural sound...'
FOR recording engineers, Genelec is ahousehold word. This
Finnish company, founded in 1978, has carved out aworldleading position as amaker of professional active monitor
speakers. Genelec is still unknown to most hi-fi enthusiasts
— but, backed that awesome reputation in the pro field, the
company is about to change all that. And, as the prize in this
month's free-entry competition, we're delighted to be able to
offer asuperb pair of Genelec active monitors — and we've
chosen the model which will spearhead Genelec's entry into
the ' domestic' hi-fi market.
Genelec's design philosophy is based on an active electronic
crossover operating at low signal levels, which gives stable
performance even in high-power applications. Using the crossover's
adjustable filters, equalisation can be tailored to match the
environment; crossover and phase responses can be optimised
precisely to give the most accurate system performance possible.
And, with each drive unit coupled directly to its own power
amplifier, this means that drive
units types can be chosen for
their sound quality — without
being concerned about sensitivity
differences. Also, each driver has
its own protection circuitry, so
that even when operating at the
upper limits of output, it will be
safe.
Genelec active monitorng
systems also incorporate the
company's proprietary
Directivity Controlled
Waveguide (DCW), to optimise
drive-unit directional
characteristics. Claimed benefits
include flat on-axis and off-axis
response, for awider usable

listening area; increased direct-to-reflected sound ratio for reduced
room coloration; improved imaging; increased driver efficiency and
hence increased maximum sound pressure levels; decreased driveunit distortion; and areduction in the diffraction effects due the
cabinet edges.

THIS MONTH'S STAR PRIZE
Our lucky winner will receive apair of HT206 Active Monitors,
which embody all the company's studio experience, and are ideal
for high-performance domestic hi-fi systems, or for home studio
monitoring — and of course, you wont need apower amplifier, as
this active design will run straight from your pre-amp. This
compact nearfield monitor design utilises a6.5in bass/mid driver,
plus a0.75in metal dome tweeter, with DCW. Built-in biamplification provides 80W for the bass and 50W for the tweeter.
Crossover point is 3.5kHz, and, as with all
Genelec's active pro speakers, there
are user-adjustable controls to tune
the system equalisation. A bass
roll-off control allows acut of up to
-8dB, steps, and there is also abass
tilt control. The treble tilt control
gives acut of up to -4dB. All
controls operate in 2dB steps, and
the tilt controls also provide amute
function. Nominal frequency
response is 55Hz-18kHz,+/-2.5dB,
and maximum sound pressure level
is quoted as an awesome 115dBA
peak on music. Mains power
consumption is rated at 100VA.
Weighing in at ahefty 7.8kg, the
HT206 measures just
315x200x240mm (hwd), but it
certainly packs apunch!

How to enter
Just answer the three questions below
and send your completed entry form to:

1. Which feature of the Genelec HT206 active monitor allows it to reach the upper limits of volume

Genelec Competition, Hi Fi News &

without danger to the drivers?
a) active configuration
b) bass and treble controls

Record Review, PO Box 532, Link House,

d) built-in power amplifiers

c) protection circuits for each driver

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2ZA, to
arrive not later than Friday, 21 April 2000.
Genelec Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, PO Box 531,

2. Which type of tweeter is used in the Genelec HT206?
a) 0.75in metal- dome with DCW b) silk dome
c) paper cone

3. The HT206 has separate built-in power amplifiers for each drive unit. What is the rated power
output of the bass amplifier?
a) 50W
b) 60W
c) 100VA

Croydon CR9 2ZA.

d) plastic dome

d) 80W

RULES, I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
l'hotocopies of the entry forms are acceptable, but only
one entry per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other

Genelec Competition

alternatives to the prizes offered. The winner will be the
first correct entrys opened. 3) Employees of IPC
Magazines, Genelec or their agents, will not be eligible to
enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday,

Name
Address

THE ANSWERS

21 April, 2000. The Editor's decision will be final and
binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding
the competition. 5) The prizewinner will be notified by
post; the results will be published in HFNIRR, July 2000
issue. 6) Entry forms received become the property of WC
Magazines Ltd.
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Postcode

2
you would prefer NOT to receive further
hrect mail, please tick this box u

Daytime tel no:

J
19

(MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS)

CEDIA

Founder
Member

•

100's

•

of remarkable offers on

the best Hi Fi & Audio Visual brands.

Edgware Branch

Up to 50% ecF*
ex-demo & display models.
Don't miss the best &

biggest sale in the
entertainment business.
Edgware Branch, 173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 71X Tel: 0208 952 5535
Hounslom Branch, 45 High street, Hounslow,
Middlesex TVV3 1RH Tel: 0208 569 5802
Covent Garden Branch, 18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9H Tel: 0207 497 1346
Beckenham Branch, 126 High Street, !Beckenham,
Kent BR3 1ED Tel: 0208 663 3777

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

tSale starts 3rd March 2000
*Not valid with any other promotions or offers. E&OE.
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Unless
there's a
facility for
revisions,
reference
books for
the hi-fi
enthusiast
quickly
become
outdated

ní ['
no I
nwell al

D

on't blame the declining
literary standards of recent
decades: there are simply
fewer books about our pet subject
than in the past, even though book
sales in general are not falling'. Look
at the all the accessible-to-nonscientists hi-fi reference books
available 20 or 30 years ago, and
you'd see that there was areasonably
wide choice. Authors ranging from
Gilbert Briggs to John Borwick to
Edgar
Villchur
shared
their
knowledge and experience, through
books which acted as handy guides
to the monthly outpourings in the hifi mags. Glossaries, clear discourses
on audio basics, hints on system
building — they were there to help,
and that's just what they did. Best of
all, they saved hi-fi journalists from
having to explain the basics in every
review.
Nowadays, with even more source
formats from which to choose and

HI-FI
for
Pleasure
GUIDE TO PLAIINO
AND EQUIPMENT
by

&null Jame

GOOD
SOUND
AN UNCOMPLICATED
TO CHOOS/NG
AND USING AUDIO
EOUIPMENT

Gum

Two classic
books on
hi-fi, and
Robert Harley 's
guides (now
revised and
updated)

with a far greater selection of
hardware ta tempt you, you'd think
that some thick tome would be akey
purchase for any nascent ( or even
veteran) audiophile. And if you feel
that there hasn't been awild increase

HIM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

in the number of components
available, then let me just point out
one illustration: the last HiFi
Yearbook ran to 468 pages. The
Korean hi-fi guide for 2000,
published by Audio journal, runs to
818. Oh, and the HiFi Yearbook ran
two columns per page; the Koreans
needed three, and with smaller type.
Still don't believe me? Want more
proof? The late, lamented Audio
published the USA's ' bible' every
October. The number of components
per annual? In 1995, there were 6222
models; in the last ever volume, for
1999, the count cracked 6500. If that
seems insignificant to you, then look
at it this way: ahi-fi magazine would
have to run 20 reviews per month
just to accommodate the increase, let
alone do justice to the other six
thousand-plus.
Perhaps what works against the
existence of a hi-fi guide in book
form (and
what
keeps
the
wild'n'woolly,
unedited
and
irresponsible world-wide web alive)
is the reality that books are out-ofdate before they even reach the
shops. It's bad enough for magazines
which have monthly schedules; and
many's the time when an article
appeared about, say, amusician and
he died in-between the writing and
the publishing. As for yearbooks, the
same holds true. (Or at least that's
what we're told every time we try to
revive it.)
In my library are dozens of ` Guides
To HiFi', all of which have their
unique merits and all of which are
seriously obsolete. Even Villchur's
and Briggs's classic works read like
hoary grimoires of a bygone age,
although both are rich with
knowledge and insight of value even
in the digital era, which neither could
have foreseen. Laura Dearborn's
sublime guide to the high-end — just
over a decade old — needs only a
measure of updating to make it
relevant to today. And that's the
problem: convincing publishers to
release new editions.
This, of course, doesn't apply to
academic texts which have become
industry standards; Martin Colloms's
masterful
High
Performance
Loudspeakers is deservedly in its fifth
edition, and will probably continue
to be revised periodically as long as
MC is around to revise it. But that's
a dense, scholarly work of use
primarily
to
designers
and
acousticians;
many ' civilian'
audiophiles looking for a guide to
equipment selection and set-up
would find the work almost
impenetrable.
We are plagued with a dilemma
which has infected specialist writing
of every stripe. Those in aposition
to produce a book about hi-fi for

regular consumption are either
(a) knowledgeable but unable to write
in a manner worth reading or (b)
they're able to spin out readable text
but lack technical credibility. Given
that the need then arises for awriter
with areasonable mix of the two, it
falls to Robert Harley, late of
Stereophik and Fi, and now of Perfect
Vision and The Absolute Sound, to do
with his two books what MC has
been able to do with High
Performance Loudspeakers: keep ' em
revised and in print.
There are, of course, reasons why
Robert is able to do this, not least
being that The Complete Guide To
High-End Audio and its companion,
Home Theater For Everyone, are big
sellers. Moreover, they're selfpublished. Add to that that they're
highly entertaining, sensible and
balanced — Robert is not afraid to
employ both subjective and objective
observations — and you will not be
surprised to learn that the two titles
now possess 2nd Edition status. The
revisions and additions to both justify
the updates, while Robert has used
his access to the industry wisely: both
books deal with DVD-A and SACD,
though events will invariably conspire
to render the relevant text dated if
not obsolete 2.
Page counts are up, the text revised
where relevant — there's even a
change in attitude, when Robert
points out in the introduction to The
Complete Guide To High-End Audio
that there is no longer quite the need
for the purist to own two separate
systems to optimise performance for
both pure audio and home theatre
[see ' Multi-channel madness?',
March, page 72]. But Robert might
find that the frequency of his updates
has to increase; horrifyingly, even a
mere four years between editions for
the hi-fi volume and three for the
home theatre book left long gaps
between the content and the realworld state of play. But maybe that's
me assuming that awareness of upto-the-minute
developments
is
desirable or even possible. It isn't:
there are still people out there who
think that CD is new. Whatever it
takes for Robert to keep us informed
in aconvenient format, Ijust hope
that he resists releasing future editions
as CD-ROMs on a semi-annual
basis. (Both books are available from
the Accessories Club.) Ken Kessler
'According to anumber of articles in the
press about internet commerce, books are
far and away the Number One commodity
for on-line purchase. CDs and DVDs are
Number Two.
2Delayed release dates, concerns about
copy protection and possible new
techniques, the viability of 'universal'
machines, the arrival of Nuon, new
versions of Dolby and THX, the growth
of MP3 — see what Imean?
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e
gave
a
short
introduction to the this
brand new company in
'News' in February. It was founded
by a group of enthusiasts, most of
whom had met through their work
with aScottish-based manufacturer
of control systems for industrial
applications and who found further
common ground in a consuming
interest in hi-fi.
With an established background
in the design and manufacture of
precision electronics the team has
enjoyed something of a head-start
in the new venture. Much of the
groundwork had already been done,

proven either through those aspects
that it has in common with
sophisticated control circuitry
(power supplies, for example) or
through gradual development over
the years on the designer's private
workbench. An immeasurable
additional advantage was that so
many of the component sourcing,
board and fabrication issues were
already resolved.
Samuel Johnson Audio is based
in Prestwick, Scotland. The
company, like its name, displays
healthy cross-border links since its
designer, Norman Johnson, is
English, like his 18th- century

The arrival of a new British hi-fi brand is a major
event. Here's the first review of SamuelJohnson
Audio's pcal00 and ppa100 pre-lpower amplifier
by IVOR HUMPHREYS

It is good to
see a British
company
paying so
much attention
to its dress
code,
challenged
only, to my
mind, by AVI,
Linn, Meridian
and Myryad in
this respect

namesake, while many of his
colleagues are Scots, like the great
lexicographer's
friend
and
biographer, James Boswell. But one
shouldn't make too much of these
things! SJ needs no historical prop.
Certainly if looks and build
quality are arbiters of success, SJ
should find itself stretched to meet
demand, for the styling and
attention to detail evident here is
exceptional. There are three
products initially in what is termed
the Premium range: a pre/power
amplifier combination and adigitalto- analogue converter. A CD
transport is nearing completion and
a 100W power amplifier is in the
wings. Here we look at the pre-/
power coupling and the intention is
follow it with areview of the DAC
and, hopefully, the transport in a
forthcoming issue.
The 360mm midi-width cabinets
are available in achoice of finishes.
The review samples, pictured here,
were in alight champagne gold; but

Samue/J11111SOH
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ANIPLIFIERS
chrome-like polished aluminium,
black and graphite are other current
options. The covers have atextured
paint coating while the fascias
present a striking combination of
anodized aluminium and real wood
— a choice here of rosewood, ash,
American
walnut,
cherry,
mahogany or walnut. Quite apart
from the development of the
circuits themselves, these fascias
must have presented a major
challenge in their precision
marrying of curved sections of such
dissimilar materials. Points of
subtle detail abound. For example,
the control buttons sit in recesses
whose curved profile is aminiature
concave echo of the palm- sized
handset's elliptical profile. The
company logo is subtle too, set only
on the large standby button. It is
good to see a British company
paying so much attention to its
dress code, challenged only, to my
mind, by AVI, Linn, Meridian and
Myryad in this respect.

PCA100 PRE-AMPLIFIER
The pcal00 pre- amplifier, or
control amplifier as SJ terms it, is
unashamedly
minimalist
in
function, offering no balance or
tone controls or filters, despite its
unusually high component count,
much of which concerns the highly
elaborate power supply arrangements. As standard there are inputs
for six unbalanced line-level inputs,
all electrically identical, presenting
a47k ohms input impedance and a
sensitivity of 360mv for 1V output
at full gain. An optional phono
input will be available, but at
the time of writing this was
not yet finalised. It seems
likely that there will be a
choice of modules to suit
moving-coil or movingmagnet and high output
m-c cartridges. The line
, inputs are labelled CD,
Tuner, Aux 1and 2 and
Tape 1 and 2, and there
are separate recording
outputs to allow active
off- tape
monitoring
and/or dubbing with
three- head recorders. Separate
'listen' and ' record- out' selectors
allow one source to be recorded
while another is heard.
The SJ components are normally
left powered and brought in and
out of standby by the large button
on the fasica. An adjacent small
LED glows orange in standby, and
green when the circuit is ready.
Five small buttons activate logic
circuitry to control input and
record output selection, volume
up/down and mute. Input/record
output status is indicated by two
14141 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Immaculate internals
of she pca'00

labelled rows of six blue LEDs and
the mute condition by a single red
LED. All these functions ( apart
from standby) are also available on
the handset, which manages with
just four buttons.
The rear panel sports a fused
three-pin IEC mains socket with
integral rocker switch (normally left
on), 13 pairs of gold-plated RCA
phono sockets and a 6.35mm
headphones socket.
Why so many phonos? Well, two
are in place ready for the optional
RIAA board but there are four
more pairs connected in parallel
and allocated to the main preamplifier output, facilitating bi-, trior even quad- amplification if
needed.
As mentioned above, the
component count is high. The
circuit is built on three printed
circuit boards, one each for the
power
supply,
front
panel
switching/logic/display, and for
the main audio circuit. I don't
recall seeing such an elaborate
power supply in apre-amplifier. An
EMC filter follows the IEC input to
minimise main-borne interference
and this is followed by no fewer
than six ( wonderfully silent)
transformers. Four of these are
custom-wound, canned toroids,
providing independent supplies for
the input and output stages of each
channel. Each transformer feeds its
own bridge rectifier, pair of
6,800µF reservoir capacitors and
monolithic voltage regulators to
provide the +/- 15V DC feed to the
audio board, with local decoupling
around each active device. The fifth
transformer feeds the control logic,
display board and motorised
volume control, while the sixth,
smaller one, is devoted to the signal
switching relays.
Many would consider this an
altogether extreme set-up for apreamplifier, but Johnson is convinced
that signal integrity depends upon
maximum stability of the low
voltage DC supply lines, on nearzero crosstalk between stages and
channels, and on the lowest
possible noise floor throughout.
Another key aspect is a short
signal path and to this end all the
relevant circuitry is located adjacent
to the rear panel, with the switching
handled locally by an array of
twelve Meisei encapsulated relays.
Separate amplifier stages are
employed for the main and
headphones outputs and the tape
output is properly buffered ( for
once). The audio circuit is based on
extremely high quality IC devices
from Linear Technology: the lownoise LT1007 and ultra-low-noise
LT1028 high speed operational

A key aspect is
a short signal
path... all the
relevant
circuitry is
located
adjacent to the
rear panel

amplifiers ( as advocated by Ben
Duncan), the latter used for the
CD input and for Input 3which the
RIAA module will occupy. Discrete
bipolar devices supplement the
output ICs to provide a lowimpedance Class A drive, the
mainoutput defined at 100 ohms
(which can drive very long prepower interconnects) while the
headphones output — a separate
circuit — is less than 1 ohm and
thus suitable for pretty well any
moving- coil headset. The main
board is a four-layer type with an
integral ground plane to help
maintain a low noise floor and
inhibit
interference.

PPA100 POWER AMPLIFIER
The power amplifier also takes the
reduction of residual noise and
inter- channel crosstalk to nearobsessive lengths. The former is
encouraged by the use of star
grounding and the latter given a
head start by the simple expedient
of constructing the units as two
completely
separate
power
amplifiers in the one cabinet.
This division extends even to the

SUPPLIER
Samuel Johnson
Audio,
Ladykirk
Business Park,
Skye Road,
Prestwick,
Scotland
KA9 2TA.
Tel: 01292
470000,
ax 01292
479999.
e-mail: sales@
4audio.com
Web:
www.sjaudio.com

use of two large custom- wound
300VA canned toroidal mains
transformers, one per channel. The
two amplifier circuits are of course
identical, each buillt on a single
PCB which runs the length of the
cabinet and is mounted on standoffs behind its associated heatsink.
Each channel has 40,000e of
reservoir capacitance in the form of
four BHC Aerovox electrolytics.
Again, the incoming mains is
subjected to an EMC filter.
Mains input is via a switched,
fused three-pin IEC socket, as with
the pre- amplifier and the signal
inputs are on gold-plated phonos.
Loudspeaker outputs employ
Speakon connectors. Although
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The Model 10 is a valuable
addition to our range of precision
turntables. The designer's aim; to rival
more affordably, the performance and engineering
excellence of our Models 20/2 & 30/2 has been notably
successful. The SME Model 10 mirrors their exacting standards and ease of use. Novel features include polymer isolators contributing to a pleasing
detailed sound balance that encourages fresh exploration of any record collection. Untroubled by the most complex material it's firm clean bass
makes this aturntable that will set your feet tapping!
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AMPLIFIERS
performers in a complex score
well-known in professional circles
simply because they are now so
these are still rare on domestic
tangible — perfectly integrated
products. The locking plug- toyet also discrete. There's a special
socket fitting is obviously very
delicacy
in
the
secure but Ihave to say that the
tonal balance
actual cable- grips are nothing to
too, which is
write home about, the wire retained
both
silkyby side- entry grub screws in
and
familiar 4mm plug fashion. Bi - smooth
wide open at
wiring is readily achieved, though,
the
frequency
since the grips are doubled- up
extremes. A key
within the plug.
factor in all this,
The amplifier is fully protected
surely, is the
against DC offset, short-circuit and
over-temperature. As with the preexceptionally
quiet, ' black'
amplifier, it is normally left
background: lowpowered and brought in and out of
level
detail
is
standby from apush-button on the
perceived
that
fascia. Again this has a bi-colour
much more clearly
LED telltale. Two other LEDs, one
when there's not
per channel, show red at switch-on
and turn green after a couple of
even the vaguest
hint of a blemish
seconds once the supply has settled
on the canvas.
and the relays unmute.
Criticisms? Well
A simple sequence of basic tests
nothing's perfect,
confirmed
the
exceptional
and although Ican
performance of the pre- amplifier,
find nothing to fault in the sonic
with its ruler- like frequency
performance, ergonomically the
response and vanishingly low noise,
pre-amplifier is alittle idiosyncratic
crosstalk and THD figures. The
in the way its Listen and Record
output will suit most power
selectors simply cycle through the
amplifiers, and has a full volume
six source options. That's a single
gain of 8.9dB. As usual, the
jab if you are going from CD (Input
tracking of the motorised Alps
1) to Tuner ( Input 2); but if you
volume control is less than perfect,
then want to go back to CD you
the channels typically 0.5dB adrift
need to press the button five more
at output settings of between -20
times. As there is no delay in the
and -30dB, though this is unlikely
actual switching, any other sources
to be perceived in terms of an
which happen to be active (atuner,
image shift. Ican see the reason for
say) will be heard momentarily in
leaving off a balance control but
there are a few set-ups which need
passing, which can be irritating.
(Meridian has got this better
some correction.
The power amplifier provides a organised in the 502, where the
actual switching lags behind the
gain of 32dB and is rated at 50
button presses, changing only once
watts per channel into 8 ohms,
providing agenuine doubling into 4 you've reached the new input.
Linn, too, has a neat system by
ohms. With its massive power
supplies, it is clearly capable of which you can ' edit out' unused
inputs, shortening the cycle.)
delivering very high instantaneous
Whereas SJ's fascia
current levels and it takes but a
offers separate
short period of listening to establish
buttons
for
that it exerts phenomenal
Listen
and
control.
Record
selection, the
SOUND QUALITY
delightful little
Used either in tandem, or
solid aluminium
individually in the context
handset has just one,
of other systems, these two
cleverly
combining
units proved to be truly
both functions in conjunction
outstanding,
virtually
with its Mute button: with the mute
transparent to the signal. Employed
together between a Meridian
off the Selector button cycle
through the Listen inputs in the
508.24 CD player and a pair of
normal way; when muted it cycles
Quad ESL- 63 loudspeakers they
provided extraordinary definition,
through the Record output
conveying an astonishing amount of
sequence. This means that you
detail — every strand in the musical
cannot change the Record settings
via the handset without interrupting
fabric, every subtlety of timing in
complex textures in perfect order.
a source you are auditioning, not,
It's rude to point, but there's a perhaps, that it matters very much!
The only other limitations, to my
precision of focus here which has
one
singling- out
individual
way of thinking, are the lack of any
11149 NEWS
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visual indication of the volume
setting and the pre- amplifier's
insistence on returning to
CD for both Listen and
Record at switch- on,
regardless of the lastused choice. Oh, and
because the input names
.ire printed on the
display window and the
LED indicators set a
little
way
back,
viewing the unit from
an angle can line up
the right LED with
the wrong legend.
I3ut now I'm being
too pernickety...

CONCLUSION

Internals of tire

ppa 100 power amp
(above), and (below
left) the egg-shaped
remote, small enough
to sit in the

palm

Employed
together
between a
Meridian
508.24 CD
player and a
pair of Quad
ESL- 63
loudspeakers
they provided
extraordinary
definition

I've rarely been so
impressed with an
amplifier
combination, so
confident that in
all key aspects it performs
flawlessly. Ihad less time than
usual to prepare this review but
have
nevertheless
spent
a
disproportionately large amount of
it simply listening to disc after disc,
drawn in by sheer involvement in a
wide range of music and musical
types. My primary interest is in
classical music but Ifound myself
trawling through my idiosyncratic
collection
of
non- classical
favourites as well, fascinated by
myriad small details which had
scarcely registered before but
which were now plain for all to
hear.
'No compromise — just music',
the SJ company motto goes, alofty
aspiration but to my mind reached
by these truly excellent units. If
there is any justice, they should
surely fare well.
Manufacturer% specification
,
SAMUEL JOHNSON pcal00
1Frequency

response

-0.2dB. 10Hz-20kHz
-3dB, 5Hz-110kHz

Total harmonic distortion

• 0.003% ( OdB output)

Signal-to-noise ratio

• 100(113 ( 50% volume)

Intermodulation distortion
Crosstalk
Input sensitivity

< 0.003%
< 75dB

360mV/1V at maximum gam

Standby power consumption
Dimensions
Weight
Typical retail price Mc VAT

< 15W
360x92x360mm
7kg
£1800

SAMUEL JOHNSON ppa100
Power output

50W/ch into 8ohms
100W/ch into 4ohms

Frequency response

-0.2dB. 0Hz-20kHz
-3(113. 0Hz->60kHz

Total harmonic distortion

. < 0.01% ( 1kHz. 1W)
<0.03% ( 10kHz. 1W)

Signal-to-noise ratio
Intermodulation distortion

>80dB
<0.004% ( at 1W)

Voltage gain

32d8

Standby power consumption

<15W

Dimensions

360x92x315mm

Weight

io.5kg

Typical retail price •,‘"

£2200

Wilson Audio System
the best in the music, including
composition,
expression,
instrumental dynamics — and not

Continuing evolution from the original WATT
has culminated in the new System 6.

least, the feeling of rhythm in fine
performances, both classical and
rock.

A real step forward?

by

MARTIN

D

ifferent companies have their
own individual approaches

to delivering advanced
performance. Some get involved in
radical re- invention, creating
innovative solutions to design
problems. Others operate apolicy of
evolutionary development over the
years, building layer- by- layer on
their historic strengths and
addressing issues in order of
importance to deliver still better
sound.
Paradoxically,
of
all
the
components in the audio chain, and
even after close on 70 years of
development, it's the loudspeaker
which has the dubious honour of

In other words, the technically
imperfect speaker may nonetheless
perform well in an audio system,
and may happily fulfil its purpose in
reproducing music. The major flaw

COLLOMS

presenting the greatest levels of
imperfection
and
technical
variation.
Yet
through
the
loudspeaker, the more subtle
failings of sources, amplifiers and
even cables — often unmeasurably
or vestigially different under
laboratory
scrutiny —
are
nonetheless clearly revealed to the
listener. Imperfect as it may be, the
loudspeaker is still sufficiently
transparent to reveal the choice of
metal conductor used to construct
audio cable or the type of
polypropylene film capacitor present
in an amplifier signal coupling. With
that potential transparency comes,
in many cases, an ability to reveal

An exquisite
desktop/
nearfield
monitor for
studio
monitoring,
the WATT
became a
compact yet
high-powered
three-way
floor- standing
speaker when,
in 1988, the
Puppy lowfrequency
enclosure was
added

remaining in good speakers is
termed coloration: loosely, a sound
which is not immediately and
wholly lifelike and natural.
Departures from a natural or
neutral sound are legion, and may
be at best comparatively harmless,
or at worst, unpleasant and
fatiguing. A coloration which may
be tolerable to one ear may not be
so to another because of the innate
variation in the hearing response of
individuals.
For the recording engineer, a
highly natural, low-coloration sound
derives from an innate neutrality
designed into the monitoring
loudspeaker, coupled with a
uniform frequency response. This
enables him to hear into the
recorded
acoustic,
assess
microphone pickup and placement,
define soundstage perspective, and
correctly assess channel balance, the
overall balance and the specific
tonal balance of performers.
But at home, out of the studio
environment, absolute balance is
not so important, provided that
adjustments can be made ( for
example by speaker placement) to
attain
a believable
musical
performance over the long term.
For a critic, reviewing a neutral
speaker is sometimes too easy. Little
adjustment is required; listening is
straightforward;
and
critical
involvement may be lacking.
Sometimes a hyper-neutral speaker
design seems to have had the soul
cut out of it in the designer's
attempt to recreate an abstract form
of mechanico-acoustic perfection.
If the above preamble doesn't
provide a totally focused entry to
this review of the latest iteration of
the Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy
speaker system, it arose because this
new system wasn't as immediately
neutral- sounding as some — and
yet it achieved a valid and
interesting performance, thanks to a
number of other important aspects
of sound quality.
In the System 6 WATT/Puppy,
APRIL 2000
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LOUDSPEAKERS
we can see the evolution of some 14
years in action. An exquisite
desktop/nearfield monitor for studio
monitoring, the WATT became a
compact yet high-powered threeway floor-standing speaker when, in
1988, the Puppy low- frequency
enclosure was added. Subsequent
iterations have now culminated in
the System 6.
The lower ( Puppy) section is a
bass-reflex enclosure containing two
powerful 254mm polypropyleneconed bass drivers, made by
Dynaudio. Above sits a pyramidal
enclosure (the WATT) carrying a
180mm Scan midrange unit with a
carbon fibre loaded resin-bonded
pulp cone, plus a 25mm titanium
inverted-dome tweeter by Focal.
As a combination, this relatively
compact floor standing design offers
a huge power handling, now
typically 500W on programme (my
test result, not Wilson's); aclaimed
in-room response down to 21Hz,
with the high frequencies extending
beyond audibility; and the nowacknowledged
4 ohm
load
impedance. In mitigation of the
latter, the claimed sensitivity is
unusually high, 92dB/W, and afew
watts go along way with this design.
Thus a suggested minimum
amplifier power is 7 watts per

channel; you could get satisfying
music replay at this power, and yet
never know just what this speaker is
capable of.
Physically the WATT- PUPPY
stands 40in ( 1016mm) high, and is
12in ( 305mm) wide — the same
width as the old Spendor BC1 and
SPI — but with an overall depth of
18.5in (470mm). It's man enough
to drive big spaces, but it is also
surprisingly comfortable in smaller
rooms. Wilson Audio provides a
comprehensive guide to setting-up,
which includes precision adjustment
for listener height and time
alignment, by choosing from aseries
of hardened steel spikes to be fitted
at the back of the WATT enclosure.
Finish is in gloss lacquer all round,
from a range of colours, or to
special order. It stands on heavyduty adjustable spiked feet and is
single-wired. The ' tail' connecting
the upper and lower enclosures is
no longer interchangeable, but is
now integral with the Puppy.
If Iwas asked what was really
special about Wilson Audio
products, and of the System 6 in
particular, I would reply ' the
enclosure'. The behaviour of the
enclosure can make or break the
sound quality. But when an
enclosure is well designed and built

The WATT
enclosure is
itself a legend,
built of Conan,
a stiff,
acoustically
non- resonant,
marble- loaded
methacrylate
polymer.
This speaker's
non- parallel
walls, lowdiffraction
pyramid form,
tuned bracing
and mass
loading all
resulted in a
marvellously
inert platform
for the highresolution midand treble
drivers

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds
Ltd,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 971
3909
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it become the designer's servant
and not the master. Thus liberated,
the drivers may now perform to
their full potential.
High-performance moving- coil
drivers often have quite heavy
diaphragms, and when driven hard
with high forces from the powerful
motor systems Newton's law
reminds us that there must be
equally powerful reactive forces,
which are then communicated to
the enclosure — which in turn can
operate as a secondary, unwanted
speaker, radiating false sounds.
However, the WATT enclosure is
itself a legend, built of Conan, a
stiff, acoustically non- resonant,
marble- loaded
methacrylate
polymer. This speaker's non-parallel
walls, low-diffraction pyramid form,
tuned bracing and mass loading all
resulted in a marvellously inert
platform for the high- resolution
mid- and treble drivers.
In prior incarnations the WATT
was perched on the Puppy, using
small viscous loaded pads, selected
to match the then-MDF Puppy
enclosure. Now, for the System 6
Puppy enclosure, Wilson has
adopted the ultra- dense phenolic
composite material used in the
SLAMM and MAXX, extensively
cross- braced to resist flexural
vibration. Not only has this
performed wonders in terms of bass
coloration for the Puppy, its
stronger construction has provided
a more secure platform for the
WATT, which now sits on an
engineered three-point fixing via its
locking steel spikes — the choice of
rear
spike
giving
azimuth
adjustment.
As in the System 5, the bass units
are connected electrically and
acoustically in parallel. The use of
phenolic also allows thinner panels
and, with almost imperceptible
external resizing, has significantly
increased the internal volume,
allowing for more effective acoustic
loading and thus a more extended
and effective tuning point for the
high power bass reflex port.
Another new development is the
sensible ( to my way of thinking)
adoption of compensation for the
upper motional impedance peak of
the bass drivers in this still relatively
small enclosure. Improved response
shaping for the Puppy has led to a
drier yet more extended low
frequency performance, more
closely married to the WATT.
As in previous incarnations, build
quality and finish are both beyond
reproach — as one has every right to
expect given the price.
Wilson Audio speakers acquire a
necessary degree of what I call
fluidity only after a good bashing
27
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and an extended running in period.
The System 6 had already
experienced some 30 hours of
dynamically-stretching run-in by the
importer before delivery, but the
system definitely improved in
sweetness and speed over the next

matches
of
supply
power,
equipment placement and support,
of cable and cable combination,
plus speaker placement, brought
great rewards allowing the full
measure of the quality of the System
6 to find expression with all classes

100 hours of use.

of music.
Before going into detail, let me

SOUND QUALITY

relate my initial findings on
performance differences between

I was uell accustomed to the
Wilson WITT in both Mk 1 and
Mk H forms, and initially I was
surprised and disconcerted to find
the System 6 sounded significantly
different. In some areas it was
dramatically better: je, bass
extension and bass speed, plus
transparency and image depth.
Enclosure coloration, already low
with the WITT, was substantially
lower with the ' 6, to the point where
the relaxed, easy-going nature of the
WITT was now replaced by the
upfront, almost super-analytical and
over- critical approach. Yet there
was no question but that there was
substantial advance in absolute
performance over the System 5 and
the WITT II. After many long

the

System

5

and

the ' 6.

Surprisingly,
the
System
6
demonstrated a superior dynamic
range, reaching towards the jawdropping potential of the MAXX.
Belted with a truly high power
amplifier the way the new system
stayed in control, remained
uncompressed and delivered a
winning combination of low-level

WILSON SYSTEM 6
LAB REPORT
As supplied the
speaker did meet
the high
92dB12.83V
voltage sensitivity
spec. Iwould
probably prefer the
mid control resistor
set 0.7dB down,
but it then still
achieves 91 dB.
With appropriate
high current
amplification, very
high sound levels
can be achieved,
within acouple of

detail, was quite remarkable.
While driver integration and
overall response smoothness were

dB of the MAXX
[HFNIRR Feb];
in atypical room,

impressive, the second aspect to
grab attention was the bass, which

the '6can reach
an impressively
high 112dB on my

kicked harder and deeper, and with
substantially better tune- playing
ability, again reaching towards the
example

of

the

MAXX

and

very low distortion

judged maximum

electronics.
On axis at 1

levels over the
whole range above

of programme
rated 500W per

metre, the
reference response

aural acuity is

[Fig 1] showed

high, typically

some measurement
error at LF due to

0.08% to 0.12%.
Distortion
inevitably

SLAMM.
Add to this was a generally

channel input.
Despite the

System 6 presented a window of

improved resolution of fine detail
and of crisper transient edges.

adverse amplifier
loading, rated

Image focus was uncannily stable

'difficult', the high
sensitivity makes
good use of small

with the WITT II nor with any
other piece of recently reviewed
equipment, were now cruelly
exposed.
A reconsideration of critical

and excellently holographic, very
well detached from the enclosures
themselves. That resolution was
evidenced

by

the

convincing

recovery of more information in the
recorded tracks: clearer resolution,

increased at lower
frequencies, but

amplifiers down to
10W, if they are
of reasonable load-

Focal tweeter peak

reasonable even at

remained at
17kHz, rising a

very high sound
pressure levels.

driving ability.

tolerable (for most

The overload

ears!) 5dB. As
supplied, the mid,

behaviour was
graceful and
unobtrusive

the system was of
very low
impedance with
minima of 2.7
ohms at 90Hz
and 2.5 ohms at

measuring avery
good +I-1dB in
flatness, ashade
prominent above
the overall

remained

contributing to the
perceived dynamic
capability.
During the

33Hz [Fig 5]. A
3.3 ohm typical
value is fair for

response, which
then met
reasonable +I-3dB

listening tests there
were indications of
avery smooth

this low range,

limits over awider
40Hz to 16kHz
range. The

energy response

making
considerable
demands on cables

[see the room
averaged response,

moderate shelf loss

Fig 5] and the set

and amplification.
Upwards of 20A

in the lower mid
was felt to be

of off-axis

peak current
should be allowed

audible as a

assessed in 113

`lightened mid',

responses [Fig 2]

for. Above 150

but was not a

octave bandwidths
over a250 Hz to

Hz it reverted to a

great problem.

20kHz range

comfortable 6ohm
load, varying little
over the 150Hz to
15 kHz range.
For the WATT
alone, the
impedance didn't
fall below 5.3
ohms, and so this
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150 Hz where

proximity while
much of the range
was very smooth.
That characteristic

Below 150Hz,
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Fig 2. Wilson Audio System 6: frequency
responses at 2m. Solid trace, on-axis; dotted,
15 0vertically off-axis; dashed, 30° laterally offaxis; long dash, 45° laterally off-axis
valve/tube

listening sessions over several
weeks, it became apparent that the
such clarity into my reference
system that secondary quality
aspects, which were not apparent

Fig 1. Wilson Audio System 6: axial frequency
response at 1
m (dashed trace, LF correction)

By nearfield

showed excellent

measurement the

umformity,
pointing to good

-6dB low
frequency point
was established at
alow 30Hz with
fair in-room bass
extension to
perhaps 27Hz

time alignment
and phase control
for the WATT
section. A
+I- 3.5 dB

rates as an easy to
drive 7ohm load,

depending on local

amplitude window
was sufficient to

acoustics. Power

contain all the

compatible with

testing showed

continued on page 31
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A Perfect Ten...
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer,
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupled
cabinets; the 'Audio Stealth'
moulded rock front and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality
*

*
Value for money

* *
Again confirming that in every
way she's aperfect ten.

dale Interrat onal Ltd.
nmine Business Park
Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 6WA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.wharfedale.co.uk

Diamond 7.1*
£99.95
Diamond 7.2*
£ 129.95
Diamond Anniversary £ 149.95

LOUDSPEAKERS
better pitch discrimination for fast
percussive notes, with better
resolved decay as notes naturally
ended. Such stimuli are often
rendered as a near- toneless
knocking noise by much of the
competition.
In terms of perceived soundstage,
the System 6 can generate a
substantially larger image than
before: wider, deeper and yet with a
satisfying
layering
of deep
perspective.
In the bass, the ' 6 sounded fast
and tight, driving aclean beat which
was well connected with the

high resolution remained — while I
remember the old System 5
favouring
hard- driving
for

WILSON SYSTEM 6
cord"

dfirm, page 29

axial and off-axis
measurements.
Alone, the WATT
exhibited a
nearfield minimonitor response,
shelved by -3dB
below 250Hz,
then continuing in
good order to
about 60Hz. The
Puppy augmented
that lower band
while generating
percussion line from the mid and
real power and
treble sections. The sound was
extension to below
solid, upbeat and had good timing,
30Hz.
generating
effective
rhythm
A good ETC
patterns. That combination of
response was
CONCLUSION
rhythm and very good dynamics
measured, if
While acknowledging that the
singles it out among US speaker
somewhat
System 5 represented an advance
systems in its class; this is a special
dominated by that
over its predecessor, Ipersonally
ability to communicate the musical
Focal 17kHz
preferred the WIT!' (Mk Iand Mk
message, and it does not present
II), which I've used extensively over feature [Fig 3].
merely a slavishly accurate
This is seen again
the past few years. More recently
semblance of the notes.
on the frequencythe B&W Nautilus 801 and Wilson
On the debit side, a trace of
sensitive window
MAXX have also spent time in my
`Focal tweeter zing' remained in the
listening room. Great speakers all of selection for the
high treble, if less prominently and
waterfall display
them — the B&W 801 and MAXX
going almost unnoticed compared
for energy decay
are both suited to driving even
with earlier iterations. Meanbigger spaces than mine, although
with frequency;
sounding
music
mixes
can
otherwise, this
these are somewhat unwieldy for
occasionally expose atrace of ' nasal'
showed an even,
use as a general purpose listening
hardness in the System 6, possibly
well integrated
and reviewing tool.
emanating from the low end of the
decay [Fig 4]. A
However with the introduction of
tweeter, while that rather heavy
transient-sensitive
System 6, I feel that a natural
bass-cone of the mid driver can also
windowing (not
partner has now arrived. Good bass
sound a touch ' deadened', thicker
shown) indicated
in
texture
than
the
ideal.
is relatively easy to achieve with this
the excellently fast
model and
is more usefully
Nevertheless the overall result was
decay of the vital
extended than in either the System
still fast and transparent.
mid/treble range.
5or WIT!' II, hinting at the impact
On tonal balance, the mid to
The WATT is
of the much bigger MAXX. The
treble band was fine, although it
System 6 also provides a more
tuned to 45Hz
may be subtly adjusted by the
though this result
transparent mid, sounding more
supplier on request. The bass was
is redundant for
set for medium to large rooms but
dynamic than the older WITT.
the full System 6,
comfortably avoided boom; while I Despite its relative compactness it
where the
will take virtually all that the world's
fancy that the lower mid is a touch
dominant
largest power amplifiers can throw
light in balance.
enclosure port
at it, at the same time remaining
Female voice was slightly colder
tuning for the
than perfection, though Ifound that
musically satisfying at low levels
Puppy is at 30Hz.
too. Stereo imaging is extremely
Iadapted to this mid balance flaw
Assessed by
good and the low-level resolution
quite quickly. Whereas in some
and low distortion relate well to far
room averaging a
designs this feature can lead to an
total of 64 113
more expensive creations. Dave
over-prominent or ` forward' mid,
octave
this wasn't the case with the ' 6 Wilson has yet again breathed new
life into the attractive WATT/Puppy
measurements
when properly set up.
concept
and
this
highly
[Fig 5] the
While the ability to play loud has
recommendable speaker system is, I response met
already been mentioned, the ' 6's
feel, now set for afurther successful
+1-4dB limits from
performance at whisper quiet levels
production run.
33Hz to 17kHz.
was also equally impressive. The
Some floor
cancellation was
THE SYSTEM
responsible for the
Krell KPS25s, Marantz CD7 and Naim CDS II CD players, and Linn LP12
moderate loss from
Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II record player with Audio
150Hz to 400Hz,
Research Reference Phono 2phono stage; Krell KPS25s, Conrad-Johnson ART,
though there was
Audio Research Reference 2pre-amplification; Krell FPB650M, Naim NAP250
also some
and (with WATT 6only) Cary 3005E LX20 power amplifiers. Cables were
contribution from
Transparent XL, Siltech, van den Hul First Ultimate and equipment stands were
the speaker itself,
Pagode HD series and Mana Stage 4.
confirming the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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consistently good detail retrieval.
So, in my opinion, the ' 6 is more
versatile in general use.
With weaker combinations of
speaker, cable and power amplifier,
the high sensitivity was an
immediate benefit — but this tough
4 ohm loading clearly exposes
differences between low and high
current amplification when driven
to the limit. The Cary SE tube
amp, for example, would drive the
WATT
alone,
surprisingly
effectively when the speaker was
boundary- loaded nearer the wall,
but didn't show its full potential on
the complete system.

Fig 3: Wilson Audio System 6: energy/time
curve, Blackman-Harris window (see text)

Fig 4. Wilson Audio System 6: MLSSS
'waterfall' display of energy decay (see text)

Fig 5. Wilson Audio System 6: room-averaged
response (upper trace); impedance, System 6
(dashed) and WATT alone (dotted), 2
ohmldiv

lightened tonal
balance in the
otherwise very
smooth and well
integrated
midrange.
In summary,
the technical
results reveal a
speaker in the
David Wilson
idiom, one of great
power handling
and dynamic
range, with low
distortion and fast
transient
Test resifts

capability, very
low enclosure
coloration as well
as high precision.
The speaker is
satisfactorily
neutral, this
balanced by very
good driver
integration and
low diffraction.
But the difficult
load rating means
capable, powerful
amplification is
essential to exploit
its full potential.
Wilson System 6

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1016x305x470mm
Recommended amplifier
power
per channel
10-500W
Recommended placement in free space
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
40Hz-16kHz
Bass frequency rolloff
(-6dB) at 1m
30Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
27Hz
Voltage sensitivity
92dB/W
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
Approximate maximum
sound level
(pair at 2m)
112dBA
Impedance
minimum/typical/
ease of drive
2.5/3.5ohms/difficult
Forward response
excellent
uniformity
Typical price
per pair (
inc VAT)
£16.000

BC Acoustique NIL
The reference speaker
with Parisian style

tat. speakers
"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " — What Hi•Fi?

BC
Acoustique

is distributed in the UK by

The Audiophile Club

MP3 PLAYERS

I

used to store music prior to replay.
could be increased even further as
magine carrying aportable music
In typical operation, the player will
larger hard drives become commonly
player that has your favourite
available. But best of all, for those
spin the disk for 5-10 seconds, and
albums always to hand. And not
then the disk is completely switched
who like the idea of carrying music
just one or two, but potentially
off. Thirty seconds before the buffer
around but don't like the washed-out
hundreds of them. Codecs like MP3
runs out, the disk spins up again, and
sound quality of most MP3, the vast
have the capability to fulfil this
10MB more of music is read. In use
reserves available on a machine like
possibility, but you still need a lot
Ididn't encounter any problems with
the PJB allow you to use much
more memory on their internal chips
music skipping.
than is currently the norm on a higher bit-rates. And while it's larger
The disk is not the biggest
than most modern Walkmans, it is
portable.
consumer of power in the PJB. It's
Most MP3 portables now come
still smaller than the old stalwart
actually the DRAM — the disk uses
Sony Professional WM-D6C, at
with 32 or 64 megabytes on board,
only 3% of the power in the battery
150x 80 x26mm.
often expandable with additional
As discussed before [' MP3
over the entire discharge. A powerful
cards to around 96MB. But even
Li-Ion battery is included to handle
Hardware and Software', March
though a music file compressed by
the large startup current of the disk
page 28], MP3 encoded at 128kbps
MP3 at 128 kilobits per second can
can be seen as a starting point for
(1.5 amps for 3 seconds), and this
provide around one minute for each
should allow up to 10 hours per
audio quality. For streaming web use
megabyte, the total capacity still
charge.
there are reasons to lower this bitequals less than two CDs worth of
A leatherette wallet keeps the PJB
rate, but anyone with a care for
stereo music.
safe from everyday scratches, with
quality will increase it, anywhere up
An obvious step to expand this
peepholes for the buttons and the
to 320 kbps. Then quality
limit is by archiving MP3s to an
controls on the end: this includes the
approaches that of MiniDisc, even if
internal hard drive, as used in
3.5mm headphone socket, a
still below compact disc.
notebook computers, where storage
When you have that much music it
thumbwheel volume control, alock
space can be increased by orders of
switch to disable controls when on
is important that the track navigation
magnitude. Such hard drives hold
SUPPLIER
should be simple and intuitive — and
the move, and the all-important data
upwards of 3or 4gigabytes. So now
Remote Solution,
interface to upload music into the
so it was. It proved elementary to
our playing time will no longer be
515W
Commonwealth
unit — in this case aUSB port.
use: music is stored as tracks
counted in minutes: it's counted in
Ave,
Loading music into the Personal
grouped together in Albums, and
tens of hours. The HanGo Personal
Suite 212,
JukeBox requires a computer; at
with these grouped together as Sets.
Jukebox, a product of Compaq
Fullerton,
An Up and Down button moves a present software is only available for
Corporate Research, uses just this
CA 92832, USA
001 714-525cursor between Set, Album and
Windows PCs. However, Ihad no
idea: a4.86GB 2.5in hard disk drive
0253
that can hold over 80 hours. That's a Track points, and once there it is a problem uploading tracks on an
www.pjbox.corn
Apple PowerBook, using OS 9 and
matter of using Forward and Back
large step-up in capacity, which
keys below the screen to select within
Virtual PC 3.0. The supplied
the category.
Jukebox Manager software worked
The Han Go Electronics
well, and thanks to the USB interface
Inside, the little hard drive spins
up only when the internal RAM
upload time was swift, taking just a
buffer is low, which in practice may
few minutes to load an hour of
PersonalJukebox plays MP3 music.
music. Iwould expect this to be even
be every ten minutes or so, and even
then it will only spin briefly. The
faster when running native on aPC.
Lots and lots of it
PJB has 12 megabytes of DRAM in
Sound quality? Well, as good as
total. Two of the 12MB are used by
any MP3 player currently on the
market. An elementary tone control
the player itself for the user
by ANDREW HARRISON
interface. The remaining 10MB are
can lift the bass alittle (Extra Bass)
or a lot ( Super Bass) although I
preferred it with tone set to Normal.
Headphones are included from Koss,
and are of good quality,
In all, this is one of the most
iconoclastic pieces of technology I
have ever held in my hands. It is still
yet to hit the UK officially, and the
price will probably be around £500.
The implications for future music on
the move Ifind quite staggering.
Things will never be the
same again.

Thanks to the
USB interface
upload time
was swift,
taking just a
few minutes to
load an hour
of music. I
would expect
this to be even
faster when
running native
on a PC
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dCS managed to
acquire King Of
The Hill status
while being both
embarrassingly
low-key and
hideously
expensive...

M

ore than a few learned
colleagues regard dCS
converters as the finest
digital processors money can buy.
Sensitivity to this fact, though,
shouldn't impress the observer: every
brand, however awful, has afan base,
if only the designer's Mum and Dad.
dCS, though, managed to acquire
King Of The Hill status while being
both embarrassingly low-key and
hideously expensive, the latter usually
enough to inspire a following, the
former mitigating against it.
Like the Elgar which set everyone
into worship mode, the new — and far
less expensive at £5000 — Delius is a
24/192 DIA converter with clean,

At last, dCS brings the
mouthwatering, now- legendary Elgar
recipe within closer reach: the Delius
is no ordinary 'cooking' DAC!

by KEN KESSLER

clutter-free, slope-free styling to match
the Purcell Digital Upsampler recently
reviewed [Dec ' 99] by AH. (Elgar,
Delius, Purcell — surely the next dCS
triumph must be named Lennon?) Its
460x65x405rnm (whd) case features a
mix of satin and matte finishes, with a
black glass top plate. dCS struck a
nice compromise between the grim
utilitarianism of studio gear and the
frippery of fashion- dictated audio
styling, the centre panel and lucid
display given prominence by being a
taller, separate housing. The four tiny
buttons — power, input select, mute,
and function select — have aluxurious
feel and short travel, while the back is
filled with pro-grade connectors. It's
an ideal duality if you crave abalance
between domestic ergonomic and
aesthetic acceptability and the fitnessof-purpose of studio gear. Weighing a
substantial 9kg, the unit oozes
confidence-inspiring quality.
A fully- loaded, obsolescencedefying converter, Delius is also a
proper digital pre-amplifier by virtual
of six inputs and digital volume and
balance controls; keep this in mind
when judging its price, because it is
two components in one. Volume and

•

balance can be accessed through a
front panel rotary control, or via
remote. Both the balanced and
unbalanced main outputs are fully
buffered and may be used at the same
time, with maximum output levels of
2V or 6V selectable through the
Function Menu.
Delius's heart is the discrete,
proprietary dCS Ring DAC, aversion
of the DAC seen in the Elgar, with 5bit/64-times oversampling architecture
that 'avoids the limitations inherent in
the conventional one-bit and multibit
off-the-shelf converter ICs that are the
basis of most other D/A converters'. It
boasts
greater linearity than
conventional DACs and aresistance
to degradation over time or due to
temperature variations. Its sample
rates are 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4,
and 192kS/s, with 24-bit resolution,
and the device benefits from software
and hardware upgrades (from aPC,
via rear-panel ingress). Amusingly, it's
adevelopment of A/D converters they
produced for airborne radar, where
the A/D can be amajor limiting factor
in the overall performance of the
radar. Iloved this bit, regarding dCS'
non-hi-fi pursuits: ' Only the best will
do. Anything less and you risk being
blown out of the sky.' As opposed to
merely being blown away.
Blessedly, and to allow space in this
two-page allocation for other than a
mere litany of operational specifics,
the unit comes with 6Opp owner's
manual and a laminated flow-chart
similar to the ones found with the
more complex A/V processors on the
market. And you will need to keep
both nearby for the first few weeks of
use, the lamination providing the same
life-extending properties as plasticcoated recipe cards. There are, for
example, 27 categories under the
'Function' heading on the chart; trust
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D/A CONVERTERS

Heart of du
dCS digital-toanalogue strategy
is the proprietary
'Ring DAC'
technology

DCS Ltd,
Mull House,
Great Chesterfor I
Court,
Great
Chesteford,
Saffron Walden,
CBIO 1PF.
Tel: 01799
531999 -
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digital filter, mute speed, display
me, you will consult it
often. In terms of brightness and others are saved in
non-volatile memory and are restored
'customisability', this
thing seems limitless.
at switch- on. Also at switch- on, a
rigorous self- test on its digital
The function menu,
processing is performed automatically;
either through the
it also continually analyses the input
front panel buttons or
signal and flags errors if they occur for
via remote, allows
you to tamper with
easier trouble-shooting. The Delius
has four de-emphasis settings, the unit
more
than
any
de-emphasises according to codes in
tweaker has aright
the input data. Also available are
to expect.
For each sample
manual selection of 50/15µs, which
was used on some early CDs, CCITT
rate, you can
select from one of J17, which is a broadcast radio
standard, and the option of no defour
different
emphasis regardless of codes in the
reconstruction
input data.
filters, affecting
dCS feels that the first two modes
the frequency
response in
hold special interest for audiophiles, as
the ultrasonic
they enable the Delius to deal with any
CD, whether or not it was recorded
region above
with pre-emphasis and whether or not
20kHz.
the emphasis identification flags in the
Juggling the gains, you can for
data stream were correctly set when
example enjoy an improvement in
stereo imaging ' at the expense of a the CD was mastered. Because the deemphasis is performed digitally, the
slight increase in aliasing', the latter
filter curves are extremely accurate.
manifested by a not- entirelyFurthermore, digital de- emphasis
unpleasant increase in brightness in
filters ensure that it will be easy to
the sound.
update the Delius to accommodate
Delius can mute and ` unmute'
any new digital standards which might
instantaneously or gradually. As dCS
require de-emphasis, as opposed to
points out, when justifying what might
DACs where de-emphasis filtering is
seem about m necessary as an electric
carving knife, that ' Ramping the
implemented in the analogue domain,
thus requiring potentially expensive
volume is generally more pleasant to
hardware and software updates.
the ear, but in some cases an
The Delius can, for example,
instantaneous mute may be preferable,
already process the Sony DSD format;
for example when carrying out
it is, after all, based (like the Elgar) on
listening tests where the ramping
hardware similar to the professional
volume levels could be distracting.'
dCS 954 D/A converter found in
Ditto for the display brightness
control, which allows the display to
major studios, which has had DSD
processing capability since My 1998.
match the ambient light level in your
But, because there is currently no
listening room or to switch it off
consumer interface for DSD, this
completely.
function is not yet accessible; once the
For years, purists have argued that
standard emerges, dCS will release an
display illumination affects the sound,
upgrade.
while those more concerned with
One quickly determined preference
merely aesthetic considerations might
simply prefer not to have abunch of was the use of XLR AES/EBU
connections between Delius and the
numbers glowing during alistening
Purcell upsampler (with which Ifell in
session because it's distracting. The
love...), with RCA coaxial from my
choice is yours.
dCS believes that the quality of the
transport of choice, the Maranrz CDPhase Locked Loop (PLL) Bandwidth
12. The Delius (and Purcell) were fed,
has amajor influence on the overall
with and without pre- amps, to the
McIntosh MC275 commemorative
performance of aD/A converter. To
edition, Unison Research Smart 845,
ensure that the high accuracy of the
dCS Ring DAC is not compromised,
and Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300
power amps, while Wilson WATT
dCS designed a discrete PLL and
clock recovery circuit with two
Puppy 6 speakers were used for
selectable settings: 'Narrow' sets the
monitoring throughout.
PLL turnover frequency to an
After a suitable warm-up, the
listening began. And it was the cause
extremely low value to ensure
excellent jitter rejection, optimising
of immediate confusion. Quite
performance with high quality sources.
evidently, Iwas hearing digital source
material played back with a
The 'Wide' setting provides ahigher
PLL turnover frequency, for ` the
previously-unattainable level of clarity
playback of high jitter sources that
and — more importantly — warmth,
might otherwise be unusable'.
the latter aspect (and only the latter)
When the Delius is switched off, all
reminiscent of the late, lamented, allsettings, including volume, balance,
tube CAL Tempest II. Such an audio
APRIL 2000

sataniis rare, while twice in ayear is
miraculous and I'd had two in the
previous four months: Wilson WATT
Puppy 6 and Theta Dreadnaught.
was
too
much.
Utter
This
seamlessness from top to bottom,
precise resolution of the finest details,
transparency to rival the character of a
full- range electrostatic speaker,
transient attack with absolutely no
overhang, total freedom from digital
nasties... the list of benefits was even
greater in number than the catalogue
of Delius' features.
Left in the demo pile from a
previous session was the sublime
soundtrack to Gloty on conventional
Virgin America CD, which Iuse to
remind me of why Ilove Classic
Records' 96/24 DVD version. Even
without the benefit of upsampling, the
CD now aped almost completely the
scale and extension of the DVD
version, while exhibiting slightly more
warmth. When the Purcell was added
to the system, the gap all but
disappeared, and it was nearly
impossible to tell the difference.
Refinement is but apart of overall
tune-up applied by dCS. Of far greater
worth, especially if you are honest and
want greater realism, is arestoration of
the very richness which some believe
digital bleeds from the music.
Turning to solo vocals, ` unplugged'
material and even wholly synthetic
works, different virtues were made
evident; after all, orchestral grandeur
has little to do with Dr John's solo
piano recordings or asession with the
Persuasions' acappella. Isuppose that
the most singularly impressive and
convincing aspect of playback through
the Delius was asense of palpability, a
sense that the images weren't just
three-dimensional but also possessing
mass. It is, by any definition, what is
required if you believe that the task of
ahi-fi system is to replicate a real
musical event in your home. Anything
else is Viewmaster-flat images, like the
aural equivalent of cardboard cutouts. And Icannot avoid the obvious:
using the Delius as a pre- amp
eliminates whole stages of unnecessary
extra circuitry and the concomitant
noise and distortion an extra
component brings to the table.
It opens awhole new can of worms.
Maybe CD was really better than we
ever knew. How sad that the requisite
components — Linn's CD- 12, the
dCS converters, and the like — only
arrived in time to show us this, just as
we witness the re-classification of CD
as ' obsolete'.
But don't take it too hard, and
wallow not in the cruel irony. If, as I,
you've been building up aCD library
since '83, you probably have hundreds
of discs which will benefit from adCS
makeover. And then there'll be 96/24,
SACD, DVD-A...
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A

young
p
UK audio electronics
company with a distinctive
roduct line, Myryad has
weathered the economic storms of
recent years and come through with
a renewed range of product for the
reviving world markets.
Myryad's
designs
are
exceptionally clean in style, with a
distinctive deep grey anodised panel
finish conferring ahigh-quality look.
The MP100/MA240 reviewed here
is the top- of- the-line pre-/power
combination, the MA240 power
amp rated at 120W/ch 8 ohms and
with an almost undiminished
doubling of power for each halving
of load to an IHF dynamic power of
420W/ch 2ohms.
The designer clearly intended that
this power amplifier should cope
with difficult speaker loads. It's also
designed to operate as amonoblock
in bridge mode. So if you buy apair

of MA240s you get 400W/ch 8
ohms up to a maximum of 900W
into 4 ohms (IHF dynamic test).
There is also athree channel version
called the MA360, which may be
added to a ' 240 to provide aquality
five-channel combination — along
with the matching Myryad MDP500
multichannel digital processor/preamplifier.
For classic stereo, the MP100 preamplifier offers line-level control for
normal single-ended signals, while
on the output side, you can choose
from dedicated headphone drive,
single-ended (phono socket) and 'Z'
balanced XLR connections.
Stripped to its bare essentials, the
MP100 has no filters, ' tone' or
balance controls, but it does have an
optional RIAA pickup equaliser
facility achieved by an install option
of an additional pre-amplifier board,
m-m or m-c. Fully featured, the

At the top of Myryad's established M Series range,
this elegant pre-lpower combination offers ample
power along with clean good looks
by MARTIN COLLOMS

•

Myryad must
be proud of
its distortion
achievement
with the
MP100, for
which a
figure of
0.0001% is
quoted

remote handset includes a mute
function, input selection from CD
video, tuner, aux/phono, tape 1and
2. CD players using the RC- 5
control
codes ( Philips
CD
transports may also be controlled
plus a compatible tuner. The
MP100 is competitively priced at
£600 while the MA240 is £ 1000.
All 'M' series components may be
interlinked by a wired control
system called My-Link which cross
couples them to form an integrated
system with unified control,
standby and power up.
Myryad must be proud of its
distortion achievement with the
MP100, for which a figure of
0.0001% is quoted; this reaches the
thresholds of measurement. There
is no corresponding result for the
power amplifier.
For the pre-amp (more correctly,
the line-level control unit), input
impedance is fairly low at aquoted
10k ohm with 420pF of capacitance
loading. A generous maximum
output level of 20V is quoted form
a low 75 ohm source impedance.
For the MP100's dedicated
headphone output, a 150 ohm
source impedance is specified.
The power amplifier has both
balanced and normal single-ended
inputs and, when operated in
bridge mode, abalanced output. In
normal mode the input impedance
is moderate, rated at 21k ohm and
reducing to around 10k ohm when
switched to bridge mode. About
one volt input will drive it to full
power in all modes.
A single set of speaker terminals
is provided, in exposed gold plated
binding posts. In bridge mode,
there is significant voltage across
the terminals; Myryad might
consider shrouded versions in view
of the 63V RMS possible. The
4mm sockets present are blanked
by detachable push-in plugs.

TECHNOLOGY

MP' OWIVIAMO

A key component of both pre- and
power amplifier is a Myryadspecific circuit configuration, a
discrete DC- coupled amplifier
using complementary cross coupled
differentials with current feedback,
providing a very wide linear
bandwidth.
The concept may be used down
to DC and both pre and power
amplifiers are direct coupled with
ic servo chips to maintain a low
DC offset. At the output, the
power amplifier uses paralleled
Toshiba 2SA1943/2SD5200 high
current complementary devices,
well coupled to the common,
through flow ventilation, finned
heatsink. The large central toroidal
power transformer feeds
a
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AMPLIFIERS
reverberance was not quite as good,
lending a certain dryness to the
reproduced acoustic.
The sound was up to modern
standards on tonal balance,
typically
broad and
very
well
balanced,
not forced
or thin in
the mid, and
showing fair
weight and
balance in the lower ranges. The
treble had an air of ` excess
precision' about it but didn't draw
undue attention to itself.
While the sound balanced well,
there remained a mild but
distinctive ` colour' to the sound.
Joni Mitchell's voice on Blue was a
touch less welcoming, while the
piano accompaniment verged on
the
threadbare,
the
upper
harmonics somehow weighted
against the main note to make it
sound alittle more like asynth than
a well- used acoustic instrument
from the recording studio.
Ifelt that
this shift in
colour also
gave ahint of
nasality to
the
upper
mid; though
it also imparted a not-unwelcome
touch of crispness and speed to
upper range percussion.
SOUND QUALITY
Bass lines were well- formed,
Installation was straightforward,
tuneful, and showed a ` big
and the units appeared to warm up
amplifier' weight and extension to
fairly quickly after a few days of
low frequencies — but missed out
running-in. First impressions were
on some of the slam and dynamic
promising, with a good result for
power found in the top- rated
the initial power testing. Here, the
competition. Mid dynamics were
power amplifier proved adept at
also rated average, the amplifier
more difficult loads, even the
Wilson System 6, changing its
showing the polite side of its
nature, somewhat laid-back rather
character little when compared with
than upbeat and musically
the result for the easier loads
involving. Subjectively, upper-range
presented by the Wilson WITT or
sounds didn't appear to ' time' or
the Spendor.
synchronise too well with the lower
Stereo imaging was its forte, the
combination providing fairly deep
frequency beal, and there was a
sense of subdued rhythm.
soundstages, and showing natural
I found that this amplifier's
perspectives and good layering of
perspectives within the image.
music reproduction appealed more
to the head than the heart, leading
Stage width was rated above
to something of a split score for
average while image focus was
sonic merit when using my usual
particularly sharp and stable. You
could really hear where the
listening-test rating scale. For rock
performers had been placed in the
enthusiasts, Ifelt the barely average
rhythmic ability would suggest
soundstage.
Another strong point was a ratings of 15 for the pre-, 15.5 for
feature that Ican only describe as a the power; while in combination
about 14 seemed fair, rather below
'low distortion' sound. It was
average for the class. However, if
notably clear with a high level of
detail and this seemed to be
viewed on aesthetic grounds, taking
consistently good regardless of
into account the overall tonal
balance and weight, the good
volume level or programme
resolution and the positive stereo
complexity. Paradoxically, the
sound stages, an overall score of 17
recovery of low level ' air' and

distributed array of eight 4700pF
high- current electrolytics, this
providing low source resistance at
the highest frequencies. Input
stages run at ahigh dynamic range
from 60V line regulated supplies.
Top quality Vishay metal foil
resistors are used to define the
negative feedback. For input
conditioning, balanced mode Burr
Brown OPA627 op amps are fitted,
with OPA640 servoes. The build is
impressive for the class.
The MP100 story begins with the
analogue volume Control, a
motorised Alps of 10k ohm rating.
That cross- coupled, discretecomponent amplifier follows.
Extensive chip regulation is used
and a generous rail voltage for the
amplifier gives a wide dynamic
range and also enough voltage
swing to drive headphones well.
Avoiding interference effects, the
control microprocessor is tucked
away in ashielded compartment at
the front, behind the 6.3mm-thick
alloy plate fascia.
Signal paths are in selected
screened co- ax cable, while relay
muting
and protection
are
provided. This is is a single-ended
design and the ` Z balanced' XLR
outputs are in fact SE, but with the
negative
signal
connection
grounded
for
reasonable
compatibility with most balanced
input amplification.
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points is nearer the mark:
respectable, if not award-winning
stuff. In operation, the amplifier
delivered silent backgrounds with a
precise and accurate user control.
.‘lytyad's ultra-dean
styling is
,oriplemented by
,cry high build
f
fality. The front
fascia panels

are

(L3tnnt thick

nor
SUPPLIER
Myryad Systems
2Piper's Wood,
Waterberry
Drive,
Waterloorilie,
Hams P077XU.
Tel: 0239 226
,é502

CONCLUSION
These products are so well
designed from an engineering
viewpoint that the lab results were
almost flawless. They reflect the
designer's long experience in audio
electronics. Distortion and noise
were essentially absent from the
both power units and the listening
test results did describe a ' low
distortion sound.'
The pre-amplifier will drive any
load and did a good job on
headphones too. Technically, it was
highly neutral. Likewise the power
amplifier provided avery accurate,
powerful and
technically
neutral
performance,
approaching
200W/ch into a
8 ohm loading.
It may also be fed balanced inputs
and operated in bridge mode,
conferring great versatility for the
price. If only, I found myself
thinking, its sonic achievement had
fully matched up to the lab
performance and outstanding
quality appearance. While Ifound
these audio components to have
certain sound quality virtues, Ifelt
that their sound appealed more to
the head than the heart, and for
me, they failed to deliver sufficient
musical satisfaction and dynamic
foot- tapping involvement. These
Myryads nonetheless deserve notice
and Ican only suggest that you
check them out to see whether they
suit you and your system more than
they did me and mine.
*Full lab report: page 39

THE SYSTEM
The listening systems for this review included, starting with
source components; Marantz CD7 CD player, Krell
KPS25s CD player/control unit and Linn Sondek LP12
Lingo/Nain' Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II record
player plus Cyrus aEQ7 phono stage; Conrad- Johnson's
ART pre-amalifier; Naim NAP250, Krell FPB650M and
Cyrus aPA150 power amplifiers; Spendor SP- 2, Wilson
WATT 6, Wilsoi System 6 ( WATT/Puppy), and Wilson
WITT II loudspeakers; and cables by Transparent ( Music
Plus) and van den Hul Integration ( CS] 22 Hybrid).

http://www.musical-fidelity.co.uk
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A3 RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD
PLATED FITTINGS.

REMOTE CONTROLLED.

PHONO STAGE.

POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 RANGE: I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND HOME CINEMA DECODER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866.

AMPLIFIERS
MYRYAD MP100/MA240
The MP100 is
technically so
perfect that at
times you
wondered if
it was on line
at all! On all
relevant
parameters noise,
distortion and
the like it was state of
the art

LAB REPORT
Taking the pre-amplifier first, the MP100
is technically so perfect that at times you
wondered if it was on line at all! On all
relevant parameters - noise, distortion and
the like - it was state of the art. Its high
frequency behaviour was so good that it
would be passed immediately for SACD
2nd similar high sampling rate digital

Fig 1. Mytyad MP100: intermodulation test,

Fig 2. Myr)ad MA240: distortion spectrum,

replay formats. It was almost as linear at
200 kHz as it was at ¡ kHz. Moreover, the

19kHz/20kHz tones

1P7 at

Fig 3. Mytyad MA240: intermodulation test,

Fig 4. Myryad MA240: intermodulation test,

19kHz/20kHz tones at 1W

19kHz/20kHz tones at 120W

current, based on IHF peak direct into 2
ohms, was +I-24A, satisfactory if not
overly generous in view of the overall

Test results

500Hz

output was very powerful, happily taking
on even a300 ohm loading while showing
barely any increase from its extremely low
distortion floor.
The frequency response was so flat that
the graph wasn't worth printing, rising
from well below ¡Hz to 80. IkHz, -0.5 dB,
and to about 250kHz for -3dB. Channel
balance was fine at typically 0.6 dB [0.022
dB at full volume] mildly degrading w 1.38
dB at -60 dB avery low volume setting.
The output impedance was alow 70
ohms with apowerful delivery; up to 20V
may be obtained and the design has
excellent overload margins, better than 30
dB IHF. The input impedance is on the
low side and may unduly load some weaker
IC op amps based signal sources. It

power capacity.
In bridge mono mode (for which you

measured 9.3k ohm with afairly high

will also need asecond amp for stereo) it
produced a4-8 ohm rated output, IHF

540pF of shunt capacitance. DC offiet was

peak of 560W into 8ohms and

safely low, 1.8mV left and 0.8mV right.
Channel separation was fine, 108 dB at

approaching 900W into 4ohm loads.
Difficult 4ohm loads would not be

low frequencies, 91.4 dB mid band and a
very respectable 67.8 dB at 20kHz. A gain

tolerated in my view but the bridged
animal was certainly avery big beast for

of 13.9 dB was present, 0.5V IHF input

near 8ohm speakers.
Harmonic distortion was very low, so

giving 2.474V out.
Tabulating the distortion, for what it's

low that spectrum analysis at 1W power

worth, the IHF data indicated -90dB or
better for distortion, though there was good
indication that it was actually much better
if measured by spectrum analysis. Even the
thd meter could be coaxed into a - 108 dB

only just detected atrace of second
harmonic at ¡ kHz, nearly 110 dB down

reading for 5V ouL For the record, Ihere

system noise, at IW better than -86 dB or
0.5%. Even at full power the distortion

reproduce the high frequency dual tone
distortion test at IHF level producing an
excellently low difference tone at better than
-110 dB [Fig 1]. Noise levels were also
very low, for example, -98 dBA of noise at
IHF levels, or -110 dB for aCD input
leveL Hum was quite negligible.
Like the pre-amp, the MA240 power
amplifier was well sorted and there was no
trace of hum on the output terminals.
Likewise, the DC offiet was very low, quite
negligible. Rated at 120W8 ohms, alevel
of 20.8 dBW, the power amp produced
handsome power levels, well in excess of
rated level.
With one channel driven into 8ohms, it
showed afirst rate power bandwidth with a
typical power of 22.5 dBW or 180W/ch.
There was some sag with both channels
driven into 4ohms, not really surprising,
but the bandwidth held over a20.63dBW
level, equivalent to 240W per channel,
beating the spec. Burst power was good, the
IHF rating peaking at 210W8 ohms,
350W4 ohms, and 560W into 2ohms,
this sourced from avery low output
impedance of 0.041 ohms mid-band. Peak
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Myryad MP100

Distortion (
dB)
2011z 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -95.4 -96.3-91.5
Intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-110
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -90.3
DC offset, left/right
1.8mV/0.8mV
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
> 30 > 30 > 30
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
108.6 91.4 67.8
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB-60dB
Aux input (dB)
0.022-0.63-1.38
Input data (
aux/CD)
Socket type
phono
Sensitivity
102mV
Loading
9.3k ohms 540 pF
Output
Max level
20V
Impedance
70 ohms
Dimensions, (
whd)
436x90x368mm
Typical price (
inc VAT) £600

on the fundamental [Fig 2.] Measured
using the thd analysis facility, the
distortion figures were generally limited by

held at -90 dB. For high frequency
intermodulation there was only atouch of
distortion for 1W, - 102 dB plotted [Fig 3].
It was only at full power that Icould show
aclear result for the 1kHz difference tone,
[Fig 4.]
Channel separation was fine, almost
matching the results for the pre-amp,
reading better than 80 dB mid band.
Signal to noise ratios were fine, -89.7 dB
'A' weighted for one watt, - 110 dBA reL
full leveL Channel balance was excellent as
was the very wide fiat frequency response,
almost DC to 40 kHz -0.5 dB, -3dB at
118.3 kHz. It possessed unconditional
stability with afast overshoot on 2uF
loading held to 30% amplitude with rapid
decay of the subsequent ringing. Distortion
harmonics were desirably low order, while
both supply modulation and mechanical
hum were low.
For the input 104mV gave 1W while
1.4V will clip it, denoting agood

Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

Myryad MA240
120W:20.8d13W.

Measured power ( dBW)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continusus 8erns 1ch
22.5 22.5
22
Continuous 4ohms both
20.46 20.63 20.52
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
23.2
4 ohms
22.4
2 ohms
21.5
Output impedance(ohms)0.04 0.041 0.083
Harmonic distortion
At rated power, 8 ohms -90.4-90.6 -75.3
At OdBW, 8 ohms -86.3 -86.4 >-70
Channel separatIon(dB)
96.8 82.4
65
intermodulation distortion (
19kHz/20kHz,
1:1) At rated power -90.1dB
At 0dBW, OdBW
-95.8dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.21e
2m sec pulse + 24A, -24A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) rel OdBW rel full
level
22Hz-22kHz
-86.4dB - 107.5dB
'A' wtd
-89.7dB - 110.2dB
Channel balance
0.01dB
Input impedance
21.3k ohm
0.43nF
Input sensitivity
104.1mV
OdBW
1.4V for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
1.35mV/1.4mV
Frequency response
-0.5dB. < 1Hz to400kHz
-3dB,
<0.3Hz to 118kFIE
Dimensions, (
whd)
436x135x368mm
Typical price (
inc VAT) £ 1000
<where °VI> .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

sensitivity. An average value of input
impedance of 21.3k ohms was measured,
shunted by 430pF of capacitance.
39

Is it a

Mi ra
The MRM-1 speaker offers
plenty of surprises in spite of
fairly conventional looks.
It sounds even better with
a subwoofer

by ALVIN GOLD

ll

n the last few months, Canadian
speaker manufacturer API
(Audio Products Iniernational,
founded in 1973, one of the largest
quality speaker manufacturers in
the world), has established its own
UK distribution company, which
should ensure readier availability,
especially through hi-fi dealers —
product in the main went to studio
suppliers. API's brands include
Energy and Mirage, and in this test
we look at a their recently
introduced MRM-1, a costly, high
performance miniature.
The MRM-1 is full of surprises,
even after the extraordinary price
tag (£2199.90 not counting stands)
has been digested. At first sight it
looks more or less like anumber of
other conventionally compact twoway stand mounts, but it follows a
broadly state-of-the-art agenda. In
fact its rather unlikely genesis is the
0M-6, a hybrid omnipolar design
reviewed quite favourably in
HFNIRR June ' 98. The MRM-1 is
more conventionally packaged, but
uses a number of 0M-6 style
features to good effect.
The MR/A-1 and other Mirage
models (and indeed the products of
a number of.d,other Canadian
manufacturers) • are based on
original psychoacoustic research
conducted in conjunction with the
Canadian NRC (National Research
Council). The programme included
extensive blind listening trials that
broadly concluded that most
participants consistently chose the
40

The most
striking feature
of all, however,
Is the
enclosure

same small group of similarsounding speakers, irrespective of
their musical tastes or listening
experience. The principal qualities
that the NRC identified as
important for a loudspeaker to be
favoured in the trials were low
harmonic distortion, a flat axial
response, a wide bandwidth and a
wide, uniform dispersion.
In the case of the MR/VI-1, the
drive units, which are made inhouse, are derived from units
specified for the 0M-6. The bass
driver's features include an
injection-moulded co-polymer bass
driver basket (much closer to being
acoustically inert than metal), and
an
injection- moulded
polypropylene cone with carbon and
mica fillings. The unit has a mass

loading ring to increase damping
and reduce its Q, and a surround
made from a composite of natural
and synthetic rubbers. The voice
coil is abi-filar (twin) voice design,
and acentral pole piece extension is
intended to improve the phase and
frequency response at the top end
of pass band, both on and off axis.
The tweeter has a titanium dome,
with a cloth suspension, and the
ferrofluid cooled voice- coil is
wound directly onto the skirt of the
dome.
So far, the little Mirage sounds
like an averagely sophisticated
design, but nothing to set the
world alight. What distinguishes it,
first, is the combination of an
unusually low crossover frequency,
1.8kHz, and low- order phasecoherent crossover slopes, which
in combination are designed to
ensure the widest possible
dispersion on both axes: the widest
possible, that is, without the
expedient of using front and rear
firing driver arrays as with the
0M-6, or a true omnidirectional
configuration.

CONSTRUCTION
The most striking feature of all,
however, is the enclosure, which at
16kg surely sets arecord for abox
measuring only 331x193x277mm
(hwd). It has a dual layer
construction, providing mutual
reinforcement and damping. The
main carcass consists of 25mm
thick wood veneered MDF which
is lined internally with steel. The
baffle is also constructed in two
layers, in this case an 18mm MDF
base layer with a 25mm thick
covering of Conan, a smooth,
machinable polymer that supports
asuperb black gloss finish. Quality
components are used throughout,
including Cardas wiring and
machined solid copper core bi-wire
terminals with gold nuts and
rhodium shafts, also from Cardas.
Solen caps and heavy gauge aircore inductors are specified for the
crossover.
The
extraordinary
wall
thickness means that the available
internal air volume is even smaller
than it looks, and to ensure a
respectable bass extension, the
system sensitivity has been
dropped to 85dB, with an 8 ohm
impedance. This is a loudspeaker
that has a power habit that will
not be fulfilled cheaply: the
maximum recommended amplifier
is 150 watts/channel, which if
anything
seems
a
little
conservative, but the natural
corollary, which is that the Mirage
is designed for medium volume
levels in medium size rooms, is
AMA 201»
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colourful, with excellent stereo
location and soundstage depth.
Without doubt this is an
uncommonly sophisticated small
speaker, whose performance begs
comparison with a good, much
bigger ' speaker. The lack of
coloration and its extraordinary
precision, which was achieved
without any obvious highlighting
of detail, was quite extraordinary;
but so too was its smooth, airy
quality. Its voicing is closer to the
UK norm than to typical US
designs, which are characteristically
rather rougher, much less refined.
There remains the vexed issue
of pricing. The subwoofer is
broadly comparable in price to
other similarly endowed homegrown subwoofers, but there's no
getting away from the fact that
the MRM-1 is an extremely
costly miniature, especially given
that it is priced at close to US
$=£1 sterling ( not unusual for
North
American
imports,
unfortunately). But by any
standards it is exquisitely built
and superbly specified, and the
bottom line is that it is difficult
to think of an equivalent from
any alternative source that
doesn't cost more.

about right. The MRM-1 was
thoroughly run in and used with
amplifiers from Parasound, Krell
and Arcam (the bi-amped version
of the new FMI series), using
Nordost Quattro Fil speaker cable
and the supplied tall column
stands (£ 599.90 pair), with and
without a subwoofer [
see below].
Used on its own, it was surprising
just how complete the speaker was
even as it stood. There is no
obvious lack of bass — the little
Mirage covers its own tracks very
effectively indeed. What stood out,
however, was the MRM-1's
astonishingly positive quality.
There was bags of presence and
solidity without so much as a hint
of a loss of control or coloration,
thanks no doubt to that incredibly
inert enclosure. The treble belied
the accusations often levelled at
metal domes, by not sounding like
one, and merely providing reams
of well-articulated detail.
The MRM-1 is unusually free
from overhang and produced a
sound essentially free from cabinet
artefacts, indeed free of the
enclosures themselves, instead
setting up a palpable soundstage
presence in the space around and
between the enclosures.
Listen carefully and you can hear
where the bass ends, bleeding
tonal range and sonority from
orchestral kettle-drums and the
like, but for the rest of the time the
sound was full-blooded and

SUPPLIER
Audio Products International (UK)
Ltd. Fairfax House, Goddard Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk 11315NP.
Tel: 01473 240205

MIRAGE BPS- 1501 SUBVVOOFER
lo matter how good, and the MRM 1is very, very good indeed, there

re things that asmall loudspeaker cannot do. It can't reproduce truly
eep bass, and there's alimit to how loud it con go because there
mply isn't the cone area to move the air. The solution adopted with
orne cinema is to use asubwoofer: its asolution that many audiophiles
ook down their noses at, but this is what we determined to try, asking
tirage to supply amodel from its own range that would
omplement the MRM 1, if indeed there was anything
iitable on the books.
The company's response was to supply the BPS- 150i,
medium size (
474x412x394mm, whd) active
ibwoofer, at £699.90. Equipped with a150 watt
10SFET amplifier driving two 8inch drivers on opposite
des of the enclosure, it has all the bells and whistles:
Icluding line and speaker level inputs and outputs, the
rtter fed via high-pass filters, aphase switch, variable
)w- pass and volume level controls, and an EQ switch
esigned to give three different high-pass filter response
hapes. The sub also has aauto- power on/off circuit, and
le black-gloss top surface allows it to double as avery
cceptable occasional table or Flower pot support!
What difference does the subwoofer make, and in particular are the
hanges really improvements at all, or does the subwoofer merely dilute
le special qualities of the MRM 1itself?
The answer is that it was an unequivocal and surprisingly effective
nprovement at various levels. The bass was substantially deeper and
iller when it really counted, for example with the previously mentioned
ettle-drums, whose pitches became better defined, and which sounded
learly more dynamic and richer.
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But this was the least of the benefits, which extended to amore
varied and brightly range of tonal colours, more three-dimensional
imagery and amore detached, less mechanical overall feel. The
system as awhole sounded more alive; and with appropriate material,
the ability to maintain musical tension was greatly enhanced. Finally,
the subwocfer had the effect of making the sound even smoother and
less synthetic than before.
All in all, quite atransformation, with most
of the benefits concentrated in areas that
made the music more listenable and complete
throughout the frequency range; not just in the
deep bass.
Of course, these benefits are absolutely
contingent on how well the subwoofer is set
up. It was wired using the high-level inputs to
the loudspeaker outputs of the partnering
amplifier, ie, in parallel with the satellite
speakers. Using the loop-through connections,
as recommended in the instructions, means
using the integral high-pass filter, which
sounds clearly inferior, and is adefinite no- no.
The subwoofer was positioned centrally in the satellite plane, about
ametre clear of the nearest wall, with the LF equalisation switch set to
OdB ( in principle the -3dB setting should be better, but at the chosen
level setting in the test surroundings it sounded atad lightweight), the
low-pass filter set to just above 50Hz. Finally, the level control was set
so that the subwoofer output was inaudible unless deep bass was very
obvious in the programme.

W

hereas every amplifier
once featured an input
for agramophone/record
player/turntable/deck ( select one
according to age), the amplifier with
aready input for playing arecord is
now very much in the minority. So
it's just as well there's a healthy
selection of phono stages available.
As a testament to the enduring
belief in perfecting record replay, all
six designs featured here are new
models from recent times: new
standards are still being set for vinyl
replay performance.

before the VVI. With around 30dB
of gain, it is used with the latter's
40dB of gain to allow low-output
pick-ups down to 100µV output to
be used successfully. It will also
invert polarity, so perfectionists may
like to invert the signal at the
cartridge tags.
The
Paul
Hynes
Design
VVI/VHI had a great lucidity and
sweetness that never became syrupy.
There was a clear open tone which

Inside the Paul Hynes
Design Valve Head 1

PAUL HYNES DESIGN
VV1 AND VH1

(above), and with the
VV! (below)

Winner for the most uninspiring
case design goes to the Paul
Hynes Design VVI and
VH1 combination, priced
at £ 585 and £ 560 each.
Fortunately, everything
else about the electronics
inside proved the old adage
about books and covers —
don't pre-judge! Two boxes are
necessary
for
low- output
m- c cartridges; for high output
m-c, or m-m cartridges, the Valve
Vinyl 1 alone should suffice. This
uses passive RIAA equalisation
between two gain stages, using a
pair of military-grade 6922 valves
specially selected by a digital
matching system at Watford Valves.
This process seeks out the best
glassware for very low-noise use,
with
minimum
hum
and
microphony.
Power to the VVI arrives from an
external transformer box, with two
tied leads attached: one from mains,
and one to VVI. Inside, individual
star grounding minimises interstage
intermodulation, while a low-noise
circuit supplies heater current.
Itried the VVI with aVH1 prehead amplifier; this unit simply
provides linear gain and is used

carried the music like none other,
and was certainly the easiest sound
of the group. Detailing was still
good although it couldn't quite
dredge out as much ambient detail
as the best of the rest. But compared
to the familiar EAR834P valve
phono amp, for example, there was
clearer insight into the recording,
sounding less cuddly and in fact
exhibiting the quietness and
seeming-flatness of good solid-state
electronics — but with all the
grain- free virtues of good
valve kit. It also had that
canny ability of some
valve electronics to
make ` sense' of the
high- treble detail,
rendering a natural,
listenable sound that
will incite some to forgo
digital playback forever!

MICHELL DELPHINI

This six- way group test looks at a
fresh intake of new phono stages, to
enhance the art of record replay

by ANDREW HARRISON

Michell Engineering's Iso has been
replaced with this all-new design,
courtesy of electronics expertise
from Trichord Research. The
Delphini is amodular unit, available
in several permutations, and for this
test the focus was on the stereo
version with the fully- regulated
power supply. This combination is
priced at £895 — below this, there
is an option with a simpler power
supply for £499, while the ultimate
set-up is the £ 1850 Delphini Mono,
consisting of four separate boxes,

MOMS
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one head amp per channel, each
with its own PSU. There is a
progressive upgrade path such that
the base version can be added to or
exchanged to reach the top-of-therange monoblock version.
The Delphini is designed with
moving-coil cartridges in mind, and
has a choice of three different gain
settings adjustable with internal
jumpers. These are Normal ( for
cartridges of 0.4-0.6mV output),
Low (0.25-0.4mV) and Ultra Low
(0.1-0.25mV). Input impedance can
be set to 33 ohms, 100 ohms, 330

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Inside the Michell
Delphini (above
left), and with the
new High Resolution
regulated supply
(above right)

Inside the Cyrus
aEQ7 (below left),
and its exterior
(below right)

ohms or lk ohm. The High
Resolution regulated supply uses a
160VA toroidal transformer, with
noise-filtered rectification, a lowimpedance capacitor array and
active voltage regulation to follow. A
silver-plated, PTFE insulated cable
carries +/-22V to the main unit, and
locking plugs on each end keeping
the boxes united. Siting was found
to be important for best results, with
the amp unit positioned away from
the power supply.
The Delphini had the most
accurate sound, being quick and
agile with incredible clarity; the
nearest to reaching the accolade of
'transparent'. A small quibble would
be its ruthless efficiency at showing
home-truths about records, where a
lesser stage can sometimes be
welcomed! Its ability to hold anote
as it decayed into nothing was
unparalleled within the group.
First listen suggested ahigher
than usual noise floor but
this was
more a
testament to the

high levels of gain on offer. If set to
Low with the MC Jubilee cartridge,
it sounded as quiet as the best.
Compared to a known Kinshaw
Perception, Ifound the Delphini
was lighter and slightly less
congested, a little better at pulling
darker mixes apart. It also lacked
the
latter's
forward
drive,
substituting amore neutral presence
that filled the stereo space evenly.
The treble end was very pure and
seemingly without ceiling, delicate
but focused.

CYRUS aEQ7
Making as second appearance in
recent months, the Cyrus aEQ7
shows off the analogue eXperience of
Cyrus Electronics. Like most of the
company's range of separates, it can
be swiftly upgraded by adding a
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PSX external power supply. In this
context, the PSX's smooth DC
powers the amplification stages
while the aEQ7's on-board supply
takes care of the switching and
control circuitry.
The aEQ7, at £ 500, has a most
comprehensive range of facilities to
offer: not only can it accept m-m
and m- c cartridges without
switching leads at the back (useful if
you are lucky enough to have, say,
an m-c record deck for LPs, plus
another dedicated for 78 or 45 use),
but these can be electronically
switched between by soft- touch

was alittle too dry and approached a

Inside the Lehmann

clinical portrayal. Switching to
different input impedances had little
effect here, although adding the
£350 PSX-R improved matters
enough to make it almost a musthave
add-on.
Compared
to
something like the Michell Delphini,
its diametric opposite in character,
there was less sparkle or life in the
upper registers, and anarrower and
shallower soundstage. But as asurefooted pacesetter, it showed real
quality.

Black Cube (above

controls on the front. Also here is an
IEC switch, to engage the revised
equalisation curve that supplements
the RIAA's ' flat' response with some
low- bass filtering, to shelve off
subsonic rumble from noisy decks or
warped vinyl.
One of the quietest sounding head
amps, the aEQ7 cites a 200µV

At £399 this unit from Germany is
the least expensive of the group.

sensitivity for 200mV output, or
2.75mV for m- m cartridges.
Moving-magnet is set to a47k ohm
impedance.
The m- c input has a range of
input loads available from a rotary
switch. These are 10 ohms, 100
ohms, and lk ohm, each with or
without a 1nF shunt capacitor. With
the cartridges used Ipreferred it set
to astraight 100 ohm input_
The aEQ7 had atight and punchy
quality that exploited great its
rhythm and tight control, rendering
a dry but focused sound. Low-level
detail was arguably the missing
element of the aEQ7 though. Where
some units can easily highlight one
of the medium's
subjective
advantages over compact disc,
namely the ability to preserve subtle
nuance detail heard within a
reverberant acoustic, the Cyrus here
MARNA» aMOND MAW
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left), and complete
unit with PSU
(above right)

use, impedance can be configured to
47k ohm, 470 ohms, 100 ohms, 80
ohms, or even a custom load by
adding your own resistors to the
board. All adjustments are made by
circuit- board
DIP
switches.
Additionally, fine tuning of input
characteristics can be made by
combining switches to put different
resistors in parallel.
Images in the soundstage were a
little compressed compared to the
more expensive units, but still very

LEHMANN BLACK CUBE
And also the smallest: the main box
is aflattened cube 108x112x4Omm,
with an attached shielded power
cable that leads to a small power
supply transformer. Since its
launch, it has been revised with an
aluminium case, against the
original's steel. A pair of RCA
sockets reside on opposite sides of
the ` cube' for input and output,
with agrounding post on
the goods-in side.
Equalisation is
achieved by the
use of a passive
filter between two
gain
stages,
an
arrangement seen in
stages like the Paul
Hynes Design VH1 and
the Michell Delphini. The
filter network includes
WIMA foil capacitors, said to
improve accurate stereo focus.
The Black Cube had a sturdy,
workmanlike sound quality that
won't upset through being overly
coarse or grainy. Subjectively, noise
level was low and it offered
sufficient gain for medium output

moving-coils to give good volume;
the handbook quotes 61dB here.
Moving-magnet input is fixed at
2.2mV sensitivity, or 40dB gain,
with a47k ohm impedance. For m-c

good. It did have asomewhat veiled
quality, where subtle details of

Sphinx Phono
Equaliser (below)

ambience and timbre were reduced
— the strumming of acoustic guitar
was less well informed, for example,
and some of the air and space
seemed lost. But at half the price of
some others it held its own well.
Importantly, it could amplify m-c
cartridge output with little noise and
hum, no easy feat on any m-cstage.

SPHINX PHONO EQUALISER
Sphinx is a Dutch company not
widely known in the UK yet, but if
this unit typifies all of its products,
this ought to change. At 1800
Dutch Guilders (around £ 500)
it sits around the middle of
these units' price spread.
The first striking thing
about
this
long
rectangular slab is its
versatility, especially
for
the
veteran
listener.
Besides
being adjustable for
m- m
and
cartridges, it will also take on
78rpm disc replay with the help of a
45
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So, the last few advertisements have explained our
believability' (
see last
theory with regard to '
months magazine) but how about putting all this
into practice. We have established our
commitment to finding you the best products
and the most believable ones, but how does this all
come together with our trading policies?
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ProAc
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As you can see, this month we have featured a
varied selection of loudspeakers from all over the
world and at all price ranges. We believe that many
of these are capable of producing '
believable'
sounds but this still needs confirming by you in
your own particular environment and on your own
particular hi-fi set up.
We carry one of the largest ranges of specialist
products in the UK. This month we feature
loudspeakers ( our range of amplifiers, preamplifiers, CD players, turntables, tuners etc is just
as extensive and varied), all these are available
on our one months trial exchange system, for use
in your own listening room to ensure that your final
choice can only be the right one. Our one monthstrial exchange system is just fantastic, where else
can you try arange as extensive and have the
assurance that the results will be, as you want
them to be.
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We specialise in room tuning advice and matching
and balancing acomplete system to your own
particular taste. Our knowledgeable and confident
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to help you through the hi fi maze'. If you are
connected, look up our web page for monthly
updates, special offers and second hand bargains.
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is a true dual-mono design, where
each stereo channel takes its very
own X-Series tube, with an XPSU

selectable
correction
curve and an
optional low-pass
filter, designed to
take out most of the
shellac noise above
4kHz. Noise aside, most
78s can be played via
regular RIAA equalisation as it
conforms closely enough to rival
RCA and AES curves. For later
EMI, Decca and Columbia records,
the Sphinx Phono Equaliser offers an
alternative LF turnover of 250Hz.
The Sphinx will take most
moving- magnet and moving- coil
cartridges in its stride, thanks to a
comprehensive set of DIP switches
on the circuit board: for m-m use,
input impedance is set to 51k ohms
but there there is achoice of 47pF or
147pF capacitance. Moving- coil
cartridge users can select High, Mid
or Low gain, which correspond to
around 66dB, 58dB or 37dB of gain
respectively, and impedance is
adjustable to 50, 100 or 200 ohms.
Other features include the ability
to extinguish the small red ' On'
LED; and also a control link to
other Sphinx components to put this
unit into standby, actually an optical
TosLink-style interface, with an In
and Out on the rear panel.
Construction feels very solid, with
the gain stages and power supply
integrated inside the powder-coated
120x70x340mm (whd) steel case.
This phono amp certainly held
attention during its use. It showed a
deep soundstage, superb timing and
great pitch definition to low bass
guitar. Voices had real body and
presence in the room, and Icame
away with the sense that this Phono
Equaliser was agreat all-rounder: it
could reveal the subtleties gang
with the best, but had a certain
something else, asense of ' rightness'
that rendered most records much
more believable as recordings full of
harmony, melody and rhythmn.
Like the more revealing units on
test, it could summon up surface
noise from the record, but its overriding musicality and control failed
to allow distraction from sheer
listening enjoyment.

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-LP2
Taking the original X-LP concept a
stage further, the X-LP 2,or Excel
Pea Squared as it begs to be called,
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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worked very well, although it's dry
sound means it may take a little
acclimatisation to its record
interpretation.
Lehmann's no-nonsense Black
Cube was the least captivating of the
group, but this characteristic was
reflected in it lower retail price. At
the end of the day, it did what it said
on the box — that is, provided gain
for m-m and m-ccartridges — with
few technical frills to confuse the
layman.
Musical Fidelity's X-LP 2 was the
most visually prominent, yet its
sound abilities were reliable and
unpretentious, a good midpoint
between the basic budget phono
stages available and the four-figure
high-end beasts. And anyone with
doubts about the capabilities and

Inside the Sphinx
Phono Equaliser

supply included to power them. It
(they) can accept m- m or m- c
cartridges, and aseparate high-grade
RCA chassis socket is provided
for each, with a push button
ultimately selecting
which input is
monitored.
For
moving- coil
cartridges, input
impedance
is
externally
switchable to 10, 25, 50
or 100 ohms. Sensitivity is
given as 3mV/350µV for m-m and
m-c, for a350mV output.
Sitting together like a tubular
pyramid, with the help of the supplied
stacking spacers, the X-LP 2 looks like
it means business. In use Ifound it to
'excel' with its smooth musical

Musical Fidelity

honesty of valve phono amplification
should definitely take aclose look at
the
Paul
Hynes
Design
VH1/VV1 combo. Clean and
incisive, it also possessed
the
purity
of
good
thermionic design, was
blissfully quiet in use. The
most revealing
and
accurate phono amp
remained the Michell
Delphini,
which,
considering
its

X-LP (below),
stacked for action

presentation. It had avelvety clean
feel to it, with an equally clean top
end that never glared. A mild lift in
the bass was apparent that while not
overtly intruding did promote
the mellifluous flow of sound.
Midband was not totally
transparent either, showing
acoustic guitar as a little
'stringy' yet recessed,
without the ' zing' of
some. Overall, it was
engaging and easygoing,
allowing
insight into the
music
without

options
for
upgrading must
be one of the best
propositions on
the market right
now. And the
best- value phono
amp here, I would
suggest, is the Sphinx
Phono Equaliser, mixing
great sound with good
facilities and an inviting price. +

•

sounding analytical.
The stereo soundstage
— unsurprisingly, given the virtual
isolation of channels — was very
wide and well integrated from left to
right. There was certainly little sense
of mono congestion. While not the
'snappiest' phono amp Itried, the
X-LP 2 had excellent stop- start
timing, more than enough to keep
feet interested.

CONCLUSION
With arange of prices from less than
£400 to over £ 1100, it is not
surprising that we should discover
varying levels of performance. All
the units worked admirably and to
an extent the choice between some
of these will be dictated by personal
belief in what really constitutes a
good sound.
In simple terms this can be
narrowed to whether you may prefer
precision or compassion. For
example, the Delphini, in one hand,
trumped at revelation, while the
VH1 played with its heart on its
sleeve. That said, both units
sounded stunning. The Cyrus aEQ7
sounded in control and snappy, and
will make friends with its neat lines,
ample facilities and upgradability. It

•
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diameter coated-cellulose coned unit
which is magnetically- shielded and
supported in abasket made of ABS
(no jokes about sudden stops please).
whilst others rely on fashion and an
The tweeter is of the 25mm silk
excess of flashing lights. Speakers
dome variety. The claimed frequency
don't suffer much from the LED
response is ' 36-30,000Hz' (no +/-dB
disease (yet!) but have responded to
limit figures quoted). Efficiency is
fashion, with floorstanding designs
declared
as
89dB,
nominal
moving down into what has
impedance 6 ohms, and crossover
traditionally been a 'bookshelf size'
occurs at 3.7kHz. Power handling is
market sector. This has changed
aclaimed 75 watts RMS.
people's expectations of speaker
The visual effect is pleasing, and,
performance, particularly in the area
used with apair of 24in tall Apollo
of bass response. So bookshelf
stands, so is the sound. First
speaker design has had to progress
impressions are of afast and quite
quite rapidly to compete.
punchy bass, allied to awell-balanced
Into this tough market, Acoustic
mid/treble. The S20s were used with
Research (successor to the original
a Creek P43R pre- amp and an
company which in the 1950s
A52SE power amp, via Eccosse
invented the acoustic suspension
Reference Monocrystal cable.
sealed-box speaker as well as the
Sources included a Teac VRDS
suspended sub-chassis turntable) has
10SE CD player, Nakamichi DR10
launched its £ 150 Status S20 model.
cassette deck and aThorens 160B
This is acompact 375x200x293mm
(hwd) design, weighing in at 7kg: a turntable/Project 9.2 arm. Putting a
size/weight ratio that suggests a £150 loudspeaker on to the end of
good source and amplification
solidly made and well-braced cabinet.
components should make it perform
The body of the speaker is finished
to the best of its abilities, and the
in either Black Ash or, as in our
S20s didn't fall down on the job.
examples, Cherry- effect vinyl. The
There are imperfections. The
finish is effective, astriking contrast
tweeter isn't the smoothest around: it
to the gloss black effect on the MDF
baffle. The main box is made of a tolerated Suede's Coming Up LP
[NUDE 6LP] but it didn't feel too
material AR calls El, the different
comfortable. This recording contains
densities of these substances serving
alot of distorted guitars, and vocals
to damp resonances. At the back are
loaded with various effects, to create
asingle pair of gold-plated binding
an abrasive-sounding top end. The
posts which also accept 4mm banana
tweeters did their best, but added to
plugs, and abass-reflex port. The
the sound with ahard grainy quality
bass/midrange driver is a 165mm
udget hi-fi retailing is very
competitive. Some products
sell on technical innovation,

Acoustic Research is back under
new Recoton ownership. The Status S20 is
a budget-priced bookshelf design
sporting the classic badge
by TONY BOLTON

Status
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Speakers don't
suffer much
from the LED
disease (yet!)
but have

'responded to
fashion, with
floorstanding
designs moving
down into
what has
•Iraditionally
)een a
"bookshelf size'
market sector
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Business Cent',
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Walkden,
Manchester,
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Tel: 0161 702
5000

of their own when driven hard on the
more ` full- on' tracks. Strangely
enough, though, the harder the
speakers were working, the better
integrated the sound became.
When presented with acoustic or
classical instruments the treble was
far more relaxed, although female
operatic vocals again provoked amild
reaction. Further down the frequency
range things were alot happier. Bass
extension was quite good: certainly
enough to cope with digitallyprocessed sounds like those found
from Fat Boy Slim, as well as
naturally produced low frequencies in
Mahler's First Symphony [ARTS
47400-2]. In AV use, monitoring
NICAM stereo, they projected
spoken vocals very effectively,
seemingly with aslight boost in the
upper midrange but avoiding
exaggerated sibilance. Ialso attached
the speakers to a Sony TA-FE320
amplifier. The sonic differences
between the amplifiers were obvious,
but didn't interfere with the
enjoyment of the music.
Finally, out of interest Idug out
my old pair of Acoustic Research
AR8LS to see what differences 20
years can make. The bass/mid
response and definition is drastically
improved in the S20, even if the
older speakers won out in the higher
frequencies, with a sweeter, more
open sound. If your musical taste
avoids Suede and female-orientated
opera, then these loudspeakers are
well worth investigating.

The finest electronics from France have suddenly become more
approachable. YBA introduce the new Audio Refinement Complete
system. Products which embody the knowledge and philosophy of
Yves-Bernard André at surprisingly affordable prices.

AutdioRefivIemellt
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brief encounters
From Genesis - aRevelation
foil, and held into the slow-twist circular
symmetry with more low-loss polyethylene
filler rod.
The overall effect is that of aspace age

Even though ascientific investigation
was made by QED of cable phenomena
in 1994, it wasn't for another four years
that the fruits of the study would
materialise as acommercial product.
This was in part due to the time it took

cable that has just walked off the set of
Doctor Who: like something you'd use to
jump-start the Tardis.
The ' sound' of the Genesis was found to
be happily lacking; je, it lacked most traces

to make this into areal-world cable at
arealistic price.
The conclusions that came out of QED's
investigation are not exactly radical: agood
loudspeaker cable, says QED, should
exhibit amongst other things low DC
resistance (helps with dynamic impact,
transient response, improves frequencyresponse aberrations) and low inductance
(reduces phase shifts and high-frequency
aberrations). Insulation quality was found
to be significant, while skin effect was seen
as of minor importance. And one of the
tenets of cable-lore, that capacitance and
inductance could not be separated, was
dispelled by trying various combinations of
cable geometries.
So, the physical outcome of the research
was the Genesis Silver Spiral, now joined
by abi-wire version too.
Itried the standard version with Chord
amplification and Harbeth loudspeakers; a
6m length allowed comparison with the last
cable group test [July-Sept ' 99], using
some of those cables for references. The

of smear, overhang, or grainy distortion. It

Silver Spiral was terminated both ends with
4mm AirLoc banana plugs, fitted with a
hydraulic crimper that creates avirtual
cold-weld.
The overall diameter of the standard
two-conductor Silver Spiral is 16.6mm,
and its main construction below the skin
comprises nine silver-plated OFC copper
conductors per side, individually insulated
with LDPE (Low Density PolyEthylene),
all spiralled around an inert polyethylene
core. These small core bunches are
themselves sheathed in Mylar screening

lacked the cloudiness and heaviness that
some cables, such as budget PVC insulated
varieties, tend to add. What it did allow
was superb transparency and low-level
detail resolution, tending towards the
openness of DNM Reson or Nordost Blue
Heaven. And usefully, perhaps by virtue of
increased cross-sectional area, it also kept
its 'weight' and bass control. There was the
merest hint of brightness, enough to
enhance detail but not to intrude overtly or
cause any embarassment.
At £ 30 per metre this cable compares
very favourably with some at twice the
price, and therefore comes heartily
recommended. The bi-wire Silver Spiral is
£60/m. Watch out for arumoured highend special edition to appear one day too.
Andrew Harrison
• QED Audio Products Ltd, 01276 451166

Marantz lnizio CR2020/SD2020
Marantz has has had afew goes
at the 'lifestyle' market, meaning
package hi-fi with sufficient visual
gimmickry to seduce non-hi-fi
people. First and most radical was
the Arch system, apparently
designed to grace the front of an
executive desk rather than acosy
living-room, but able to produce
quite respectable sound quality.
More recently came the Layla,
which could be described as a
slim low-profile unit with some odd bits
sticking out the top. In between these
extremes, and perhaps standing abetter
chance of competing with the market-leading
minis, is the Slim Series, including the Inizio
CR2020/SD2020 system seen here.
In Marantzspeak a'
music console', the
CR2020 is areceiver with built-in CD player.
which also forms the control centre for the other
units in aSlim Series system; each unit is daisychained by asimple phono lead connection,
and this control bus connection puts all units
and functions under control of asingle, easy-touse remote. In our case, the secondary unit
provided was the SD2020 cassette deck, of
matching size at 425x77x310mm (hwd). In
effect, the system defaults to the CD input; but
other inputs and recording functions are easily
selected, with an unambiguous display.
Presumably, you're intended to use the remote
most of the time, for the little grey buttons on the
fascia are pretty small and rather awkwardly
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laid out, particularly on the cassette. This won't
matter to apurchaser, provided he/she has
neat fingers and good eyesight. But you can
stick to the remote and leave the front panels
covered, apart from the power switch and
displays, by their almost unbearably neat,
motorised front doors — which open under
remote control when you want to insert adisc or
tape.

You might expect the amplifier section of
such aunit to sound alittle tin or tinny
comparec with 'proper separates'. In fact, the
amplifier section seems to have been
engineered with acertain amount of wammtb,
in other words asubtle upper-bass lift, which
will help with smaller speakers. The only tone
control is arather brutal but effective bass
on/off' switch. On the normal, bass-off setting,
the bass quality is rather soft, abit unconholled,
if not actually boomy. In the 'on' position, the
effect will be too much if you're using goodsized speakers anyway, unless of course you

are abass freak. With natural
recordings, particularly CDs of
analogue material, the bass boost
just brought up the low-Frequency
ambience or general noise to
unwanted audibility. As revealed
by external sources, the mid and
treble character is generally quite
detailed and appealing, with no
hardness in the treble.
Using the inbuilt CD as source,
the sound is quote respectable, but
its limitations can be heard in the mid/treble,
on string orchestra for instance, where the
sound can start to become opaque and alittle
strained, rather than ideally natural.
Comparison with externally-connected CD
players seemed to show that the 2020's
inherent CD quality was alittle dry and slightly
grainy at times, with relatively little depth. On
the other hand, it rocked along with agood
sense of rhythm.
Cassette performance was more than
adequate, with proper level controls and
display, real-time counter and so on. The
CR2020's tuner comes with RDS, of course, and
has MW and LW AM bands.
On balance, the little CR2020 is enjoyable to
listen to: once warmed up, it could bring CDs to
life in thoroughly cheerful manner. The CR2020
and SD2020 cost £649.90, and come in silver,
white, black.
Steve Harris
• Marantz (UK), 01753 680868
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For the hi-fi industry, the future

means 'convergence', but America's
winter Consumer Electronics Show
brought a multitude of new
'pure audio' products too

by KEN KESSLER

I

fyou need proof that the arrival of
a new millennium brought with it
major changes, here are but a few
of the shocks which emerged at the
*I use the word
January CES in Las Vegas, the first
'leeches' because the
show of the 21st Century: Panasonic
simple truth — no
kicked off the new era with the
matter what they say
announcement of a digital storage
to the contrary — is
medium which could render most
that THE Show's
others obsolete; Oracle launched an
exhibitors want all of
integrated amplifier; Samsung and
the PR value of the
others announced Nuon, which
CES, but without
enables DVD players to act like
paying the same
games consoles and access the web;
tariff as the official
Mark Levinson ( the man, not the
exhibitors. They are
Madrigal-owned brand) now makes
not unlike the fish
valve amps; THE Show — the
who hang around
unofficial outboarding event full of
sharks to scoff up the
leeches* who refuse to exhibit at CES
crumbs the sharks
but who exploit the CES publicity
don't swallow. So
machine — had more exhibitors than
why did Icover it?
the official Alexis Park venue next
Because Iwas
door; the legendary Stereophile party
coerced, that's why.
is no more; and New York City highBut here's the reality,
end retailing Jedi Master Andy Singer
however much I
paid retail for awristwatch.
loathe outboarding:
As you can see, this was no
If the CES organisers
ordinary CES. For high- enders, the
have any sense,
news about Mark Levinson was
they'll address the
among the most intriguing, and not
situation — price,
just because he's gone from canny to
crappy moms at
tube. His new company, Red Rose,
Alexis Park, etc —
has acquired Audio Prism, known
and pretty soon. Or
for both a range of slick valve
there won't be any
amplifiers and arange of mains cleanofficial specialist
up accessories. The latter will still
audio section any
wear the Audioprism badge, while the
more. And if you
electronics have been re-branded Red
think I'm
Rose. But this is no mere logo
exaggerating, then
change. The amplifiers have been
just recall what
modified post- takeover, and were
Stereophile did to the
shown in shop- ready form. First
Chicago CES. In
products are the Silver Signature prethat instance, David
amp and Model 2 power amp: atwokicked Goliath in the
way speaker completes the line-up.
nuts, and he's been
On a more global level, it was
impotent ever since.
somehow appropriate that the
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Clockwise front top left: Wadi,' 861 ià a
single box CD player, Mastersound's
unfortunately named 300B SE valve amp.
The sound is infectious..., Another variant of
the evergreen Kronzilla, Unison Research SRI - the prototype hidden from the hoi poilai,
Rotel RD V-985 DVD player: note the remote!,
Tenor's utterly gorgeous, art-in-metal valve
l amp and Pu/sus' 24196-capable digital amp take that, TACT!

Panasonic launch cited above was
the first event of the show. Playing
host to a few hundred scribes, the
company revealed dazzler after
dazzler,
all
linked
by
the
aforementioned storage medium,
dubbed ` Secure Digital' ( SD), co developed with Sandisk and Toshiba.
With showmanship worthy of PT
Barnum, the company recorded alive
performance on violin, on to DVD.
We were expecting sound only, but
up came the video as well. A card the
size of a postage stamp was pulled
from the recorder and fed into a
personal player. Ditto: sound and
vision. And that wee card, lmm thick,
holds 64MB of data, with 256MB
promised by the end of the year. We

were shown a profusion of devices
which accept it, including aPCMCIA
card enabling it to be used with
existing PCs. What looked like asilver
BiC lighter turned out to be adigital
still camera. A device the size 'of a
cigarette pack, looking like a MP3
player, turned out to be a proper
camcorder. There was a microwave
oven which downloads recipes and
tells you how to cook ' em. A wrist
TV. A phone- cum- net- searcher.
Headphones with built-in video
camera and microphone. Isuppose
that all that's left to develop is a
vibrator with selectable voices in
seduction mode: Richard Gere, Brad
Pitt, Clark Gable, ad absurdum.
It wasn't just Panasonic and the SD
AMIL2000
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group which heralded major industry
changes: Samsung and VM Labs
seem intent on pre-empting Sony's
launch of the long-awaited and muchdreaded Playstation II. As a gaming
console which also handles DVD
(and apparently a lot more),
Playstation H looks set to do more to
create a major convergence between
PCs, gaming, the Internet and AV, of
greater cohesion than anything before
it. What Samsung has planned with
its Nuon technology could steal abit
of Sony's thunder. Nuon purports to
add advanced interactive features to
DVD players, commencing with
Samsung's DVD-N2000, with
'dramatically' enhanced audio and
video performance. Nuon-enhanced
Samsung DVD players are expected
to reach the shops in the first quarter
of 2000.
VM Labs is licensing third party
developers to create Nuon interactive
software, and at least six Nuon titles
are scheduled for release to coincide
with the hardware launch. Nuonequipped players boast peripheral
ports for joysticks, keyboards and
other devices, providing additional
ways to interact with the DVD player
to acomputer-like degree. Samsung's
DVD-N2000 — selling for an
enticing US $ 499 (which probably
means £599 for the UK!) — is said to
offer smooth Shuttle Search, and a
new pan- zoom function allowing
users to magnify any portion of the
picture up to 20 times, even while the
movie is playing.
DJs take note: Nuon circuitry also
allows the DVD-N2000 to play CD
discs at half or twice normal speed
with minimal distortion, and can even
play a CD backwards. Among the
new features provided for CD
playback are elaborate graphics
options, including a spectrum
analyzer display and dynamic images
which respond to the musical content.
And then there's the DVD-N2000's
ability to access the Internet and
function as agaming console.
The Nuon processing technology
replaces the MPEG decoder chip
currently found in digital video
products and deals an alphabet soup
of acronyms, including DVD-Video,
VideoCD, CD -DA, MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2, PAL, NTSC.
Naturally, Nuon is already the
subject of debate on various
newsgroups, usually whining of the IfI-wanted-a-gaming-console-I'd-buya- Nintendo 64/DreamCast/ Playstation variety, but that's missing the
point. Nuon is an inducement for
people to uprate their home
entertainment quota, which should
mean better amps, processors,
speakers...
Slap me: I'm being an optimist.

DIGITAL SOURCES

Accuphase, ever classy, ever goldcoloured, demo'd the prototype
version DP- 100 SACD Transport,
which first appeared at the ' 99 Tokyo
International Audio Show. Its
proprietary High Bit- rate Digital
Audio Interface system exceeds a
HI-Fl NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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400Mbps transmission rate; to
interface with its D/A converters,
Accuphase developed the HS-Link
(High Speed Link) Optional Board
and
a shielded,
twisted- pair
connection cable. It was used with the
new DC- 330 digital pre- amplifier
($16,500), which — like its
predecessor, the DC- 300 — uses
modular construction to tailor it to
suit any system.
Arcarn announced the FMJ-series
DV-27 DVD/CD player, but it's too
early to get specific about it; even the
price is categorised as ` TBA'.
Categorically, this player is not a
badge-engineered ' OEM unit with a
few tweaks', but has been ' properly
engineered from the ground up to
provide enthusiast-level performance'.
We were told to expect dual power
supplies,
high- quality
DACs,
broadcast- quality video outputs,
HDCD processing and more.
Birdland Audio's oddly-named
Ode'on-lite 24-bit D/A Converter
features the company's Solid-Tube
output stages, dual transformers and
'innovative digital processing'.
Optimised to extract the most from
24/96 programme material, it's also
said to ` virtually recreate 24 bits of
detail from 16-bit recordings'. Sounds
quite the little miracle, given that it
retails for only $ 980.
Cairn from France showed the
impressive Olan CD player, which
uses the highly- regarded TEAC
VRDS transport. This massive beast
looks more like a power amp than a
CD player, its tall case topped by two
black circles mirroring the round
display on the front panel ( a style
seen on Italy's Audio Analogue CD
player). It sells for $ 12,500.
ICrell's been busier than ever, alot
of the activity involving the addition
of CAST technology to other items in
the catalogue. The name, of course,
begs the use of ` CASTaways' or
'CAST-offs' should they prove less
than impressive, but what the heck.
Gee, Iwish Krell would get into
turntables so we could have an `ArmIn- A- CAST'.
Anyway,
24/96
processing has been added to the
KPS 25sc CD player, the upgrade
including a new digital receiver and
four 24-bit D/A converters. Krell's
proprietary timing circuit promises to
eliminate jitter, and the DACs are
configured for balanced operation.
Current owners will be able to
upgrade.
Also announced was the KPS 28e
CD player. Its specification includes
balanced, single-ended and CAST
outputs, four 24-bit D/A converters,
Krell Current Mode analogue
circuitry, HDCD decoding, rigid disc
clamping and 12V trigger output. The
hot news is that Krell also announced
aDVD player. Iwas told not to make
too big a deal of it at this stage but
apparently, the story is, er, CASTiron.
Muse's cleanly-styled Model 9 is a
compact, single- box DVD player
from one of the key supporters of
24/96 DAD. This $ 3250 unit boasts
Burr- Brown PCM1704 24/96-

Clockwise from
op left: The Panderived Volksamp,
Rogue Audio's
remote volume
control Ninety-Niue
Preamp, The
EDGE, lasertrimmed-bias'd amp
and (l-r)
Bluesmasters Jimmy
D Lane, Jimmie Lee
Robinson and
producer Joe Harley

Nuon is
already the
subject
of debate
on various
newsgroups,
usually
whining of the
If- 1-wanted- agamingconsole- I'dbuy- a- Nintendo
64/DreamCasti
Play-station
variety, but
that's missing
the point

768kHz DACs, balanced audio
output and — for those who value
the visual aspects as much as the
sonic — compound video and
progressive scan options.
Rotel showed the striking RDV985 DVD player, but like everyone
else at the show they're waiting for
the DVD-A nonsense to abate. So
let's skip over the tempting prototype
DVD-A player aspect, and get
straight to the viable- as- of- firstquarter- 2000 elements of this £600
beauty. As standard are Dolby ProLogic, Dolby Digital and DTS
decoding; 24/96 compatibility;
composite, S-Video and Component
video out; NTSC/PAL output
switched on rear panel; optical digital
audio output; a seriously cool
programmable remote; ahost of novel
DVD navigational facilities; a ' strobe'
feature to display nine continuous still
pictures on TV screen; slow motion
forward and reverse; screen saver
which activates if the same picture is
displayed for more than five minutes;
and a standby mode which activates
after 30 or 60 minutes. This is one
tempting player from an unexpected
source.
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Theta's
newest
DVD/CD
transport, the Carmen, is said to rival
the picture and sound quality of the
universally-praised DaViD, but at a
much lower price. Carmen is set to
retail Stateside at $ 3,000, while
offering third- generation DVD
technology, superior video and easier
set-up. Options include RS232,
Digital Video and Progressive Scan
(480P).
Wadia's 861 is a single-box CD
player featuring the traditional
minimalist front panel and pillars at
each corner. Its analogue output
section utilises technology from the
awe-inspiring PowerDAC system,
while the innards include B- B
PCM1704K DACs, Swift Current IV
chips and new analogue filtering.

AMPLIFIERS, CONTROL UNITS
AND PROCESSORS
Air Tight — which always brings a
smile to my face and lust to my heart
— arrived with aslew of products; the
catalogue now contains adozen
models. All new is the ATH-2
moving-coil step-up with selectable
impedance of 3, 20 and 40 ohm, and
the rather fetching ATM-300 power
amp with abrace of 300Bs ($ 5500).
Output from the ATM-300B is
8W/ch, bias is self-adjusting, and
there's ameter up front to keep the
user informed of the tube's condition.
Because it has left and right volume
controls, the ATM-300 can accept
the direct input of aline level source
for purist listening. Given my less
than worshipful regard for the ' 300B,
Isuppose that my confidence in Air
Tight could make me reconsider. If
they're good enough for Miura-san...
Audio Analogue enhanced its
modern classic, the 40W/ch Puccini
integrated, by releasing it in remote
control, Special Edition form. Also
seen were samples of the long-awaited
Maestro high-end integrated amp.
Burmester, not exactly a budget

Edge was, as
fares Icould
tell, the most
talked-about
brand in the
specialist
sector, the
company
producing a
line of 'Laser
Induced Gain'
power
amplifiers
using anew
type of optical
Mas circuitry

brand, has anew entry-level line in its
Rondo range which could open up a
whole new market for the brand: the
991 integrated amp (85W/ch), 992
CD player and 993 FM tuner. Each
sports clean, Burmestery styling, a
central, round display à la Audio
Analogue ( and now Cairn): a
complete Burmester system for
something under £5000.
Century 21 is the name of an
impressive new line of tube-hybrid
and solid-state amplifiers from Hong
Kong's High Fidelity Engineering &
Designs Co. The A-45 is apure Class
A 45W/ch integrated; housed in the
same style chassis is the A-80, which
can be driven as a 25W/ch Class A
unit or an 80W/ch Class AB amp.
The A100 is a 100W/ch Class A
amplifier
mixing
tubes
with
MOSFETs, while the A5OSE is a
50W/ch integrated single- ended
alternative. At the upper end of the
spectrum — and so underpriced as to
beggar belief — are the Conductor
all-tube pre- amp and the 200W/ch
tube hybrid Virtuoso power amp.
Chord Electronics managed to
keep something aside for CES after
the London show. Unleashed in Las
Vegas was the SPM1200E power
amplifier. Very much in keeping with
the family look and concept, it fills a
gap by delivering a serious 350W/ch
into 8 ohms or 660 into 4 ohms —
just what's needed to maintain
competitiveness in the US, where
power amps with such output aren't
just common, they actually sell in
adequate numbers. Price is £4800.
Clayton Audio unveiled its new
Series 2000 amplifiers, starting with
the $8000 S-2000 true Class A stereo
balanced amplifier good for 250W/ch
into 8 ohms. At anot inconsiderable
991bs, its flanks are filled with 22
massive heat sinks and it contains two
1.4kVA transformers. For more
power,
there's
the
M-2000
monoblock at $ 12,000/pair, using two
1.5kVA transformers per channel; it's
also pure Class A and delivers 500
watts into 8 ohms. Companion
control unit is the P-2000 Line Stage
at $2,000.
Conrad-Johnson's LF-2 is a new
JFET line- stage
pre- amplifier
featuring the company's auto-linear
distortion cancelling circuit, which
produces extremely low distortion
without resorting to negative
feedback. Remote-controlled, the LF2utilizes adiscrete stepped attenuator
offering 100 steps of 0.7dB each for

ultra-fine volume setting. C-J's LV-1
is a remote-controlled vacuum-tube
line- stage pre- amp to replace the
PVI2, with an all-new circuit built
around the 6C4 miniature single
triode valve. Retailing for less than the
equivalent of £ 1000 in the USA is the
EV-1, a ' reasonably- priced' tube
phono pre- amplifier. The EV-I's
circuit is a based on the legendary
Premier Fifteen.
CR Developments arrived with
some beautiful new models, many
featuring a deliriously retro meter for
that added touch of 20th- century
nostalgia. The CR200 Integrated
Amplifier is — alarmingly! — the first
of a range of solid-state amplifiers,
while offering full remote control.
Pre-amp output and power amp input
are included to enhance versatility.
Artemis, in its new ' refined' state, is a
monoblock valve amplifier with a
6C33 triode in push-pull with no
feedback; its new look includes
analogue meters for measurement of
tube bias. Three new all- tube
Woodham models have joined the
stable:
the
Woodham
KT88
integrated; the Woodham 300B
Single Ended Amplifier with one
300B per channel; and the Woodham
Classic Pre- amplifier, with threetriode phono stage and a brace of
meters. Like Rolls-Royce of yore, CR
seems to have grown shy of releasing
output figures...
Cyrus
Brenneman
Audio
produces a range of single- ended
valve amps and uses a variety of
tubes, the $ 2995 Cavalier, for
example, using two EL34s in triode
mode, for 10W/ch. The output
transformers are Electra- Print, and
the unit is hard-wired. The Tital 100,
on the other hand, is a 100W
monoblock employing two EL509s.
Top of the line is the scary Silver
Reference 20, a 20W single- ended
Class A monoblock which uses apair
of 6550s in triode mode.
Diva's Seduction is a range of
push-pull valve amplifiers driven by
6SL7s and 6SN7s, the onus being on
the user to choose the output device;
in fact, the price list shows the cost
less valves! Also part of the series are
the Tube Buffer Passive Preamplifier
and the DIVA M-7, the latter a
replica of the Marantz Model 7.
•
Edge was, as far as Icould tell, the
most talked- about brand in the
specialist sector, the company
producing a line of ' Laser Induced
Gain' power amplifiers using a new

Anti-Clockwise from top left: Arcam's FM, DVD player, Century 21's A-45 and A-80 integrated amps, Air light ATM-300 power amp and Last minute arrival from
Conrad-Johnson: afull-function AIV processor called the SSP-I
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type of optical bias circuitry that the
company is now patenting. Here's
what the flyer states: 'This new circuit
incorporates a 630nm wavelength
laser in each channel operating
directly on the silicon substrate of the
bias transistors. The laser bias in turn
is part of athermal feedback network,
as the temperature of the heat sink
rises the output of the laser is
reduced, and as the temperature falls
the output of the laser is increased.
This keeps the bias at optimum and
increases the gain of the circuit 10
fold.' Chassis construction is all 1/2in
aluminium; prices range from $ 9500
to $ 33,000.
Jeff Rowland Design Group's
Model 112 is a handsome stereo
power amplifier yielding 150W/ch
from a relatively compact yet dense
package. The two-tier chassis design
separates the power supply from the
audio circuitry, and employs
confidence- inspiring build quality,
outrageous 'wheel lock' binding posts,
and both single-ended and balanced
inputs.
Krell's new flagship stereo preamplifier, the KCT, incorporates
features to make it viable for stereo,
multiroom, or home theatre. It
provides two independently-selectable
zones with independent source
selection and volume; the KCT can
teach its remote control commands to
alearning remote, and there's afourline display. Late-breaking news was
the announcement of a new home
theatre power amp, probably to be
called the KAV1500, said to deliver a
heady 5x300W.
Kron continues to amuse all
corners with more iterations of the
Kronzilla stereo amplifier, the latest
variant of the 65W/ch device fitted
with what looks like a HarleyDavidson V-twin engine. Let's face it:
any biker with an audiophile tendency
who lays eyes on this is gonna want it.
Legend, which some might
remember from earlier show reports
for its be- chromed and caged
amplifiers, showed the Starlet stereo
integrated amp, with aslight variation
of the cage theme. Lower profile,
matte titanium- coloured finish,
widely space bars — like arow of nine
handles off a bunch of old Radfords
— the look is more modern and less
Wurlitzery. The Starlet is a 35W/ch
Class A triode design, and sports
three inputs.
Mark Levinson's (
the company,
not the man) No 383, first seen in
London, has begun shipping, so
here's the final spec: this handsome,
high-end integrated amplifier derives
its topology from the brand's separate
components, including dual- mono
power supplies, balanced gain stages,
software- based operating system,
remote control, and a solid 100W/ch
output into 8 ohms. Word has also
reached us that Mark Levinson is also
developing an in-car system, currently
being assessed by Toyota for its Lexus
line.
Mastersound from Italy showed a
line-up of five fascinating valve amps.
The Due Venti SE is a 20W/ch
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With TRANSCEND, our highly
acclaimed CD Transport, we redefine
the boundaries of sound reproduction
by means of Isolation, Elimination
and N-Code.
Mechanical Isolation is ensured by
installing aheavy die-cast mechanism
tuned with nested mechanical filters
and encased in 17kg of machined,
non-ferrous mass.

From top to
bottom: NBS
Shields valve
amplifier, Tri VPMini 84: note CD
Seer for scale! and
Totem Adnirer
integrated amp

integrated amp deriving its power
from four EL34s in parallel singleended mode, while the zero-feedback,
single-ended 300 BSE 2 integrated
(note the unfortunate initials) delivers
12W/ch from abrace of 300Bs. All of
Mastersound's amps sport wooden
trim in the Latin manner.
McCormack is back with awhole
new line-up, including the 125W/ch
DNA- 125
Distributed
Node
Amplifier.
Myryad's staff were in a good
mood: Dolby selected the absolutely
loaded Myryad MDP 500 digital preamp/processor to demo its DVD-A
and DH ( Digital Headphone)
technology at CES. In addition to
onboard Dolby Digital and DTS
decoding, the MDP500 can feed up
to 7.1 channels. An RS232 interface
allows control from aPC, or Crestron
or AMX multi- room systems; it
boasts extensive bass management
modes using acombination of digital
and analogue processing; S-Video
input signals can be down-mixed to
composite;
the
unit features
automatic format detection and
decoding of digital input signals. A
40-character blue display shows all
operating parameters, defeatable for
'ultimate video quality'.
NBS, the high-end cable company
which seemed to have been in
hibernation, emerged with one of the
most outrageous systems at the show.
Walter Fields has moved on to an

40>

To Eliminate the manufactured
imperfections present in all optical
discs we begin by creating an
ultra-low noise, spring mounted,
Stable Master Oscillator. This forms
the heart of the Eliminator, used to
eliminate imperfect timing waveforms
read off disc and replace with
immaculately formed originals.
Myryad's
staff were in
agood mood:
Dolby selected
the absolutely
loaded Myryad

MDP 500
digital
pre-amp/
processor
to demo its
DVD-A and
Dg:tal
Headphone
technology
at CEs

Combining these now perfected clock
and data waveforms into the usual
SPDIF format would result in audio
degradation due to data-induced jitter.
alimitation on the SPDIF interface.
To remove this final compromise we
have developed N-Code, our
proprietary digital interface and auser
switchable facility on all 5digital
outputs of TRANSCEND.
Nobody does digital better.

JeW

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701. +44 1159 229701

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

The HI- Fl Show
ea CI(

And here's to the next time...
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, IPC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 (0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158
e-mail janet_beltonglhm.co.uk
The Hi -Fi Show: London's
international home
entertainment show.
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio
and music journal.
Known and respected all over
the world, Hi -Fi News was
founded in 1956.

SHOW REPORT
amplification system co-designed with
D Michael Shields ( I like it:
Tields'n'Shields' sounds like a funky
stand-up
comedy
duo)
and
demonstrated with some massive
floorstanders
of NBS's
own
manufacture, the amps using triodes
(Svetlana's impressive ceramic/metal
3CX300A1) in Class A push-pull.
They
feature
high- frequency
switching power supplies, forced
ventilation, AC mains power
correction for world-wide operation
and microprocessor supervision of all
control functions. Output is rated at
100W.
Pricing?
A
complete
NBS/Shields system is gonna set you
back six-figures...
Newtonia is the delightful name
for a new Cambridge-based British
brand, and it plans to offer two
product ranges, the first being named
after the company. Debut models
include the Solis 60W/ch integrated
amplifier (( 795), the Terra 110W/ch
integrated (£ 1050) and the Optica, a
24-bit CD player (£ 970). Looking
like no other products Ican recall,
Newtonia units boast copper knobs
and buttons, and two types of fascia:
either aluminium, anodised and
treated to look like a natural wood
grain finish, or a deep piano black
finish, with the same copper knobs
and switches. Internally, surface
mount technology has been used
throughout. They will be joined in the
future by stereo power amplifiers, a
headphone amp, a phono stage and
multi- channel amplifiers, while the
less expensive Audiolink range will
commence with the A302 60W/ch
integrated amp (£450).
Oracle revealed its plans for life
beyond turntables with Model 1.5si, a
150W/ch stereo integrated amplifier
— and it's as gorgeous as their
milestone turntable and CD player.
The pre-amplifier section is said to be
flat to above 1 megahertz, while the
amplifier section uses differential
circuitry employing only one step of
local feedback to maintain low THD.
Utterly gorgeous...
Pulsus's D300 is billed as the
`World's first 96kHz/24-bit input true
digital amplifier'. It produces
150W/ch into 8 ohms, and uses a
proprietary VLSI developed by Pulsus
to convert PCM directly to PWM
digital signals for ' distortion- free'
switching amplification. It has four
digital and one analogue input, and
rather fetching styling, with a display
in anarrow strip across the fascia.
Quad,
which
showed
the
Americans the all-valve fl-forty and
matching pre- amp launched at our
London show, announced its first
home theatre product: the Quad 99
AV processor. Unlike AV processors
which rely on a central DSP (AV)
chip to reproduce music with
incoming signals passed through an
A/D converter and then converted
back to analogue again, the Quad 99
AV features an 'Audio Bypass' mode
which sends information direct to an
analogue pre-amplifier, thus avoiding
unnecessary extra A/D and D/A
stages. The Quad 99 AV decodes
HI-F1 NEWS 8RECORD REVIEW
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Dolby Pro- Logic, Dolby Digital and
DTS, and offers ' several pseudosurround modes for those wishing to
play music through all speakers'.
Componentry includes the latest
Cirrus Logic chipset, and it can be
used separately or as part of the 99
series via aQuadLink connector. The
company points out that a matching
monoblock is on its way, so odd
numbers of channels can now be allQuad.
Rogue Audio's Ninety- Nine
Preamp ($ 1995 in line form or $ 2395
with phono) utilizes four 6SN7 tubes
configured in a pi-follower circuit
topology. It has a ' logical turn-on
procedure' to protect ` downstream'
components while prolonging valve
life and performance. It includes that
welcomed but increasingly rare
nicety: aheadphone socket.
Rotel showed the RA972 remote
control integrated amplifier, with preamp output and a UK price tag of
only £ 450. It's oozing with the
goodies which should raise it above
the amp- for- the- poor, its remote
control dealing with standby, volume,
mute, and source, its output a useful
70W/ch.
SIM Audio's Moon Rock is avery
serious five- channel amp: 5x300W
like the new Krell, and aprice tag of
$15k. It's designed to complement
the new Moon Attraction Home
Theatre Processor.
Theta Digital has uprated its
superb Casablanca Music and
Cinema Controller to Casablanca II
status. Said to offer ` meaningful
improvements over the original', the
new bits include a more flexible
setup, 24/96 capacity, the ability to
control 8.4 channels, and the
inclusion of Theta's proprietary Jitter
Jail
circuitry.
Casablanca
II
improvements will be made available
to owners of original units, in
accordance to Theta Digital's usual
policy. As with all other aspects of it's
Open Architecture design, upgrades
will be individually selectable. The
unit's setup allows users to fine tune
settings for each speaker: Casablanca
II offers over 140 potential choices
per speaker, in comparison with the 3
(small, medium, and large) offered by
conventional processors. Depending
upon the options selected, Casablanca
Ils will sell for around $ 6,000 to
$17,000.
Tenor showed the most visually
arresting valve amp in the form of its
OTL Triode Integrated monoblocks.
Its chassis uses the deep but narrow
footprint popularised by Cary, but
with curvy lines requiring 3D
modelling and new casting technology
to make a reality. It's said to be the
first monoblock amplifier with three

Above left:
Panasonic's 64 MB
SD Memory Card
above right:
Living legend Dave
Fletcher, founder of
Sumiko

AC-2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
for the moony
trod 5 no mono fern
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
1-11 F1 World Juno
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
of cable & MK Tough plug
'waned wean control and invo,ve£149, £ 179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC-80, IC-100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BIWIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
1C-50 - this months bargain"
H' F' Wed
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Tenor showed
the most
visually
arresting valve
amp in the
form of its OTL.
Triode
Integrated
monoblocks.
Its chassis
uses the deep
but narrow
footprint
popularised by
Cary, but with
curvy lines
requiring 3D
modelling and
new casting
technology to
make areality

from Ohio, USA.
A polymeric mat with an
uniform multilayer of a
specially formulated
mixture of organic
compounds. Clarity and depth in music from
CD's, sharper pictures with brilliant colours
from DVD's. £25.00 + £ 1.50 p&p - 14 day
trial period.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
•M.,,, h.

and ormal of WI> Carver

2700 watt True Subwooter Mkll
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwooter
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5 - HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing. intelligent remote

TAPER WIRE-

flat speaker cable

418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi
also 420. 212, 215 218. 222
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SHOW REPORT
variable and one direct input, multifunction remote and full function
display indicating selected input,
volume level, mute, phase, warm-up,
self-test, and error message mode.
It's pure triode and totally
symmetrical from input to output,
with a single- ended capacitorless
output stage. The range includes
15W and 75W models. Totem, best
known for its speakers, launched the
handsome Amber integrated amp.
This dual mono 120W/ch design sells
for $ 5000, and is made noteworthy by
its gorgeous arched top styling, and
clever red LEDs showing output level
and source indication.
TRI is the name on the amps made
by Triode Supply Japan Ltd, and the
range is overwhelming. Iwas quite
taken by the 845 Signature, a smart
monoblock which uses an 845 driven
by a 300B to produce apure Class A
28W, and the TRI integrated
amplifier, a lavish, be- handled
40W/ch transistor unit with remote
control. Build quality is exemplary,
and facilities comprehensive — the
detail would satisfy a Burmester
customer. TRI also markets a line of
tempting kits, including a cute little
3.5W/ch amp called the VP-Mini 84
for $437.
In Unison Research's room,
hidden away from the crowds, was an
early sample of anew tube/solid-state
hybrid amplifier. Called the SR- 1, it's
unmistakeably Unison by virtue of
sections of curvy wood framing the
bullet- shaped volume and source
knobs, the wooden portions backing
up to some unusual heat- sinking.
Compact and elegant, this looks like a
rival for the other luscious but
affordable Italian hybrid, the Pathos
Classic One.
VAC — now marking its 10th

anniversary — is celebrating with the
Renaissance Signature Preamplifier
($9990). All- new, it contains no
coupling capacitors from input to
output, and its six triodes are hardwired direct-coupled Class A triodes.
A rear panel
switch
allows
engagement of wideband transformers
to provide a balanced load to low
output cartridges, a completely
separate power transformer and filter
circuitry being dedicated to the phono
stage. Also announced are matching
amplifiers, including the Renaissance
Signature 70/70 dual mono amplifier
producing 70W/ch ($ 16,990), and the
Renaissance
Signature
140
monoblock equivalent ($ 16,990
each).
Venture's Reference One is a
fabulously self-indulgent single-ended
monoblock from Belgium. Its 20W
are derived from a6SN7GTB driving
asolitary 300B, the tubes surrounded
by gilded cages and mounted on a
chromed chassis. Bias is user
adjustable, with a digital display
mounted on the chassis' front edge to
confirm status.
Volksaznp is, as the name implies,
Hardware For Everyman, ` founded
with the intention of bringing to a
broader market some of the existing
designs of Nelson Pass.' Volksamp
has obtained a license to Pass' Aleph
series of single-ended Class A power
amplifiers and the Zen series as
published in Audio Electronics
Magazine. The debut stereo power
amp is the Aleph 30, similar in spec
to the original Aleph 3, at 30W/ch; it
uses the same single-ended, Class A
circuit topology as the original Aleph
Series and provides single-ended and
balanced inputs. To follow will be a
single- ended Class A circuit using
only asingle gain stage.

Venture's
!Reference One
is afabulously
self-indulgent
single-ended
monoblock
from Belgium.
Its 20W are
derived from a
6SN7C7B
driving a
solitary 300B,
the tubes
surrounded by
gilded cages
and mounted
on achromed
chassis

NEW SOFTWARE
Despite the delay in the launch of DVD-A and the
paucity of SACO releases, the labels below all came
through with enough assorted CDs, LPs and DVDs
(24/96 and video) to wreak serious havoc on your
credit cards. Alas, there was no Mobile Fidelity, but the
rumour mill was a'buzzing, one source even suggesting
that the label might return as aDVD-only operation.
We shall see...

Or-35305) 180g LP; Sam Phillips: The Indescribable

Weia
chart®
loudspeakers

D
R EVOX

o

Wow (DAD 1009) 24196 DAD; Simon & Garfunkel:
Bridge Over Troubled Water (KCS-9914) 180g LP; Janos
Starker: Starker Plays Baker (DAD 1032) 241% DAD;
Chris Whitley: Dirt Floor (DAD 1010) 24196 DAD

DCC: Judy Garland: Judy At Carnegie Hall (GZS(2)1135) (2CD-SET;) Gold CD; Metallica: Ride The
Lightning (GZS-1136) Gold CD; Frank Sinatra &
Friends: Guys & Dolls/Robin & The 7Hoods (Artanis

ANALOG PRODUCTIONS/ACOUSTIC SOUNDS:
David Honeyboy' Edwards: Shake Em On Down

ARZ(2)-104-2 1 (2CD SET) Gold CD; Van Halen:
1984 (tba) Gold CD

(APO 2010) 24196 DVD

DTS: Sheryl Crow: Rockin' The Globe Live

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Various: Genuinamente

(ID8818ARDVD) video DVD; Roy Orbison: Black &
White Night (ID88260BDVD) video DVD

Brasiliero Volume 1 (AR7701)

BURMESTER: Various: Burmester Vorf,hrungs CD III
CHESICY: The Coryells: The Coryells (JD192) CD;

NC: Bill Evans Trio: Portrait In Jazz (V16'1-60139)

Dave's True Story: Unathorized (7D189) CD; David

Debby (VICJ-60141) XRCD, Moonbeams (VIC>

XRCD, Explorations (VIC7-60140) XRCD, Waltz For

Johansen and the Harry Smiths: David Johansen and the

60214) XRCD, How My Heart Sings (VICJ-60373)

Harry Smiths (JD196) CD

XRCD; Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay (VICJ-60172)

CLASSIC: Louis Armstrong/Duke Ellington: The Complete

XRCD; Bill Evans with Philly Joe Jones: Green Dolphin

Sessions (DAD1031) 24196 DAD; Burt Bacharach:

Street (VICJ-60372) XRCD

1033) 24196 DAD; Ernest Bloch: Concerto

M-A RECORDINGS: Various: Ser Una Noche (M052A)
REFERENCE RECORDINGS: Eiji Que/Minnesota Orch:

Symphonique/Scherzo FantasquelConcerw Grosso 2

Bernstein Premieres! (RR87), Mahler Das Lied von der

(DAD1030) 24194 DAD; Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue CS

Erde (RR88); _lose Serebrier/Landon Philharmonic:

(8183-45) 451pm 4LP set; Heifetz1Munch: Beethoven

Rimsky-Korsakov Scheherazade (RR89), Serebrier

Violin Concerto (LSC 1992) 180 LP, from 3-track masters;

Condicu Serebrier (RR90)

Carole King: Tapestry (SP-77009) 180g LP; Led Zeppelin:

MIME RECORDS: Orpheus Quartet: Brahms - String

Led Zeppelin (SD-8216), Led Zeppelin II (SD-8236), Led

Quartets/Clarinet Quintet (499018)

Casino Royale OST (COSO 5005) 180g LP, (DAD

Zeppelin Ill (SD-7201), IV (SD- 7208) 180g LF's, BBC

DEAN PEER: Think...It's All Good (599008)

Sessions (SD8306I) 41,P box set; Willie Enison: Stardust

Wilma Thaler': Sophisticated Lads ,(699111)
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Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk
The Musical Design Co
Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
mdc.hifi@virgin.net

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 11- ELEM ENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686

Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AM) THEM DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK

111 CHORD

110)

... the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
... for YOUR ears
. in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 SAC)

----,

Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

CHORD's new
Visit Ch>etes Website

Chord Electronics on line
..„.....
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

It's not hers !
It's ours ...
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Swanled News
Pioneer shows MID-RW to UK press
FOLLOWING its Japanese launch, and
the recent exposure of potential rival
formats, Pioneer showed aDVD-RW
video recorder to the UK press in
January. The Pioneer DVR-1000 went
on sale in Japan on 3December last
year at Y250,000 (about £ 1300), and is
the world's first domestic DVD video
recorder. The machine utilises anew
DVD standard from the DVD Forum,
known as ' Video Recording Format'.
This gives partial compatibility with present day DVD-video
players; the DVR-1000 will play any present DVD-Video disc,
and complete recordings made on it will play back on today's
players. However, there is also the facility to edit recordings
already made within the disc.
An evening's commercial TV can have its advertisement
breaks removed, for example, or the programmes may be
shuffled to play back in adifferent order. But once any of these
types of edits have been made, the disc will no longer be
recognised by acurrent DVD-video player. It records video

Hitachi marries
DVD-V to CD-RW

using the MPEG standard, and the recording time can be
adjusted, at the expense of playback quality, from about 2to 6
hours. Sound is recorded using Dolby Digital two-channel. The
DVR-1000 has 24-bit/96kHz sampling audio capability, DTS
output, and Component Video output, plus VCR features such
as built-in TV tuner, One-Touch Recording, and Timer
Recording. Recordings are made on 4.7GB blanks, such as the
TDK DVS-RW47 priced around Y3000 (£ 18), and can be reused over and over. Pioneer predicts that the DVR-1000 will
not be available in the UK for some time, the earliest date being
the end of this year. Pioneer (GB) Ltd, 01753 789789.

NAD puts 'music lire

HITACHI has produced the first combined
DVD player and CD recorder, which is
capable of making CD-R and CD-RW
home audio recordings. Apart from playing
standard DVD-V titles, the Hitachi DVW1E dubs from CD to CD-R or CD-RW
discs at the single press of abutton. Hitachi
calls this combination cDVD. Special DVD
features include multi-speed fast
forward/rewind scanning and Hitachi's
Disc Navigation facility, the latter having
been premiered on the DV-P250E DVD-V
player. A multi-language split screen
display helps users navigate their way
around as they select audio tracks to dub.
Other attractions include Dolby Digital
decoding and an output for an external
DTS decoder. Anticipated market price is
around £625. Later this year and early in
2001, Hitachi expects to be in the vanguard
when DVD-RW machines are launched.
Hitachi Home Electronics, 01628 643 000.

FOR its new 1550 DVD-V player and fivechannel, 60W per channel 1760 AV
receiver, NAD has retained its traditional
'music First' design principles. Equipped with
both Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoders,
the DVD player contains audiophile-grade
componeitry, while the1760 AV receiver is
fitted with aDTS decoder and RDS radio
tuner. Provided with co-ax and optical digital
audio outputs and S-Video, Composite video
and Comoonent Video outputs, the 1550
DVD-V player is PAL/NTSC switchable. A
unique feature of the NAD receiver is its

Nak DVD has Dolby, DTS

NAKAMICHI has engineered its latest
DVD-V player, the DVD-10s, to deliver
'pure audio and crystal clear video'.
While this DVD-V spec player is equipped
with Dolby Digital and DTS decoders for
data-reduced 5.1 channel surround sound
tracks, consumers should not be misled to
expect that the DVD-10s will play DVDAudio format titles if/when they become
available in Europe later this year. The
player is equipped with a24-bit 96kHz
audio D/A converter, and its 10-bit
27MHz d/a converter is used to
reconfigure the 8-bit 13.5MHz sampled

BRIEFING

CEA, the American Consumer Electronics Association, which runs the CES in Las Vegas, reckons
the January 2000 exhibition topped all previous records attracting 126,818 industry professionals
from around the world. (See KK's report, starting in this issue.)
REALNETWORKS chairman and CEO, Rob Glaser, presenting the Technology Keynote address at
the Las Vegas exhibition, claimed 175,000 downloads per day to some of the 74 million
registered users of RealPlayers.
THOMSON multimedia has two new portable televisions, 10 inch and 14 inch sets forming the
basis for the new 'Life' range compatible with PAL/SECAM/NTSC video and equipped with
headphone sockets. 01732 520920.
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proprietary EARS surround music mode.
Three digital audio inputs and five video
inputs are provided alongside an external
5.1 channel decoded audio input. An
impedance sensing circuit and soft clipping
maintain other NAD audio traditions. Prices
are £500 for the 1550 DVD-V player and
£650 for the 1760 AV receiver. Contact NAD
distributor Lenbrook UK Ltd, 0700 00 28346

video data. Other features include
selectable wavelength, high precision,
twin-focus laser pickup and an array of
controls for ease of use. Price of the
DVD-10s is £600. Further details from UK
distributor BBG, 020 8863 9117.

'Cinemamagic' website

DE REGLE, UK agent for CAL, MSB and
other audio/video products, has anew
website. www.cinemamagic.co.uk will list
200 home cinema systems, suitable for
home and commercial installations. Real
and imaginary venues are shown, to help
buyers select for their requirements in the
some way bathroom and kitchen equipment
customers do. 'Value for money' products
include of MSB upgrades, the 24/96
upsampler (£ 199) and HDCD decoder
£179), and the 5x500W CAL CL- 2500
MCA amplifier. Phone contact is John F
Jefferis, DeRègle, 01945 463077.
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hen TAG McLaren
Audio engineers started
investigating the performance of audio cables, they soon
came across the counter-intuitive
problem of digital cables exhibiting
markedly
different
sounds.
`Counter- intuitive', because, as
most anti- cable objectivists will
argue, bits are bits, and the type of
wire used to connect digital
products may be dictated only by
the owner's vanity and the
manufacturer's avarice. But beyond
the facile, perfect picture of digital
electronics theory lies a murky
world where real-life physics upsets
the idyll of black and white.
One of the problems of a
traditional two-box CD player, a
system comprising disc transport
and DAC in separate units, is a
potential increase in digital jitter
along the S/PDIF interface. This
can be expected to affect qualities
such as stereo imaging and ` tuneful'
musical timing. And different
cables may impose different jitter
signatures on the final sound. So
TMA's research looked more
closely at the problems, resulting in
some crucial revisions to the classic
8000CDM-based
transport,
ultimately invoking a special
connection to the company's most
fully-featured digital processor, the
AV32R [ Nov ' 99]. The new
£1499.95 CDT2OR VI. is an
interesting revision to the CDT2OR
[Nov ' 98], itself a development

from the Audiolab 8000CDM.
TAGtronic Synchronisation Link is
the name of the link that locks the
transport to the converter, working
alongside a S/PDIF cable carrying
the digital audio.

TAGTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
The TAGtronic Link is a voltagecontrolled loop that connects DAC
to transport, and allows the
principal fixed reference clock of
the system to be located in the
DAC, close to the converter chips,
to lower compounded jitter
incurred between the units.
Ordinarily, aPhase Locked Loop
within the DAC unit's digital
receiver uses the data transitions
within the digital datastream itself
to control the frequency of a
Voltage Controlled Oscillator,
which sets the pulse of the DAC.
But variations in data timing can
directly affect the clock output from
the receiver, so most DACs add a
second PLL, with a low- gain

TAGtronic
Synchronisation
Link is the
name given to
the link that
locks the
transport to the
converter,
working
alongside a
S/PDIF cable
carrying the
digital audio

A revision to the TAG McLaren
Audio CDT2OR transport allows
tighter integration with the AV32R
surround processor/pre-amp

by

ANDREW

HARRISON

Voltage
Controlled
Crystal
Oscillator (VCXO) to re-clock data
upon arrival. TMA's engineers
found that while this could now
reduce periodic correlated jitter
below 40kHz, the closed loop
bandwidth of the second PLL
could not attenuate jitter below
6Hz. Hence the 'PI, revision.
A solution using an external
master sync to control the transport
has been used before by, among
others, Linn Products, Arcam,
DPA and Tube Technology, so this
attempt at synchronous data flow is
not entirely new. What is more
unusual is the marriage to an AV
processor that also holds excellent
two-channel credentials, plus other
fine tunings made to the CDT2OR
in abid to further the sonic level.
When digital data is transferred
through asystem, the typical image
conjured of moving binary is of a
series of square-topped pulses,
effectively switching from high to
low, one to nought. Unfortunately,
an associated real square wave has a
very rich and complex harmonic
series, so the S/PDIF link is forced
to pass a very high bandwidth
signal. The problem here is that
more signal in the cable exercabates
the perils of reflections and
standing waves at different
frequencies.
Again, it was while investigating
cables that the TMA engineers
found that if the frequency content
passed through the cable was

GIron
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A sharp rise to apositive
level and arapid drop is
the usual switching
mechanism in digital
audio. This is represented
as an almost-square
waveform [ Fig 1, top, from
an Audiolab 8000CDM],
good for reducing the kind
of timing ambiguities that
can cause jitter. The wave
shape itself is not critical
providing the receiving
device can read an
accurate transition cleanly.
The harmonic content of
Fig 1. digital output, Audiolab 8000CDM
Fig 2. digital output, TAG CDT20 PL
Fig 3. effect of TAGtmnic link
this type of waveform [ Fig
cables.
By
slowing
the
rise
time
From
2ns to 3Ons [
Fig 2, CDT2OR TL],
1, bottom] comprises afundamental plus many higher odd-order
the harmonic content of the signal is reduced, the T Link also softens the
overtones. These harmonics, argues TAG McLaren Audio, are acause
falling edge here, reducing harmonics further [ Fig 3]
of differing performances between ostensibly- similar 75 ohm digital

.. .

•
1
.4iyiint;i:\teii\:',
i.P 1,

reduced, the transport and DAC
would become less cable-dependent
for their sound quality.
Curiously, a way to reduce
harmonic content is to increase the
rise time of the digital output pulses.
This goes against usual digital
practice, which aims at the fastest
rise time for a quick and clean
transition between binary states. So
'Waveform Control' was developed,
a system that sets rise time to
30nanoseconds — found to be the
optimum in TMA listening tests —
compared to the Audiolab's
previously respectable 2ns.
A third revision to the CDT2OR
VI- is additional internal chassis
damping, to reduce sounddamaging vibrations. Once the
internal vibrations have been
reduced, the laser servo exerts less
effort holding itself on to the pit
track, and draws less power, more
evenly. The extra damping has
been applied to the base plate and
cover,
supplementing
the
company's
custom- designed
polymer feet, used across the
TAGMcLaren F3 Series.

MIR NEWS àRECOID MU/

SOUND DIFFERENCES
Using an Audiolab 8000CDM for
comparison, I listened to both
transports wired into the AV32R.
My 8000CDM is not factory
standard, so this was not an entirely
natural comparison, but the basic
direction of changes could still be
heard.
Using first the Audiolab
transport (and this also noticeable
with the CDT2OR without
synchronisation), the sound had a
richer, fatter quality, although not
necessarily clearer for it.
The synchronised CDT2OR was
discernibly tighter and better
focused, sounding more closely
metered to a song's tempo. This
often gave improved resolution of
closely-packed instruments into the
bargain. Along with this extra
precision was a leaner, slightly
thinner sound; less full-bodied but
commensurately more nimble, with
low- frequency
instruments
exhibiting less smear.
Spatial cues from subtle phase
differences
were
very
well
preserved. An excursion into

Curiously, a
way to reduce
harmonic
content is to
increase the
rise time of
the digital
output pulses.
This goes
against usual
digital
practice

SUPPLIER
TAG Mt-Laren
Audio,
The Summit,
Latham Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire
PEI 8 6ZU
Tel: 0800
7838007

binaural with the help of Binaural
Stereo [
EBL 999] from sound
recordist Mike Skeet showed highly
transparent imaging. Even when
monitored through loudspeakers,
the space and air around recordings
of household movements and
acoustic music was good. It
remained fixed within the usual
limits of CD sound, but showed an
advancement of the art.
Initially, the AV32R was used as
a fixed gain DAC, feeding a
separate pre and power amp, but
the best sound was realised with the
AV32R used as a digital pre-amp;
the unit's internal 32-bit processing
allowed effective level control
without much apparent loss of
resolution at lower volumes.
In all, the benefits of the
TAGtronic Link and other
modifications make the CDT2OR
VL-plus-AV32R a formidable CD
source and control combination.
For owners of later 8000CDMs
and original CDT2ORs, TAG
McLaren Audio will undertake
aftermarket modification, price
dependent on model.

Sensaura's Virtual Ear technology should at last open up 'surround'
possibilities for headphone listening and will find applications in
wide range offuture audio products
by KEITH HOWARD

E

ncouraged on the one hand by
the re-birth of multi-channel
surround sound and on the
other by the headlong rush of
computing technology, businesses
worldwide have been looking hard
in recent years at how the
unprecedented availability of digital
signal processing power might
move headphones listening into a
new dimension.
Almost literally anew dimension,
in fact, since the key challenge is
how to translate 5.1-channel film
sound — and the newly arriving
multi-channel audio capabilities of
DVD-Audio and SACD — into the
closeted, two- channel world of
headphones
listening.
The
justification, not unreasonably, is
that if you are forced to listen via
headphones — when watching an
in-flight movie, for example — the
full surround sound experience
should still be available regardless.

What's envisioned is that you
should perceive via headphones
much the same soundfield you
would if listening to a multichannel loudspeaker system.

Victual Ear Setup Wizard

Readers familiar with dummy
head recording techniques will
protest that recreating a full 360°
soundfield over headphones is
nothing new, but what is being
attempted here is quite different.
With a binaural ( dummy head)
recording the processing of the
sound reaching each ear is carried
out by the artificial head itself,
which imposes something akin to
the frequency-dependent amplitude
and phase changes our own heads
and ears would. What is being
attempted
with
the
new
headphones technology is the
altogether more daunting task of
processing non- binaural sound
electronically, so that the individual
r•
channels of a surround sound
recording can be combined into t z
two channels such that the
headphones listener is fooled g c')
into believing they are being
reproduced over ' virtual'
loudspeakers.
Virtual
loudspeakers within a virtual ‘e p
room, in fact, as it turns out that «-*
the room's contribution is acritical
one.
It comes as little surprise to
discover that developments in this
field are often associated with prior
work on transaural processing: the
reproduction of binaural recordings
over loudspeakers. Central to the
story which follows is CRL —
EMI's
Central
Research

L,
/

Start

Ensh

I

Cancel

I

Iaboratories in Hayes, Middlesex
-where the Sensaura transaural
system was developed during the
early '90s, initially (although largely
unsuccessfully) as a means of
encouraging the use of dummy
head techniques for classical music
and other acoustic recordings. At
first sight, indeed, it might appear
that what is being proposed with
headphones is an almost trivial
reversal of the transaural process.
With transaural processing the
object is to reproduce over
loudspeakers sounds which would
normally be listened to over
APRIL 2000
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headphones; here the task is to
reproduce over headphones sounds
which would normally be listened
to over loudspeakers. If you can
already do one, why not the other?
The answer to that question
comes in two distinct parts, the first
cif which relates to the contribution
made by the listener's outer ear
flaps or pirmae, which play amajor
role in the sound localisation
process by modifying the frequency
spectrum of incoming sound
according to the direction from
which it arrives. Alastair Sibbald,
whose idea Sensaura originally was
and who has seen it slowly grow —
principally through licensing 3D
sound processing algorithms for
computer sound cards — into
Sensaura Ltd, an independent
company within the revised CRL,
explains.
"When we play sound over
loudspeakers, the outer ear is fully
involved in the listening process.
The ear nearer to the loudspeaker,
for instance, will typically impose a
30' HRTF [head related transfer
function, which describes the
spectral modifications introduced
by the head and outer ear]. If we
want to make a sound appear to
come from out to one side of the
head. this means we have to impose
only the difference between the 90°
and 30° HRTFs." Derived by
dividing one HRTF by the other,
these filter characteristics are often
termed ` differential' or ' normalised'
HRTFs to distinguish them from
the full-house item.
"With headphones listening, by
contrast, the listener's outer ear
resonances are largely damped out
by the presence of the headphone
capsule. If you measure the
frequency response of a good pair
of headphones on adummy head,
it's pretty flat. This means that to
synthesise 3D sound through
headphones you have to deliver a
full HRTF to the listener, not a
differential one. The natural
differences in HRTF which exist
between individual listeners are
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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consequently
much
more
significant."
This is the first major problem
with so called auralisation via
headphones: how to account for
natural variation among the
listening population. You can, of
course, simply ignore the problem
and trust that alibrary of nominally
'average' HRTFs will suffice. You
can even, if you're lazy, in a hurry
or plain skint, download sets of
such HRTFs ( to be strictly
accurate, impulse responses from
which the HRTFs can be extracted
using Fourier analysis) via the web.
Data measured some years ago
from a KEMAR dummy head in
MIT's world-renowned Media Lab
is freely available to all at
http:Ilsound.media.mit.edulkdmIhrtfdo
clhrtfdoc.html. But accumulated
experience from binaural recording
clearly indicates that this approach
amounts to wishful thinking. It has
been recognised for many years that
the
quality
of
soundfield

reconstruction with dummy head
recordings depends critically on
how closely the artificial head
matches the head and ears of the
individual listener: if they are alike
then the results can be stunningly
persuasive; if not then the illusion is
aflawed one.
What to do about this variability?
Once you have accepted that a
means must be found to modify the
HRTF library to suit different
listeners, there are two distinct ways
to approach the problem. The first,
epitomised by VLS ( Virtual
Listening Systems), the US
company ( now demised) which
developed the processing used by

The key
challenge is
how to
translate
5.1- channel
film sound —
and the newly
arriving
multi- channel
audio
capabilities of
DVD-Audio and
SACD — into
the closeted,
two-channel
world of
headphones
listening

above and facing
page: four set-up
windows in the
Virtual Ears software
alow individual
listeners w optimise
results

Sennheiser's Lucas Pro- Logic
headphones, is to measure the
HRTFs of alarge number of people
and then categorise them into a
manageable number of groups that
display similar characteristics. The
listener is then asked to select the
most appropriate library of HRTFs
by listening to aspecial test signal.
The principal problem with this
approach is the large amount of
data that has to be collected to
make it viable, and the oversimplification of HRTFs that can
occur in assembling them into
categories. According to Sensaura's
measurements, the HRTF spectra
used in the Lucas system are
generalised almost to the point of
parody, although that could be a
reflection of limited signal
processing power rather than a
result of the HRTF averaging
process.
An alternative line of attack is to
understand the origins of the
natural variations in HRTF in
respect of ear size and shape. If the
key anatomical differences can be
identified, and their effects on
HRTF established, then a single
library of representative HRTFs
might be manipulated in various
ways, under user control, to ensure
agood match to each listener. This
is the approach Sensaura has taken
with its Virtual Ear technology,
using as its basis the HRTF library
generated from its earlier Digital
Ear project, the whole thrust of
which was to create an artificial ear
with much greater anatomical
accuracy than hitherto.
Alastair Sibbald and his team
settled on this approach last
summer
and
filed
patent
applications on it, since when they
have been developing the software
to implement it. Four different
parameters have been identified:
head size, ear size, concha depth
and concha shape ( the concha is
the main depression in the external
ear that leads to the auditory canal,
and which represents one of its
main resonant cavities). Each has a
different effect on HRTF which can
be modelled by the software. For
advanced users on- screen slider
controls are provided for each
parameter, allowing each to be
continuously adjusted over a wide
range. For less assiduous listeners a
range of presets is provided via an
on-screen keypad. In either case the
listener chooses the best setting by
listening to a test signal ( either
white noise or a musical sample
with high transient content) and
making adjustments to ensure that
it is positioned correctly in virtual
space. Transaural processing is
additionally provided so that users
65

can elect to listen over loudspeakers
rather than headphones if they
prefer.
The
effect
of
the
four
adjustments is illustrated in the
accompanying graphs [Figs 1to 4].
Head size affects inter-aural time
delay (ITD) — the delay between
sound arriving at the nearer and
farther ears when the sound source
is located off the median plane (the
imaginary plane that vertically
bisects the head front to rear). Note
that the graph of ITD versus source
angle off the median plane (labelled
`azimuth' in the figure) is not
comprised of straight lines but
subtle curves which result from the
curved path the sound takes around
the head [Fig 1].
Ear size, fairly obviously, affects

It has been
understood for
many years that
our perception
of the distance
of a sound
source depends
principally on
the amount of
room sound we
hear with it

fig 1
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which relates to whether the concha
is open in form or has a partially
occluding rim to it, operates
similarly to a resonant circuit Q
control [Fig 4].
One measure of the success with
which this or any other headphone
auralisation system addresses the
issue of individual variation is its
ability to counter the apparent
elevation of the virtual source
which many listeners perceive if a
sound is panned from one ear to
the other. When Ben Bauer of CBS
Laboratories presented his seminal
paper Stereophonic Earphones and
Binaural Loudspeakers to the Audio
Engineering Society in 1960 he
referred to headphone listening
inducing ' a sensation that the
various instruments form a
"musical hat" on the observer's
head' — a clear reference to this
apparent elevation. My brief
experiments with the Virtual Ear
software suggest that careful
adjustment of the concha depth and
concha shape controls can indeed
suppress this effect.
At this juncture you might
imagine sufficient has been done to
achieve the aim of simulating a

10
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the spectral location of all the ear's
principal resonances and can be
modelled
by expanding or
compressing the HRTF along the
frequency axis [ Fig 2]. Concha
depth affects the relative position of
the HRTF peak associated with the
concha resonance, which is
somewhat higher in frequency for a
shallow concha, lower in frequency
for a deeper one. This is modelled
in Virtual Ear by adding or
removing an offset of the HRTF at
low frequencies, which has the
effect of broadening or narrowing
the concha resonance as well as
shifting it in frequency. Fig 3shows
an exaggerated example, the
resonant peak having been adjusted
back to its original frequency in this
case to demonstrate the broadening
effect on the HRTF. Concha shape,
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convincing 3D soundfield from a
multi-channel audio source, but I
did say at the outset that there are
two important aspects to achieving
this. Accurate modelling of
HRTFs, which are adjustable to
accommodate each listener's head
and ear shape, is only one
requirement. The second is
modelling of the acoustic of the
virtual room in which the virtual
loudspeakers are supposedly
positioned. Without this, it is
impossible to ' throw' sound images
the necessary distance from the
head.
This shouldn't come as a
surprise. It has been understood for
many years that our perception of
the distance of a sound source
depends principally on the amount
of room sound we hear with it. In
an anechoic chamber, for instance,
adding artificial reverberation to a
reproduced sound has the effect of
making it appear to originate
further away. In dummy head
recording,
of
course,
the
contribution of the recording
acoustic is captured along with the
direct sound from the performers,
which is one reason why binaural
recordings, listened to over
headphones, sound so much more
spacious than most ordinary stereo
material.
For the developer of aconvincing
headphone auralisation system the
key question is: just how accurate
does this modelling of the room's
contribution have to be? Even the
addition of quite crude artificial
reverberation helps expand the
virtual sound space, but something
more sophisticated is clearly needed
to render the effect convincingly.
At this point, it is appropriate to
mention Dolby Headphone, a
competitor
technology
to
Sensaura's [see box]. The relevance
of this to the Virtual Ear story is
that it suggests a complex room
simulation algorithm is necessary
for
convincing
soundfield
recreation. Alastair Sibbald demurs,
however, and has the evidence of a
brilliantly simple experiment to
make his point.
At one of the lower ebbs during
Virtual Ear's development he
decided to reassure himself of the
viability of recreating a convincing
externalised soundfield over
headphones by making a dummy
head recording of an acoustic
impulse (click) in CRL's listening
room. The result was actually so
convincing that the first time he
replayed it through headphones he
thought
he
had
left
the
loudspeakers connected by accident
— but it really was the headphone
sound. Encouraged anew that
APRIL 2000
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convincing headphone virtualisation must be do-able, he then
struck on the idea of using a
computer
audio
editor —
Syntrillium's Cool Edit 96
originally, since upgraded to Cool
Edit Pro — to isolate sections of the
click recording and see what effect
they had on the result [Fig 5].
In this way he was soon able to
convince himself that the early
reflections from floor, walls and
ceiling
are
all
relatively
unimportant, but that a complex
reverberation pattern is required for
a short time thereafter (a few tens
of milliseconds) — all of which can
be simulated without the order of
filter complexity being incorporated
in Dolby Headphone. Having heard
the effects of some of this
manipulation for myself, it does
seem a remarkably simple yet
powerful means of determining
exactly what features of the room
sound are required (or, equally, the
audible consequences of eliminating any) with the advantage of
having a real rather than simulated
sound with which to work.
OK, I've prevaricated long
enough. How does Virtual Ear
sound with 5.1-channel material
when you've adjusted it for your
own ears and added the room
simulation? The tantalising answer
is that, as Iwrite this, Idon't yet
know because when Ivisited CRL
in early January, that was a
demonstration the Sensaura team
still couldn't do.
When Ifirst wrote about Dolby
Headphone and the nascent Virtual
Ear last year, Ihad hoped that by
the dawn of 2000 it would be
possible to say with certainty what
the relative merits of the two
technologies were and just how

A COMPETITOR: DOLBY HEADPHONE
Dolby Headphone, acompetitor technology to
Sensaura's, is already in use for in-flight
movie sound on Singapore Airlines and is
promised to appear in avariety of high street
audio products in the course of this year.
Dolby, as you may be aware, acts as a
licensing house for others' technologies as well
as its own, one topical example being the
Meridian Lossless Packing system which
provides lossless compression of the audio
content on DVD-A. Although it carries the
Dolby name, Dolby Headphone is actually a
development of Lake Technology based in
Sydney, Australia, which has made a
substantial name for itself in various DSP fields
including auralisation. (Acousticians have
already been using auralisation for some years
as ameans of assessing the acoustics of new
buildings, before so much as abrick has been
laid. Each surface in a3D CAD model of the
proposed structure is assigned the sound
absorption characteristics of the material from
which it will be made, and the auralisation
software then calculates the pattern and spectra
of reflections reaching aspecified listening
position from asound source of specified
directivity and location. The Final step is to
recreate this reflection pattern in real time using
DSP, so that the 'sound' of the building can be
experienced over headphones.)
Frustratingly if understandably, Lake has
opted to say very little about the workings of
Dolby Headphone prior to its commercialisation,
but afew key facts about it are known. One is
that it makes no provision whatsoever for
listener variability, espousing a 'one size fits all'
philosophy instead. The attraction of this to
successfully they meet their brief.
As it is, I've had intriguing glimpses
of both but still don't know the full
picture [but see footnote below].
What Iam convinced of is that
this technology has the potential to
transform headphone listening, and
not only in the context of multichannel audio. There is no reason
why it should not also be used to
externalise conventional twochannel stereo programme and
perhaps provide a virtual rendition
of multi- speaker two- channel
schemes like Trifield. To some
purists, Iknow, the idea of all this
digital manipulation, in particular
the simulation of a room acoustic,
will smack of the ersatz but it's
important to appreciate that there is
nothing remotely natural about
conventional,
unadulterated
headphone listening.
On the contrary, it is virtually
unknown in natural circumstances
for one ear to hear a sound that
doesn't also appear, in delayed and
spectrally modified form, at the

Footnote:
Since completing the above Ihave had the chance to hear ashort demonstration of
Virtual Ear processing of 5.1-channel surround material in the form of one of the
Dolby demo tracks. Although definitive judgemenu will clearly require longer exposure
to both systems, my initial reaction is that Virtual Ear externalises the sound

licensees and end users alike is that there's no
listener adjustment required: in computer
parlance, the system is plug and play. A second
key feature is that Dolby Headphone
incorporates surprisingly long FIR digital filters
(the equivalent of ten 7000-tap filters according
to Lake) to simulate the room acoustic
Such capability would normally be way
beyond that of inexpensive DSP chips but Lake
claims to have developed anew convolution
technology that makes it viable. Even so there
are rumours that the processing is proving
difficult to implement with current DSP ICs.
Iheard aDVD-V derived demonstration of
Dolby Headphone at Dolby's London HQ last
year and to be frank wasn't over- impressed
with what Iheard.
Although DH succeeded in relieving the
oppressive clutter of sound that crowds your
cranium when listening to aconventional stereo
feed though headphones, the externalisation of
the sound was pretty generalised and not very
distant. I
certainly didn't have the impression of
listening to a5.1-channel loudspeaker system,
which is what Dolby's literature promises. Also,
DH clearly suffered the elevated central image
syndrome, which makes me question whether
its claim to listener universality isn't astatement
more of hope than reality.
But let's cut Dolby Headphone some slack
What Iheard was clearly an early
implementation of the system, and it may well
be (although equally it may not) that its
performance will be significantly improved by
the time it comes to market. Isincerely hope so
because, with Dolby behind it, it is likely to
dominate the scene.

Mum,.
fig 5

Alistair ibb

other. The isolation of the ears that
takes place during headphone
listening is therefore highly artificial
in itself.
What Virtual Ear and Dolby
Headphone are trying to achieve, in
their different ways, is the undoing
of this artificiality, with a
thoroughness that has never
previously been possible.

somewhat better than Dolby Headphone and, in particular, makes abetter fist of
presenting the surround channels behind you.
Ihope now to persuade Alastair Sibbald to process some two-channel material for me
to assess how successfully Virtual Ear can project aconventional stereo image on high
quality music material.
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LISTEN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how deerent bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratberyou listen to music... while we listen toyou.
From the momentyou enter our shopyou can relax in the knowledge that our success depends onyour sati#a-ction.
We ee'r two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and expo,-t
facilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equment. Whetheryou want afun4,little mini eats, or afull-blown wide screen home
cinema extravaganza, we hat? the knowledge, experience and producti that will get the best out of your music
and movies.

listening
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"For me, this is truly tne ultimate desert island loudsot

Jack English, Stemophile, volume 19 no. 5.

"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the besr speakers Ihave ever heard. llove them..."
Jonathan Scull. Sterenchile. volume 21 no. 4.
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REL.

STRATA
M

oved in part by my
experiences with the REL
'cube' and the Ruark
subwoofer, Inow find myself less
resistant to boom boxes than Idid
before — but I still think that
subwoofers are no substitute for
whacking great main speakers in
which the entire sound is integrated
into acohesive whole.
Unlike the similarly-priced but
decidedly grisly Q200E, REL's
Strata III seems like a piece of
furniture worth displaying. A
hundred years from now, Iexpect
whoever is working on the Antiques
Road Show will try to find its lid, for
it looks like aVictorian wine cooler
or some other arcane box. But turn it
around, and you see that it is a
sophisticated subwoofer with enough
knobs to twirl in the quest for
making it blend in with your existing
speakers.
Among its facilties are an
enhanced version of REL's ABC
filtering circuit, for setting the upper
response limit in 24 ' musically
correct' semitone increments,
between 22Hz and 96Hz. Separate
volume controls are provided for
both high and low-level inputs, along
with a ' straight through' facility
which bypasses the filter when it is
fed the LFE component of discrete
multi-channel formats such as Dolby
Digital and DTS. It differs from its
predecessor, the Strata II, in that it's
aclosed-box design for greater phase
accuracy. It contains anew customengineered 100W DC- coupled
MOSFET amplifier and high quality
25Ormn long-throw, downward firing
woofer with acast chassis. Also fitted
is REL's ' audibly transparent' SetSafe protection circuitry.
REL describes the topology as an
'Active zeroQ Acoustic Suspension
System with ABC semi-tone variable
bass filter'. Its frequency range is
20-120Hz, which will allow it to
merge with all but the tiniest
speakers. On the back are rotaries for
'Mode', Lo Level Gain' and ' Hi
Level Gain' with an 80dB range,
'Coarse' and ' Fine' roll-off, 10k ohm
low and 100k ohm high level phono
inputs and the same again in
balanced mode, an IEC mains input
and a green illuminated on- off
rocker. A pity it's not on the front:
those who choose not to leave it on at
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Unlike most subwoofer makers,
REL lends an ear to music as
well as to home cinema effects...
by KEN KESSLER
all times would appreciate not having
to look around the back for
confirmation.
As with the Q200E and the other
RELs, the surfeit of adjustments
doesn't make set-up any easier, and
you eventually learn that what it
finally gets down to are your own
ears and preferences. Life is made
simpler if you happen to be using it
in amulti-channel system controlled
by a surround processor with
comprehensive facilities for setting
up a snbwoofer; blessedly, the
Lexicon MC- 1is such abeast, so I
was able to do some of the finetuning, especially output level and
some of the crossover setting, from
the listening position. In addition to
overall gain setting and crossover
points, you can play with polarity
and slope to your heart's content.
Armed with an array of bassoriented discs — both Dolby and
DTS versions of Saving Private
Ryan, the Region 2 version of The
Fifth Element and the Region 1
edition of Das Boot — Ihomed in on
portions of the material where sonic
`mass' could make a worthwhile
difference. And it wasn't all
explosions or thunderclaps. Indeed,
the most effective justification
proved to be ' atmospherics', such as
the ambient sound inside the U-boat
in Das Boot and the under-water
sequences at the beginning of Saving
Private
Ryan.
These
were
omnipresent even with the REL
switched off, but adding the Strata
III to the system increased the
sensation quite audibly, to create a
far more convincing, all-pervading
environment.
But the bangs have it, and there's
simply no escaping the usefulness of
asub if you want maximum impact.
And the Strata HI did add more kick
wa-a-ay down. It struck me as fuller
than the Q200E, if less tight and dry,
but at these frequencies and with
film soundtracks, it's almost

In my 14x22ft
room, the REL was
used to augment a
Martin-Logan
Script/Scenario
arrcc- The Strata
III was driven by
the subwoofer
output of the
Lexicon, connected
via Transparent
Ultra. The MartinLogans were driven
by the Theta
Dreadnaught and
the Acunts 200X?
SUPPLIER
REL Acoustics
Ltd. North Road,
Bridgend
Industrial Estate,
Bridgend, MidGlamorgan
CF31 3TP
Tel: 01656
768777
www.rel.net
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academic. Whatever, Ifound the
Strata more satisfying, certainly
more convincing and clearly more to
my taste than the slightly smart-arse
Q200E; the price you pay is that it's
much bigger than its cubist sibling.
On music-only material, though,
especially with high bass content —
the Glory soundtrack, Prince's latest,
(believe it or not) the Vonda
Shepard's second volume of Ally
McBealisms, Barry White's recent
'best of' — the Strata increases the
weight but you must match it with
care: all too easily it can add too
much richness, particularly on
acoustic bass. But then, that's why it
has an on/off switch. And all of those
other controls, which will amuse you
for weeks.
Isaid that the Strata III is prettier
than the Q200E. However, for an
all-in basic price of £ 600, you can
approximate the small cube's
hideousness by opting to enclose the
17kg, 416x518x310mm (whd) box
in basic Grittex Black. Spend an
extra £ 100 though, and you can
select from five real wood veneers
including Black Ash, Cherry, Light
Oak, Rosenut (?) and Walnut. Trust
me: it's worth it. Why? Because the
Strata III is so damned classy that it
seems cruel to clothe it in rags.

TRUTH LINK DISCOVERED IN ENGLAND
WELL CONNECTED AND LINING WITH CARY!
The Cary.Audio Philosophy continues„with arange of amazing
single-ended triode amplifiers, which will take your breath away and give
you goose bumps. Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts double decker, with
prices from around £ 000. And we have 4ranges of speakers to
match
A Revolutionary Concept need not cost the earth:
TRULY TRANSPARENT. ACCURATE. DYNAMIC & HOLISTIC
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BEAUTY and the BEST
Bow Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD ployer. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and
components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced XLR analog outputs and three digital outputs.

loudspeaker isolation plinths
120 dedicated designs - granite
loudspeaker stands
130 dedicated Cableway design

Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.

amplifier plinths
equipment racks up to
1200mm wide
new nonpareil' loudspeakers

manufactured in the uk by hne only from natural
granites and solid hardwoods
www.hne.co.uk

info@hne.co.uk.

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind Park, Desbarough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HM2 3BD
Tel .01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360 Email premier@potfco.uk

SuperStereo is
the brainchild
of Dr Noboru
Tominari, a
Professor of
Engineering at
Tokyo State
University and
founder of
Dynavector
Systems.
The company
found fame
with its
surpassingly
good
moving-coil
pickup
cartridges but
Tominari's
inquisitive
mind led him
also to ponder
the room/
loudspeaker
interface,
arguably the
most
important
qualitydetermining
problem
remaining
to be solved
in hi-fi

T

his is one of the most unusual
units to have come my way in
over two decades of writing
about hi-fi and has given me much
food for thought. Ispent many hours
in my teens and early twenties
'improving' record players and
making loudspeaker enclosures,
gradually familiarising myself with
the subject and gaining a basic
understanding of audio electronics.
By the time Ijoined HFNIRR as
News Editor in 1978 Iwas in the
thick of designing simple circuits for
line-level signal processing: various
IC-based preamplifier projects; a
polarity change ( absolute phase)
black box; and, of some relevance
here, a delay unit for use with
Hafler-type ambience systems in
small rooms which simulated the
effect
of moving
the
rear
loudspeakers as far behind the
listener as the main loudspeakers
were in front (` Getting Further
Behind', March 1982).
For those new to it, the Hafler
system derives ambient information
from the difference signal contained
in conventional stereo recordings
and replays this via two rear
loudspeakers. It was described in
detail by David Hailer and Michael
Gerzon in August 1970. Haller gives
a pleasing impression of space, of
hall ambience, and is particularly
successful with naturally made,
simply
miked
recordings.
Dynavector's SuperStereo is similar
in that it, too, is designed to enhance
two-channel listening with additional
loudspeakers (although it also claims
success with mono sources). There
the comparison ends, though, since
the ' rear' loudspeakers here are

placed slightly in front of the listener
and the signal they convey is an
altogether more complex derivation
from the individual left and right
stereo channels. It is intended not so
much to enhance listening per se but
to overcome the constraints of the
listening room itself.
SuperStereo is the brainchild of
Dr Noboru Tominari, aProfessor of
Engineering at Tokyo State
University
and
founder
of
Dynavector Systems. The company
found fame with its surpassingly
good movingcoil pickup cartridges
but Tominari's inquisitive mind led
him also to ponder the room/
loudspeaker interface, arguably the
most important quality-determining
problem remaining to be solved in
hi-fi. After adecade of experiment he
concluded that wave propagation in
an enclosed space cannot be
adequately described by the
conventional yardsticks of vibration
and geometric acoustic theory, that
Fourier analysis (by which acomplex
waveform can be shown to comprise
the sum of a series of simple sinewaves) does not answer all the
questions. He feels that without an
understanding of basic wave theory,
of how ' beat' frequencies develop
and propagate in a confined space,
significant further progress in music
reproduction in the home cannot be
achieved.
Tominari's 'basic theory' is fairly
impenetrable
for
the
nonacousticians among us, but in
essence he discusses how sound
waves behave differently when
travelling in open air or in an
enclosed space; how ' carrier waves'
have an almost constant velocity

(344m/s) regardless of frequency —
what he terms phase velocity; and
how ` beat waves', dependent upon
them, necessarily move faster or
slower — group velocity; how group
delay at the listening position is
dependent on the distance from the
sound source and how it varies
greatly between the concert hall and
listening room.
What is needed for realistic
reproduction of music in the home,
he argues, is a way of contriving a
similarity in dispersion characteristic
between these two environments and
his simplest proposal (more complex
formats exist) is the Adp-2
processor, a unit in which novel
frequency- related time delay
circuitry is combined with amodest
power amplifier, the output of which
is fed to a second pair of
loudspeakers.
The Adp-2 is a compact unit of
somewhat anonymous, functional
appearance. Its slim, standard width
(430mm) dark grey painted
aluminium sheet case is made in two
parts, one forming the chassis, front
and rear and the other the top and
sides. The only control on the fascia
is an illuminated mains on/off rocker
switch, and the only signal indicator
asmall red LED which flashes when
the input is overloaded. The few
controls are on the rear panel, which
implies an intention to set-up and
then largely forget, and to this end
the Adp-2 needs to be connected in
such a way that its input signal is
dependent on the existing system
volume control. Provision is made,
therefore, for it to be patchedin
either between the output of an
integrated amplifier and the main

Exploring
Compensating for the
shortcomings of the
listening room,
Dynavector's
SuperStereo concept
involves frequencydependent time delay
by IVOR HUMPHREYS
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Oxford Audio Consultants
Í

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6- amajor advance on what was our benchmark
LOEWE TELEVISIONS WE NOW STOCK THIS PREMIUM RANGE INCL THE ACONDA TRUE FLAT
MARANTZ CD7 CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA DREADNOUGHT POWER AMP - AWESOME!!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - A GENUINE BARGAIN AT £2500
NAIM AUDIO CDs Mk2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition
an absolute must!
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8- PERFECT ON THE WALL
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - THE NEW RANGE IS OUT - AUDITION AMUST!
INTEREST
DENON AVC-A1D HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - aknock-out for the money
FREE CREDIT
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - Pininfarina looks & picture
NEC 4210 GAS PLASMA MONITOR - JUST BRILLIANT!!
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products BOTH IN TERMS OF BUILD AND SOUND
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
DENON DVD5000 - sets the DVD standard at this price point
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and
unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.582 PREAMPLIFIER - AGREAT SOUND
CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER LOOKING
AND SUPERB VALUE
_MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

A Sound

ADVANTAGE

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ORELLE XTC CDT 1LE CD TRANSPORT/DAC 1COMBO MINT £950
LINN MIMIK II CD PLAYER
£595
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 MK2
£795
REVOX B77
P.O.A.
NAKAMICHI 600 CASSETTE DECK MINT
P.O.A.

SH
SH
SH

DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR
£2395
PROAC STUDIO 100 YEW
£495
MARANTZ CD17 CHAMPAGNE GOLD
£595

XD
SH
XD

RUARK TALISMAN
SONUS FABER AMATORS

£395
£ 1695

SH
SH

REL STENTOR MK1 ROSEWOOD
£995
ROKSAN CASPIAN POWER AMP
£395

SH
SH

GRAAF WFB TWO PREAMP
£950
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
£695
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£ 1495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 PREAMP
£ 1495

SH
SH
XD
XD
XD

KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£5995
MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS CENTRE SPEAKER
£ 1495
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£995

SH
SH
SH

ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS
KRELL KPS201 DELTA 09

P.O.A.
£695
£5995

XD
SH

B&W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2795
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£9995

SH
XD

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators £2495

SH
XD

EXPORT .SERIVICE
1111.411L-CMCIER AILIALII-XIENLE CHU MAI /V V

17-EIVI.S.

Agencies include: Audio Analogue. Audio Research. B&W. Cable Talk. Castle. Copland. Denon. GM Audio
Tables. Goldring, Graaf, Jadis, Jamo. Koetsu. Krell. Lexicon, Loewe, Lyra. Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell.
MRS. Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nordost Cables, Onkyo, Opera, Ortofon, Pioneer,
Proac, QUAD. REL Subwooters. Rotel. Sennheiser. SME. Sonance. Sonus Faber. Stands Unique. Stax, Tannoy.
Target. Teac. Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables. Unison Research. van den Hul. Vichkron. Wilson. Yamaha.

Regardless
of price the new Advantage

STATEMENTS
range is so far out in front you
simply won't believe it...
Until you hear it!

•Balanced Audio Technology •
•Copulare • Echo Busters • Eggleston Works •
•Hovland • Lumley • Passlabs •
•Wisdom • Zingali •

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

OXfOra

Audi()

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: HYPERLINK http://www.oxford-audio.co.uk

Distributors of fine music products
Zentek Music Ltd
Lizanne House, Mount Sion, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN I 1YQ

tel:

01892 539595 fax: 01892 616517

by a relay at switch- on until the
circuit has settled.
The Adp-2 is connected as
described,
with
the ' rear'
loudspeakers facing the main stereo
pair and positioned between 1.5 and
2.5m back from them. The listening
seat is usually a little further back
again, behind the rear loudspeakers,
though any location beyond that is
also likely to give satisfactory results.
According to Tominari neither the
size of the room nor the positing of
the loudspeakers is critical. Neither
is the type and size of the rear
loudspeakers. Iused the diminutive
AVI NuNeutrons with my Quad
ESL- 63s. The volume and polarity
settings are adjusted empirically to
suit the room, system and layout.
Polarity is self-evident, clearly
'right' with the switch in one of its
two positions: one simply chooses the
setting which gives the best focused,
deepest bass. The volume setting is
more subjective. The notes suggest
that the rear loudspeakers should be
set at a level equal to or slightly
greater than the main stereo pair,
which may be counter-intuitive but
was quickly found to be about right.
digital sound processor chips, one
This is an intriguing unit, capable
per channel. Commonly employed
of remarkably good results which,
for generating echo effects in
karaoke-type applications, this is a once accustomed to, can leave
conventional two-loudspeaker stereo
high performance device (92dB S/N
seeming somewhat flat and twoand 0.5% THD) capable of an
dimensional. The results are
unadulterated (
je, non-echoic) delay
of up to 98 milliseconds at a programme dependent, though, in
that naturally recorded material
sampling rate of 500kHz.
which captures a good degree of a
The Adp-2 has two positions on
hall's acoustic fares by far the best.
its Mode switch: 50ms for ' Classical'
I've recently been much taken
and 25ms for ' Rock'. This linear
delay is contained within a multiwith the RCA release of Bruckner's
Fourth Symphony ( BP° under
loop, two- stage, analogue- derived
Günter Wand), to my mind one of
circuit which provides additional
the most successful recordings made
frequency- dependent delays of
in the Philharmonie in recent years.
134ms at 50Hz; 110ms at 100Hz;
The dryish acoustic is well defined
74ms at 200Hz; 26ms at 500Hz; and
and the image solid and plausible.
18ms at lkHz. The highly complex
With the Adp-2 switched-in one has
transfer function of the result defines
an impression of being surrounded
Tominari's compensation model.
by the acoustic, whereas in plain
The modest 15 watts per channel
two-channel stereo the vantage point
into 8 ohms output stage is formed
by two 11- pin National Semiis less engaging: a much less good
seat looking in on the house. The
conductor LM4700 IC power
amplifier IC packages with a effect is very persuasive. Similarly, a
new disc of Murray Perahia playing
smattering
of
associated
Mendelssohn's Songs without Words,
components. The outputs are muted

stereo loudspeakers or at line-level
between pre- and power amplifier.
Thus the rear panel sports an array
of eight spring- loaded connectors
which can accept the bare wire ends
of (only modest) loudspeaker cable
(left and right pairs, in and out) and
two pairs of phono sockets (again,
left and right in/out). The on-board
amplifier output to the rear
loudspeakers is via four more springloaded connectors but an alternative
line- level output ( on phonos) is
available to feed a separate power
amplifier for those who need greater
power. The remaining controls are a
toggle to switch between the
loudspeaker or line-level inputs, an
output volume control preset, a
polarity (absolute phase) switch and
aMode switch. Mains input is via a
captive 1.7m two-core lead.
The circuit is built on five small
PCBs, one for the power supply,
one to handle the switching
and associated ' housekeeping'
components, two for the signal
processing and one for the power
amplifier stage. The primary delay is
handled by two Mitsubishi M65831

Plan and section
showing rear channel
speaker positioning
within room: the rear
speakers may be at
floor level (see text)
rather than as shown
in the diagram.
An earlier
incarnation of
SuperStereo featured
in the Dynavector

amplifier,
reviewed by KK in
April '89
SSAI504

SUPPLIER
Dynavecto
(SuperStereo),
PO Box 3731,
Poole,
Dorset,
BH13 6YE.
Tel/Fax: 01202
767873

Op.19 — a fairly close but
beautifully rounded balance —
became that much more enveloping
with SuperStereo. Much of the
material Itried was rewarding in this
way and comparatively little actually
disappointed.
The system is not without its
limitations, though. Close-miked
and/or direct feed rock type material
can fare badly due to its immediacy
of attack and the lack of anatural
acoustic.
The
Mode
switch
anticipates this, Ipresume, with its
shorter 25ms delay ' Rock' setting,
but even then the rhythmically crisp,
percussive nature of a track such as
'Rock You Gently', the opening song
on Jennifer Warnes' album The
Hunter, is compromised by the drum
kit acquiring aricochet-like stutter.
Generally, though, I'm impressed
by this novel system and would
certainly consider its use on aregular
basis with much classical material.
When the original recording is
amenable it can provide a sense of
realism
beyond
the
usual
expectations, and a degree of
involvement significantly above the
norm.

Manufacturer's Specifications
Input impedance:
Maximum
input voltage:
Maximum Output:
Delay times:

Dimensions:
Weight:
UK retail price:
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300 ohms ( loudspeaker Feed),
50k ohms line- level
10V ( LS); 1V ( line)
15W per channel into 8ohms ( LS);
4V ( line - load 10k ohms minimum)
Digital
25ms or 50ms
Analogue
134ms/50Hz,
110ms/100Hz, 74ms/200Hz,
36ms/500Hz, 18ms/lkHz
43 x63 x230mm (whd)
3.5kg
£695
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

-a- 01727

SAME PLANET

855577

FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AVI * AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * BRYSTON * BOW
BKS * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON
DIAPASION * EAR * ENTECH * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH
KONTAK * LEXICON * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NORDOST * NOTTS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * PMC
PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA
REL * REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
ROKSAN * SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
STAX * SUMIKO * TAG *
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WADIA * XL0
NIOST ITENIS , WAILABLE
MAII, ORDER CARRIAGE FRFT

IAX FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT

Combining British engineerin9,.., ng With Polish
high-quality craftAwns111014- aveimproved th
suggheffity and wiffinded the range of wood
finishes to coincide wieneir successful piano finish.
Cietic

Ifrom £799.95
(Piano finish £ 1000)

Cleit5i6 2 from £535.35
(Piano finish £700)
ET.gf _
Unit 5A, 22 Lantens Court, Millharbour, London El 4 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax 0171-538 4490

TRIBUTE
Several hundred people, including what seemed like the
entire British audio industry, attended the Memorial
Service held for Julian Vereker, MBE at the Church of St
Thomas Becket in Salisbury. That so many cared enough to
join in this moving celebration of his life is itself an eloquent
tribute. But here is HFNIRR's own appreciation, from three
writers who knew Julian well.

Julian linker
'SENSE OF HUMOUR'

'A PENETRATING GAZE'
Ifirst met Julian at ahi-fi show, around
1976. As HiFi News' relatively new and
inexperienced features editor, Ihad
recently been involved in acontroversial
review comparing the Linn and Fons
turntables, in which author Frank Jones
had referred to turntable sound quality
differences as ' flat earthing'. Frank and
Ihad ( foolishly) braved avery busy
Linn room, receiving aloud and
decidedly frosty welcome in broadest
Glaswegian.
Iextricated myself and dived into the
Naim room next door, which was
empty apart from this large man with a
memorably penetrating gaze. Julian
wasn't particularly complimentary
about my journalistic skills either, but
didn't shout at me, and his calm,
cultured English accent was very
persuasive. He convinced me there was
alot Ididn't know about hi-fi, and
talked me into making atrip down to
Salisbury afew weeks later.
In those days most hi-fi attention was
focused on loudspeakers, and the
notion that turntables or amplifiers had
significant impact on sound quality was
awild heresy. However, Julian knew
how to conduct avery impressive
demonstration to prove his points,
leaving me little alternative but to join
the heretics. He, together with Linn's
Ivor Tiefenbrun, literally turned our
perceptions of the hi-fi system upside
down, and set much of the agenda that
still operates today.
Julian and Ishared many interests
and attitudes, became firm friends, and
Igrew to respect one of the sharpest
minds I'm ever likely to meet. A
polymath of an engineer, his singular
strength lay in an ability to stand back
and see the big picture, rather than
getting bogged down in the detail.
Some found him opinionated, even
arrogant, but the track record speaks
for itself
was usually more than
one jump ahead, and didn't make
many mistakes. Over the years Iknew
him, his success in avariety of fields
brought wealth, but this man of
singular consistency and integrity
didn't change in any significant way. I
feel privileged to have known him, and
will miss him alot.

Paul Messenger
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ALTHOUGH 1never reviewed aNaim product in the 17 years Iknew him, Julian always took a
few moments to shmooze with me. We shared an interest in cars, watches and other toys, and his
insights were never less than fascinating. What struck me as most admirable about Julian was his
clarity of thought, even when we were discussing topics on which we'd never agree. But above of
all, I
will remember Julian for his delicious sense of humour, best exemplified by apoignant
moment at last year's HiFi Show in London.
Julian was awatch collector, cursed by the fact that he had huge wrists, which made it
impossible for him to wear watches with normal straps or bracelets. In my capacity as awatch
collector, f
found 'extra longs' for him over the years. In 1998, Julian gleefully showed me atasty
chronograph he'd purchased in the USA — proud as akid with anew bike — but he needed some
extra links in the bracelet because it barely fitted him. He asked me to shop around and see if I
could locate some. In the interim, Julian learned of his illness, and surprised everyone by showing
up at the HiFi Show at Novotel in September 1999. I
saw him, spoke with him for abit, somehow
knowing I'd probably never see him again, when the topic of the bracelet extension links came up.
'Ken', he said, 'don't worry about the extra links. I've lost so much weight, the watch now fits me
perfectly!' So long, Julian.
Ken Kessler

'AMPLIFIER DESIGNER'

In the great years of high fidelity, before video
and PCs were added to aconsumer's wish list,
Julian Vereker crashed on to the audio scene.
His new company Naim Audio released the first
of anew generation of amplifiers back in 1974.
These had no controls save volume and balance,
pioneering the 'straight line approach' and were
engineered more like precision machinery than
consumer products, reflecting Vereker's other
life in motor racing and engine development.
With experience in studio equipment and
recording, his highly competitive approach to
audio was founded on the assertion that
amplifiers did sound different, and that these
differences mattered. This was largely regarded
as heretical by the audio establishment.
During the first decade he found anatural
ally in Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn Products who had
the perfec• counterpoint in the form of the LP12
turntable also developed to sound different and
better. In combination, Naim amplification with
the Linn turntable system and speakers showed
auniquely involving anedynamic sound.
Julian's infectious enthusiasm and iron resolve
to 'get it right' has made alasting impression on
this hi-fi industry. I
owe adebt to him in respect
of the example he set in defining sound quality.
In earlier years he had little time for the Press
and would counter any requests for areview
sample with 'abad review will insult my
customers while agood review will likewise
upset them as they'll have to wait ages for
delivery!' Those who wanted product to review
either had to buy it, or on rare occasions were
invited to the factory to build it for themselves.
At Naim he established an audio design
philosophy which deserves greater recognition.
As I
see it, this demonstrated that high

Julian at the test bench, and (below) receiving the
°Well 's

Award for Export achievement. Export efffirts

also won him an MBE

technology was not the issue, and by itself could
never solve the problems encountered in
sound reproduction. Acritical ear was
painstakingly applied to the fine detail
of development, aiming to develop a
harmonious balance of selected parts,
working optimally in relatively simple
and very long-lived circuit topologies.
This was exemplified by his NAP 250
power amp. The second layer of this
radical approach was atotal
mastery of interfacing separate audio
components and their power supplies
with absolute control maintained over
system grounding.
Llian enjoyed life fo the full. He had a
huge grin, unforgettable at afirst meeting.
He will be greatly missed by all who had
contact with him. His legacy lives on in the
several companies he supported both inside
and outside the hi-fi industry.
Martin Conceits
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We firmly believe in the sonic benefits of awell designed, active
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can sound very two dimensional and uninvolving when played
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blacicbox
music signal. At this point we make
the distinction between the music
signal in other guises (and also other
music signals legally inside the gear),
versus all other noises which are not
music signals. The former two are
called crosstalk ( inter-channel in
stereo setups) or variants 'back-talk'
(processed signal leaks to earlier
stages) or ' side-talk'. Multichannel
audio will exacerbate the likelihood
of such, but here it is not these
music signal leakages that are our
concern.
In
fact,
noise
measurements are made with nil
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error') have been reduced in the
mainstream to useless numbers.

the gear is switched on. The cause
of this may be initially electrical

akin to classifying humans by IQ
test scores. This simplification away
from more sophisticated and
apposite tests that have long been
possible, may be seen as a cynical
convenience for large scale and
usually deaf and/or arrogant
manufacturers, who have needed
the easiest possible objectivelyarrived-at
number
that
pseudoscientific respectability can
be pinned to. Thus arrived a
notion, developed between 1945
and 1965, that less than 0.1%
THD was the adequate indicator
for whether an audio device was to
be deemed high-fidelity or not. It
may be right when hedged with
enough caveats, but like all
generalisations, and old dishcloths,
is also full of holes. In turn,
percentage distortion figures were
observed by skilled listeners to part
company with sonic reality sonic 40
years ago, when the first ' hi-fi'
transistor amplifiers arrived. Since
then, one could say that increasingly
expensive and perfectionist test
equipment has been created for the
most part to perform a crude test
(the '°/0THD+N' method — which
goes out of its way to capture every
available noise along with the
sought after harmonics), to yield
increasingly useless, perverse or
anodyne information. We will now
look at the assessment of noise
itself.

NOISE CLASSES
The ' noise' word has a variety —
and layers — of meanings, both in
electronics and acoustics, as well in
everyday life. A clear discussion
must begin with recognising the
classes and boundaries. Noise, in its
broader sense, is any signal that's
produced within, or has entered the
signal path, other than the wanted
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o recap, readers will have seen
how before the end of the
20th century, measurements
of audio equipment's distortion
',read as ' implied reproduction

NOISE VOLTAGE ( 1µV/DIV)

Continuing a
critical foray
into
meaningful
measurements,
including an
examination
of how noise
is measured

signals applied. Next, the noises
we're concerned with are those that
enter or exist within the electrical
sections of the signal path. Other
noises may be acoustic, insofar as
they are manifest, for example, if
your equipment's lid vibrates when

eityMe Alle\04iN

with equal energy per Hertz. InterFM- station noise is a potentially
pure example. The equal energy per
Hz means that energy per octave is
rising + 3dB. In turn it's more 'hissy'
than ` roary'. But white noise only
needs to be slightly tonally tilted, by
+3dB per octave towards LF, to
become its more `roary' cousin, pink
noise. The colours are loose
analogies from the world of light.
Other than Johnson noise, active
electronic parts can also generate a
white noise of their own — called
'shot noise' (after another US
physicist, Schottky, in 1918). ` 1/f
means ' inverse of frequency', thus
1/f noise is ' red-biased', ie, it's
sloping the opposite way to white
noise(s), getting larger (+ 3dB/octave
per octave) as frequency falls. Thus
it's heard as araucous roaring with
booming crashes — like hearing a
recording from the base of a
waterfall with increasing low- end
boost. It is interesting to note that
conventional physics admits to not
knowing what causes 1/f noise. But
some researchers have noticed that
its levels vary over time and are
correlatable
with
the
earth's
planetary,
solar
and
galactic
alignments. Scalar EM waves,
possible basis of an even more
gaping mystery of the universe called
gravity, appear to be involved 4' .
5
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(high mains volts) — but the effect
may not necessarily be manifest as
noise in the electrical domain. Some
causes of acoustic (room) noise have
been considered in this column
previously'.
What is termed ` noise' in electronic
terminology and circuitry breaks
down into, at first, largely tonally or
'time' based sorts of signals that are
heard as hums, buzzes, rasps, etc.
All such are based on explicitly
cyclic or oscillatory events, such as
the frequency of power supply
activities, or acomputer monitor's
scan rate. Secondly, relatively
'toneless' signals that are largely
natural and mostly have stochastic
('individually random but statistically
predictable') qualities of amplitude,
frequency and phase. This sort may
in turn be sub-divided into at least
three types having different natures,
with an odd collection of names:
Popcorn, 1/f (' One over Eff, also
known as 'flicker' or ` contact' noise)
and Johnson 2,
3.Of these, Johnson
noise (after the American physicist
who discovered it in 1928, and also
known as thermal noise) is heard as
'white noise', a steady hiss made
from random amplitudes at random
frequencies with random timing,

POPCORN
Lastly, popcorn noise, as you'd
imagine, is acollection of sporadic
pop, crackle and sizzle, not unlike
the sounds of damaged vinyl or
shellac. It actually has a 1/f
characteristic yet is quite sonically
distinct from the eponymous type.
Knowledge of these natural noise
types is getting on for at least half
a century old. On learning what
each sort sounds like, it shouldn't
take much musical knowledge nor
imagination, to realise that each
sort may colour the emotional or
timbral quality of the music in its
own way, and will prove annoying
or distracting to agreater or lesser
degree. This will even be true if
the noise is not consciously
audible 6. You might therefore
imagine that the noise testing of
hi-fi equipment would sensibly seek
to describe the respective amounts
and instances of these different
classes of ' noise botheration'...
Thus vinyl disc preamps, the place
where 1/f noise is most likely to be
heard, provide an unexpected, if
subliminal,
window on the
cosmos. Listening to any digitally
relayed music source omits this
Pythagorean background.
Ben Duncan
Ben Duncan may be contacted at
BDR-UK@dial.pipex.com
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April seems agood time to select the very
best (or rather the very worst) hi-fi creations
from our own gallinaceous archives

by KEN KESSLER

B

ack when it was OK to have asense
of humour, we ran a short-lived
series, uh, honouring those brave but
failed attempts at originality. Nothing was
sacred, save a brand or two which we
knew would sue. We simply felt it
appropriate that we recognise such outré
achievements as were possible when
analogue ruled, and you didn't need a
£25,000 license to be a manufacturer.
Statistics fans will note that the vast
majority of turkeys were therefore
turntable-related, but then these awards
appeared in 1983-6, before CD took hold.
And besides, there are those who'd argue
convincingly that all digital products are
intrinsically turkey-ish — Silver Turkeys,
as it were — thus negating the need for
awards into the digital era.
Here, culled from the gaggle or flock or
whatever you call 'em, are the dumbest of
all the turkeys. We should also point out
that the overall winner in the turkey
steaks, er, stakes, was Audio-Technica
with no less than four climbs up to the
podium. And we also believe that this
series represented the first time in history
that an audio magazine used the word
`gallinaceous'.
1. The DoctorFrankensteinTaught-MeAnatomyMemorialScalpel
Award to
Koss, for the
K2+2 4-Channel HeadphoneFour-channel sound — 1970s-style that is
— will no doubt haunt a number of PR
flacks to their very graves. Welcomed as a
method of selling two more speakers to
every customer, an easy way to increase
turnover, the marketing men embraced it.
78

The headphones vendors didn't want to
be left out, so designers were called upon
to create four-channel headphones. Alas,
the majority of consumers only bore one
skull and two ear-holes.
Since when has anatomy ever stopped
designers? Koss solved the problem that
no-one really wanted answered by fitting
two sets of drive units to each ear-piece,
one fore of the ear, the other aft. As the
K2+2 weighed 26 ounces, we have yet to
find anyone that could wear a pair long
enough to assess the sound quality.
2. The IfWalls-HadEars-They'dLove-These
Award to
Sonab, for
the 0A-14
loudspeaker
This company
actually
deserves
a
whole bushel
of awards; the
0A-14 is but
one of awhole
range
so
designed. (The top Model, the 0A2212,
was reputed to have no fewr than 16 drive
units: 2bass, 2mid, and 12 tweeters.) We
got the impression that Sonab's designer,
Stig Carlsson, took a page out of Doctor
Bose's book, firmly believing that 89% of
live sound is reflected. Could it be that
these were simply adecade ahead of their
time, possibly being the first UHJ
Ambisonic loudspeaker? No, We didn't
think so either.
We've actually spoken to individuals
that 'quite liked' the sound of the Sonabs
when they could find it. ' Stereo
everywhere in the room' went the

advertising line. One wag at the time
wondered if the door was left open, the
listener would be able to hear stereo
outside the room as well. If only
computers had been readily and cheaply
available in the early ' 70s. Perhaps then
Sonab would have been able to program
which sounds were to be aimed through
which driver, a skill probably best left to
Monster Cable — once able to determine
which notes went down which strand of
wire.
3. The
Bechstein/
Steinway
Award for
Creative
PianoMaking to
Yamaha,
for the Natural Sound Speaker
Yamaha never let us forget that they're the
only hi-fi manufacturer in the world which
also makes musical instruments. But do
you remember when Yamaha let its piano
designer loose in the audio laboratory?
The result was the piano- soundingboard-shaped ' Natural Sound' drive unit,
made from polystyrene foam without a
compliant surround. He obviously figured
that if the shape was good enough for
keyboards, it was good enough for
loudspeakers.
What he forgot was that trombones,
bagpipes, harmonicas, tubas, bassoons,
guitars, and a few thousand other musicmaking devices are shaped nothing like
pianos. And how many pianos are made
from expanded polystyrene? We'd love to
see what the speaker would have looked
like if the designer happened be their top
motorcycle engineer.
Either way, there's alovely rumour that
these were marketed Stateside as ' earAPRIL 2000
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GOLDEN TURKEYS
could be their answer to linear tracking,
probably the most truly self-justifying

shaped' rather than ' grand piano-shaped'.
Whichever marketing man thought up
that campaign (should it be more than a
myth) deserves to work for British
Airways at the very least; he could try to
convince the public that planes are so

turkey of them all.
Rest In Pieces.
7) The Sir-Isaac-Newton-Was-Wrong
Pineapple-Upside-Down- Cake to

shaped to resemble Icarus.

Audio-Technica for its prototype
turntable

4. The Doctor-Strangelove-ButtonButton-Who's-Got-The-ButtonCommemorative Joystick Award to
Galactron for the MK.16 Stereo
Quadraphonic Professional
Preamplifier
We could, of course, fill this magazine
with quadraphonic Golden Turkeys just
on the grounds that all of the fourchannel- via- LP items are inherently
turkey-esque. But two extra channels isn't
necessarily enough to guarantee
turkeyness. The component must go
beyond the doubling of channels to enter
the realm of the genuinely bizarre.

Gramophone posited, ' perfect', we still
have to approach its daily use by
overcoming one small hurdle. One small
hurdle for mankind, sure, but agiant leap
for one conventional, butterfingered
audiophile. Having watched grown men at

have known better.
As both companies were most serious
about sound, both having played
important roles in the history of British
hi-fi, we can only wonder at what
possessed them to form an alliance with
the purveyors of the most gadget-strewn
component we have ever seen.
The
Galactron
MK. 16
Stereo
Quadraphonic Professional Preamplifier
sported no less than a 10- band- per channel graphic equaliser, a five-channel
mixer, apair of VU meters, amodular 4channel decoder section, faders, filters,
and all sorts of other wondrous devices.
'So what?' you might ask, having seen the
just-as-cluttered Nakamichi 610 pre-amp
or any of a number of current A/V
receivers.
Why single out Galactron for this lone
foray into Button Madness? We've
actually seen the rest of the range.
5. The Harry-Houdini-Come-OutWe-Know-You're-In-There-GoldenKey to Polygram for the Compact
Disc plastic box
Now that it's OK to no longer hate CD,
having accepted that it was not, as The
MITI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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which leads us to believe that there's more
to this than meets the eye. This thread-

shows being reduced to tears, trying to
extract the Promised Land from its hitech wrapping, having witnessed baffled
music-lovers trying to work out from the
spine — both spines — which is the bit
they should be opening, having watched
the supposedly indestructible disc being
bent almost in two in the effort to extract
it from the unyielding central claws,
having seen recipients of CDs via the mail
shake shards of polystyrene out of the
envelopes in which the discs were
shipped, we have no choice but to give a

Galactron, an Italian company which
proved that not all Latinate hi-fi was
worthy of Sonus Faber, was at various
times imported into the UK by
Goodmans and by IMF, two speaker
manufacturers we'd have thought would

Can lateral thinking also mean topsyturvy? This gem applied tracking force
from below, by bringing the platter up to an
arm fixed in the vertical plane. A lineartracker, there's alleged to be a
laser/computer mechanism which reads
the groove width to tell the arm how far to
travel on each rotation. Construction is of
the San Francisco Bay Bridge variety,

Golden Turkey awards to the Eurogenius
who conceived the silver disc wrapper.
However, we can only take off our hats
and give praise that the same man wasn't
given the project to design something
more fundamental to human existence —
like the egg. We also trust that he gets a
kick-back for all of the replacement CD
cases sold to those retailers who have to
put up with the 30% or more cases
damaged in transit.
6) The Bring-the-Mountain-toMohammed Chrome- PlatedBulldozer and the Heath Robinson
Index Of Efficiency Award to
Transcriptors for the Transcriber

driven, vacuum-plattered creation has too
much going for it to be amere ' turntable',
so we've not exactly ruled out that it could
double as arecord cutter. Imagine a new
trend, then, to put some more life into the
old black disc: To hell with recordable
CDs or DVDs — why not enable people
to copy their friends' LPs on to... LPs!!!
Thanks, A- T: you've saved an entire
industry.
8) The Audubon Painted-TurkeysBut-This-Is-More-Of-A-Dodo
Memorial Perch to Garrard for its
Stack ' em High auto-changer

One look at the photo says it all: alovingly
crafted mistake that had audiophiles
laughing. And laughing. And laughing.
Imagine aturntable with afixed arm and
aplatter that moved along the runners to
meet it. Are (or were) any of you fans of
the old Superman comics? Do you
remember the alternate-Earth Bizarros
that did everything backwards? Well, this

1>

Legend has it that the entire production
run of this Garrard auto-changer was lost
at sea during the Second World War; we
doubt the rumour that the U-boat's
skipper worked for Dual. This is a photo
of the sole remaining example, so don't
expect to see our classifieds filled with
inflated-price offerings because it's won
an award.
Our younger readers may not know that
78s were far more delicate than vinyl LPs,
but that didn't stop Garrard from creating
an auto-changer that — once the side was
finished — picked up the disc and
79
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GOLDEN TURKEYS
dropped it a good 10 inches into what
looks like a rubbish bin. Perhaps some
record industry mogul was behind this,
figuring that if no disc survived more than
one play, the customers would have to
keep replacing it. Can we expect a CD
changer that deliberately scratches the
otherwise ' indestructible' devils? Are
conspiracy theories really that far-fetched?
Why sink a cargo ship laden with hi-fi?
We'll never know...
9) The Alan- Sugar- Should-BePaying-Us-Royalties Lifetime
Membership of the BPI Certificate to
Korting for their pioneering work in
music cloning

and the use of spikes. Spikes? Spikes?!?
Look closely, yes, there on the SME's
base plate. See? Spikes! True, they are
pointing into the aether, supporting
nothing, but still this must be the earliest
use of spikes on record. And what do we
say about the sandwich of foam between
the arm and the armboard? And that mat,
cut from discarded wall coverings salvaged
from Bedlam? And that advanced foam
suspension, neatly wedged between plinth
and turntable?
Did it cure rumble? And if it did, what
did it do to the rest of the music? Sadly,
we know of no individual with hands-on,
et, ears- on experience of this bit of
nascent tweakery, so we'll have to judge it
on looks alone. And if looks could

Long before Sharp, Amstrad and the rest
squeezed two cassette decks into one box,
and whole decades prior to MP3, those
clever folks at Korting had the prescience
to create a tape-to-tape dubbing machine
for users of open-reel tapes! Overcome by
the vast proliferation of open- reel
machines and pre-recorded open- reel
tapes, Korting was compelled to exploit
an opening in the marketplace.
Rumour has it that this fertile crescent
of creativity also produced an open-reel

12) The Henry-Higgins- Sow's-PurseFrom-A- Silk-Ear Award to the
Gramdeck
If Willy Studer and Heath Robinson got
drunk one night, you might have found a
Gramdeck sitting on the bar the next
morning. This quintessentially British
miracle — which must have done for
home taping what snake oil does for
baldness — was fitted to any willing
turntable to convert it into a reel-to-reel
tape recorder. Yes, you did read that
sentence correctly, and yes, it is about as
novel an idea as Pot Noodles. The unit
was fitted over the spindle, and it operated
via a series of belts and idlers ( and
prayers?). The result was afour-not-quite-

ghetto blaster and an open-reel Walkman,

but the choice of TAin spools meant that
these products never got past the
prototype stage. We cannot confirm the
rumours that Korting once served as the
training ground for future Sony engineers,
even thought the names ` Korting' and
`Morita' have four letters in common.
10) The Jimmy-Hughes-To-TweakThe-Impossible-Tweak
commemorative box of Renniçs for
tummy rumble to the Black Knight
Rumble- cure
What we loved about the `Anachrophile'
was rediscovering examples of foresight —
and hindsight — which go on to prove
that old saw about there being nothing
new under the sun. This magnificent
beastie, circa 1973(?), is one of the earliest
examples we can find of record clamping
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accolade for the Sound Burger. No, they
didn't simply give us a Golden Turkey;
they actually outdid Bernard Matthews in
the area of selective breeding. Boo-tiful.
And the Greatest Turkey Of Them All was...

standard- speed open- reel deck ( 3%ips
'and three others', corresponding with
turntable speeds of 78, 45, 33 1
4 and
/
11) The Ronald-McDonald- ColourCoded- Swatch for Overweening
Trendiness to Audio-Technica for the
Sound Burger
Just why A-T decided to enter catering is
anyone's guess, but this chunk of
drumstick takes the ( baking powder)
biscuit. And it came out just as CD was
being launched!!! Hah! So much for
foresight! Bye-bye platter, so long rigid
tonearm — if we can't have portable CD,
then why not portable LP? Didn't stop the
digital horde, did it? And the name?
Sound Burger. Makes you think of all
those corny American fast foods like hush
puppies and chili dogs... not that that
stretched a metaphor when you realise
what a canine it was. Right down there
with the Gram-deck, to be sure. Did it
work? you're asking with ketchup -y
breath. Sure, we heard them at hi-fi
shows, but resisted the temptation to
order one to go, easy on the onions, hold
the mayo.
We don't like to give two GTs to a
single manufacturer in this all-time final
round-up — it's like one film taking 11
Oscars — but A-T truly deserves this

16Y3rpm) for afew pence under atenner.
And that included atransistor pre-amp, a
microphone, and tape.
Gramdeck could only have been created
in Britain, where people will do anything to
save afew quid, however illogical. We can
only guess at what this company would be
producing today. A device, perhaps, to turn
one's CD player into aturntable?
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The bridge
sonic dreams
Cabosse
The only speaker in the world
combining concentric three-way
units capable of covering treble,
midrange and low midrange.
Astoundingly realistic sound
reproduction. At between
90 - 94.5 dB, the humblist of
amplifiers will drive these units.

Clearaudio
Beautifully designed turntables
that harmoniously combine
mechanical pe
tion,
individuality and sonic
uracy.

Transfiguration
"...remarkably sharp and
focused. It excels at the
reproduc ion of very fine levels
of dy
ic inflection, subtle
shifts of
ut and attack
that form the lite-Idoodist
expressiveness." - James Hughes
Hi -Fi News Et Record Review

Graham
Timbrally neutral, musically
involving, stunning resolution of
detail, easy and precise cartridge
set-up, tightly focused 3
dimensional imaging and
accurate soundstaging.

Transparent, Natural Sound
for more information on the Final range of
Electrostatic loudspeakers, and the name of your
nearest stockist please contact:

Distributors of:
Argento Audio Cable, Cabasse, Clearaudio,
C.A.T. - Convergent Audio Technology, Graham,
Thule, Transfiguration
OOOOOOOOO

udw
eerence
IMPORT & DISTRIliTION

Unit 8, Enterprise Park, Slyfield Industrial Estate,
Guildford, Surrey GPI I
RB
Tel: (01252) 702705
email: info@audioreference.co.uk

400.00 PrIdao0:

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 01753-652669 Tel: 07000-853443 Fax: 01753-654531
www.ukd.co.uk e-mail: nic.k@ukd.co.uk
*model shown, the Final 0.3 in satin silver, £ 1495 the pair.
Also available in cherry or beech.

sidelines

Crossover
modalities
and
transient
performance.
Simulated
stereo: an
acoustic
accident,
aural
hallucination
or psychic
intervention?

M

ore than 30 years have
elapsed since the time
when Iroutinely built my
own
loudspeakers,
involving
everything from handling large
quantities of concrete to making
decisions
about
crossover
frequencies, from incorporating
enclosures into the house structure
to coping with impedance differences
via the manipulation of divider
networks. These latter join the
ubiquitous moving-coil drive unit in
providing remarkable continuity in
loudspeaker design, such that while
the crossover circuits printed below
(give or take the odd resistor or
zobel network) could easily come
from apresent-day model, they were

been very little in the way of serious
investigation of the manner in which
these alternative modes affect sound
quality.
This involves my old friend IM
(`Bud') Fried, who for decades has
provided stimulating transatlantic
debate on numerous topics —
particularly loudspeakers, which he's
been manufacturing for many years.
Bud is one of those tough-minded
audio mavericks who refuses to
follow fashionable fads or theories
whenever his ears tell him otherwise,
and one area where careful listening
has led him into an unorthodox
approach is this matter of crossover
circuit modalities, where he claims
that, other things being equal, the
series arrangement gives greater
transient clarity and dynamic impact
than its parallel equivalent. In this
he is backed by various colleagues
and investigators of inquisitive
disposition, including a physics
professor who, on turning to
loudspeaker design, discovered a
severe dearth in the literature when
it comes to experiments or listening
tests involving series- vs-parallel

crossover performance.
But despite widespread disdain for
the subject, various conjectures have
been offered in support of Fried's
claims
concerning
transient
behaviour, which Isummarise here
simply to convey what I've been
actually cited in the 2nd edition of
told, in the hope that folk on this
Gilbert Briggs's Sound Reproduction
side of the Atlantic with the facilities
in 1950.
to conduct tests in an open-minded
Given their basic half-section
manner may be encouraged to
filtering scheme, the bass and treble
pursue the matter.
limbs can be connected between
It is said, for instance, that aseries
amplifier and drive units in parallel
network is better balanced reactively,
or series configuration. The first
which makes the load seen by the
(upper
diagram)
provides
amplifier more nearly resistive,
independent feeds to the two units,
thereby granting greater power
thus conveniently serving the current
delivery at crucial dynamic moments,
craze for bi-wiring, while the series
with the drivers staying more nearly
arrangement ( lower circuit) links
in phase and thus providing sharper
amplifier to drivers in a more
leading edges to transient sounds.
integrated manner, such that at the
Paralleling this (and perhaps saying
dividing
the same thing in different words),
frequency the
it is claimed that the series system's
currents
r-s—t
BASS
slew-rate is higher, and that the
flowing
active impedance of the drivers at
through
the crossover frequency is stabilised
inductors and
so that power is shared more
capacitors join
TREBLE
predictably between them.
the
voltage
Finally,
and
perhaps
most
waveforms
1
-1a1
Section, Parallel
dramatic
of all,
because,
if
across
the
confirmed, it would provide objective
drivers
in
confirmation of the perceived
what could be
regarded as a improvement in transient dynamics,
a real-time analyser of one-octave
more 'holistic'
bandwidth centred on the crossover
regime. Now
TREbLE
frequency is said to have registered
there's
a6dB increase in peak levels from a
nothing new
series network compared with its
about
this,
Half Section, Series
parallel equivalent, while an analyser
except
that
of narrower bandwidth added yet
I've
been
alerted
recently
to
the
fact
Crossover diagram
more decibels to the difference. This
that during the 50 years since
from Gilbert Bnggs's
suggests that: (i) something goes
Briggs's book appeared there has
Sound Reproduction
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seriously
wrong
with
steep
wavefronts at around the crossover
frequency in parallel networks,
alternatively ( ii)
observations
favouring their series-connected
opposite
numbers
are
being
misconstrued, or (iii) the truth is
some awkward blend of the two —
all of which demands unprejudiced
investigation.

GHOST OF SIR THOMAS?
Moving to arather different subject,
`investigation'
was
certainly
something Ifelt inclined to pursue
not long ago at the meeting of a
music society where a talk was
accompanied by recorded excerpts.
One point the speaker chose to make
was that, such is the technology now
available for extracting maximal
music from early recordings with
minimal noise, it is often astonishing
(mono limitations apart) how much
pleasure and sonic quality can be
provided, while at the same time
illuminating
long-forgotten
interpretations.
The main item chosen to illustrate
this was a Beecham recording of
Berlioz's ' Royal Hunt and Storm',
issued originally on a78rpm disc in
1945 and now joined by other pieces
on aDutton CD. This was heard in
a venue with a lively acoustic
enhanced by apolished wood-block
floor, with the loudspeakers spaced
fairly widely before asmallish and
therefore
not very absorbent
audience. Sitting well to the left, I
expected to hear arather one-sided
image, especially as the source was
mono; and sure enough the work's
violin-dominated opening came
entirely from the left-hand speaker,
so Iresigned myself to the whole
orchestra doing likewise.
But no! As the succeeding
woodwind entries came along, their
directions were variously located
between the speakers; the basses and
cellos then appeared well to the
right, the vital horn calls were
roughly centred, and the timpani
were different again. It was almost
as if Mike Dutton had gone well
beyond his customary subtle garnish
of reverb by applying short spurts of
frequency-banded pan-potting to
conjure
up
a pseudo-stereo
soundstage. He hadn't, of course,
but in over 40 years of two-channel
listening I've never heard such an
amazing simulation of stereophony
generated (presumably) by random
reflections in the listening room.
Unless, that is, Isimply dozed into
an hallucination based on memories
of real stereo recordings.
Or was the spirit of Sir Thomas
transmitting aghostly aural image of
the layout he'd adopted 55 years
before?
John Crabbe
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Louis

phow: Hanya ChlalalCha,

The Cure: Bloodflowers is :his month's
rock Album in Focus

review rating
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In ' rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes

outstanding

quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • ful) price; • mid
pnce; • budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown (D.

Sound quality :

erf
orm anc e

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg. 78 rpm

H:H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

Lorfie

'As soon as any teacher
possessed me, Iwould
leave. Use of the arms,
wrists, whole body nothing should be forbidden.
And even if you are told not
to play Rachmaninov, you
should do it. It is very
important to know how do
it, even if that player
doesn't want to do it. You
cannot escape the Russian
piano school - it had a
tremendous influence at the
beginning of the last
century, and you should
know how far it can go in
the right and the wrong
direction.
'You can learn all the
different schools if you have
a strong personality. In the
case of score markings, if
they don't make sense you
do it your way - but it has
to make sense. The first one
to agree might be the
composer!'

L

ouis Lortie is not one of those artists
who tries to impress on audiences
that he plays like avirtuoso (although
perhaps he was when he entered the 1984
Leeds Competition). A quality often
absorbed by listeners, if only
subconsciously, is that he gives correct
emphasis to the underlying figures which
define acomposer's distinctive style and
character.
'Whether it is by Beethoven or Ravel, I
try to go as close as possible to the style
of the composer by varying my pianism,
musical approach and structure. Ithink
you've got to travel in time: it's very
important to do that. Firstly, you have to
know who you are and understand your
weaknesses and strengths, also what
tendencies will make you fall into traps;
and you have to be both objective and
very self-critical by listening very'
accurately to your own playing.'
Away from the keyboard, how much
time goes into studying the historical
context?
'Mostly, Itry as far as possible to grasp
the whole of acomposer's output to find
where the music leads to; and in
Beethoven it is essential to play all the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Self-knowledge is the
first step to
understanding music
Interview by Bill Newman
piano sonatas, the chamber music — even
the quartets in the versions for four hands.
It is all inter-connected: there is nothing
that is unmeaningful.
'When Iperformed the Grieg Concerto,
it was interesting to see the influences of
Chopin and Schumann. Schumann
himself was strongly influenced by
Chopin, and Schumann has apiece in the
style of the composer in Carnaval which
actually sounds more like Schumann than
Chopin! It's really his own interpretation
of it, but in retrospect it is always
fascinating to see how one composer
viewed the other'.
Apart from Schumann's admiration for
Chopin's La ci darem la mano Variations,
we have Clara Schumann's promotion of
her husband's music in her performances.
85
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WILSON SYSTEM 6
So why not? Why not have the best? - and you
know this really is the best. After all, you take
nothing with you when you go, so Pinewood's
advice is to enjoy the finest earthly musical delight
while the going's good. You know it makes sense.

Acoustic Arts
STATE OF THE ART

SONUS FABER SIGNUNI

COPLAND CSA515

TIE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI MON,TOR
FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE REFERENCE " ARMATI - AT ONE

00PLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT
YOU'RE USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 14/28
HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF
POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

TENTH THE COST. THESE ARE STUNNING!

Whether it be for the most stunning two-channel
music, the bedrock of a cinema installation, or
even both, the Wilson WATT- Puppy System 6 is
the finest compact speaker system in the world and by many acountry mile.
With avirtually limitless range of impeccable high
gloss or metallic finishes, System 6looks as good
as it sounds. Expensive? Of course - but then
'excellence' and ' cheap' are hardly compatible
terms.

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS. THIS RANGE STARTS A" THE DIMINUTIVE NAUT 805 @ £ I400.00 AND FINISHES
AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ £ 3500.00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

Want to hear more? Telephone Brian Rivas.

WILSON WATCH
Vaguely reminiscent of something out of Dan Dare,
the retro looking Wilson WATCH centre channel is
areal eye-catcher: one you'll proudly display as the
centrepiece of your Wilson theatre system.
With a movable tweeter for accurate time
alignment, the WATCH can be ordered with a
custom height and colour- matched stand made
from exotic Grand-SLAMM material.
Pinewood has been promised one of the very first:
by the time you telephone we should have it.
Fantastic!
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Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

DENSEN B200 PRE AND

DENSEN B400

B300 POWER AMP

IT TOOK DENSEN THREE YEARS TO FINISH
THE 11400 CD PLAYER. IT WAS WORTH THE
WAIT. THE 13400 HAS THE SAME TECHNICAL
INIOVATION AS SEEN IN OTHER DENSEN
PRODUCTS, LIKE THE ' BUS' LINK FOR
MULTIROOM USE. IT ALSO SOUNDS
WONDERFUL.

DENSENS NEW ' BABY' PRE & POWER,
FEATURING CLASS 'A' REMOTE PRE. WHICH
IS AN AND MULTIROOM COMPATIBLE. THE
8300 POWER AMP IS 100W AND DRIVES
THE NAUT sas AND NAUT 804
BE

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND
EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER
WAS

EX-DF.M
.1taliorescarch 1515 Pre Amp on/dom

NOW
12.00.00

.1odioresearch LS9 Pre Amp exidem
AP
Audialah 8000C he Amp ex/dem
Audi- Wah 8000Q Pre Amp ex/dem
Ai
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',.". . 5815.00
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. 5585.00
.1560.00
.1110.00

SECtiNDHAND
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Atxttphase 0P90/O1 Transport & D to A 0/11
Angymnn Cinema Director y/h
Aream 170.2 Trans:Ion y.'h
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.
1.1 i
.
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AVI 52000 Pre + Remme 911
thood SP11120013 Power Amp ( Black) s/h
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.A5100.00

1510.00
.1.1600.00
.154100.00
.A.500.00
12 7 5.00
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.11800.00

Dome', Marquis Speakeo s/h
£( 998.00
A.1500.00
19tpteutt 17 & 1811e Pnwer,sill
11690.00
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1.1-.1101111
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.i,,0013:10
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AUX) 00
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.

Theo Data 111k2 (Sneer) s/h

i.1010.00
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* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 'CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
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Music Interview
Is the tradition that she and her
pupils created, and others
interpreted, something you can fall
back on in your own playing?
'I have certainly listened to how
artists performed from those very
early recordings, also those by Cortot
and Rachmaninov: the one French,
the other Russian — how much is
their own language apart of their
own legacy?
'At the beginning of the last
century people were not so
thoughtful about style, it was too
close for them, but nowadays it is
more of aproblem for young artists.
They don't know, because they come
from all over the world. Many
haven't any knowledge or ideas about
these old musicians. They say they
like it, but Idon't think they listen
— say to the Rachmaninov concertos
in those incredible recordings by the
composer. But who really listens to
it? And then they hear it and play it
as if they have never heard it. Not
that you have to copy it — but the
style is there.
'There is certainly an obsession
now with structural cleanliness,
which is not very interesting because
of lot of people can do it. In
competitions now there is too much
importance placed on memory slips
and mistakes. We are obsessed by
them, and Iam too! We are brought
up that way and we have to fight it.
'It's like life itself. Iam sure at the
beginning of the last century people
were not taking showers all the time,
and maybe because there are more
persons around we are concerned!
'I think it is mostly from the
recording industry, where you are
producing yourself in away that can
be clean-cut, totally. You can correct
everything, and people are feeding on
that. But Iam happy that there are
many more live recordings, and
companies are also releasing some of
the live performances of the past —
this will help.'
How do today's artists' studio
recordings — away from the live
event — compare in terms of
charisma and musical spontaneity?
'I think it is totally missing, and
that companies are mistaken asking
artists to make studio recordings
only. They should be making and
producing both. And wouldn't it be
marvellous to have access to both,
especially when any artist starts to
play in an interesting way and
becomes better-known? Even from
the same company. They should give
achoice to the listener of hearing
someone perform in different
conditions.
'My own company [Chandos] has
certain hi-fi standards which
personally Idon't care much about.
It's all passé. Nothing too much has
been invented since the CD and we
are getting an incredible sound from
the recordings: ever since the 1950s
for solo piano.
'I don't think we have to look in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that direction, and we don't need it.
Ihave been very happy and lucky to
have people who Icould tell, more or
less, what Iwanted for asound
check; but Ihave heard certain
recordings from big companies where
Icannot understand the artist going
into the booth and saying "that's
fine". Either they are not going to
listen, or they are not really listening
and are deaf, or they cannot tell the
producer — which is terrible.'

Hearing something new
Lortie's insatiable interest in other
musician's performances never
interferes with his own work
programme.
'If Iam curious about something I
will listen to it even one day before a
concert. Even my own playing. Very
often when Iam performing awork
for the first time and have adress
rehearsal with the orchestra, Ihave a
[recording] device there and will
listen to it between rehearsing and
the concert.
'I am not one of those who will
say " Oh, it's not so good" and let it
disturb me. It's important to be selfcritical and adjust quickly.'
Sir Laurence Olivier said that the
great actors succeed by pinching
ideas from others.
'All the time. Your own perception
of your own playing is always
different. You are always hearing new
things in your older performances...
always moving and never static.'
When you play Debussy and
Ravel, how much are you aware of
the playing of Marguerite Long,
Yvonne Léfebure, Marcelle Meyer,
Cortot and Gieseking?
'I have heard all of them play.
There is something individual there.
In Ravel, Ilook to see how far you
can go — keeping something of your
own but leaving the music intact.
'As you know, he said "don't make
an interpretation of it". But obviously
he didn't want us to play like a
machine, as anyone could do that;
but to just play the notes would not
work. Some of his own records were
pretty bad. Some were very
insightful, like 'Les Vallées de
Cloches' [
Miroirs], because you can
hear how far he could go with
everything done with sound colours.
Rubato is kept to the limit, but
everything is achieved through
perspective effects, even on the piano
roll.
'Sometimes this can put you on
the right track, but since my own
recordings, where there were too
many liberties, Ihave changed alot.
When Iplay his music live Imake
the rhythms even more inflexible and
give more vibrations to the actual
sound.'
Like the pin-pointed tolling of the
bell in `Le Gibet' [
Gaspard de la
Nuit] to create the required
atmosphere.
`That's very difficult to do. "Les
Vallées de Cloches" also has to have

an orchestral conception with its
vastness of scope. Debussy's pianoroll of " Soirée dans Granade"
[Estampes] also has tremendous
perspective. These people were so
sensuous, but within acertain rigour
— that's French music! It goes in a
certain classical mould, especially
Ravel.'

Schnabel and Beethoven
In Beethoven you have an even larger
number of comparisons, with
Schnabel, Fischer, Gieseking,
Backhaus, Kempff, even the
Frenchman Yves Nat.
'I'm not aSchnabelian person. I
admire and respect him, but in his
time Idon't believe that Beethoven
was so much an extremist. We know
that fast movements were fast and
slow movements slow, but Ithink it
[the tempo] was closer than people
think.
'I am not so crazy about those
tempo indications. Others wrote in
the markings long after works were
composed and in strange conditions,
and who knows what state
Beethoven's metronome was in.
'Also, acoustics play an important
role, like the reverberation of the
instrument. It's possible to play the
first movement of the Hammerklavier
very fast and convincingly in the right
conditions, but imagine doing that at
the Makings, Snape! It wouldn't
make sense at all, but Imight do it
in another venue.
The kind of tension performers
put into the music — Istudied with
Leon Fleisher, aSchnabel pupil, who
for atime lost the use of his right
hand — Iam not surprised there are
problems. The sound is not diluted
because it becomes very tense. Even
when they play slowly and lyrically
they are striving for it all the time.
But the pianist on the other level is,
of course, Kempff, where the
structural knowledge comes from the
harmonic language, like Furtwângler.
`The rhythmic side is often
overemphasised and, in that way, it
becomes meaningless. And Ialso find
the strong lyrical quality missing in
many of today's performers, who
exaggerate the brusque and
aggressive side of Beethoven. The
tenderness is just as important,
especially when he writes the word
teneramente in Op.90 — very few
composers of the time did that.
'At the end of the sonata there is
an accelerando that goes back to a
tempo, so do we go faster at first, or
progressively slower so that we lead
back naturally to the main tempo
marking? You can think about it for
ages, there is no answer to the
problem!
'Despite Schnabel's thesis,
practised by Fleisher, Ilike that
feeling of expectancy: arhythmic
concept that continues to surprise
you. And it has to be organic: you
should not be able to guess how it
will evolve.'

Lortie's latest
Chandos CD,
To the Distant
Beloved' has
Liszt's
transcription of
the Beethoven
song-cycle
An die feme
Geliebte,
Schumann's
Fantasy in C
and three
shorter Liszt
song
transcriptions:
CHAN 9793.
There are seven
CDs of
Beethoven piano
sonatas Lortie has
completed over
half the cycle
for Chandos
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EDWARD
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The %ketches for

Symphony
No. 3
ANTHONY
PAYNE

ELGAR-PAYNE:
Symphony 3
Bournemouth SO/Daniel
Naxos 8.554719
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Paul Dania

(
54),/ 59s)

This is aNaxos master-stroke: its 2000th CD released on 1st March 2000. There may
be disagreement over the choice of music and perhaps renewed rage from those
originally opposed to Payne's elaboration. Too bad. This symphony is here to stay.
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of an old man's wistful attraction for
ayoung woman called Vera
Hoclunan. The contrast is telling. So
is the effect of the commas just after
bars 71 [6m 31s] and 81 [6m 59s].
Davis foreshortens them. Daniel turns
each hiatus into what it's meant to
be: amomentary holding of breath to
heighten succeeding changes. The
whole work is filled with such
changes of pace and expression, to
reflect myriad facets. Daniel gives
them alot of attention. Payne's own
master-stroke is the coda of (iv)
starting at 12m 31s. As its fortissimo
climax [ 13m 17s] tapers to pp, Daniel
gradually eases the reins as if trying
to let the sequence find its way to the
final tam-tam note where ' the music
would disappear as avapour' [Payne].
Davis prefers acontrolling hand for
these 20 bars. He opens the covers to
the entire symphony but invites
listeners to form their own opinions.
Daniel presents, offering what he
passionately feels. It's the risky way.
When it succeds, it becomes the
inspirational way.
Naten Anthoni

B:1*- 1 A

Decca 458 129-2

(
2CDs, 117m 36s)

In the course of avery useful and
balanced essay (
eg, quite critical of
some of the writing), Michael Talbot
touches upon the fact that, unlike
Vivaldi's ' Four Seasons', Albinoni's
most popular work, the 'Adagio' for
organ and strings, is not only
inauthentic but wholly foreign to his
nature. Tomaso Albinoni was a
restrained stylist, mostly concerned
with order and well-being; he married
asinger, wrote mostly for the voice,
and his instrumental lines too reflect
avocal manner. His twelve concertos
Op.9 are for strings with continuo
(varied here) with solo parts for
violin, for oboe and for two oboes in
four works each. They were dedicated
in 1722 to the Elector of Bavaria, the
scoring for winds suggestive of the
court hunt ( 3) and the Elector's
military leadership ( 5).
Such repertoire used largely to be
the preserve of IMusici or ISolisti
Veneti. This is the first complete
recording on period instruments, but
it was made in two halves with
different engineers, 1-6 at
Walthamstow in 1994, the rest at
Henry Wood Hall early in 1997.
Each sounds good, but CD2 has
greater immediacy and wider spread
but agrainier texture. Ipreferred the
more contained sound on CD1 and
the less forward oboe balance
(compare, for example, Concertos 2
and 8).
The AAM has come along way
since its first OiseauLyre projects:
the playing is technically better, the
overall effect not sterile as it once
tended to be under Hogwood. The
intonation is true, the phrasing alive,
sensitive to the gentle demands of the
music. A pleasurable set.
Christopher Breunig

Ans

ALFVÉN:
Swedish Rhapsody 3 J En
Skárgárdsagen J Symphony 3
RSNO/Willén
Naxos 8.553729

photo: Snowdon/Select Music

Let's be realistic: Elgar's sketches will
never be immune to conjectural
attempts at completion (Mozart's
Requiem has six versions), but this
reconstruction at least establishes a
standard. And this new recording
validates the work's openness to
interpretation — which places it on
the same footing as any other in the
repertoire.
First things first. Naxos's publicity
sheet speaks of modifications to the
score. But in atelephone
conversation, Anthony Payne stressed
that there were no official alterations.
Differences — eg, the piccolo up an
octave in bar 203 of (ii) and bar 70
of (iv), some adjustments to the side
drum part also in (iv) — are the
results of interpretative licence. The
text remains as it is.
Second things next: specifically, the
second violins. Paul Daniel places
them on the right as does Andrew
Davis [NMC]. There is awelcome
commonality of thought about their
role, from conductors who usually
favour the conventional seating plan.
The difference here is that the
instruments are far better projected
than they are by NMC. Heard via a
CD-ROM copy, the BSO has the
advantage of aspacious acoustic
(Guildhall, Southampton), the
expansive dynamics and wide spread
perhaps reflecting the virtues of Tony
Faulkner recording at asampling rate
of 176kHz. But the compromise of
downgrading to Red Book standards
may be responsible for adegree of
slenderness to the texture, sometimes
opaque upper strings, soft-edged
timpani and the tambourine's
unsubtle timbre.
Two years' familiarity with Davis's
hard work and dedication has also
sharpened the impression that he
veers towards emotional reticence.
The second subject of (i) is acase in
point. Elgar called it `VH's own
theme'; and Davis shows akindly
sympathy to its implications. But he
keeps an even keel. Daniel lingers,
bends and straightens the cantabile
line just enough to convey the sense

ALBINONI:
12 Concertos Op.9
Andrew Manze (vIn)/Frank de Buine,
Alfredo Bemardini (ob)/AAM/Hogwood

Paul Daniel is Music Director, ENO.
This month's cover picture is also
by Lord Snowdon

(78m 46s)

Where Alfvén's Second Swedish
Rhapsody [
Naxos 8.553962, Oct ' 99]
used folk melodies from Uppsala, the
Third has the music of Dalecarlia as
its basis. The result suggests that
perhaps Dalecarlians are more subject
to changes of mood. This extensive,
25m, work outlines alegend (created
by the composer) featuring a
shepherdess, villagers, abridal
procession, the Devil playing afiddle,
and final tranquillity. Despite the
fanciful ideas, the structure is logical
and the folk-dance element
exhilarating. En Skiirgardssligen (
the
Legend of the Skerries) is very much
atone poem — astrongly drawn
seascape without any particular
narrative. ' Ihave my best ideas when
89

Antony Hodgson

B—C:1 A

JI BACH:
Violin Sonatas BWV1014-1019 U
Alternates BWV1019 Li BWV1021
Li BWV1023-1024 1
.3 Toccata &
Fugue in d BWV565 ( err for violin
by Menzel
Andrew Manze (vin)/Richard Egarr
(hpd)/Jaap ter Linden (via d'gba, vlc)
Harnionia Mundi HMU 907250.51
(2CDs, I55m 56s)
The balance between the instruments
may be unexpected. The violin
doesn't hog the limelight. In fact, it
isn't meant to. Bach called
BWV1014-1019 'Six sonatas for
obbligato harpsichord and solo violin,
with abass accompanied by aviola
da gamba if you like'. The perspective
reflects the composer's wishes. The
violin is slightly behind the keyboard;
and Manze's liking for aviola da
gamba extends only to the first two
sonatas, though he adds acello for
BWV1023/24, two of the three extra
works in the genre also offered.
'We are so accustomed to thinking
of rhythmic give and take as a
characteristic of romantic music that
the idea of akind of rubato in
baroque music may come as
something of asurprise', says Peter le
Huray who bases his thesis on the
treatises of Diruta, Mattheson,
Walther (Bach's cousin) and Quantz;
90

and ` akind of rubato' is very much in
evidence here. Not for these
musicians the fatal mechanical
squareness of equally weighted notes
and equalised phrases that in some
quarters is still considered essential
for historical accuracy. Quanrz's own
writings, however, stress the
importance of line-shaping, one
example being the distinction between
what he calls main notes and passing
notes. If, for instance, four
semiquavers in groups of two were to
be played evenly, 'they will not sound
as pleasing as if the first and third of
each group were to be held somewhat
longer than the second and fourth'.
As summarised by le Huray, Quantz's
writings propose amethod 'even
more subtle and instinctive perhaps
than Chopin's much-praised rhythmic
flexibility'.
Radical words. Manze and Co
seem to agree with them. Instinct
becomes an element of interpretation;
and there are no cop-outs, as Bach
speaks most cogently through the
perceptions of these artists. Sonic
authenticity helps too. Instrumental
harmonics are not distorted by ugly
close-ups. Instead anicely gauged hall
ambience enhances the messages.
Egarr's harpsichord is atrifle hardedged on CD1 and Manze is
sometimes too far left of his partner,
but these points are of little
consequence in arecording which, in
itself, is of high artistic value —
conveying effectively the often
conspicuously high degree of artistry
preserved. Turn to (i) of BWV1018,
unmarked in Barenreiter's 1960
edition but specified as Lamento in
the preferred 1993 OUP equivalent,
to experience adistinctive application
of principles. Resilient rubato from
Egarr in his opening five bars,
withdrawn tone from Manze, held
notes tapering in volume and little
hesitancies in phrasing: not marked in
the score, but through the varying
duration of time and volume, the
right emphases on main and passing
notes, deep insights into the
movement are revealed. As they are
in BWV1019(iv), an Adagio that sings
through agracious legato line with
even a rallentando, strong enough to
make die-hards blanch, at the end.
But could anyone cavil at the ensuing

movement? An Allegro in 6/8 time
`swings' as it should, the tempo so
perfectly chosen that execution never
descends into amachine-like 3/4. And
this is the level of musicianship that is
heard throughout. Yes, there are odd
brief moments of doggedness, mainly
from Egarr, suggesting some
uncertainty about which dictates to
follow, mind or heart, so to speak.
But it would be unfair to carp, as it
would equally be fair to return to
Manze for the uncommon eminence
of his interpretations.
Nalen Anthoni

A:1 - 1

JS BACH:
Partita 3 J Sonatas 2 & 3
Rachel Podger (yin)
Channel Classics CCS 14498

'As readers
familiar with
Masaaki
Suzuki's
Japan-based
series of
the cantatas
will know
to expect,
he presents
here a very
fine version
of the
Passion
masterpiece'

Pointless it is to repeat in detail the
virtues of Podger's performances.
This instalment simply mirrors the
artistry so clearly heard in Vol.' [
see
February reviews]. Her judgement of
relationships, phrase-to-phrase and
movement-to-movt, are in themselves
impressive. So are the graduated
singing lines, equally valid in the
Grave of Sonata 2 or the Preludio of
Partita 3. Podger's command of an
expressive profile cannot be faulted.
Yet, naggingly, does it all seem too
pat? Is there an inhuman ease to the
Fuga of Sonata 3? Repeated listening
suggests that the recording is
responsible for this impression, more
so here than in the first disc.
Immediacy is extraordinary but the
ictus of bow on string is not equally
immediate: short on rosin, as it were.
High harmonics appear to have been
filtered, subduing attack and giving
the instrument an artificially varnished
sheen. A form of distortion dilutes the
challenge of the music to the listener
— though Podger is not to blame.
Na/en Anthoni

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Arthur Grumiaux's
1962 set of the six
Partitas and solo
Sonatas is on a
Philips 2CD set
at midprice: 438
736-2

(
66m)
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JI BACH:
St Matthew Passion
Argenta/Blaze/Türk/Sakurada/Kooij/
Urano/Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki
BISCD 1000/1002

(
3CDs, 163m 52s)

Older readers may think back to a
time when there were at most one or
two recordings of the St Matthew
Passion; currently there are around
30, and this certainly won't be the
last set to appear in this anniversary
year. As readers familiar with Masaaki
Suzuki's Japan-based series of the
cantatas will know to expect, he
presents here avery fine version of
the Passion masterpiece. He takes
some of the grand choral numbers a
little slower than recent rivals, but
this is no disadvantage: there is poise
and forward impetus, the German
text is treated with insight, the pace
at which the narration and action
unfold is entirely convincing. The
chorus and orchestra of the Bach
Collegium Japan are unfailingly alert
and stylish, and Suzuki has gathered
round him afine group of soloists. As
APRIL 2000
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sailing on dark and stormy nights'
wrote the composer. This sombre,
imaginatively scored piece creates a
powerful impression — often by use
of full orchestra rather than individual
instrumental colouring.
Symphony 3 is not notable for
tautness of structure — in this it
resembles Symphony 1, but where in
that work Ifelt that the introduction
of folk themes sometimes hindered
the flow, 3 has adifferent
construction. In (i), for example, after
aslow introduction, lively folkish
themes appear in profusion, all of
them so pleasing that by the end of
the movt it would seem didactic to
criticise lack of progress. The lengthy
(ii) (exactly one-third of the total
playing time) is taken broadly and
seems disproportionately long,
especially as (iii), which is marked
Presto, has agentle, dreamy central
section lasting one-third of its total
length. In the finale, however, there
can be no criticism of proportion: a
delightful and lively piece full of
splendid melodies and the spirit of
the dance.
Alfvén composes or adapts superb
tunes, his music is always optimistic;
it is apity, then, that the recording,
although beautiful, is very generalised,
and the detail of the lower
frequencies lacks definition. In (iv) of
the symphony, for example, both
timpani and basses have episodes
when the rhythmic patterns of the
themes are imitated, yet these
moments are recorded so distantly
that the allusion is hard to detect.

Classical Reviews
the Evangelist, Gerd Türk is
eloquent, and where appropriate also
touchingly involved. Peter Kooij is a
fine, expressive Jesus, and in the arias
Nancy Argenta, Robin Blaze, Makoto
Sakurada and Chiyuki Urano are very
fine (not all are quite so evidently at
ease in the recitatives). Clarity in the
intricate part-writing is admirable;
and the drama is handled deftly.
Initially Ifound the acoustic of the
chapel at the Kobe Shorn Women's
University disturbingly lifeless; Isoon
grew accustomed to it, without
coming to like it very much. But this
factor will not seriously diminish
anyone's pleasure in asplendid
performance. As usual in this BIS
series, there is avery good insert
booklet containing useful essays and
the sung text with English translation.
Peter Branscombe

B:1 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 9 'Choral'
Aase Nordmo-Lovberg (sop)/Christa
Ludwig (con)/Waldemar Kmennt (ten)/
Hans Hotter (bass)/Philharmonia Orch
& Ch/Klemperer
Testament SIIT 1177
(70m 48s) rec live, November 1957
Otto Klemperer's Philharmonia
recordings were mostly tied in with
concert programmes: at Kingsway
Hall, three-day sessions were held to
complete his Beethoven Ninth for
EMI/Columbia one week after this
Royal Festival Hall public
performance, at which the newlyformed Philharmonia Chorus (trained
under Wilhelm Pitt at Walter Legge's
instigation) made its London debut.
Recorded by adifferent EMI
production team, this Testament

BEAMISH:
Viola Concerto J Cello Concerto
'River' U Tam Lin
Philip Dukes (vIa)/Robert Cohen (vIc)/
Gordon Hunt (ob)/Swedish CO/Rudner
BIS CD 971

(
64m ¡ Ss)

These works confirm Sally Beamish's
standing as one of the most assured
of today's voices, responding in an
increasingly personal and authoritative
way to arange of ambitious stimuli.
Her style has undergone an organic
development in which amodernistic
eclectic sound-world has come to be
allied to aclear-cut command of form
and gesture that recalls Romantic
models. This results in music that
presents, without compromise or
condescension, agenuinely accessible
facade whilst offering adepth of
emotional content that satisfies on
many levels.
From her earliest works, Beamish
has explored the possibilities of
tailoring extra-musical programmes
ever more closely to musical
structures. In the Viola Concerto
(1995), the Biblical image of St
Peter's denial of Christ forms the
basis for apowerfully organic and
unified single-movement work, whose
narrative drive is effected through an
unusual tripartite structure in which
Peter's denials are depicted as
cadenza-like dialogues. As an
erstwhile viola player herself, Beamish
writes most sympathetically for the
instrument, exploring its wide
expressive range in music of both
virtuosity and contemplation.
Identifying the soloist with the
character of Peter, she reveals his
humanity in music that captures
'human weakness and betrayal in the
face of the true cost of commitment'.
Philip Dukes, the work's dedicatee, is
the excellent soloist.
The Cello Concerto ' River' ( 1997)
is ostensibly pastoral in outlook,
although with its roots in the
eponymous Ted Hughes poem there
are always shadows lurking beneath
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sally
Beamish
the surface. An almost Tippettlike
brightness of vision can be seen in
the glowing colours of the score; in
the torpid 'Low Water' [track 4] the
harmonic world presents ashifting,
unsettling image that goes far beyond
mere scene-painting, whilst the
iridescent ' Kingfisher' [track 3] plays
action and repose off against each
other in amercurial scherzo.
The Scottish legend of the knight
Tam Lin forms the basis for a
concertante oboe work in which the
thematic metamorphoses reflect the
hero's transformation first into beasts
and then into amortal. Ostensibly
'Scottish' features may be found in
the shape of imitated bagpipes and a
feeling for the cadences of folk dance,
although there is amuch greater
variety and profundity of effect than
these elements might suggest.
Notable here is the considerable
recourse to esoteric percussion —
including at the end an effect that
sounds like breaking crockery!
A fine, clear recording from BIS,
and performances of the highest order
by the Swedish Chamber Orchestra,
for whom Beamish is composer-inresidence. The cover artwork is a
repoduction of one of her paintings.
Highly recommended — this is music
of exceptional quality.
John Kersey
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1cannot
be the only
person
who has
struggled
over the
years with
the studio
recording,
admiring
Klemperer's
unique
integrity,
yet finding
elusive some
crucial
element...'

Ninth is afirst release, although
another ' live' Philharmonia version,
from the 1960 Vienna Festival, has
appeared on CD, as has a 1956
Concertgebouw tape.
Icannot be the only person who
has struggled over the years with the
studio recording, admiring
Klemperer's unique integrity, yet
finding elusive some crucial element.
The timings may vary only by
seconds, the manner is consistent, but
this live alternative has atrue
dramatic continuity, greater tautness
and flexibility, too, and gives the
powerful feeling of awork being
forged anew.
For me, this reading redefined the
Ninth Symphony. Were it not for the
wretchedly close-miked timpanist, the
recorded sound too might be
accounted superior to that achieved
at Kingsway. (There's amomentary
hiccup in the oboe line in the trio,
8m 29s into track 4 — the optional
track 1isolating the opening applause
which should certainly regenerate a
sense of occasion for anyone who saw
Klemperer conduct in the RFH.) It's
not the player's fault, but in the room
Ibegan to dread each entry of the
timps, although they mattered less
over headphones. The Chorus is in
fact better accommodated on the live
recording, the stark ' Old Testament'
trombones at the Andante maestoso
mellower in Kingsway [c. 14m 35s]; in
neither is the triangle part readily
perceptible until the crescendo after
the tenor's solo.
But never mind these incidentals:
this is awonderful CD release,
indispensable to the Beethoven
collector.
Christopher Breunig
B(D):1*(H) D
BUSONI:
Sonatinas 1-6
Michele Campanella (pno)
Warner 3984 27598-2

(
54m 07s)

Busoni's six Sonatinas fit so snugly
on asingle disc and cover such a
stimulating spectrum — l's wideranging tonal exploration yielding to
2's frozen Faustian expressionism, 3
and 4's Italian neoclassic charm, 5's
neo-Bachian fugue and 6's postLisztian Carmen fantasy — that it's
strange we meet the complete cycle
so seldom. (Paul Jacobs's admirable
version for Nonesuch in the 1970s
has, Ithink, never reappeared on
CD.)
Michele Campanella's 1981
recording for Fonit-Cetra, here
digitally remastered and with
authoritative notes by Roman Vlad,
presents these marvellous little works,
which say so much in such asmall
space, with affection and aristocratic
technique, though occasionally
without the extreme lightness of
touch some of the music demands.
The acoustic is warm though alittle
restricted.
Calum MacDonald

A- B: 1-2

DEBUSSY:
BOOK I _IL'Isle joyeuse
Maurizio Pollina (pno)

Preludes

DG 445 187-2
'If you follow
Pollini with the
score it is
surely hard not
to find his
grasp of these
pieces
awesomely
comprehensive'

(43m 13s)

Two piano-specialist critics have
found Pollini ' scrupulously observant'
yet lacking poetic suggestion, and ' allDebussian demands' sacrificed for a
colder objectivity in these Préludes.
Two sets were suggested as
alternatives: Cortot's and Gieseking's.
These are represented in the Philips
'Great Pianists' series — the German
by his earlier 78rpm set, which might
be preferable to the more familiar
EMI recording were it not for the
fact that the digit al transfer seems to
exaggerate the dynamic range; the
sound is extremely uncomfortable
above mf. Cortot's readings are
certainly at the opposite extreme from

Dutton digital
BERKELEY:
Allegro for solo v,olin J Oboe
Quartet _IPe:ite Suite J Sextet
Endymion Ensemble
Dutton CDLX 7100

The booklets
for these
Dutton CDs
feature

(
72m 44s)

IRELAND:
Violin Sonatas 1 & 2 U Phantasie
Trio _IThe Hey Boy
Frederick Grinke & Albert Sammons
(vIn)/Florence Houton (vIc)/Kenneth
Taylor, Lawrence Pratt & John Ireland
(pno)
Dutton CDLX 7103
(72m 36s) mono, rec.1930-45

Transport

BURMA:
Violin Sonatas 1-3 J Four PPeces
Variations on a Phrygian Theme
for solo violin
Klysia Osostowicz (vIn)/Machael Dussek
(pno)

Museum

Dutton CDLX 7101

reproductions
of paintings
from the
London

(
58m 43s)

THE ROMANTIC CELLO
Cello Sonatas by Hurlstone & Parry/
Three Pieces by Harty
Andrew Fuller (vIc)/Michael Dussek
(pno)
Dutton CCU 7102

92

(
68m 35s)

Christopher Breunig

A:1*

Look beyond famous names like
Elgar or Vaughan Williams and there
is asignificant corpus of music
produced by other British composers
active during the 100 years roughly
beginning in 1850. This first tranche
by Dutton to explore the repertoire
consists of three new recordings
(mostly very well engineered) and one
reissue.
Lennox Berkeley wasn't influenced
by the English folk-song tradition.
His music reflects his French training
and anoticeable admiration for
Ravel, Poulenc and Stravinsky.
Equally noticeable is his ability to
write poignant slow movements. In
this fine selection, the musicianship of
the Endymion Ensemble is
unquestionable; but these artists find
no solution to the equitable balancing
of parts during forte passages. Too
often they saturate the textures by
vying for equal loudness and
attention.
A:1-2
The trouble is you ladies are not
sufficiently acquainted with the Devil
to play my music,' said John Ireland
to agroup of musicians. The
composer's own acquaintanceship is
only suggested during the First Violin
Sonata, probably because of Grinke's
largely objective approach. Enter
Sammons for the Second (hitherto
unpublished), and Ireland responds
with satanic relish to his impassioned
partner, aviolinist of outstanding
interpretative mastery. The other

JANACEK:
Osud ( Fate)
Langridge/Field/Harries/Bronder/Kale/
WNO/Mackerras
Chandos CHAN 3029

(78m 33s) ®

In the face of Decca's abandoning its
Mackerras Janacek cycle — and we
have never had the conductor's
Adventures of Mr Broucek — it was
lucky that this oddity of distinction
turned up at all. Now that EMI has
abandoned it, Chandos has gallantly
stepped into the breach. And anyone
who ventures upon the opening bars
will surely be hooked by Mackerras's
panache: here is the instant whiteheat of genius as merry-go-round
trumpet and bright woodwind join
glittering string figurations to conjure
the sun-loving crowds of Luhacovice
Spa. The ways of Osud are stranger
thereafter: fragments of asoured lovestory which only the composerprotagonist can piece together in one
lyrical stream towards the end of the
opera. This great making-sense of
life's mess sets Osud alongside jenufa,
The Cunning Little Vixen and The
Makropulos Case, and in the hands of
agreat singing actor like Philip
Langridge, the final scene can hardly
fail to scour the soul.
Objections may well be raised that
Janacek's nuance-conscious wordsetting and speech melody cry out for
the original Czech, but the flowery

performances are nothing special, and
the Sala/Ireland recording of the cello
sonata might have been abetter
choice. Gratitude for the rest has,
however, to be tempered with
disappointment at Dutton's ' easylistening' transfers — offering
softened attack and afalse patina of
lusciousness — that compromise
artistic veracity.
H:1-2
Despite the influence of Hoist and
VW, there is asinewy individuality to
Edmund Rubbra's music that makes
for rewarding listening. Though
Osostowicz and Dussek show genuine
sympathy for its characteristics, they
underplay the astringency suggested
by such markings as Allegro con spirito:
Sonata 1(i), and Strident and very
rhythmic: Sonata 2(iii). Nevertheless,
very good.
A:1
From the eclectic Hurlstone to the
romantically big-hearted Parry, whose
work is adelight, Fuller and Dussek
offer tremendous listening
experiences, notwithstanding aclose
balance that cramps the piano —
particularly so in Parry's sonata.
Harty's pieces, though, only hint at
the excellent composer he was to
become. Conducting was his metier
and he was the equal of any of the
great names of the last century.
Today he is not considered
'commercial' and his recordings lie
neglected. Would Naxos care to take
up his cause?
1 •-• 1 0
Nalen Anthona
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Pollini's in Book 1. He epitomises
Debussy 'the impressionist'. But is
'impressionism' the essence of the
Preludes? If you follow Pollini with
the score [
Dover has Books I & 2
together at around £6.001 it is surely
hard not to find his grasp of these
pieces awesomely comprehensive —
the demands are formidable, mainly
in the matter of voicing, creating
musical threads from notes over
chords widely spread. It's true that,
as recorded, the dynamic is always
louder than the typical pp-plu pp-ppp,
toujours pp markings would suggest,
but that is often so with the modern
Steinway on CD. For me the
intellectual rigour of these readings
and Pollini's unfailingly accurate
realisation of every strand in
Debussy's fearsome structures makes
this adisc of major importance. L 'Isle
joyeuse is an exhilarating coupling, but
wouldn't arepeat of excerpts from his
12 Études be better than stopping at a
mere 43m playing time?
Those insisting on full measure
should seek out Dino Ciani's
excellent 2CD set of both Books of
Préludes, also DG. Krystian
Zimerman's playing [again, DG] is
fastidious: he's more concerned with
the decay of sounds, the spaces
between notes, but for all the flashes
of colour, ultimately his set finds few
answers, Ifeel.

photo: John CaravelFaber Music
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art-nouveau original has been much
criticised — even the composer's
fellow-countrymen agree that sensitive
foreign-language versions can help to
improve the original — and Frantisek
Jilek on the rival Supraphon version
from Brno lacks Mackerras's edge,
first in the brilliant musical sunshine,
later in the storm and stress. If the
English worries you, then the Czech
Osud has its fair share of vividness
and outclasses this recording in the
female roles. By Zivny the
protagonist, though, Osud stands or
falls, and this is one of Langridge's
finest hours.
David Nice

A:1 • 0

orchestral virtuosity, whilst the
melodic thread remains unbroken.
This is amovement remarkable for its
kaleidoscopic colours and lightness of
touch, within atightly-knit yet
ambitious multi-thematic structure.
The performance by Joshua Bell is
of exceptional vision, range and
technical ease; indeed he is difficult to
fault in his compelling identification
with the work. He is excellently
accompanied and recorded, with a
detailed, natural-sounding balance
and no want of powerful response in
the climaxes. Despite the miserly
playing time, this is an issue of
remarkable musical interest.
John Kersey

MAW:
Violin Concerto
Joshua Bell (vIn)/LPO/Norrington
Sony Classical SK 62856

(
41m 50s)

Maw's Violin Concerto is, quite
simply, one of his most impressive
works to date. Working within an
individual, tonally-derived idiom, his
approach has gradually coalesced and
matured to produce richly-woven
tapestries of orchestral colour and
wide emotional range. The Violin
Concerto is undoubtedly aseminal
work within Maw's output, but its
importance extends far beyond this;
its achievement invites comparison
with such significant examples of the
genre as the violin concertos of
Barber and, especially, Walton.
Waltonian influence is perhaps
most evident in the pungent harmonic
language of the Scherzo (
ii), where an
almost balletic grace is allied to the
rhythmic propulsion of apertpetuum
mobile; but there is also aquality of
bittersweet lyrical invention that is
recognisably Maw's own — and
indeed to my mind is quintessentially
English in character.
This quality is also apparent in the
opening Prelude, whose intense,
soaring melody manages to look back
towards Romantic tonality whilst not
losing its undeniably contemporary
outlook. This is never safe or
nostalgic music; rather its
intermingling of past and present is
used to lead the listener on into
emotionally unsettling, dark territory.
Especially arresting is the passage in
which the soloist stands out in bare
monologue against the orchestra at
8m 15s, in stark contrast to the richer
textures of much of the earlier
material. It is to this world that the
deeply-felt Romanza (
iii) returns as
the soloist appears in relief against
shifting, organ-like tone-clusters. In
this complex, rewarding movement,
the phrases seem to undergo a
ceaseless, indefinable quest towards
an unseen goal.
All is resolved in aFinale imbued
with Classical poise and assurance,
which effectively sums up the
arguments of the previous
movements. Ideas are tossed to and
fro with immense, fiery energy,
showing off the highest soloistic and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MYSLIVECEK:
Sonatas 1-6 for two cellos and
continuo
Michel Kanka, Frantisek Host (vIc)/
fin Hudec (d-bs)/laroslay Toma (hpd)
Praga PRO 250132

(
60m 17s)

These are late works, if the Czech
source giving ` c.1780' for the
manuscript is to be believed. The
booklet suggests that they may have
been arranged from earlier (but
unspecified) works: Ishould like to
know the evidence for that. In any
case, they fit the character of music
for two cellos very naturally, and the
continuo provides agood foundation
to the sound, even though Hudec is
rather distantly balanced.
Cast in three movts each, the
layout is fluid, moderately-paced first
movts outnumbering allegros five to
one, and minuets replacing gigue
finales in two works. While not
pretending to period style, the
performances are lively and satisfying,
the andantes kept well up to the
prescribed 'walking-pace' except in
those set in minor keys. Ireceive the
impression that the cellists are
thoroughly enjoying their work.
Apart from asmall flurry of activity
in Myslivecek's bicentenary year
(1981) the record companies have
largely neglected this important
Viennese figure, friend of Mozart and
composer of some 25 operas. Could
this disc herald arevival of interest?
The booklet perpetuates anumber of
errors concerning Myslivecek's life
and music, and in two cases the keys
of these sonatas are given incorrectly.
Robert Dearling

A-B:1 0

SCRIABIN:
Piano Concerto J Prometheus J 5
Preludes U Fragilité r-1 March
funèbre (orch. Rogal-Levitzky)
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)/Russian
State TV & Radio Choir/Igor Golovschin
Naxos 8.550818

(
68m 09s)

Too much is made of Scriabin's
modelling his Concerto on his adored
Chopin and his confessed lack of
experience in scoring for orchestra
(where he was assisted partly by
Lyadov). At it stands, this is a
beautiful if uneven work, where

passages of
tenderness in
the middle movt
and the finale's
Rondo with
piano
decorations do
pay homage to
the Polish
master.
Elsewhere the
Slav character,
flecked with
tender regrets, is
pure Scriabin,
and requires
controlled
balance and
touch from performers. Postnikova
Nicholas Maw
and Rozhdestvensky [ Chandos] gave
it the grand treatment in the two
outside movts, turning them into
Tchaikovsky, glossing over structural
weaknesses as if they did not exist.
Scherbakov and Golovschin, much
more sensitive to the work's
concertante elements, restrain their
Josef
emotions to give atotally poetic
Myslivecek,
account in accordance with marked
A Thematic
dynamics and changes of pulse.
Catalogue of his
Balance is admirably judged: this is
Instrumental
surely as Scriabin originally intended
and orchestral
it to sound. It bears comparison, too,
Works, by
with the 1950s Westminster recording
Angela Evans
by Badura-Skoda and Swoboda:
much the same in style and concept.
and Robert
Orchestrally, Scriabin is superior to
Dearling is
Chopin in either of his Concertos.
published by
Prometheus, far more successful in
Musikwissenscoring and overall effect, also stands
schaftliche
up to the great recorded
Schriften,
performances — by Golovanov,
35 Katzbichler,
Ivanov and Mitropoulos. Ifail to
Munich &
discover any virtues in Vasily RogalLevitzky's orchestrations of Scriabin
Salzburg: ISBN
3 87397 132 1 piano pieces from 1888-95. Preludes
10 & 6 from Op.11 sound similar to
Elgar's (more meaningful)
orchestrations of Bach; only No.15 is
vaguely Scriabinesque with its flute
droplets. This same orchestrator
transcribed Chopin Études and the
Polonaise in A-flat, which Mitropoulos
and the Minneapolis SO [Iron
Needle] played for all they were
worth! The piano originals would
have made better sense here
Bill Newman

A:1 (?)

SKALKOTTAS:
Mayday Spell J Double-bass
Concerto J 3 Greek Dances
Vassilis Papavassiliou (db-bs)/
Thora Einarsdottir (sop)/Iceland SO/
Christodolou
BIS CD-954

(
61m 39s)

The Maiden and Death J Piano
Concerto 1 LI Ouverture
Concertante
Geoffrey Douglas Madge (pno)/Iceland
SO/Christodolou
BIS CD-1014

(
55m 44s)

The second and third discs of BIS's
Skalkottas series continue to enlarge
our knowledge of agenuine 20thcentury master. In some ways either
93

of them forms abetter introduction
to this wonderfully paradoxical
composer than the first, which
coupled two of his toughest major
utterances (the Violin Concerto and
Largo Sinfonico) with some of the
popular Greek Dances. The new discs
mediate between those extremes with
much more variety, showing how
skilfully Skalkottas integrated Greek
folk-music influences, Weimar-era
Neoclassicism and his personal,
highly developed 12-note technique.
The Mayday Spell (1944/49) — a
symphonic suite of unusually
searching incidental music to a ' fairy
drama' by Christos Evelpidis, which
Skalkottas wrote with no actual
production in mind — shows this
wide stylistic range. Four large
movements in his 12-note idiom
enclose six much shorter ones,
including folksongs and dances and
serial transformations of tonal
material. It used to be said that all
his music apart from the Greek
Dances was serial or freely chromatic,
yet The Maiden and Death (1938)
turns out to be an attractive tonal
ballet score in an idiom roughly
comparable with Bartok's The Wooden
Prince. Based on afolk variant of the
Orpheus legend (in this one the
distraught lover rejoins his beloved in
the kingdom of Death, but is not
allowed to leave it), it even includes
the hitherto unanticipated delight in
Skalkottas's oeuvre of asumptuous
romantic waltz.
The Double-bass Concerto ( 1942)
is simply, I'm sure, the greatest ever
written for the instrument.
Contrasting the low-voiced
protagonist with ahuge orchestra and
yet never renouncing transparency of
scoring, it should pose no problems
to anyone who enjoys the concertos
of Bartók and Shostakovich — the
latter is especially brought to mind in
the spiky burlesque of the finale (and
in the first of the three Greek Dances
for strings which make up the
coupling). Altogether Skalkottas's
concertos — he wrote 13, of which
nine survive — are perhaps the most
immediately impressive sector of his
output. Piano Concerto 1 ( 1931) is
an early work, from his student days
in Berlin with Schoenberg: it's
claimed in the liner notes, probably
accurately, as the first 12-note piano
concerto — and less certainly as the
cause of conflict with Schoenberg and
aprecipitate return to Athens,
supposedly because of the liberties
Skalkottas took with the serial
method in it. It's abusy, dissonant
piece, but not much harder on the
ear than contemporary Hindemith
and Weill, and composed with
massive confidence and avery taxing
solo role, ably despatched by
Geoffrey Madge. The big Overture
(1944/45) is perhaps the most
complex and sophisticated piece here,
but it has tremendous elan and
panache.
Nikos Christodolou, who also
94

contributes unusually full and
enthusiastic notes, directs on the
whole impressive performances, even
though so much taxing, unfamiliar
music must be adaunting assignment
for the Iceland Orchestra. In the
Double-bass Concerto it's the violins,
not the bass soloist, who occasionally
sound uncomfortable with the
tessitura. Both discs are warmly
recommended.

Sonata for Violin Solo J Sonatinas
1-4 J Little Chorale & Fugue
March of the Little Soldiers J
Nocturne J Rondo Li Gavotte
Scherzo J Menuetto Cantato
Georgios Demertzis (yln)/Maria
Asteriadou (pno)

amalgam of Berg and Bartók. These
are Sonatinas in the same mould as
Busoni's for piano: exploratory,
seeking the boundaries of form,
sometimes deceptively charming,
saying much in asmall space. The
other seven short pieces date from
1936-40 and explore the ideas of
'character pieces' and miniature forms
in various ways (the 'March of the
Little Soldiers', an anti-Fascist satire
and one of Skalkottas's better-known
pieces, lasts amere 50s). Georgios
Demertzis, who has already
distinguished himself in this BIS
series as the soloist in Skalkottas's
Violin Concerto, is asympathetic
exponent of all this music, much of it
serialism with asmile, and is expertly
partnered by the pianist. All in all a
delightful disc.

BIS CD- 1024

Calum MacDonald

Calum MacDonald

'Skalkottas's
Double- bass
Concerto
(1942) is
simply, I'm
sure, the
greatest
ever written
for the
instrument'
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SICALKOTTAS:

(
65m 39s)

Skalkottas's first ambition was to be a
violin virtuoso, and he made notable
contributions to his instrument's
repertoire. Or at
least to its
potential
repertoire, since
most of these
works have
remained
virtually
unknown: all
praise to BIS for
giving them
wider currency.
His very first
acknowledged
composition, at
the age of 21,
was the
unaccompanied
Sonata recorded
here, aspikily
brilliant work
from which it
seems grudging
to withhold the
epithet
`masterly'. Iwell
remember how
impressed Iwas
when Manoug
Parikian
broadcast it on
the BBC in the
1960s, and was
delighted to
resume its
acquaintance.
Referring — as all such works must
— to the Bach solo violin works as
partial model, it's still very individual
in its chromatic idiom, and fully the
equal of the contemporary solo
sonatas of Hindemith.
The four violin/piano Sonatinas (in
fact only one movt of No.1 can now
be found) were composed in pairs,
two in 1929 while he was a
Schoenberg pupil in Berlin, the others
in Athens in 1935. They're rich and
subtle pieces, their 12-note language
glancing at jazz and Greek folk-music
in an intense overall idiom which
resembles, approximately, an

A:1 0

STRAVINSKY:
Le Rossignol Ll Renard
Dessay/Paris Opera Orch & Ch/Conlon
EMI CDC 558 8742

Nathalie Dessay,
James Conlon,
Igor Stravinsky
(1922)

(
62m 39s)

As pure burlesque, Renard (1916)
inhabits that part of Stravinsky's
psyche most readily identified with
the character and humour of Russian
peasant life, drawing on atradition
that possesses the sharp definitions
and ribald humour of pantomime
whilst acting as agenuine form of
social observation. Thus its simple
tale of the wily fox's thwarted
attempts to raid the henhouse has
strong resonances of the then-raging
First World War, with the oppressor
caricatured in bold, almost Picassolike colours. The score's pungency is
enlivened by the use of the cimbalom
and amusical language that takes
eclecticism to extremes in its parodies
of current artistic vogues. It glories in
the grotesque, and demands a
performance at once sophisticated
and earthy — and with something of
the memorably echt flavour of the
Pokrovsky Ensemble's folk version of
Les Noes [
Nonesuch]. James
Conlon's forces give their all in a
highly enjoyable reading whose vivid
characterisation brings the work to
life. The knockabout quality of the
AMA 2000
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male vocal quartet (who, as in Les
Noces, act as general narrators rather
than being assigned specific
characters) is aparticular delight.
The ` lyric tale' Le Rossignol was
penned over aperiod of six years
(1907-13), encompassing all the most
important developments in
Stravinsky's early style, and indeed
sounding at times like his response to
the symbolism of Debussy's Pellas et
Mélisande. Initially damned by all
except the perceptive Ravel, its
predominantly oriental, seductive
sound-world is combined slightly
uneasily with the noisy, peasant
atmosphere later to reappear in
Renard, and which in the second act
prefigures the rhythmic drive of The
Rite. The Nightingale appears rather as
aFirebird given voice; here the voice
is that of Natalie Dessay, whose
beauty of tone adds something special
to this performance: sample her at
her best in the virtuosic ' Chanson du
rossignol' [track 8]. Stylistic
disparities between the acts (due to
the lengthy compositional genesis)
cannot altogether be overcome, but
Conlon does much by his energy and
verve to unify the work into a
convincing entity. An enjoyable, wellrecorded disc, but why no Russian
texts in the booklet?
John Kersey

`
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if you believe Dumas about his
youthful courtesan's infinite breeding
— and Verdi clearly did — then our
Valerie can hardly fail to touch. She
throws off the coloratura with
brilliance (inevitably reminding G&S
aficionados, perhaps, of her Pirates of
Penzance Mabel) and moves from
dignified pathos to afair degree of
soul-searing in the broken despair of
the last act. The Germonts are mere
'Le Rossignol
foils, serviceable without being worldclass; but Mackerras is up there with
was penned
over a period Muti and Kleiber, using magisterial
rubato in the phrases of Violetta's
of six years
despair at the gaming-tables in the
encompasAct 2 finale. There are many, if not
sing all the
all, of the usual cuts: in second verses
most
of several cabalettas and, more
important
regrettably, both Violetta's slower
developments numbers; but it's certainly atheatrical
experience, in handsome, focused
in
sound. The English makes it all clear
Stravinsky's
and direct, though in Masterson's
early style,
case you'd probably grasp the
and indeed
emotion whatever language she
sounding at
happened to be singing in.

times like
his response
to the
symbolism of
Debussy's
PeIlk's et
Mélisande'

VIRDIs
La Traviata
Masterson/Brecknock/du Plessis/
ENO/Mackerras
Chandos CHAN 3023

(
2CDs, 118m 32s) e

The production on which this 1981
recording [
formerly on CfP] is based
was the first of any opera Iever saw
— though not, alas, with the team
featured here — and inevitable tears
shed over the deathbed scene were
slightly countered by such bemusing
moments as afull male chorus
singing `what— is... the matter' in
clipped staccato unisons. Thankfully
nothing now rings false or artificial;
the precision and dramatic pace of
Mackerras's framework is graced by
the delicate and rosy flesh of
Masterson's utterly natural Violetta.
For those who like their courtesans
slightly big and blowsy à la Stendhal,
the greater generosity in the big
phrases of aslightly over-ripe Renata
Scotto [EMI] may be preferable; but
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RECOMMENDATION
Carlos Kkiber's
recording of
La Traviata, with
Ikana Cotrubas as
Viokua, is on DG
415 132-2, 2CDs

Sir Charles
Mackerras's
ENO La Traviata,
sung in English,
is reissued on
Chandos

David Nice

A:1(*)

VILLA- LOBOS:
Symphonies 1 ( 0 imprevisto) & 11
SWR Radio SO Stuttgart/St Clair
CPO 999 568-2

(
52m 15s)

Prolific in this genre as in everything
else, Villa-Lobos penned adozen
symphonies — but unlike his
concertos, his symphonic poems, and
his other big orchestral cycles, the
Choros and Bachianas Brasilieras,
they've remained virtually untouched
by recording companies. Ican recall
only No.4 — which no-one would
place among his best works —
recorded by the composer himself for
EMI in the 1950s, and much more
recently 6, ' The Mountains of Brazil',
which made avery favourable
impression on aMarco Polo CD.
Now CPO have issued the first
volume of what they intend as a
complete Villa-Lobos symphonic
cycle.
The Brazilian master, as everyone
knows, wrote much too much: the
oeuvre is generous, sprawling and
multifaceted, as the works themselves
tend to be. Sometimes, however, he
achieved really striking and original
expression; and when he didn't, the
Villa-Lobos sound — all those
teeming rainforest sonorities, the
soaring melancholic tunes, the
compulsive rhythmic sway and chatter
— remains aheadily individual
mixture, very beguiling to those
listeners who've developed ataste for
it. So they at least can feel confidence
in this new series. In fact, Villa-Lobos
tended to be quite disciplined in
symphonic design: the symphonies
aren't unduly long and the individual
movts tend to cast glances in the
direction of sonata, rondo and ternary
forms, while getting on with being
'typical Villa-Lobos' in sound and
stream of consciousness.
The symphonies fall into two

widely-separated groups, 1-5
belonging to the years 1916-20, the
series resuming aquarter-century
later with 6 in 1944. No.1, whose
title CPO translate as 'The
Unexpected' (actually imprevisto
suggests `unforseen', which isn't quite
the same thing) shows Villa-Lobos's
early debt to French music of the
Schola Cantorum variety, being a
cyclic work in post-Franckist mould:
it makes pleasant enough listening
but is hardly inspired. No.11 ( 1955),
commissioned for the 75th
anniversary of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, is amuch more typical
piece, lavish and hugely enjoyable in
the way Villa-Lobos handles its large
orchestra (with huge percussion
section), with nostalgic slow
movement, scurrying scherzo and
dynamic finale. Carl St Clair, a
Texan who has apparently been
booked for all the ensuing VillaLobos symphony discs, directs
performances that seem to do the
works justice, though one wonders if
he had quite enough rehearsal time.
Occasionally the Stuttgart Radio
orchestra's violins betray asense of
strain at the extremes of the swooping
polytonal string-writing. All in all,
however, this is acommendable disc
and one looks forward to further
instalments.
Calum MacDonald
A-B:2

WILLSON:
Symphonies 1 & 2
Moscow SO/Stromberg
Naxos 8.559006

(70m 36s)

Brooks Atkinson's book Broadway
carries anice quote on Meredith
Willson ( 1902-84): 'The nostalgic
brass-band score of The Music Man in
1957 said "yes" to life with
ebullience'. The final word gives
meaning also to these two
symphonies written in the 1930s,
although American music enthusiasts
will perhaps insist that they are
couched in asimilar vein to that of a
previous generation (MacDowell,
Paine, Parker and Chadwick) at the
start of the renewal in their country's
pride and prosperity, later hampered
by two World Wars. World War II
found Willson as head of music for
the Armed Forces Radio Service;
earlier he had studied flute under
Barrere and composition with Hadley,
toured with the Sousa Band and
played in the New York
Philharmonic. His natural ability to
write good tunes for shows like
76 Trombones, The Unsinkable Molly
Brown and aseries of highly patriotic
orchestral scores in the 1950s and
'60s gave him some kind of
immortality.
The earlier F-minor Symphony, A
Symphony of San Francisco, evidences
his craft: (i) an Allegro March fused
with an old hymn tune, both given
dance-like lilt and varied in repeat
measures; (ii) aplaintive tune rising
to afeeling of hope, where the
95

Bill Newman

Lucia Popp:
BBC recitals
from St John's
Smith Square

A:1 A

Popp singing with equal distinction in
Schubert, Richard Strauss and
Dvorák with apparently effortless
ease. Schubert's D688 Canzonen are
shaped with the utmost dramatic
sensitivity, ' Guarda, che bianca luna'
sounding for all the world like an
evacuee from middle-period Verdi,
while in Mozart she magically spins a
seamless web of sound in such as 'An
Chloe' to set the heart aflutter.
Idoubt whether the three songs by
Dvorák, two of them from Cypresses,
have ever been sung
with such elegiac
warmth and moving
intensity ( Czech
was Popp's native
tongue), and it is
instructive to
compare her natural
warmth and vigour
in five of Mahler's
Wunderhorn settings
to, say, Elizabeth
Schwarzkopfs more
overtly sophisticated
approach in this
repertoire. The only
real tear-jerker in
this collection is
Strauss's
suspension-strewn ' Morgen', sung
here with the kind of artless simplicity
that endeared Lucia Popp to
audiences world-wide. The recordings
are both clear and atmospheric, the
occasional 'noises off from the
audience providing the only
distraction during over an hour's
worth of glorious singing. No texts or
translations are provided.
Julian Haylock

11:1(*)

FOLLOW GOETHE
Song-settings by Beethoven,
Diepenbrock, Gees, Grieg, Loewe,
Pfitzner, Scboeck, Schubert,
Schumann & Wolf
Christoph Prégardien (ten)/Michael
Gees (pno)
CPO 999 685-2

LUCIA POPP
Songs by Mozart, Schubert, Dvorak,
Mahler & Richard Strauss
Lucia Popp (sop)/Geoffrey Parsons,
Irwin Gage (pno)
BBC Legends BISCL 4025-2

(
69m 05s)

Lucia Popp was one of those rare
artists who always gave the
impression that whatever she was
singing was one of the most
cherishable masterpieces in the
repertoire. Not only that, but no
matter how detailed her response
(Edith Mathis also springs to mind in
this respect) she retained an almost
girlish enthusiasm for everything she
sang.
Drawn from two St John's Smith
Square recitals (March '82/July ' 91),
this wide-ranging collection finds
96

'No matter
how
detailed
her
response
she
retained
an almost
girlish
enthusiasm
for
everything
she song'

(
65m 43s)

The English title is silly, but the
recital itself is avery welcome
reminder (250 years after the poet's
birth) of just how strongly, and
ceaselessly, he has influenced
composers. Here are songs familiar
and virtually unknown, gentle and
fiery, by awide variety of composers
from Beethoven on to the pianist on
this CD, Michael Gees. Schubert is
very properly the most generously
represented, with six of the 27 lieder;
there are five by Wolf, three by
Schumann, Loewe and Schoeck, two
by Beethoven and Gees, and single
examples by Pfitzner, Grieg and
Diepenbrock. Common to them all,
of course, is the presence of Goethe
lyrics; it is fascinating to compare the
composers' very varied responses.
With ` ErIlutinig' it is Loewe, not
Schubert; again with ` Gesang der
Geister' it isn't Schubert, but Gees —
on this evidence acomposer to be
taken seriously, not merely avery

talented pianist and accompanist.
Prégardien is in excellent voice,
ranging easily from ruminative poise
to buoyant outburst. The recording is
of high quality, and the brief notes
and two-language texts give us all the
help we need.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

GRAYSTEIL
Music from the Middle Ages and
Renaissance in Scotland — ANON:
Orkney Wedding Song J Sanctus,
Voce vita J Hymn to St Magnus j
Alleluya, post partum J Lux et
gloria J Graysteil J Pieces from
The Art of Music/CARVER: Mass a 3
Rob MacKillop (lutes)/William Taylor
(clarsachs)/Paul Rendall (ten)/Andy
Hunter (ballad singer)
Dorian Discovery DIS80141

(
59m 40s)

This stimulating and enjoyable
collection, beautifully played and
sung, and recorded in the stunning
surroundings and haunting acoustic
of Rosslyn Chapel, demonstrates yet
again the extraordinary quality and
richness of Scottish art music
('musick fyne') of the Middle Ages
and Early Renaissance, however
fragmentarily it has come down to us.
Imust admit to one disappointment,
however: the major composition here,
qua composition, is the ravishing little
3-part Mass from the 16th-century
Carver Choirbook. Until recently
regarded as 'Anonymous', it is
confidently (and surely correctly)
claimed here, following recent
scholarship, to be the work of Robert
Carver himself: on stylistic grounds as
well as being in his hand. Yet the
artists have chosen to perform it as
an instrumental piece for lute and
clarsach (Celtic harp). The
contention in the notes that such
music may sometimes have been
played on instruments, just like the
lute pieces arranged in the 1579 Art
of Music that were originally medieval
vocal works, may well be correct. (It
comes from D James Ross, one of the
foremost scholars of this repertoire.)
But Iknow of no existing commercial
recording of this masterly little Mass
for the voices it was written for, so
the result, diverting enough though it
is, is something of amissed
opportunity.
This cavil aside, the other items,
mainly originating from the 13thcentury, are beautifully done, starting
with avibrant account of the Orkney
Wedding Song written for the marriage
of Alexander III's daughter to the
King of Norway in 1281, and
continuing with the noble Hymn to St
Magnus which is the source of at least
two notable works by Maxwell
Davies.
Perhaps the boldest item on the
disc is the one from which it takes its
title — an attempt to recreate the
performance of the chivalric ballad
Graysteil (
Grey Steel) given before
James IV in 1497, as documented in
the royal acounts. The text has long
APRIL 2000
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smouldering ruins left by the earlier
earthquake had marked the city's
rebirth. (iii) the scherzo, was meant
to describe the people's delight and
artistic pursuits, although opera buffs
will note acanny resemblance to the
Mistresses' chatter in Verdi's Falstaff;
and the Finale ends with aflattened
penultimate note in the closing
fanfare — areplica of adevice used
by Hindemith in his Kleine
Kammermusik nearly 10 years earlier!
Apart from that, the instrumental
scoring is astute and compactly held
together.
The E-minor Symphony, The
Missions of California, centres around
Father Juniper° Serra, pioneer
missionary and philanthropist, with
Spanish/religioso themes in (i),
Gregorian influences/Latin chants in
(ii); afleeting vivace (
iii) picturing the
arrival of swallows on (St Joseph's
Day) and their departure (St John's
Day). The final movt traces in
march-style the trails made by padres
and the tread of Franciscan crusaders
bringing Christianity to the land.
Mission bells, afugue for brass and
the Serra motif are combined at the
close. A versatile work with asearing
message.
Willson went on to write equally
potent film music for Chaplin's The
Great Dictator and The Little Foxes,
where Bette Davis in one of her
nastiest roles brought the house
down. Once again, praises for the
Moscow Symphony Orchestra and
William Stromberg's direction.
Excellent recording.

Classical
been known, and in 1991 John Purser
showed how it went to the tune of
the same name from the Straloch
Lute Book of 1627, and this is the
foundation of amoving rendition by
Hunter, McKillop and Taylor. All in
all asuperb disc, safely
recommendable to all interested in
this fascinating repertoire.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 0

THE LAND OF THE
MOUNTAIN AND THE FLOOD
MacGUNN: Land of the Mountain
and the Flood _IHighland
Memories/DODS: Highland Fancy/
ROBERTON: All in the April Evening/
HAMILTON: Scottish Dances/
ORR: Fanfare & Processional J
Celtic Suite'/MATHESON: From the
Grampians Suite/DAVIES: Royal Mile
Royal Ballet Orch/John Wilson/
iLloyd-Jones
ASV CD WHL2123

(70m 46s)

When the topic concerns Scotland —
the landscape, its composers and their
music — one always experiences a
sense of uplift. Listen to the opening
of Hamish MacGunn's Land of the
Mountain and the Flood overture
written when he was just 19, an
orchestral tour-de-force, the
characteristic dotted opening
measures first confidently leaping into
their stride at a Crystal Palace
Concert in 1887. The middle section
suggests stirring preparation: sword
and tabor with cymbal crashes. I
particularly like the solo flute/clarinet
touches to the main theme on its
return.
Film music composer Marcus
Dods was one-time conductor of the
BBC Concert Orchestra. He wrote
Highland Fancy for its principal
oboist, his wife Deidre Lind. Alaster
Bentley does the honours here to a
perky little tune, soon to become the
bait of ateasing sequence from
violins. The soloist gets his own back
by ' showing of' in descant fashion
during a sinuous middle section.
Sir Hugh Roberton's All in the
April Evening became its composer's
and the Glasgow Orpheus Choir's
'signature tune'. Arranger Philip Lane
divides his strings in mid-register,
taking its second subject higher,
adding adelightful tremolo touch in
the ritornello.
lain Hamilton five Scottish Dances
were premiered at aBBC Light
Music Festival along with Sir
Malcolm Arnold's. Cleverly scored,
with offbeat syncopations and
converging scale sequencies, there's a
`bluesy' theme for solo clarinet/
trumpets. A fast tune in thirds
introduces ' My love she's but alassie
yet', agentle one the sustained
strings/solo horn surrounding 'The
Lea Rig', and there's aperky finale
that really goes to town.
Buxton Orr's Fanfare and
Processional reminded me of Britten's
Frank Bridge Variations and Les
Illuminations. Muir Matheson
NPR NEWS a MORO REVIEW
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appeared as both conductor and
composer for more films Ican
immediately name. His Grampian
Suite is pleasant and conventional:
'Loch Laggan', aspritely march in
the style of Curzon and Coates, and
`Shuna — Island Song' acrooning
lullaby. ' In Glangarry — aHighland
Stream' ushers in solos for flute,
bassoon and clarinet, going
momentarily out of control when
massed trumpets take over, but 'The
Spital of Glenshee — Strathspey and
Reel' is more straightforward.
MacGunn's Highland Memories (
13y
the Burnside', ' By The Loch',
'Harvest Dance'), for strings only, are
more successful by virtue of astute
juxtaposition of themes/half
statements with skilful changes of key.
The Harvesters dance to a
combination of the second-movt from
Schubert's ' Great C major' and
'Charlie is my Darling'!
Cedric Thorpe Davies's Royal Mile
— Coronation March (1952) has a
number of rhythmic/scoring devices
used by Walton for his Crown Imperial
of 1937, but the melodies are rather
splendid.
Orr's 1968 Celtic Suite, for strings,
reflects close observation of original
dance forms, which he clothes with
his own melodies. A most welcome
record, beautifully performed and
recorded.
Bill Newman
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SONATAS FROM DRESDEN
String Sonatas by Ziani, Furchheim,
Thieme & Fux
Musica Antigua KóIn/Goebel
Vanguard 99199

(
55m 12s)

All these works date from the late
17th-century, ie, before the sonata
established afairly rigid layout, and
well before the homophonic style
appeared. The richness of tone is
incredibly moving as the two or three
violins harmonize against two violas,
cello, and acontinuo of organ or
harpsichord, and theorbo or (in Fux's
'Rondeau') bassoon.
The rarely-heard Johann Wilhelm
Furchheim ( 1640-82) is represented
by three of his surviving five sonatas,
lively works and the only sonatas here
in major keys, of which he makes
much by providing violinistic
fireworks, well supported by the
generous accompaniment. The
equally rare Clemens Thieme, with
his two examples, is asobersides in
comparison, while Ziani is often
noble and restrained. Last comes
Fux's short Rondeau for violino
piccolo, later than the rest but still
strongly polyphonic.
This is period playing at its finest:
rhythmic, unanimous in execution
and beautifully in tune. The
recording, too, suits the music to
perfection. Continuo is allowed its
full weight, and the instruments are
well placed. Iwas fascinated to hear
the theorbo's throaty voice so clearly.
Robert Dearling

111*:1 D

LSO 'live'
PRODUCED BY James Mallinson and
engineered by Tony Faulkner, Dvorak 's
Eighth and Ninth Symphonies are the first
two CD releases in a new series recorded
live at concerts by the London Symphony
Orchestra under Sir Colin Davis. Stylishly
packaged, the discs cost only £4.99 each
+ 75p postage (where applicable) and are
available only at The Barbican box office
(0207 638 8891) or on-line
(www.lso.co.uk).
Faulkner says the recordings are
sourced from two performances with
patching from the final rehearsal only
where necessary at the beginnings of
movements where audience noise would
have been too noticeable. The decision
was taken to include only applause at the
close, whereas Ipersonally would have
preferred some 'atmosphere' between
tracks and at the start as well.
There are good things especially in the
later movts from the Eighth — Idon't find
the sound so good in (i), and a more
general recommendation here would be
the LPO/Mackerras on 'Eminence' — but
the 'New World' is very special indeed.
The orchestral players respond generously
to Sir Colin 's deep love for every note in
Dvorak 's score (he takes the big repeat in
the first-movt) and there is some magical
solo and ensemble work here. The usual
Davis ' vocalises' only add to the overall
warmth of what was clearly a memorable
event in the 1999 Barbican calendar.
The next planned release is of Berlioz's
Romeo and Juliet from the notable LSO
cycle early this year.
Christopher Breunig

The HI -Fi Show
0
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And here's to the next time...
'1:4111111.111441,1116

The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, IPC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 (0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158
e-mail janet belton@lhm.co.uk
The Hi -Fi Show: London's
international home
entertainment show.
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio
and music journal.
Known and respected all over
the world, Hi -Fi News was
founded in 1956.

Werner Neumeister/EMI (Haitink); Philips (
Arrau)

Warner DVD
reviews
A NUMBER OF major manufacturers
had their fingers badly burnt by the failure
of LaserDisc in the classical market, so it's
hardly surprising that there is areluctance
in some quarters to invest in the new
DVD medium until the dust settles. Three
cheers for the likes of Warner Vision,
therefore, which, in association with NVC
Arts, has already built up acatalogue of a
dozen-or-so titles (retailing at around
£19.95). As one might expect, both
picture and sound — depending on the
age and quality of the original material —
are unimpeachable.

Sviatoslav Richter
First on VHS and now on disc is the
absorbing documentary ' Richter: The
Enigma' [
3984 23029 2, 154m]. In an
extraordinary interview, Richter talks us
e
2 through alifetime ( 1915-1997) that
encompassed most of the last century.
What emerges is aman very much at odds
with his own superhuman gift. When you
possess the kind of talent whereby almost
anything is possible, anything less than
110% is bound to leave despondency and
dissatisfaction. Performances that have
assumed legendary status among
pianophiles are shrugged off by Richter
here as ` so-so'. One gets the impression of
a man who was always striving for the
unattainable.
Once you begin to involve others, the
odds of such aperson achieving anything
approaching satisfaction become even
more remote. Accordingly we see him at
work with the likes of Karajan,
Rostropovich, Oistraldt, Gavrilov, Britten,
Fischer-Dieskau, Mravinsky, and whilst he
mostly professes the utmost admiration for
his colleagues, one invariably senses a
sting in the tail to come (notably Karajan
at sessions for the famous EMI recording
of Beethoven's Triple Concerto). Yet
whatever his reservations about others, it
is Richter himself who is predominately in
the firing line. Revealingly and poignantly,
the final words he utters are ' Ido not like
myself'.
Bruno Monsaingeon has skilfully
interwoven Richter's narrative with archive
footage that charts some of the most
extraordinary historical and musical events
of the century. As for Richter, we see him
performing miracles in 60 works by 25
different composers, none more
spectacular than anear physically
impossible, high velocity account of
Chopin's C-sharp-minor Étude (
Op.10:4)
shot from an overhead camera.
Engrossing and indispensable, this is a
cherishable momento of one of the 20thcentury's most colossal musical talents.

e

1.

Glyndenourne Figaro
On to opera with Stephen Medcalfs 1994
Glyndebourne production of Mozart's The
Marriage of Figaro [
0630 14013 2, 189m].
This is awork that can quickly appear to
go off the boil after the quick-fire, tuneladen machinations of the first act. By
never over-playing his cards and keeping a

Classical Reviews
firm hold on the symphonic pacing of the
whole piece, Bernard Haitink succeeds
brilliantly in making it seem not anote
too long. For such an overview, he could
hardly wish for amore cultured and richly
upholstered sound than that provided by
the London Philharmonic. Where Abbado
was all spick-and-span neatness, Haitink
allows the drama to unfold with supreme
naturalness.
The staging is as simple and effective as
one could wish for: all-white linen,
curtains, bedding and such-like, and
presented in period costume. For once in
this work the various artists don't roll their
eyes and ham it up 'knowingly' at every
opportunity; and the various showcase
arias are presented as part of aseamless
whole on achamber scale, rather than as
an excuse for egoism. The cast is
dominated by Gerald Finley's effortlessly
mellifluous and fine-tuned Figaro; and as
Susanna, Alison Hagley sings with an
engaging purity to set the ears ringing.
Also outstanding are Andreas Schmidt
(Count Almaviva) and Renée Fleming (the
Countess) — and what adelightful touch
to have the great Bob Tear doing acameo
as Don Basilio. Not aperformance to get
the pulse racing, but deeply satisfying
nonetheless.
Handel
How viewers will respond to asemidocumentary entitled 'A Night with
Handel' [
0630 15900 2, .51m] — a
programme detailing Handel's life as an
operatic composer — will be very much a
matter of personal taste. Musically
speaking, everything is as it should be,
with John Mark Ainsley, Sarah Connolly,
Alistair Miles, Rosa Mannion, Ciaron
McFadden and Christopher Robson
sharing the singing honours, accompanied
by the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment under Harry Bicket. For
those who wish merely to hear the eight
musical items uninterrupted and complete,
the miracles of DVD technology will allow
you to programme these in separately.
In the context of the original
programme, the various musical items are
interspersed with enlightening comments
from (mostly) presenter Jonathan Keates
and early music aficionado Nicholas
McGegan, which really do help bring the
whole period alive. The idea of matching
'authentic' style performances against
selected backdrops of contemporary
London by night is an interesting one, and
there is no denying the power of the visual
imagery, from Robson's immaculate
falsettoing in an underground car park
(where, knife in hand, he avoids the
unwelcome attentions of gangland
hoodlums) to Sarah Connoly's distraught
wanderings past arow of terraced mews
where her lover is being unfaithful. Lip
synch causes the occasional problem, and
listeners must suspend reality sufficiently
to marry the largely open-air settings on
view with the warm, pre-recorded
acoustics captured on the soundtrack.

Bernard Haitink,
Claudio Arrau and
Sviatoslav Richter
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Great Pianists
Finally atitle currently available on VHS,
but whose release on DVD is imminent:
'The Art of the Piano: Great Pianists of
the Twentieth Century' [
3984 29199 3,
108m]. Like the Richter programme, this
is atruly indispensable collection of film
clips with fine linking narration from John
Tusa, and comments along the way from
such ' modern' keyboard luminaries as
Kovacevich, Graffinan, Vasary,
Anderszewski, Barenboim, Kissin and
Kocsis. The tone is contagiously
informative, and for once does not shy
away from discussing some of the more
subtle aspects of pianistic artistry: such as
the mechanism that each player uses to
create his or her unique soundworld.
Slow-motion shots of how the hands
negotiate and make contact with the
keyboard make for particularly absorbing
viewing.
There isn't space here to mention all
eighteen pianists on which the film is
centred, let alone all the dazzling clips
included. It may seem invidious to single
out anyone in particular, but for me the
ones that really grabbed attention from the
first note were: Rubinstein playing
Chopin's A-fiat Polonaise; Cziffra defying
what one would have thought humanly
possible in Liszt's Grand Galop
Chromatique; Michelangeli's perfect
mechanism in Scarlatti; Richter's
combustible Tchaikovslcy First Concerto
finale; and finest of all, Claudio Arrau
playing the closing section of Beethoven's
Op.111 Sonata. But having seen these
remarkable people in action (not
Rachmaninov, sadly, of course) Iwouldn't
want to live without asingle moment.
What we really need now is for
someone to set the DVD world alight with
afull edition that collects together the
complete documentation on film of great
musicians of all persuasions.
Julian Haylock

DEREK BAILEY & SUSIE
IBARRA
DAEDAL
INCUS CD36

artwork:

_

Daeclal

Reviews by Ben Watson
NOEL AKCHOTE
ALIKE JOSEPH
RECTANGLE 0101

(46m

09,
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The cover
Since the advent of squeaky-clean
paintiig,
digital sound, many have used the
a magicalcrackle and fizz of dodgy valve
amplifiers, but seldom with the
surrealist
devastating good taste of the Parisian
abstract by
guitarist Noël Akchoté. His patient
Terry Fox,
solo performances highlight all the
is likewise
jumpy interference you ought to
bursting with
avoid, creating abizarrely-affecting
colour and
music from overlayed textures.
Akchoté's experimentalism — flowing zigzags:
and consummate — deserves to make humanist
him acult, anouveau Fred Frith. On contours
the cover, Rectangle print ablackemerge in
and-white snapshot of agiant female
the posttorso in astudio back-lot, as surreally
realist
eloquent as the music. When style is
playpen'
delivered with this much canny
disregard for the obvious, you have to
call it art. A:1S 0
BRAD JONES AKA ALIAS
UNCIVILIZED POISE
KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR247
(49m 39s)
Brad Jones played bass in Curtis
Fowlkes' Jazz Passengers. This set
pursues their goodtime eclecticism,
veering from M-Base Fusion to
acoustic hip-hop and bluesy jazz.
There's some tasty electric piano
from Jeff Lawrence, and it's always
good to hear David Gilmore's soaring
yet funky guitar. A realtime feel
confers coherence, but finally this
isn't decisive enough stylistically to
make waves. A:1 / 2 0

(
43m 25s)

Susie Ibarra is adistinctive drummer,
keenly sensitive to the sounds she
makes. Rhythms are heard as textures
— cats purring, engines running,
water trickling — rather than timesignatures. She'll keep abeat tickingover with one hand, then splash in
cymbals or brush-drums with the
panache of awater-colourist. Derek
Bailey's guitar welds speculative
intervals to inventive sonorities,
jumping on Ibarra's patterns like a
kitten going for the knitting. Both
musicians favour contrasting
dynamics, and frequently afresh duet
appear to overlay what's already
happening. The musicians' ability to
foreground or distance their playing is
astonishing: the music has the brittle
illusionism of ascene viewed in a
stereoscope (the title ` Mirage' is apt).
The cover painting, amagicalsurrealist abstract by Terry Fox, is
likewise bursting with colour and
zigzags: humanist contours emerge in
the post-realist playpen. A:1 0
MIMEO
MUSIC IN MOVEMENT ELECTRONIC
ORCHESTRA
PERDITION PLASTICS PER 009

(
65m 08s)

Writing in The Wire [
Nov '99],
Mark Sinker hailed this release for
superseding the stuck debates in
modern music (postmodern vs.
avantgarde, improvised vs. composed,
street versus academy etc). MIMEO
certainly features the great and good
of euro-avantrie (including samplist
Christian Fennesz, composer Richard
Barrett, violinist Phil Durrant,
synthesist Thomas Lehn and AMM's
guitar-manipulator Keith Rowe).
However, joy that improvisors are
using Macintosh Powerbooks made
the Wire critic forget his ears. This is
feckless stuff: the players are so
impressed with novel sonorities their
unguarded flights recall the
consequentless sprawl of experimental
rock jams. There's no beat either, so
— apart from Cyber Theorists — it's
hard to see who's going to be wowed.
A:2 0
JEMEEL M OO NDOC
WILLIAM PARKER
NEW WORLD PYGMIES
EREMITE MTE020

aforceful fusion of Ayler and
Omette. As holders of the flame for
Free Jazz, this duo are afocus for
many political and artistic hopes (Ed
Hazell writes some impassioned
liners). However, Moondoc's
mercurial talent sounds ill-at-ease in
Parker's tenebrous and rugged
soundscape: there are great moments
here, but also patches of strain.
A:1 0
BILLY JENKINS
SUBURBIA
(43m 36s)

BABEL BDV9926

Having released two masterpieces
with Still... Sounds Like Bromley and
True Love Collection, Jenkins sounds
slightly less poised on Suburbia. His
blues guitar is characterful, and Mark
Lockheart delivers some affecting sax,
but the jokes (ducks on the wall, the
neighbour who borrows your electric
drill, coke cans in your garden)
somewhat overplay the bathos of
confronting blues myth with suburban
banality. Still, though Suburbia may
say little new to either postpunk
realists or Jenkins-fans, there's more
original arrangement and tasty solos
here than in most Brit-jazz. A:1
GARY PEACOCK AND BILL
FRISELL
JUST SO HAPPENS
POSTCARDS POST1005

(
5Im 50s)

On this album of open-ended duets
recorded in February 1994 at Electric
Lady Studios, bassist Gary Peacock's
opening notes are urgent and
gorgeous. As Bill Frisell keens in with
his distinctive, countrified guitar, you
start hoping for aclassic. However,
both players seem to be too
enamoured of the languorous beauty
of their respective sounds to interact.
Rather than producing lively music,
the free-improvised (under-rehearsed?)
stops and starts simply make one
uncomfortable. Frisell touches on
heart-turningly nostalgic melodies,
only to have Peacock interrupt. The
music breaks into shards as two
powerful musical conjurors fail to
make contact. A:2 0
HUMAIR/LOUISS /PONTY
LIVE AT '
CAMELEON '
(
PARIS )1968 VOLUME 1
DISQUES DREYFUS FDM 36509-9
(45m 53s) (ID

(
67m 31s)

Alto saxophonist Moondoc and
bassist William Parker [
left] last
recorded together in 1986 (
Nostalgia
In Times Square, Soul Note). Here
they play duets at the Fire In The
Valley Festival in 1998. Moondoc
spent two years with Cecil Taylor,
who ended up stealing Moondoc's
rhythm section (Rashid Bakr and
Parker). One might expect an angular
soloist in the vein of Lacy or Lyons,
but Moondoc is vocalised and earthy,

The Cameleon was atiny bar on rue
SaintAndrédes-Arts, with just
enough room for Eddy Louiss's
Hammond organ, Daniel Humair's
drums and Jean-Luc Ponty's electric
violin. In new liner-notes, Htunair
comments that the rhythmic force of
the amplified instruments was such
that he could play exceptionally free.
Although the trio play standards —
`Summertime', ' Round Midnight',
`So What?' — there's some hilarious
liberties taken (you can hear the
audience's disbelieving laughter).
APIO 2000
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Jazz eviews
Ponty's gritty, nervous violin comes
across with great force. He has atrick
of making his long notes droop, so
they sound like they're melting,
though never flat (this cheesy sound
was avital contribution to aclassic
edition of Frank Zappa's Mothers).
Louiss's organ recalls Mike Radedge
with Soft Machine. In short, terrific
music: loose, spirited and bursting
with melodies (another world from
the shrink-wrapped Fusion Ponty
later peddled). A:1 0

1981). Ronnie Earl, Roy Gaines and
Kirk ' Eli' Fletcher follow suit, and
there's an appearance by legendary
tenor 'honker' Sil Austin (who had a
top-20 hit with ` Slow Walk' in 1956).
Trombonist Porky Cohen brings
things to asuitably irreverent climax.
The concept of a ' swing revival' is
sad, but this stuff is raw and real.
Wild. A:1 D

where to look: this is the sampler to
blast at the saddoes who mumble
about ' acid jazz'. What alabel. What
musicians! Right on! A:1 D
LUNGE
BRACED & FRAMED
ACTA 13

(
5Im 22s)

Easydisc is the budget label used by
Rounder Records to showcase their
fine catalogue of Texas swing and
Louisiana roots. Bluegrass Breakdown
[HFNIRR Jan ' 99] was brilliant, and
so is this. Mainly recorded in the late
'90s, the music is played by active
touring bands, avoiding the
preciousness that mars art-conscious
pastiche. Clarence `Gatemouth'
Brown — the R&B guitar pioneer —
sets the pace, playing outrageously
idiosyncratic licks over arollicking
swing orchestra (atrack recorded in

A slug of groove juice tapped from
the High Note and Savant labels.
There's smoking Hammond organ
played in deep-funk mode by Charles
Earland and the DeFrancesco
father/son team, luxuriant electric
guitar from Jimmy Ponder (who used
to record for the Groove Merchant
label), and gorgeous tenor sax from
echt testifyers Houston Person,
Teddy Edwards and Red Holloway.
The collection peaks with two vocals
by Irene Reid (« Big Fat Daddy' and
'One Eyed Man'). She raises the
ghost of Dinah Washington, but
packs arasp and innuendo entirely
her own. If people say today's music
lacks soul, they simply don't know

Free Improvisation could be away of
describing super-fast jazz, when
interaction whizzes into acommunal
blur. Lunge provide an excellent
example, though Gail Brand's
vocalised trombone does emerge as a
distinctive voice. Mark Sanders
supplies the streaming grooves and
repartee that have made him one of
Britain's most in-demand drummers,
while Pat Thomas (keyboards and
electronics) and Phil Durrant (violin
and electronics) contribute swathes of
apt and variegated electronica.
Lunge's chops and ambition suggest
comparison to the spectral elegance
of the Parisians (Noël Akchoté and
co) or the chilly precision of the
Viennese (Werner Dafeldecker and
co), but these Londoners keep it
gothic and gristly, steeped in dank
humour (all mimsy were the
borogoves, and the morne raths
outgrabe). A:1 0

POLL WINNERS' RECORDS are
usually ill-matched and raucous
affairs, but, from 1957, The Poll
Winners [Contemporary/Original
Jazz Classics OJC20 156, 40m 27s]
by Barney Kessel (guitar), Ray Brown
(bass) and Shelly Manne (drummers)
is adelight. The musicians hold
candy-striped may-poles on the cover,
and the music is appropriately sweet
and snazzy. Kessel's bright guitar
tone has seldom been caught so well.
A:1
Red Garland — dissed as a
'cocktail pianist' in Miles Davis's
classic Quintet in 1955 — tends to
receive the sticky end of the critical
lollipop, but on All Moulin' Long
[Prestige/OJC20 293, 37m 03s] his
block chords and stately, swinging
blues exact wondrous solos from John
Coltrane (tenor), Donald Byrd
(trumpet). Rhythm is George Joyner
(bass) and the inestimible Art Taylor
(drums). Recorded on 15 November
1957 by Rudy Van Gelder, this is
buoyant group jazz. Coltrane's
harmonies arrive at ever-unexpected
intervals, his tone so naked it's
shocking. A:1' D
In comparison, pianist Wynton
Kelly's Kelly Blue [Riverside/OJC20
033, 56m 40s] from February 1959 is
asubdued affair, trio tracks using
Paul Chambers (bass) and Jimmy
Cobb (drums) interspersed with ones
using three horns (Nat Adderley on
trumpet, Benny Golson on tenor,
Bobby Jaspar on flute). Orrin
Keepnews' recording is lacklustre too.
A cover of ` Do Nothin' Till You
Hear From Me' and an extra take of

Kelly's ' Keep It Moving' extend the
timing. A:1 / 2 D
On 9 February 1961, Dizzy
Gillespie played aprestigious gig at
New York's Museum of Modern Art,
with Leo Wright on alto and flute,
Lab Schifrin on piano, Bob
Cunningham on bass and Chuck
Lampkin on drums: An Electrifying
Evening [Verve 557544, 54m 43s].
Recording is rough, but admirably
conveys the febrile excitability that is
Dizzy's trademark (devotees should
be warned that his trumpet solos are
brief). On ' Kush', Gillespie had
Cunningham play aheavy ostinato,
anticipating William Parker's use of
West African riffs. For CD reissue, a
post-gig, 18m interview with Dizzy
has been included. A/B:1 0
Liner note-writer Dan Morgenstern
observes that the power of Art
Blakey's three-horn Jazz Messengers
distracts listeners from his brilliant
drumming. On A Jazz Message
[Impulse! 547964, 35m 14s] from
1963, Blakey's band is pared down to
aquartet, with McCoy Tyner on
piano, Sonny Stitt on tenor and alto
and Art Davis on bass. Crisp, harddriving fare, caught in atypically
rugged and rounded soundspace by
Rudy Van Gelder. A:1 0
Cannonball Adderley's In New York
[Riverside/OJC20 142, 44m 52s]
bursts out of its time (January 1962)
like afire-cracker. The frontline was
Cannonball on alto, his brother Nat
on cornet and Yusef Lateef on tenor.
With arhythm section of Joe Zawinul
(piano), Sam Jones (bass) and Louis
Hayes (drums), you couldn't go

wrong. A:1*
McCoy Tyner's Live At Newport
[Impulse! 547980, 38m 28s] was
recorded by Bob Thiele at the Rhode
Island Festival on 5July 1963. Clark
Terry (trumpet), Charlie Mariano
(alto), Bob Cranshaw (bass) and
Mickey Roker (drums) play a
muscular brand of bop. As Willis
Conover points out in his liners, in
comparison to Tyner's contemporary
work with John Coltrane there's ' less
sulphur and incense and more bay
breeze', but there's agripping sense
of concentration from all the players
as each soloist tweaks and twists the
changes. A:1 0
Coltrane's drummer Elvin Jones
joined forces with bassist Richard
Davis for Heavy Sounds [Impulse!
547959, 41m 38s] in June 1967. In
an atmospheric cover-shot by Chuck
Stewart, the pair puff clouds of
tobacco smoke. The music is
appropriately sultry and blue, with
Elvin plucking guitar on one track.
Frank Foster (tenor) and Billy Greene
(piano) play beautifully, but the
record is really about vamps and feel,
and the feel is just great. A:1 0

VARIOUS
RETRO JUMP: SWINGING BLUES
INSTRUMENTALS
EASYDISC 7070
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(
37m 13s)
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VARIOUS
JAZZ THAT COOKS
HIGH NOTE HC06002

(58m 49s)

'Mark
Sanders
supplies the
streaming
grooves and
repartee that
have made
him one of
Britain's
most indemand
drummers,
while Pat
Thomas and
Phil Durrant
contribute
swathes of
apt and
variegated
electronica'
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Rock/pop Reviews

Album
in Focus
THE CURE
BLOODFLOWERS
Fiction 51XCD 31

(
58m 09s)

Inevitability, that's the watchword. No one is to blame for what
happens in life. 'The world is neither fair nor unfair,' advises
Robert Smith at one point. Things that are beautiful are followed
by those that are not. Or so he claims. On 'There Is No If...'
Smith reflects on first-time love but immediately connects with
thoughts of death. 'The Loudest Sound' proclaims that, years on,
relationships often add up to nothing, his long-term lovers
residing ' side by side in silence'. At 40, the Cure mainman
doesn't find much to smile about. Even so, though Blood flowers
adds up to nine tracks of misery, lyrically - in terms of melody it has its fair share of memorable moments, the opening 'Out Of
This World', among others, proving amulti- layered beauty. Even
the overstretched 'Watching Me Fall' ultimately impresses, and
only the the percussive shambles that is ' 39', really disappoints.
Not at all abad goodbye from The Cure, if that's what
Bloodflowers ultimately proves to be.
Fred Dellar

A: 1 — 2 •

It goes without saying that The Cure will never be hired to do,
say, asoundtrack for aremake of Pollyanna. Born and bred in
that gloomiest of eras - post- punk - the band continues to
depress the hell out of all who listen, eg, lingering 'Goths'. Now
into middle age, Robert Smith can hardly identify with the sort of
bewildered teen angst which inspired him (and his following) in
the past, so now the misery is of amore mature nature. Filled
with bleak love songs, modernised with doses of melody and
texture not out of place on acurrent 'ambient' release, but oozing
imagery in keeping with the make-up Ihope he's by now
forsaken, this album is so, so, so Eighties. It almost makes you
wanna go out and throttle Morrissey for making such drivel chic
in the first place. Dispiriting by any measure, utterly lacking the
soul which makes the blues succeed in the same emotional arena.
Ken Kessler

A:3

The Cure:

nothing
much to
smile

about
There's two kinds of Cure albums. Intensely depressing ones and
intensely depressing ones dressed up as pop songs. Iget on best
with the latter, like Head On The Door where jaunty tunes and
sparkly guitars provide abittersweet contrast to Robert Smith's
bleak world view. This isn't one of those. Robert's currently at the
bottom of apit from which, it seems to him, there's no escape.
The saving grace is that he does misery better than anybody else
in the known universe. Unlike Leonard Cohen, Smith's melodies
employ more than one note; unlike the cursed Morrissey, Smith
doesn't blame his troubles on everybody else; unlike Mark E
Smith of The Fall, Cap'n Bob isn't consumed by bile. Musically,
his texturing of guitars and ambient sounds is often gorgeous,
and anybody who can't find shards of their own broken hearts in
'There Is No If...' or 'The Loudest Sound' is pretending never to
have had abroken heart. And, if you don't acknowledge a
broken heart, you can never mend it.
Johnny Black

COSMIC ROUGH RIDERS
PANORAMA

SLAID CLEAVES
BROKE DOWN
Philo 1225

A: 1

Raft Records 2000

(39m 55s)

A New England singer-songwriter
who moved to Texas to down afew
beers and swop tales with the likes
of Lyle Lovett, Robert Earl Keen
and Steve Earle, Cleaves is now up
to his fifth album. This, his second
for Philo/Rounder, should enhance
his reputation with those into folks
who wear T-shirts emblazoned `I
like Americana'. And it's possible
that, given the right exposure and a
lot of luck, Cleaves could make it on
abigger stage. For his voice lacks
anything that'll ensure he's tiled
under ' country', and his story songs
are of the kind that invite covers by
those who'll perform them with less
care but possess better bank
accounts. ' Breakfast In Hell', atale
of aghostly logger, is indicative of
Slaid's own masterful way with a
lyric tale, while his choice of

Slaid
Cloves:
could make
it on a
bigger stage
'borrowed' material is impressive,
Karen Poston's ' Lydia' (' From a40
year-old coffee cup she sipped abit
of gin...') and Del McCoury's ' I
Feel The Blues Moving In', given a
close-harmony treatment, act as
ideal slices of enhancement.
Fred De/lar

A:1 •

(
39m 46s)

For sheer unadulterated heart-onsleeve jangly-guitar romanticism,
you'll go along way to find abetter
bet than Glasgow's Cosmic Rough
Riders. Anyone who can stop atrack
dead and, in all seriousness, launch
into asoaring acappella vocal
harmony statement that ' Sunshine
brings love' gets my vote every time.
If you accept that we become what
we believe, Rough Riders' mainman
Daniel Wylie has aphilosophy that
could make us all happier bunnies.
Even if you don't accept it, he's
writing music that would put asmile
on the face of agargoyle. This is, he
admits, ashamelessly retro outing,
drawing on such unfashionable
influences as The Eagles, Doobie
Brothers and Steely Dan, but it's
also away of clearing out the ghosts
of the past so he can concentrate
103
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more fully on his own vision, as he
did on the band's killer debut album
last year. 'You've Got Me' is a
classic statement of undying love;
'The Pain Inside' is a powerful
exploration of the conflict between
life and art; 'ICall Her Name' is a
Beach Boys/Byrds hymn of yearning.
This is one great album.
Johnny Black

A:1' •

DARIN
SOLITARIUM
When! WENCD 203

(44m 47s)

What aterrific way to kick off the
next century: the UK release of
Darin's late- 1998 indic debut
album, an event heralding aTexan
singer-songwriter devoid of
geographical limitation. If this
sparkling, hook-filled set seems in
places to be too Alt Country, well,
tough: Alt Country was one of the
few things about 1990s music which
didn't suck. Alas, there are those
who — equally — will find
Solitarium too retro, the whole affair
seeming like ashotgun wedding
between British-Invasion-Rock-byway-of-the-USA and whatever it was
we loved about the Long Ryders.
And how can Isay that ` Down' and
`Sermon On Mars' sound ultra-

'In terms of pure goodtirne feel, this is as good as
hot licks Western Swing gets these days.
Produced by Lloyd Mimes, the
and pure
steelie who helped shape Joe Ely's
goodtime original band, Wild, Free & Reckless
feel, this is sounds not so much the product of a
as good as recording studio as an escapee from
abooze-ridden Texas dancehall. The
Western
bar-room ballads, such as 'Tonight
Swing gets
The Rain Is Coming Down' and the
these days' equally drizzle-ridden title-track are
punctuated by an amalgam of blues
('Drive On'), powerhouse boogies
('Gone, Gone Gone'), rockers (' Blue
Suede Shoes'), swing things, R&B
and other sounds that keep the
memory of Bob Wills alive and
pickin'. Guaranteed ecstasy for all
who prefer their country flavoured
by trombone solos, Jerry Lee-styled
piano and nigh out-of-control pedal
steel.
Fred Deliar

A:B/1* •

the world's finest bar band; the feel
is still that of Little Feat-fortoddlers; and there's a sensation
from start to finish that they're just
gonna stop mid-song. Which is why
it's so easy to love NRBQ, a bunch
of endearing but badly-behaved
puppies. Bless ' em.
Ken Kessler

A:le •

WILLIAM ORBIT
PIECES IN A MODERN STYLE
WEA 3984 28957 2

(
60m I2s)

Albums like this don't come along
too often. The last time was back in
1974 when Japanese synth-wiz Isao
Tomita fashioned a surpassingly
beautiful collection of Debussy
tunes called Snowflakes Are Dancing
[newly reissued at midprice: RCA
09026 63588-2]. People, loads of
them, have tried since and the

Beatlesy without sounding like an
old fart too enamoured of Oasis?
Ken Kessler

A:1e •

CHARLOTTE GREIG
DOWN IN THE VALLEY
Harmonium HM 719

(
50m 29s)

The former Folk City Sisters
member has emerged with
something very much her own. A
pure-voiced folk minimalist, she
utilises harmonium drone and
beatbox percussion to back aflow of
songs that range from the traditional
(`The Bells Of Paradise') through to
home-brewed pure pop Mown In
The Valley') that might easily have
stemmed from the Brill Building.
Assisted by an equally minimalist
team that includes ex-Jon Langford
guitarist Julian Hayman and onetime Young Marble Giant Phil
Moxham providing drum loops and
bass, Greig delivers arecord that is
both original and appealing. It'll also
doubtless infuriate purists, despite
(or maybe because of) sampling the
great Walter Pardon. Even so, it's a
simple beauty, no more no less. I
feel acult coming on.
Fred Deliar

A:1 •

WAYNE HANCOCK
FREE AND RECKLESS
Ark 21 Records 186 810 043-2

(
47m 26s)

'This record sounds best when
played at 78 rpm' advises the insert.
And Hancock's voice sounds as
though it's already experienced the
speed change, emerging high and
squee-geed. Not that it matters,
because in terms of hot licks and
104

Vigilantes of
Love: financed

NRBQ
NRBQ

their album by

Rounder 3166-2

credit card

There's nowt but a sticker
proclaiming 'All New Tracks!
Celebrating 30 years with NRBQ!'
to tell you what this set proffers the
existing fan. I've long given up on
NRBQ finding the massive audience
it deserves and this won't change
their cultishness. To mark three
decades, they've released their first
all-new, non-gimmicky studio set in
five years — another eponymous
album, book-ending their
eponymous debut from ' 69. For the
faithful, there are still two
Spampinatos, Terry Adams and
quarter-century-plus veteran Tom
Ardolino; the playing is still too
good for what some believe to be

(43m 30s)

results have been uniformly dismal
until now. The astonishing thing
about Orbit (aside from being
Madonna's producer) is not just
that he interprets baroque, classical
and contemporary works with equal
facility, but that he does it with
seemingly timeless grace and style
while simultaneously incorporating
elements of ' 90s minimalist kitchensink rock, avant-garde dance, and
post-Eno computerised ambience. It
takes a brave man to attempt
Ravel's ' Pavane', Vivaldi's [
Four
Seasons] '
Winter' and Beethoven's
Triple Concerto on the same
album, but Orbit pulls them all off
with the fluid elegance of a virtuoso
twice his age. Listen before you
buy, though, because we're talking
love or hate here.
Johnny Black
APRIL 2000
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Rock/pop Reviews
JOSH ROUSE
HOME
Slow River/Ryko 5RRCD 45

(
38m ¡ Ss)

Rouse is one of those blue chip
singer-songwriter types so beloved of
national broadsheet newspaper
critics, with awistfully keening voice
and atalent for knocking out tuneful
angstfilled cameos, brimming with a
sense of life's little ironies.
Unfortunately, it's also the kind of
album that, when you put it on,
drifts by pleasantly without ever
engaging your attention. Then if, as
Idid, you put it on again and try to
concentrate harder, the same thing
happens. It evades you, skulks in the
corners of the room, hides behind
the sofa and peeps out raffishly once
in awhile, but never really connects.
Being adetermined sort of cuss,
convinced that Imust be missing
something, Iput it on yet again,
only to find myself wondering if
there were any Corn Flakes left, out
in the kitchen. Two solid hours
wasted, Iquit. It's dull.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

VIGILANTES OF LOVE
TO THE ROOF OF THE SKY
kW CD 1

(
66m 32s)

Another US indie title from ' 98
finally enjoying UK release, this
Vigilantes CD (they've issued two
more since) continues in the almostREMlike vein which seems to
brand every band from Georgia. But
don't let that put you off if — like
me — you think that Stipe is a
whinging waste of space: these
particular Georgians mix joy and
sorrow with askill far more
reminiscent of The Band, and a
toughness that's positively postpunk. Apparently, this set is so
homespun that it was financed by

Younger
Younger 28s:
a little too

arch and too
knowing
Lead singer and guitarist Bill
Matonee with his credit card, and
sold through mail order. This downhome-ness is evident in the handwritten scrawl in the beginning of
the booklet, the rough paper and in
every song — it's raw Americana
without apologies, but very Y2K
nonetheless.

A:1 •

Ken Kessler

is the whole
point'

Johnny Black

'They're
going to look
well naff on

Top Of The
Pops. But

YOUNGER YOUNGER 211's
SOAP
V2 Record: WR 1808362

group made a big splash at the 1998
In the City A&R sharkfeed, after
which V2 outbid everybody else;
they released asingle last May, and
presumably went into low profile
mode while they got this album
together. Peppered with knowing
nods to Phil Spector, the ShangriLas and other teen-pop icons, it
should be a blast; but no, it's all just
alittle too arch and too knowing, a
triumph of intellect over emotion.
Most of these songs would work a
treat in a low-budget musical revue
touring the provinces in competition
with Little Shop Of Horrors or
Forbidden Planet, but they're going to
look well naff on Top Of The Pops.
But then nerdy was cool, two years
ago, so maybe naff is the whole
point. Ihate it.

(50m 04s) then nerdy

If there's a market for a low-rent
21st-century kitchensink version of
The Human League, these guys
have got it made. Built around the
cheesy voices of Joe Northern and
singing alldancing girlies
two allknown on:y as Liz and Andie, the

was cool,
two years
ago, so
maybe miff

A:3 •

Soundtracks
A COUPLE OF the screen's finest

composers are being honoured this
month with some delicious releases, no
less that three uniform discs from the cv
of the great Bernard Herrmann. A
good intro is Bernard Herrmann At Fox
Vol 1[
Varèse Sarabande VSD 6052
•], with material from Tender Is The
Night, A Hatful Of Rain and The Man
In The Grey Flannel Suit, while Citizen
Kane [
VSD-5806] and the 2CD The
Twilight Zone [
VSD-6087] concentrate
on acinema and aTV classic.
Given the recent smash success of
the 19th James Bond film and a 'Best
of Bond' CD, it's appropriate that the
other screen composer spotlighted this
month is John Barry. From Capitol,
there's The Best Of John Barry - The
EMI Years [
523 0732 ID], while
Magnum has issued The Name Is
Barry.. John Barry [
EMBCD 001 •],
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both featuring aselection of themes.
Best value this month is apair of
Camden releases, with Henry Mancini's
Arabesque and Breakfast At Tiffany's
on one CD [
74321 698782 al], while
both Lovin' Spoonful soundtracks What's Up Tiger Lily? and You're A
Big Boy Now [
74321 699522] share a
disc, the former aWoody Allen title.
Probably the most controversial
release of late is Fantasia 2000 [
Edel
0105582 DNY 40], revamping the
legendary Disney film not to everyone's
taste, while Sleepy Hollow [
Hollywood
HR 62262 2 * 1is Tim Burton's take on
aless creepy Disney short of yore.
Lastly, there's the most fun release of
all: the second Simpsons` collection: Go
Simpsonic With The Simpsons [
Rhino
8122 75480 2 0], with 60 songs from

the show, featuring Tito Puente, the
Ramones and o7hers.
Ken Kessler

I( 1
5

Rock/pop Reissues
SPLIT ENZ & OTHERS
OTHER ENZ - SPLIT ENZ AND
BEYOND VOL 1
Raven RVCD 100 (
2CDs, 153m 47s)
Released at the same time as
the Crowded House rarities set
below, a magnificent 41-track,
rarity- filled 2CD study of the
core New
Zealand rock
band and its
myriad offshoots.
A real challenge
for a 'family
tree' planter, the
assembly
includes the
Brothers Finn,
Crowded House,
Byrdhouse ( Roger
McGuinn with
CH!), Phil Judd,
the Makers, the
Swingers and
others. Listen
closely and you
detect a thread

MADELINE BELL
THIS IS ONE GIRL
Sequel NEMCD4S7

(46m 07s)

Ms Bell, post-Blue Mink and
singing back-up for the likes of
Joe Cocker, with the first CD
release for this 1976 soul
album, remastered, annotated
and augmented with abonus
track, adding to its desirability.
Polished and professional, the
set differs enough from the fare
of the era to reveal that you're
listening to aveteran ex-pat
US soul singer in full
command of material just
slightly outside the genre's
bounds. A- B:1-2 •
TONY BENNETT
HERE'S TO THE LADIES
Columbia 481266 2

(
67m 18s)

Mid-price version of the 1995
release recorded during what
future historians will call 'the
successful comeback years'; 18
smooth standards honouring
his favourite divas: Ella, Billie,
Dinah and the like. As ever, a
classy, Solomon Kesslerapproved affair. A•:1 •
THE BLUES BAND
THE BEST OF THE BLUES
BAND
Varese Vintage 302 066 037 2
(61m 22s)
Unbelievably, the only CD
available in the USA by this
stalwart British touring band.
Despite being US-generated,
it's afine selection even for the
106

common throughout: that of
superb harmonies, AM-friendly
melodies and a quirkiness
probably resulting from the
musicians' collective Kiwi-ness.
In places reminiscent of
Squeeze, in others the Cars,
and therefore a joy from start
to finish. A/B:1 •

earlier 'best of. But approach
only after you've absorbed the
four studio sets. A-B:1 •
BOBBY DARIN
THE VERY BEST OF 1966-69
Varèse Vintage VSD-6007

(
47m Ois)

Sub-titled 'If IWere A
Carpenter', an ideal 18-track
set covering the folksy period
should you not show the
commitment and good taste to
buy the Edsel reissues of the
whole albums. Mixes were
chosen for sonic excellence,
even mono over stereo, along
with non-album tracks
previously available on the
'must-have' Rhino box set.
Surely this presages the oftrumoured biopic? Please?
A-B:1-1• •
FOGHAT
ROCK'N'ROLUENERGIZED
Essential ESACD 741 (
2CDs, 78m 36s)
ROCK'N'ROLL OUTLAWS/FOOL
FOR THE CITY

home crowd, balancing cover
versions of hoary classics with
Blues Band originals. A perfect
reminder of an underappreciated national treasure.
A-8:1 •
THE BUCKINGHAMS
KIND OF A DRAG
Sundazed SC6126

(
36m 31s)

TIME & CHARGES/PORTRAITS
Sundazed SC11073

(
70m 55s)

IN ONE EAR AND GONE
TOMORROW
Sundazed SC11074

(
63m 30s)

Blue-eyed US rock and soul,
predating but less famous than
the pretentious BS&T and
Chicago, circa 1967-9. The
four LPs on three CDs boast
numerous US chart hits,
including the uncommonly
funky cover of ' Mercy, Mercy,
Mercy' (co-penned by Joe
Zawinul) — delicious
American AM radio standards
unfamiliar to most British ears.
A- I3:2 • A:1 • A:1-2 •
CROWDED HOUSE
AFTERGLOW
Capitol 7243 5237 2225

(
47m 13s)

Gratefully received 13-song
rarities collection covering the
band's 11-year career, plus an
early track when they were
called the Mullanes.
Magnificent, majestic, often
poignant rock, this set serves as
a ' compendium to the band's
four studio albums' and an

contains their second and third
albums for Capitol, opening
with an early Lowell George
cover and featuring production
by George Martin. Nice stuff,
if hairy in apre-punk sense.
A/A•:1/2 •
SLADE
GREATEST HITS
Polydor/Universal Music 537 105-2
(79m 24s)
Anyone who purports to like
rock but doesn't like Slade is
obviously asoulless, heartless,
joyless scrooge. The 21 tracks
here — ending, of course, with
'Merry Xmas Everybody' —
are proof that Noddy Holder
has one of the best screams
ever, they understood hooks,
and they butchered the English
language wa-a-y before
TAFKAP was even known as
Prince. As British as
Chas'n'Dave or George
Formby, and therefore to be
celebrated. A-B:1-2 •

Essential ESACD 742 (
2CDs, 74m 42s)

JOHNNY TILLOTSON
THE EP COLLECTION.. PLUS

NIGHT SHIFT/FOGHAT UVE

See For Miles SEECD 698

Essential ESACD 743 (
2CDs, 76m 13s)
STONE BLUE/BOOGIE HOTEL
Essential MO 744 (
2CDs, 75m 55s)
Four 2CD sets from Savoy
Brown's beer'n'boogie offshoot,
another case (like Humble Pie)
of aband from over here doing
awhole lot better over there.
Quite clearly, this is pure ' 70s
stadium fodder complete with
guitar hero, but it's played with
good grace, if in arather Nigel
Tufnelly way. A/B:1 B:1 / 2
A/B:2 A:2 •
WILLIE NELSON
STARDUST
Columbia/Legacy COL495245 2
(45m 36s)
Beautifully re-mastered edition
of his standards-filled loungelizard classic, with new liner
notes and two bonus tracks:
unreleased versions of ` Scarlet
Ribbons' and 'ICan See
Clearly Now'. Willie may seem
to some to be acurrent rent-aguest, but here he showed
great prescience by reviving
standards 20 years before
Music To Watch Girls By. A
real beauty. A•:1 • Im
SEATRAIN
SEATRAIN/NIARBLEHEAD
MESSENGER
1160 1360CD 465

(2CDs, 85m 54s)

Rootsy, jazzy, folksy late 1960s
group formed by ex-Blues
Project and ex-Earth Opera
personnel. This double

(
77m 50s)

If complete albums don't
appeal to you, here's just the
cream (plus some rarities) from
the 'Audie Murphy lookalike'
best known for ' Poetry In
Motion'. Be not too quick to
judge: Tillotson was one of the
first post-Elvis-in-the-Army
rockers to remind peole that
C&W was amajor part of the
genre. A: 1 - 2 •
VARIOUS
GS ILOVE YOU TOO
Big Beat/Ace CDWIKD 196

(
78m)

Hilarious sequel to GS ILove
You, more Japanese garage
bands of the 1960s with their
impression of what their
American counterparts were
doing when armed with fuzztone. Twenty-seven tracks, the
vintage rock equivalent of
Manga. A- B:1-3
VARIOUS
THE GOLDEN AGE OF
AMERICAN ROCK'N'ROLL VOL 8
Ace CDCHD 750

(
74m 09s)

Hey — even after eight discs,
they haven't scraped the barrel.
This contains 30 kickers from
1953-63, one-hit wonders and
the like who created the
soundtrack of the original
rock'n'roll era. Shouters,
smoochers — it runs the gamut
from ' Hot Rod Lincoln' to
'Whispering Bells'. Another
Brylcreem moment.
A-8:1-3
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR
ONLY £14.88!
Just fill in the form, put it in an
envelope, and you can save yourself
£11.22 in less than 2minutes - and
you don't even need astamp!
THERE'S NO CATCH AND NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS.
You'll receive the next SIX issues
of Hi Fi News for the special
price of only £ 14.88 - Saving
you £3.72 ( usual price £ 18.60)... and we'll
deliver them to your door absolutely FREE!
AND... you'll receive a FREE Hi -Fi News binder
worth £7.50.
That's atotal saving of £11.22
This tremendous offer is open to everyone, even if
you are already a subscriber. So come on, get that
pen out and start saving.

FREE
binder
worth
£7.50

SAVE £11.22
Send no money now.
Simply complete this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305, BRISTOL BS32 OZZ

SAVE £ 11.22

Instruction to your Bank or Building

Send no money now. Simply complete

Name and -ull postal address of your
Bank or Building Society branch

Branch sort code - -

Society to pay Direct Debits

this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305,
BRISTOL BS32 OZZ. Do it now!

8 3 10

o 4 5

To: The Manager

(top right comer
of cheque)

I

Account number

I

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Bank / Building Society

Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd. Direct Debits from
the account detailed on this instruction subject to the

Address

safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Guarantee
Postcode

Mr/Mrs/Ms

Name(s) of account holder(s)

Address

Nu"'

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit

Link House Magazines reference number

instruction for some types of account

Office use only

Postcode
Tel No.

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

D Yes. Iwould like to subscribe by Direct Debit to
HiFi News at the specially discounted rate of just
£14.88 ( please tick)
HIFI0910/DD

This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the
Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change you will be
told of this in advance by at least 14 days as agreed.lf an error is made by Link House Magazines Limited or your Bank or Building Society
you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount pab You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to
your Bank or Building Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debts can ONLY be paid through abank or building society.

*memories
EXCWSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: 'Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer £ 70.00 El
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber El /steel E mounting £ 10.50 E
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 E
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, hid)
£99.00 E
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720inm x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 III
HFNIRR 017 Walhmt II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 E
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00 E
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (25) £ 12.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00 E
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00 LI
per 100 £ 19.00 E per 500 £90.00
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£ 13.00 El
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 E

VARIOUS
DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 O
Jumbo £65.00 CI
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 O
large(three) £ 12.00 E
Little Feet (Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 D
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00 D
Michell knin plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00 E
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: (four) £8.00 0
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 O
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £69.00 O
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00 E
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can £ 14.00 E
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00 El
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00
Six-way £85.00
Ten-way £95.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 111
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 E Ready-built unit £95.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £225.00 E Ready-built £400.00 LJ
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.00 El
five litres £35.00 E
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £50.00 LI
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.00 LI per 100 £38.00 E
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £5.00 Li
per 100 £9.00 E
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version £ 13.00 0
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00 0
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 O
(chrome) £70.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 CI
108

Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 ill
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 185.00 E

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 E
maxi-single, slitnline,
pack of 10 £6.50
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 El 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 E:
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD £ 10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £ 13.00
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat Midi: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 E
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 El
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00 E

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00
6550WE £25.00 E
EL34WXT £ 12.00
6L6WXT (new) £ 12.00
EF86 £ 12.00
5881 (KT66) £8.00
EL84M £ 12.00 E
EL84 £6.00
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025 £6.00
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922 £ 10.00
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00 D
pre-amp tubes £7.00
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk) £40.00 E
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan b-bk)
(
£40.00 El
GEC Ampler Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 O
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00 E
Complete Guide To High End Audio
£25.00
Bob Harley (s-bk)
(signed h-bk) £45.00 E
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£ 18.00 E
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set O each £ 17.00
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt £ 10.00 0
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 E
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur £20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£30.00 0
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 0
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00 E (
h-bk) £50.00 CI
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 I:
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00 E
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Third Edition (h-bk) £50.00
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 125.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £ 10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 E
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 E
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk) £ 7.00 E
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 0
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 E
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 CI
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 Ell

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club
full review catalogue III
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue E Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre E
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 0
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 E ready built £75.00 III
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 El
Built unit
£295.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 o
Built unit
£399.00 O
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
1000VA 230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. E
1000VA 120/120V USA/Japan £500.00. E
1000VA 110/230V or 230/110V £500.00. E
500VA 230/230V Euro/UK £345.00. E
500VA 120/120V USA/Japan £500.00. 0
500VA 110/230V or 230/110V £500.00. E
Adjustable voltage facility
extra £80.00. E
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 E per two-pair £ 110.00
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 E Self build kit £38.00
RCD installed type
£65.00 0
RCD 2x 13A socket type £55.00
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 198.00 II 2-way £99.00 E
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 E
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
LI

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEM

HFNIRR Soft Shoes soft isolation feet.
Pack of 12
£ 18.00 O
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READER SERVICES

Soft Shoe
ShtlfY,k
The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.

The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
• BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each

For some time now, we have
been looking out for ageneralpurpose isolation system, a
low-cost generic isolator — a
squidgy equivalent, if you like,
of the estimable Michell
Tenderfeet.
Our quest finally led us to
the North Wales fastness of
Spectra Dynamics. The Welsh
Wizards have come up with
the HFN/RR Soft Shoe. It's
simple, remarkably effective
and cheap enough to allow for
general experimentation
throughout the system.
The benefits of soft isolaton
have long been established ,
and applications for the Soft

Shoe are unlimited. They are
soft enough for effective
isolation of lightweight
components, such as CD
players, but sturdy enough —
especially if doubled- up in
back-to-back pairs — to
support heavy power
amplifiers.
Small enough for
speaker/stand isolation, but
adaptable enough to be used,
for example, in conjunction
with Tenderfeet if desired.
The Soft Shoes are supplied in
packs of 12, at £ 18.00 per
pack — just £ 1.50 each.
Which makes it well worth
experimenting!

• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz- Mimeo £ 13.45; Billy Jenkins £ 12.75;
Noel Akchote, Humair/Louiss/Ponly £9.99
Classic jazz roundup - All Momin' Long, Live At
Newport, Heavy Sounds

£12.75
Rock/pop -The Cure,
William Orbit £ 12.75;
Vigilantes of Love £ 11.99
Soundtracks -Varèse
Sarabande CDs £ 11.99,
2CD set £ 15.75; The
Name Is Barry... £9.99;

Otto Klemperer
Eleethamn: Symphony No 9 Choral'
rbe 'mete%

rœdorel.en. Way .enet
1.111enneuPtanosiOrthMn

Sleepy Hollow £ 12.75

Rock reissues - Split Enz £ 18.75;
The Blues Band, Bobby Darin £ 13.45;
Crowded House, Slade £ 12.75; Foghat (all) £9.99
Finale -The Doors £68.75
U.(
Op

ACCESSORIES CLUB ifè CD SERVICE

I d ees
Club P
rn
are 4_ •-•
Parkin 'roe of

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name

Address

Postcode

Catalogue number 8, title

CD/ LP/MC

Poshr end
surd, ife
arges

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number • delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text). £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order form (tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or Fax: +A4 (
0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: +44 ( 0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-finewsaccessoriesclub@britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishoudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges (see CD Service text).

Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT ( Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

•
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LONDON

dee O'Brien Hi-Fi

tt DU, 15 SI,()GUE

Est. 1966
•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • TIED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

cOPELAND

0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Tel: 101811 946 1528

GREATER LONDON

Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: 101811 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

KRELL

ni

SOUTH EAST LONDON

d

Front End Problems?
"The Cartridge Man e,
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICH1, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA

0181-688 6565

',AAPEIDES L;

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

8

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

ORANGES
& LEMONS

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

studio

/

,

then contact:

AAVIK,APOLLO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, NSW,
BANG /3. OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
DENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, CARLE, ORIGIN UVE,
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SONIC LINK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGNIWIRE,
SUPRA, TAG MCIAREN, TARGET, TEAC, THORENS, VAN DEN NUL

e

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Our sixth succulent year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171-924 2040

Bang & Olufsen Centre

www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

ARCAM, ATACAMA, Ay),
BANG 8OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, 11X, TEAC.

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

AUDIOJOY Co.
Now On Dem. As a complete system:-

Analog Audio

New Michell Delphini Phono Stage, Alectos and Orca.

(HiFi Specialists)

P3 P7 Harbeth Speakers
Clearaudio, Graham Tonearrn, Transfiguration Cartridge.
Trichord Research Transport/Dac.

849 High Road, London N12

think audio think...

(I
>

-I

Auditorium

ï
i

Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

For an audition telephone 0181 363 4963

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MU -V\ TZ

Enfield, North London

Slur kist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

SUFFOLK
NORFOLK
studio
atc
audio physic
chord company

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Norfolk
NTearNr
50i
8
c)
h,5m9
ei:(

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
110

densen
harbeth
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

lyra

BANG 8 OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

miche))

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

nordost

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

SONUS

nva

FABER YAMAHA

royd
sumiko
sugden

BADA BONDED DEALER
I Ill FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 10155
FAX 0171 624 5315

totem
I

si• nais
h - fIfor grown-ups
01 473 622866
fax 01473 631588

trichord

email
w w w

and more

mantle ham heath Ipswich IP5 3UA

APRIL 2000

enq@signals.uk.com
signals.uk.com

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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DEVON 8, CORNWALL
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Hearing is Believing

Arcam

CLOW

Audlolab

_

W
Cattle
Merl cl an
Classe

.
.4 MI11 141 1/ /

fleas

tif 11W
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Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technlcs

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01 )2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 per. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Academy Sound

Sony

QUAD 33 Upgrade

Nairn

Rear Panel Conversion with Gold Phono
Sockets

CNESNIR

Also Rebuilds for QUAD II Fisher
Lowther etc.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Unit 3Bosleake, Pool, Cornwall.TR15 3YG Telephone 01209 716236
Office Hours 10am - 6:30pm

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA! 3NU

GREATER MANCHESTER

'
SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- FI
_
•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

ii• '

serr‘cseo:d

TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc... etc

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

AUDIO

.„,etc.

OLDHAM

grantee ° etteueowi'll,nbetter Ont:pm
Joe.
te

abetter
fflonstoc,e.

o‘

vese.

lee* ? e

two lox
ces
0\1 44 34 4111

Chantry Audio

‘e, it02,6

NORTHERN IRELAND

"No ordinary Hi Fi

0161 633 2602

I

A UDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,

CHEADLE

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi-Ei
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Knell, Theta, Copeland, Meridian, Audio Research, Auden, Pink à,
D8M, ii&W speakers Inc Noutika 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan,
Sonos Poet kerso linc Concert Series), Epos, Myryod, Creek, CR DL,
Rol, Rohl, Denon, Rose, Horrnon Kardon, OT .Products.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Copeland 288 CD player

(Ex Den) ..£2,000
£3300

£1,499
£1,600

Lumley 120s block/mint (inc all new valves) IS/H)

DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Ratel, Maraitz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity. LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, Gryphon,
Arcam. Siemel. Valve amps from Audio, Unison Research, Groat,
Audio Research. Arion.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Sosas Faber, Cadence.
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Living Voice. KI psch, Mission. Eltax.
HOME CINEMA - Ratel, Harmai Kardon, Krell, Denon. Yamaha, Roksan,
Maranta, Davis, Sony, Mission JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Flatlae, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington,
Base. Precious Metals, ICI, Ncrdost, LAT, Optimum. Custom Design.
Stands Unique. Leider.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
8170 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web SRe. http:'/www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

Chario Syntor 100 tower speakers

Audio Research 159 pre amp (remote)
Audion Premier pre valve linc phono)

(
Ex Den) .£ 1,500

£995

£ 1,400

£895

(Ex Dow) 11,350

£995

Jamo Concert 8speakers (mint condition)
Epos ES22 speakers

Now
£1,399

(Ex Dom) .Cl ,995

TURNTABLES - AVID. Clearauclud, Michell, Nottingham Analogue,
Roksan, SME, Pl. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES Regs, SME Wilson Benesch.
Noto Analogue. VPI, Lyra, Grad,. Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz. Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord.
Roksan. Audiomeca, Musical Fidelity. Cspeland, Krell. YBA, Meracus,

New Slue Now Open at 19F High Street, Omaha
Tel: 01662 259966

COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

£400

£299

SM108 professional studio mondons (Solid Cherry)

C2,800 £ 1995

Audio Research 37 valve pre amp

£ 1,750....£875

)S/H)

1NB. AM Ex Um awns are as new, wanorlgod, and boxed and include du lull nienulecruses
pommel OfIsuing aminion, al 2yam and up lo 5years, &peen upon e. product
Moil Ordter Available *************
Friendly service and advice in relaxed

OkPH<V5 AVI>10
frieukut

total"

Ain arise. Dec rs or: Acoustic Pression • Acoustic Sigature • Audio Analogue
Audiomera • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physx • III • Boulder • (hammier
tubasse • Canary Audio • Conrad, Johnson • Doh • Doli • Davis Proenors • Denon
Diapason • DPI • EAR • Elertrorompaniet • Fond • Fujitsu Plasma Screens
Golden tube • Groat • Harmon, I( onion • Helios • Horning • Inlinity • 181. • Skalds
Using Yoke • Lowther Vast • tpa • Magnum • Musical Fidelity • NAD • Oracle
Ornatos • Pathos ,Soustics • Philips Projectors • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Reid
Armco • Stec • Sumo • Ian Audio • Teo( • Technics • Thule , odio • !crosshead Lucie
triangle • Trichoni Research • Totem • Unison Research • Yak • VP). • XR
Yamomura Churchill and others
m‘lallallort • Pan exchange lacer,
Call for list of part exchange hangmen
Dereonice ass-post Seen anosh, 121 le
e sin koesilserokkoke
5mins from .127 of the M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

SOUTH COAST

surroundings.

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

Choose from the,
finest
•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA

SURREY

13,N1DP/
4
1
„..
aims ot tIN

•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS
II-F1 NEWS & RECORD REMY

APRA 2000

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE
•MICROMF • \ AIM AUDIO • \ Fhi • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SII%111\1%%1• TEA(' • 1551 MIA & MORE

n iet
dli Y
indecently good hi-ft

Thamno9e
,
S
a
La
Open Tues - Fri 10.300m - 7.00pmiSat loam - 6pm

EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

III
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YORKSHIRE
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PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

9.

THE EAST COAST!

(7

,

4.4
j4.4%4),
4
1
, b,stlriçj

,

For triend4 ;ids ice ssr to arrange scuir de111011SM111011 01 some of
die World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
pan exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC
•WI • Bryston, • Castle • Chario • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Nlarantz • Primare Systems • Spender • Sumo
•Tem. • The Professional NIonitor Co. • Wadia sssd 11151ro more

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Wou ld you like to hear

more')

0098.4.42eic.
PIRCIDJ ECTS

ell«.01.101e1CV

0 113

TEL: 01482 587397

1.411“.111E.

LIEIEOS.

2 3 0
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4 5 6 5

e CHORD/6)
ACOUSTiC

AVI
SPEAKERS A ELECTRONICS

THE HI-FI

ea

VISA

Phone/Fax LEEDS 10113) 2528850 0
E- Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

STUDIOS

e

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage. Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle. Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others,

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet. ProAc. Rua& Castle, TEAC. Unison
Research, T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist. Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Bluephnt. Audio Analogue, Exposure. Lang Voice. Densen.
Celestion (ASeries only). Opera. Audio Physic. Tnchord Research, Hardest Stands Unique.
Stu Electrostatics, Ortofon, Goldring. Yamaha AV. Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access. Visa, finance available.

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Aucholab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark. Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other tine equipment

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm TueFri, 10am-Rpm Sat. Closed Monday

pow&yetee

I

BADA & CEDIA

WEST MIDLANDS
Nalm...Mendian...Arcarn...Tag Maclaren...
Tear..Missinn...Stands Unique.
and mitt

touch

1111,1 .1`

3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
In House Service Department Mad order available
Wend Free Credit avaiaid

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

(On Selschni bens. subjed lo 20% dent Witten don* on Inquire

1.0 SIC

RA AT 11" E FR S

-F

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

r-e

HI-FI

Out rextensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam. Auchogest.

Audio Research, B&W. Castle. Celestion. Chord. Cyrus. Denon. DPA. Dynaudio. Jamo, KEF. Krell. Marantz. Martin Logan.
Meridian. Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity. Panasonic. Pioneer, Polk, Pro- Ac, Project, Quad, REL. Rotel.
Ruark, Sennheiser. SME, Sinus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tammy, TEAC. Technics, Theta, Thorens. Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD.

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD.

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD. SUTTON COLDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 692 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX. 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

WALES

SLATE AUDIO
Natural Black Slate Speaker Bases and Isolation Platforms cut to any size.
"Take away the unwanted frequency out of your system".
Olive Green Slate also available.
Slate

Audio
Quarry House, Windsor Road
Adams Down
Cardiff, CF24 2FY

I1
2

Nationwide Delivery

Send
£1.00 for
samples direct to
your door

Tel: 07769 658274
(24 Hour)
Fax: 029204 70616

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318
APRIL 2000

10-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

Ultimate Sonics
DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

Fax: 0208 6994232.
info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.RRP)

HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

ALON CIRCE
The Circe is the new design
from Alon to provide state

•

pPro ro p

If

size matters...
to sound real, to sound "alive" at comfortable listening
levels, your system must have speaker sensitivities in
excess o' f100dB. You need horn speakers. Useful horns
are not small. And that's why SIZE MATTERS

of the art sound quality in a
floor standing 3-Way
configuration.
This is capable of resolving
musical nuance even at the
extreme low frequency end
of the audible spectrum.
The overall effect is a very
large sound stage with natural
dynamics.
Stereophile November 992nd runner up for loudspeaker of
the year.

THE NATURAL
SOUNDING
LOUDSPEAKER

replay
AVANTGARDE NOW IN THE
NORTH-WEST
Replay is proud to represent the
stunning Avantgarde loudspeakers in
the North of England
We now have the Uno on permanent
demonstration and the other models can be
made available by arrangement.
We are also agents for Acoustic Energy,
Audiomeca, Audio Physic, Audio Analogue,
AVI, Creek, Crimson, DNM, Graaf, Helios,
Heybrook, LFD, Meracus, Michell, Musical
Fidelity. NAD, Opera, Pathos, Pink Triangle.
Resolution Audio, Royd, Sonneteer, Teac,
Triangle, Unison Research and more.
Please phone or email us for a full price list

REPLAY AUDIO
64 FLIXTON ROAD
URMSTON
MANCHESTER
M41 5AB
tel: 0161 202 9922

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

Junction 9 or 10 from the M60
Manchester Ring Road, five
minutes from The Trafford

the

Virtuosos

fully horn loaded speakers

Beauhorn
learn more, contact us now:
Thomas Transducers
Son gimes. Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhom.u-net.com
website: www.beauhom.u-net.com

Centre.
Closed Mondays
Home trial possible on most products.
Visa, Mastercard, Switch, Delta.

APRIL 2000
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
MEpos ES22 speakers, as new, boxed, rosewood
finish £750, London, Tel: 07932 661671 (day),
0181 518 2261.

(G0267)

Jamo Concert II speaker £ 1300, Audio Silver

Garrard 401

night monoblocks £995, Ruark Tailsman speakers £450, all mint, call 0171 412 200 (day),
01892 541590.
(60307)

Shure cartidge £ 125 ono, plus 1 pair Lowther

turntable, with SME arm and

Acousta speakers, reasonable offers, Tel: 01342
314026.

(60317)

Linn LP12, Wok, Karma £800, Naim CDI

Spendor SPI speakers, light walnut on Target HJ
tripod stands £220 ono, also Tandberg TR2055

£1000, Arcam Alpha Seven CD £2580, Monitor

stereo receiver £ 150 ono, Tel: 01628 524869.

Thorens TD160 turntable with Shure EDT2
boxed £75, Rogers Ravensbourne FM tuner £35,

Audio MA202 speakers £ 150, QED A270 amp
£40, XTC CD-T 1LE £ 1000, Tel: 01664 822161
(eve), 01509 222580 (day). (G0268)

(60242)
Audio Note P2SE single-ended class A valve

Philips CD160 CD player £25, Tel: 01525
873561 (Beds).
(60318)

power amp, boxed as new £650 ono, Tel: 01772
315723.
(60243)

Roskan

OreIle DA 18 convertor ( MC 37 mks) £250
(500) good condition, Nakatnichi cassette deck 1
£375 (700), mint boxed little used 4-tier Mana

Quad 303 amp, with manual, boxed £80,

Caspian

CD,

as

new £650,

KEF 104 Reference, single- wired, Teak, 1973,
gentle use only £250, Mordaunt Short MS235,

Electrocompaniet 4.5 pre £750, and 100 DMB
power £ 1050, both £ 1700 (free balanced interconnect); Silver Spiral speaker cable 2x3m unterrninat-

Reference table £500 ( 700), Tel: Worthing 01903

1974, Teak finish inc stands £ 150, Garrard 401

ed £40 per mtr, all mint, offers, Tel: 0114 2377168

261931.

and SME 3009, no plinth £ 100, Tel: 01444

or email cherievinall.f9.co.uk (60134)

(G0269)

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista pre-amp, 10 hours

458391.

(60244)

LC Audio Patriot V1001 dual mono, 100W pure

use only, spare valves £ 1,050, Audio Research
LS2 Mk I pre-amp, stunning £ 1200, Monitor

class A power amplifier, completely balanced
topology, has both XLR and RCA unbalanced

Audio Studio 20SE, rosewood, special isolation

NBS Signature AC power cables 3x6ft lengths
£200 eac 1x 15ft £45, IEC termination USA factory- made, pristine condition, superb sonics, Tel:

stands £950, Tel: 01438 359600. (60273)

01253 789010.

SME IV and Linn £750, Roskan Xerxes, rosewood £ 150. Naim 42, Snaps, 110 £350, Naim

TEAC A7030SL stereo twin-track open-reel
tape recorder 7.5/15ips, 10.5in Nab or "Revox

draft information sheet. Pioneer PD91 Transport
conversion (originally CD player) Audiocom
SUPERCLOCK & SUPERCLOCK power sup-

IBL speakers £300, Musical Fidelity Ti (analogue display) £200, Technics SPL-220 CD play-

spools exc £825, 400+ 10.5 tapes £ 1.50 each
(offers for bulk, Tel: 01773 833142 . (60250)

digital board modifications (£ 1450.00) £850.00

er £ 120, Tel: 01202 532995.

Meridian 508.20 £ 1000, Meridian 502/505 pair
with 1m and 6m balanced interconnect, new
£3,500, now £2,100, can demo, all mint, genuine

((
10274)

Mana Ref table £250, Mana 3-tier table £300,
Mana sound frame £80, Pioneer DV717 £350,
Sonic Link S- Video lead £35, Cable Talk monitor 2.1 £25, AudioQuest Quartz Qm £60, Tel:
01883 742103.
(G0278)
2x Quad H, Quad 22, FM3 tuner, Thorens 135
Tandberg SER II R-to-R 2xBC1 Spendors, collector items, offers, Tel: 01795 844044, fax
01795 842 699.

((10279)

Densen Beat B100 integrated (£650) £325
boxed, Densen DP02 phono stage (£350) £ 175
boxed, Naim NAC speaker cable terminated,
three 5metre stereo pairs total £75 tel Neil 01222
862212.
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, Stereophile
Class A (best speaker under $ 10,000 Michael
Fremer, Stereophile) boxed immaculate £ 1600
ono, Illuminati D60 0.5m £95 boxed, Tel:
Salman 0141 621293, s.hussianeed.sac.ac.uk.
((10281)
Alchemist Forseti remote integrated £600,
Audio Note "K"s with stands £400, all in mint
condition, little used, Tel: 01443 422796 (Wales)
no time wasters at these bargain prices please.
(60283)

(60248)

reason for sale, Tel: 01703 470107. (60251)
Quad 66 pre and remote, 66 FM, 606 II power
£1200, Quad ESL63 speakers £ 1300, Tel: 01993
883523.
(60252)
Meridian 200 Transport £200, Meridian 563
DAC £300, Meridian 263 DAC £ 150, call Mike
01453 546062, eve.
(60253)
ProAc Response 2s speakers, cherry, RS2
stands, mint £ 1350 (£2600), Counterpoint SA20
power amp mint £875 (£2700), LFD PA2 mono
power amps vgc £650 (£2600, Copland CSA28
amp mint £895 (£ 1300), Infinity Modulus speakers with stands, piano black £350 (£ 1000), Tel:
Advil 0181 673 3850/0171 919 8559. (60260)
Cyrus 31 R/C amp £350, Yamaha KX580 SE
£110, Sony 55ES power amp £ 150, Mission 751
plus stands £ 175, Denon DM7 system, 6 weeks
old £250, Sony 920E CD £ 130, Sennheiser 535
£55, Rotel CD 865 £50, Tel: 0121 246 0486.
(60262)
Wilson 5.1 Desert Tope, Nov 9 No 6643, cost
£18,000, awesome £ 11,000, Jadis 200 power
amps, Oct 89, latest protection circuits, new
£15,000,

magnificent

bargain £5,500,

Pioneer A30OR Precision, Tom Evans modified
£300, Rotel 971CD player 259, Moth 30 pre 150,
Sony CDP-X920E CD 175, DNM speaker cable

Concordant Exquisite pre (cherry), cost £2000

5.50 per mtr, SME 309 tonearm £450, DMN

£220, Tel: 01274 492617.

610/630 pre/pwr amp £850 new, Tel: 01582
((
10285)

Spendor BCIIs speakers, rosewood finishr
VGCr stupendous sound, will demonstrate, move

Naim CD3 £600, NAC92 inc m- m board £390,
NA90/3 £300, Flatcap £ 175, KEF Reference 3,

forces reluctant sale hence £295 including stands
and cable, contact Orin Courtenay (01203

Rosetta ( new) £2000, Linn Keilidh with bases
£400, Yamaha DSP595 surround receiver ( new)

528372; email fwozedna.bio.warwick.ac.uk.

£25E outputs, remote commander operates all

Soundlab A3 full- range electrostatic speakers,

Cyrus gear, as new under warranty, boxed with
76398.

medium oak, crate; available (£ 12,000 new)
£4,250 or best offer Tel: 0121449 3803. (60313)

(60304)

Audio Synthesis Desire power amp, 100 wpc,

Audio Synthesis Transcend CD Transport 5,
digital outputs AES, SPDIF(coaxial), TosLink,

checked by Audio Synthesis and in mint condition £800, Tel: 01621 860630 Essex. (60314)

BNC and STGlass optical, extremely low jitter,
numerous and regulated power supplies with N-

Harbeth HL III Monitor speaker (pair), in excellent condition with stands, Tel: 01732 843375.

CODE, compatible with all DACs especially
high-end, ( new £ 1195) £575, Mana 4-tier stand

(60315)
SD Accoustics OBS speakers, walnut, excellent

£300, Tel: Simon 01484 558500 day, 01484
686007 7pm or 0831 736751.

conditon and sound £225, Tel: 01535 661820
(West Yorks).
(60316)

724414.

manual £535 (£800), Tel:

114

016974

14/01/98 £750, Tel: 01902 786818. (60309)
Naim NAIT 2, with phono, one owner, like new
(60310)

(60311)

inputs, ex-demonstration (£3200) £ 1950, call for

ply fitted. Includes additional power supply and
Marston Audio Silhouette Elite DAC & PSU (2box). Includes additional power supply, analogue
output stage modifications, plus pure silver
wiring and OFC connectors. Ex Demonstration
(2300) £650. All equipment supplied with warranty. Please contact Audiocom for further
details tel. 01834 842803, fax 01834 842804 or
Email: audiocomescotnet.co.uk.
Meridian 506.24, 24-bit CD player, 1month old,
several hours use, 3year warranty, fully boxed,
remote control, brand new condition £950ono,
Tel: 01179 246482 after 6pm.
ProAc Response three point eight's, less than
one year old, beautiful yew finish, mint condition, new £4300, bargain at just £2850ovno, Tel:
01460 57071 eve/weekends.
Quad FM4, mint grey tuner £250, Quad 34/306
amplifier, mint grey £300. Quad 2/22 valve
amplifier, FM tuner plus decoder £400, Yamaha
TC 800 wedge cassette, boxed, mint £ 150,
Rappaport pre IA pre-amp £ 175, Tannoy M2
loudspeakers £60, Tel: eve/weekends 01704
530928.
Audio Research LS5 Mk 3 pre- amp, remote
(black) mint £2700, Audio Research VT 130 SE
power amp (black), re-tubed mint £3450, 2
Lynwood mega mains cleaners £ 140 each,
Lynwood rack mains cleaner 6outlets £ 140, Tel:
0207 702 4984 after 6pm.
Avalon Osiris, in curry maple finish £27,800,
Cello Performance 2 amp £6000, Cello Audio
Suite with 5 modules (premium) £5000, Tel:
John 00 31 204825560.
Meridian 565 7.1 Digital Surround Processor,
mint condition, latest version software, inc DVD
dts & 5.1 Digital decoding £ 1750 ono, sale due
to upgrade, Tel: Frazer 01538 399347. Also
laserdiscs for sale £5-£10.
Audio Synthesis DAX with integral Passion
passive pre-amp, all vishay/silver £650
(£20400), Audio Synthesis Transcend transport
with latest output board and N-code £600
(£1245), both mint, please telephone, Tel: 0131
447 9308.
(G0245)
Meridian 200 transport, upgraded with Audio
Synthesis clock and output board £350, OreIle
DA180, £200 (£550), some CD player, both
mint/boxed/instructions, DPA PDM1/2 £ 100 (£500)
Russ Andrews pure silver passive pre-amp, staggering £ 150 (£360), Tel: 0131 447 9308. (60245)
APRIL 2000
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reader sales and wants
John Bower active one speakers (pair), 300
watts each, walnut, recent complete overhaul,
superb effortless sound quality £450, Tel: 01273
307100 (Brighton). (00319)
Spendor BC1's with new bass units £ 160, Quad
306 power amp £ 195, both with manuals, both
excellent condition, Tel: 0181 989 0653. (G0320)
Conrad Johnson MV55 power and PV 10 preamps £ 1500, Audio Research D24all power amp
£1000, also Chord CEL301 speakers, yew finish,
cost £3,500, bargain at £ 1400, all boxed as new,
Tel: 01572 723198.
(00321)
Cyrus SI amp £250, Cyrus 1Tuner £80, KEF
20B sub £ 150, System Audio 1130 slim floorstanding speaker rosewood £250, all very good
condition, Tel: 0181 841 9780.
Meridian 207 CD player/pre-amp, bought new
by myself in 1990, little used and in excellent
condition, also m-c phono input board fitted,
complete with original packaging and Meridian
209 remote control £350, phone 01653 697268
anytime.
(00323)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE celebration speakers, special tweeter, piano black, boxed, unused
(£2500) £ 1395, Tel: 01872 262398. (00324)
Audio Synthesis Pro Passion, dual mono, one
WBT phono input, output silver wired, Vishay
bulk foil 31- step attenuator, retail £595, accept
£250ono , Tel: 01423 565661. (G0325)
Rotel RCD971 HDCD player £250, RB971
ink2£150, RB981 pair £220 each, B&W 601 S2
speakers, cherry £ 140, Audio Analogue Puccini
pre-amp, black £350, Kenwood Dm5090 MiniDisc
£120, all boxed, Tel: 0181 660 8147. (00327)
Dynalab SDA 2.8 high performance loudspeakers, 19mm titanium-coated cone, 8in high module woofers 200w/c boxed, 5year warranty rare
USA imports stunning -move forces sale £ 1000,
Tel: 07713 647688/0171 837 4774. (00326)
Electrofluidics Sonolith 2.2xi loudspeakers ,
Linear phase, first-order crossovers, p0, Tel:
01189 714986.
(00287)
MIT 750 plus speaker cable, 8pair cost new £594
asking £ 130, Audio Synthesis Decades power amp
asking £ 1650, Tel: 01296 437314. (00288)
Krell 250p pre-amp, boxed mint £ 1000, Primare
20A amp 4weeks old £400, Tel: 01226 710605,
0403 516688.
(00289)
ATC 10SCM in rosewood, still in manufacturer's packaging, awaiting buyer to open, cost
£1250 will accept £750, Tel: 01642 762838.
(00291)
Sonus Faber Concertino speakers £550, Musical
Fidelity A100 amplifier £500, TEAC T1transport £300, Audio Alchemy V3.0 + power supply
£400, Target Beta 5 shelf stand £90, all boxed
and mint condition, Tel: 01784 437966. (00294)
Magneplanar MG1.4 speakers with Sumo
Athena pre-amp and Sumo Polaris power amp,
original packaging £800, call 0181 394 0798 eve.
(00297)
Audiolab 8000C and P (black) £625, Meridian
200 and 203 original £425, all unmarked and
boxed, Tel: 01306 88666 days, 01293 772052
evenings.
(00302)
Cyrus aCA7 pre-amp, latest model, stunning
performance, built-in ' phones amp, balanced and
Solymer concrete cabinets, Ted Jordan drive
units, stain black finish, awesome, new £600,
reluctant sale, offers please. (00328)
EAR 859 integrated amplifier, 13W pure singleended, three months old £ 1090 (£2000 new),
Audiovalve MR2 pre-amp glass lid £790 (£2350
new) ono, Tel .0171 450 3889. (00330)
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Enthusiast clearout, vintage amplifiers, tuners,
record decks, speakers, original valves, most
prices negotiable, please phone evenings/weekends for further details, Tel: 01842 812895
Suffolk.
(00331)
Lumley LV1 pre-amp guy» £390, Trichord
Pulsemaster (£350) £ 170,
BBE
Sonic
Maximaster £85, Tel: 01772 314151. (00329)
Martin Logan Quest £2200, Meridian 602
transport £595, 601 pre-amp DAC £795, 605
monoblocics £895, DPA PDM1 midi DCA £ 175,
Roskan Xerxes, Artemiz Blue Point Special cartridge £695, PX considered, Tel: 01450 860676.
(00332)
Impluse H6 Horn speakers, pair, very good condition £525, Musical Fidelity A100 50wpc class A
amp with power supply mont £525, Pioneer A400
amp, mint £75, Tel: 0181 330 4341. (00333)
Krell FPB650m monoblock amplifiers £ 17500,
Avalon Acoustics Radian HC speakers £8750
(premium curly maple finish), dCS Elgar digital/analogue converter £5500, Mark Levinson no
37 transport £2250, all mint condition, Tel: Adam
020 7373 8818 eves.
(00334)
Arcam Alpha 8 CD player, manual and new
remote, very good condition £230, Tel: 01903
247779.
(00335)
Quad ESL57s, 2pair stacked, space forces sales,
original packing available, offers, Tel: 01235
765728.
(00336)
Vandersteen 3a Loudspeakers. A rare opportunity to acquire these highly regarded American
Loudspeakers. Not normally available in the UK.
Full range minimum baffle design with longthrow acoustic coupler, very transparent £ 1,400,
Tel: 01628 483998.
(00337)
Audio Synthesis, DAX 2Se DAC, immaculate,
with original packing, recently inspected by AS
and sold with full 12 months manufacturer's
warranty £975 ono, Tel: Mark 01787 882038
(day), 371539 (eve).
(00338)
Meridian 518 digital processor, immaculate
with original packaging, sold with top Marantz
universal learning remote control, connect
CD/amp directly £495ovno, Tel: Mark 01787
882038 (day), 371539 (eve). (00339)

HUI

Musical Fidelity Elektra E200 pre- amp, E300
amplifier, E500 FM tuner £600, CD player, individual and master remote controls, as new, original boxes and manuals £900, Tel: 01253 884152.
(00340)
Musical Fidelity F15 amplifier, mint, boxed
£1000, Tel: 0181 444 2715. (00342)
Kimber Cable, silver K CTG - 1m pair (WBT
108) £200, K CAG - 1.5m pair (WBT 108) £270,
Tel: 0181 567 3957.
(00343)
Acoustic Precision Eikos CD player, excellent
condition, boxed, as new £850, Tel: 01384
271571.
(00344)
Beard p101, p/amp £ 1000 ono, Sony MDSJDS510 MiniDisc recorder £80, Pioneer DOS
DA 1recorder £500, Akai D51000 R-to-R deck
£80, Beard Casol p/amp £500, Tel: 07879
005022 anytime.

Nahn CDS Mk II, 20-bit, HDCD, as new, boxed
£4395, Naim 01 tuner £ 1000, Wilson
WATT/Puppy, ver 6 £ 14995, Reference Levinson
for sale POA, Well Tempered ref POA transparent XLREF POA.
Audio Note DAC 4 (valve), a taste of rave
reviewed DAC 5 at tenth of the cost, stunning
vinyl- like musical subtlety, (cost £5000)
bargain at £ 1795 ono, Tel: John 01865
862745.
(GOJK)
Mark Levinson 332 power amp. 200W Class A
dual mono block, fully balanced, award winning
power and refinement. Immaculate, boxed, full
documentation. £4,950 (originally £6,500). Tel:
0171 8838.
Wanted Rogers amps A100 and/or A75, also
Pantera tuner, working or for spares, please Tel:
01938 553559 (Welshpool). (00348)
Radford Valve STA 25 Ill amp, SC 22 pre-amp,
7 FMT 1Tuner £965, Revox F 36 valve tape
recorder £ 185, Swiss Ensemble PA Reference
Silver speaker, bi-wire £950, Fisher 800C
AM/FM valve receiver £695, McIntosh MC 225
valve amp 117v, £625, Tel: (01202) 7678730
(Poole).
(00347)
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An Outstanding
Selection ofCarefully

USED HI-FI
All Fully Guaranteed!

Meridian 200 Transport

TURNTABLES - TONEARMS

Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206 CD Player

superior quality, previously used hi-fi.
As part of aleading group of retailers
(established more than twenty-five years)
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged.

VISITORS WELCOME
All of the products listed here can he
auditioned in our showrooms ( subject to
availability - please phone to check).

FULLY GUARANTEED
All products are fully inspected and
tested before being offered for sale and
acomprehensive three months warranty

Air Tangent IB Air Bearing Tonearm

£NA

£999

Meridian 263 DAC

£650 £299

£NA

£399

Meridian 518 DAC

£NA

£698

Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5

£NA

£379

Meridian 563 DAC

£NA

£498

Grace G707 Mk 2Tone Arm

£NA

£139

Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit

£899 £449

Helius Orion Tone Arm

£NA

£249

Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC

£980 £599

Koetsu Urehi MC Phono Cart

£NA

£1098

As mail-order specialists, consignments
are always carefully packed and fully
insured. Next day delivery is guaranteed
on all purchases made by credit card.
Our couriers can also collect any
'trade-ins' or items you wish to sell.

We also stock ahuge range of new

£NA

£320

Micromega DAC 2

£NA

£499

Linn Sondek's Stock changing weekly, please call for

Micromega Drive 3Transport £NA

£529

Micromega Stage 2CD Player

Luxman PD 300 T/Table Choice of Two

from

£350

£700 £399

Micromega Stage 5CD Player ( Ex-dem) £750 £549

Luxman PD 555 T/Table ( Fully Serviced) £NA

£1599

Monarchy DIP ( De-gitterer) £NA

Nottingham Analog Space Deck + Arm £NA

£998

Musical Fidelity X - DAC New hdcd £300 £ 199

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black) £NA

£499

Naim CD 3.5

£NA

£898

Oracle Delphi II/Linn !flock II

£1299

NVA Emotive Statement CD Player £NA

£900

£NA

£ 198

Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz + £ 1500 £499

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC

Pink Triangle PT2 (SMEcut)

£299

Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player £549 £299

Pink Triangle Tarantella + Rego RB300 £NA

£698

Primare D320 CD Player

Rega Planar 2T/Table RB300

£NA

£189

Proceed DAP ( DAC)

Revolver With Linn Basic - NAG MP11 £NA

£199

Proceed PD2 / PT2 ( DAC + Trans) £NA

£ 2498

Revox B795 T/Table

£NA

£499

PS Audio Lambda CD Drive (Trans) £NA

£ 1098

Roksan Radius + Tabriz

£800

£449

PS Audio Ultralink ( DAC)

£998

£NA

Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT 005

£800 £399
£NA

£438

£NA

£ 1198

£NA

£ 1700 £699
Roksan Xerves ( Black) Choice Of Three From
£499

Quad 66 CD Player

£NA

£458

Roksan Xerzes ( Rosewood) Alphason Arm,

Radford WS2 CD Player

£NA

£698
£489

QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome) £450 £ 199

Sumiko BP

£2400 £999

Radford WS1 CD Player

£NA

Technics SL150 + SME 3009

£NA £228

Revox B225 CD Player

£ 1100 £459

Thorens TD3I6 Mk2 T/Table ( Black)

£NA £ 169

Sugden SOT- 1CD Player

£NA

Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables Changing

Teac VRDS 10 CD Player

£770 £459

Weekly Please Call!

Technics SHZ 1000 + SHX 1000 Transport£5000 £2500

£ 1098

Technics SLP 200 CD Player - Balanced £ 1200 £499

CD PLAYERS - TRANSPORTS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
Arcam Delta Black Box 3DAC

Theta TLC ( Line Conditioner) £NA

£ 148

Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble £ 1450 £789

£5999 £3249
£449

£99

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player £499

£389

Audio Alchemy DAC in abox

£250

£159

Accuphase 200 Pre Amp

£649

£NA £698

£.449

Accuphase 266 Power Amp

£NA

£NA £858

£109

Aragon 24k Pre Amp

£NA

£1600 £799

£298

Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp ( Ex-dem) £999 £499

Audio Alchemy Drive 3
Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
Audio Alchemy VI + PSU
Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT

Micromega DAC 1 ( DAC)

Linn LP12 + Basic Plus (Sounds Great) £ 1600 £399

(with an option to extend) is included.

NEXT-DAY DELIVERY

£258

£999 £449

Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i

latest arrivals, 4Wok Spec's In Stock!

The Trading Station specialises in

£999 £399

£NA

£900

£549

Audiolab 8000a (Grey Top)

£NA

£278

Audio Mecca Kreaturea + Elixir £NA

£P0A

Audiolab 8000x Power Amp

£NA

£378

Audio Note DAC 1 (Valve Pack)

£529

Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bo! ( Ex-dem) £799 £549

£NA

Audio Synthesis DAC ( DAC)

£NA

hi-fi and AV equipment, against which

£798

AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp

Audio Synthesis DAX - 2 ( DAC)

£NA

£1298

we can be especially generous with our

Chord CPA 2800 Pre Amp

Cambridge Audio CD 2CD Player £NA

£149

Chord SPM 1200 BPower Amp (Mint) £3790 £2799

P/X allowances. Please call for details.

GOOD AS NEW!
If your unwanted hi-fi is in excellent
condition, aclassic or collectible, we'll
ensure you get the best market price:
by cash purchase, part-exchange for new
or used equipment, or commission sale.
So...avoid all the hassle - call us now!

£ 1100 £679
£NA

£ 1398

Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 1DAC £NA

£95

Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp

Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 2DAC £NA

£108

Cyrus AV Master Dolby Prologic Processor £699 £299

Conrad Johnson DF2 (CD Player) £NA

£1198

Cyrus Disc Master, DAC Master,

£NA

£690

Cyrus 1Int Amp

£275 £ 159

Cyrus 2Int Amp

£350 £ 179

Trans + DAC

£ 1400 £799

Cyrus Power Amp

£499 £319

DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7

£800 £429

Cyrus Pre- Amp

£650 £399

DPA Little Bit 3DAC
DPA PDM1 DAC

£NA

£298

£NA

£ 179

Kenwood DP9010 CD Transport £500 £269
Krell MD- 10 (Transport)

£NA

£ 1998

LFD Minstral CD Player

£650 £399

Linn Mimick CD Player

£880 £599

HOURS OF BUSINESS

Marantz CD 10 (CD Player)

£NA

Tuesday - Saturday
10.00am - 5.30pm
Closed Mondays.

Marantz CD 12 (Trans + DAC)

£NA

Cyrus PSX-R Power Supply Unit

£329 £219

Cyrus Staight Line Int Amp

£399 £249

Denon AVP IA Processor
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power

£2500 £ 1499
£2800 £ 1099

DPA Renaissance Int Amp ( Ex- demo) £599 £399
Electrocompaniet Two Channel Power Amp£NA £398

£698

Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic) £ 159

£ 1398

Galactron MK 2121

£NA

£848

Marantz CD 17 KI SIG (CD Player) £NA

£848

Hafler DH101 Pre Amp

£NA

£ 149

Marantz CD 80 CD Player

£NA

£ 199

DON'T MISS A BARGAIN - PHONE

Marantz CD 94 CD Player

£NA

£498

£NA

£248

01733 555514

Marantz DR95 CD Transport, Modified £ 1400 £699

Harmon Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp £NA

£ 199

Mark Levinson 360s DAC ( 6Month Old) £NA

£4998

Harmon Kardon PA 2200 Power Amp x3£NA £ 198

Marston Audio Research Silhoette DAC £NA

£428

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor £2000 £459
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Pre

Krell KAV 250a Power Amp

£3498 £2649

Golden Tube Audio, SEP1 Pre + 2x SE40£NA £ 1998

Martin Logan Arius

Krell KSA 150 MKII Power Amp

£NA £P0A

Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Mono's £NA

Morel Base Master 602 Inc Stands £ 1600 £849

LFD Line Stage LSI Pre Amp

£NA £498

Michealson Odysseus 40w Int Amp

Linn Wakonda Pre Amp

£1200 £579

Musical Fidelity F22 Pre

Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power

£750 £349

Papworth TVA50 lnt Amp ( Ex-dem) £NA

£NA £3698

PM Components MP-21ills Pre +Mono's£5000 £2299

Mark Levinson 23.5 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 26 Pre + 25mc +

£ 1179

£ 1150 £699
£NA

£NA

Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors £NA

£898

Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c

£ 1948

Naim SBL Various,

£From £699

Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)

£ 1399

£NA £399

Opera Platea (Cherry) ( Ex-dem) £800 £639
Pro- Ac Response 35 (Walnut) ( Ex-dem) £4250 £2699

266 Phono PSU

£NA £3898

SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia Pre

£1000 £750

£NA £348

Trilogy 902 Pre Amp (Chrome)

£2000 £ 1399

Pro-Ac Response 4 (Maple) ( Ex-dem) £ 13000 £7499

£760 £329

Quad ESL57

Meridian 502 Pre ( Inc Phono Stage)

£1385 £999

Quad E5163, Just Serviced £500!

Michell Argo + Hera Pre Amp

£NA £598

Micromega Tempo 2Amp

£900 £499

Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 150 WPC -

£ 149

£ 1250 £749

Quad 2Valve Mono's, Includes Pre

Meridian 101 Pre + 105 Mono Blocks
Meridian 201 Pre- Amp

£ P0A

TUNERS

£NA

£P0A

£3500 £P0A

Re) Stadium Sub-Woofer ( Black) £NA

£698

Rel Storm Sub-Woofer ( Black)

£NA

£498

£NA

£278

Braun 301 Tuner

£NA

£99

Re) Strata Sub-Woofer ( Black)

£128

Rogers LS33 + Sub- Units ( Black) £600 £299

Bal Solid State Superb)

£4400 £2199

Harmon Kardon TU 9400

£NA

Musical Fidelity 3a Pre Amp

£379

£229

Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner

£250

£149

Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak)

£400 £ 199

Musical Fidelity E100 lnt Amp

£700

£399

Luxman T210L Classic Tuner

£NA

£159

Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c

£620 £369

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp (Mint)

£4000 £2399

Meridian 504 Tuner (Mint)

£740

£549

Shahinian Super Elf

Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU

£2200 £839

Musical Fidelity Ti Tuner (Matches Al 00)£NA

£199

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors £770 £449

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem)

£1100 £799

Quad FM3 Tuner

£Please call

Snell Type E2 + Stands

Naim 32 Pre Amp

£NA

£199

Quad FM4 Tuner ( Beige)

£NA

Sonus Faber Electra Amator (Walnut) £NA

Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

£NA

£229

Revox B260S Tuner ( Black)

£1100 £699

Soundlab A3 Full Range Panels

Naim Flatcap PSU

£NA

£298

Revox 8720

£NA

£598

Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels £3750 £2349

Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

£489

Revox H6

£NA

£948

Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid £2250 £ 1649

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp

£499

£299

Sansui TU 710 Tuner ( Black)

£NA

£149

Tannoy D50 ( Black)

£NA

£328

Naim NAP 140 Power Amp

£NA

£398

Trio (T815 Tuner - (Mint, Last Chance)

£NA

£199

Tannoy D300 (Walnut)

£NA

£748

Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp

£300

£129

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner

£NA

£499

Tannoy Devon Speakers

£NA

£329

Yamaha T80 Tuner

£NA

£159

TDL RTL 3 ( Black)

£400 £ 199
£2700 £ 1699

£329

£238

NVA A60 Power Amp As New

£495

NVA A80 Mono Blocks New ( Pair)

£1460 £959

Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black)

NVA AP20 Power Amp As New

£210

Triangle Graphite ( Black)

NVA TSS Second State Stereo Power

£3700 £1799

Parasound 2200 Power Amp

£NA

£149

LOUDSPEAKERS

£790 £499
£NA

£749
£ 1998

£ 12000 £4499

£800 £499

Wilson Audio System 5.1
£18000 £ 11999

(Graphite Finish)

£1248

Pass Labs Aleph 3Power Amp vgc.

£2200 £1499

Acoustic Energy AE120 ( Rosewood) £NA

£348

Primare Series 928 Pre

£4.700 £1499

Acoustic Energy AE520 Cherry, As New £999 £699

Quad 33 Pre Amps

from

£69

Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors£800 £599

Quad 34 Pre Amps

From

£159

Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim

£4700 £ 1999

Quad 66 Pre Amp

£NA

£498

ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood)

£NA

£ 1298

Wilson Audio Witt Mkt Ex Demo

£8888 £6499

Yamaha NS] 000M ( Black) Ref Monitors £NA

£899

CASSETTE - TAPE RECORDERS

Quad 77 Int Amp

£NA

£348

AVI Newtron ( Cherry)

£NA £328

Quad 306 Power Amp

£NA

£229

BSW DM 601 ( Black)

£NA

£148

Aiwa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3Head £250 £ 129

Rote) RX 602 Heavy Weight Receiver

£NA

£139

BSW P4 ( Cherry)

£NA

£448

Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck

£NA

£ 129

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson) £399

BSW 602 ( Black)

£NA

£178

Nakamichi BX1 Cassette Deck

£NA

£249

Stemfoort SF 60 Int Amp

Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)

£729

£549

Nakamichi Dragon ( Cass)

£NA

£P0A

Castle Chester (Oak)

£NA

£498

Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel £4000 £ 1399

Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £599 £499
Trigon Vanguard 1Phono - Pre Amp

£NA

Tesserac Monitor Pre Amp

Trio Lo7c II Pre Amp

£548

£ 1500 £798

Castle Chester Speakers (Mahogany)

£750

£479

Pioneer CT830S Cassette Deck, Dolby S £550 £329

£NA

£218

Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid

£NA

£299

Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available) £Please Call

£NA

£ 198

Celestion CS7, 12" Bass

£NA

£169

Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel

£NA

£399

Epos ES14 (Walnut) Inc Stands

£700

£399

Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine

£NA

£899

Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem)

£2550 £1699

Yamaha DSPE492 Av Processor £250 £ 169

Audio Innovations Series 700 lnt Amp £ 1100 £599
Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre Amp

£5995 £2999

£ 189

Tanberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck £NA

£ 149

£1199 £698

Tascam 22-4 4Track Reel to Reel

£398

Horning Agathon Bronze Signature

£3499 £1399

Teac CX65OR Cassette Deck

Heybrook HB200 (Teak)

£NA

Heybrook Sextets ( Yew)

£139

£300 £ 129

IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers

£NA

£399

Uher 4400 Report Monitor, Portable

£NA

£198

Yamaha '« 580 Cassette Deck (Used Once)£250 £ 149

Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp

£NA

Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp

£NA

£1098

Kef Model 4 ( Rosetta Burr)

£4250 £2899

Audio Research SP14 ( Pre Valve Phono) £NA

£1398

Kef Model 4 ( Black)

£3650 £2499

Kef Model 100 (Centre)

£NA

£198

£NA

£338

£NA

£598

Kef Model 105 (Walnut)

Audion Sterling SET Power Amps ( Pair) £NA

£600

Kef Model 200c Reference Centre VGC £699

£500

£600

£249
£399

Audion Sterling Mono's ( Pair)

£NA

JBL Control 5

£P0A

Audion Silvemight 2x 300b SET Mono Pwrs£NA £1198

£300 £99

Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette Deck £NA

Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5 (Cherry) £3000 £1599

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE

Rotel RD955 Cassette Deck

Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp

£NA

£1099

Kef Reference 101 - UniQ

Croft Epoch Pre Amp

£NA

£499

Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors

£600

Croft Series 3OTL Power Amp

£NA

£699

Linn Isobarik

£Please Call

EAR 802 Pre Amp

£2200 £1299

Linn Kan (Teak)

£NA £295

EAR 859 Power Amp

£1599 £899

Linn Nexus (Grey)

£450 £249

Edison Technology HFA12 Power Amp

£NA

£229

Linn Tukan (Wa(nut)

£NA £398

Elector MU Pre Amp

£NA

£299

Magna Planar MG 0.6 ( Black)

£NA £898

Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's

£4999 £2299

Magna Planar SMGA (Oatmeal / Teak) £900 £449

Yamaha TC 800 GI (Cass)

£NA

£ 178

TRADING STATION
35 - 42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PE1 1LZ

www.audiotraderco.uk

01733 555514

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks (4chassis)
AVI S2000 MA Stereo
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Audio Note PI SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audio Golden Knights
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Lamm MI Monoblocks ( 100W)
Krell 505
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Audio Research 0130
Audion Silver Knights
Musical Fidelity SAS 100 (X-dem)
Sugden Stemfoort SF60 Integrated
Quad 405
Counterpoint 5412
YBA 3Atfa pre-power
VTL 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
Copland CSA 28 Phono, remote Integrated

Clearance
Items

Description

Choice
Price

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre- amp
Gale 401
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
Alchemist Kraken
•Reduced this month

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

29500'
79500'
795.00'
150.00'
495.00'
495.00'
250.00'

Original
Retail Price
£ 995.00
£ 2466.00
£ 1895.00
£
£ 1295.00
£ 125000
£ 580.00

yNew in
This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Chord SPM 600
Linn Klouts
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated
Restek Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Acuphase E203 Integrated
Jadis JA30 Monoblocks (latest)
Sirius D200 (Silver)
Cary 572 SE Monoblocks

£ 1095.00
£ 1495.00

£ 1680.00
£ 20:0.00

£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 795.00
£ 3795.00
£ 2750.00
£
Dem

£ 1103.00
900.00
£ 1695.00
£ 5160.00
O 3500.1:0
£ 2350.00

e

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Chord CPA2200 pm- amp
Audio Research SP11 mk II Black

£ 1595.00 £ 2298.03
£ 1895.00 £
40+

SPEAKERS
Meridian DSP5000 Rosewood
Wilson Grand Slam mk II
Mission 735 Rosewood . base
Mondor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black
Proac Resp 1SC
W 603

£ 2750.00
£35000.00
£ 495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 895.00
£ 395.00

£ 3600.00
£80000.00
£ 900.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1400.00
£ 550.00

£ 1295.00
£ 79500
£ P.O.A.
£ 3500.00

£ 1995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 7299.00
£ 6500.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS

Meridian 508 - 24 bd
Meridian 566 - 24 bit
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Theta DATA 2/Progen Ill
Musical Fidelity 43 CD

£ 9995.00
£ 495.00
£ 9995.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 500.00
C 4995.00
1995.00
C 3250.00
£ 450.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£14995.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 1995.00
£ 495.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1395.00
£ 1295.00
£ 699.00
£ 350.00
£ 225.00
£ 795.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1795.00
£ 550.00
£ 450.00
£ 950.00

£ 2000.00
£ 850.00
£18000.00
£21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 950.00
£10:03.00
£ 4000.00
£ 4790.00
9)3.00
£
£12900.00
6703.E0
£22000.00
ROA
C 3690.00
£
£ 4000.00
£ 186000
£ 300000

799.00
E 551:1.00
e1400.03
£ 2400.00
£ 3500 00
£ 800 00
£ 700.00
£ 1299.00

Pre
Amplifiers
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Krell KBL
Audio Research LS9
Graff GM 13.5
Cello Audio Suite omaster supply
Cello Audio Palette . master supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate Phono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Musical Fidelity F25
CAT. SL1 Ultimate
Croft Super Micro Amk 3
CAT SL1 Sig mk Ill
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XIV/IX
Audio Research LS3B remote
Exposure XI pre XII psu

£ 2250.00
£ 995.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1850.00
£10995.00
£ 9995.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
£10995.00
£ 795.00
£ 0- OEM
£ 495.00
£ 2995.00
£ 699.03
£ 695.00
£ 1495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 795.00

£ 5700.00
£ 4000.95
£ 2500.03
£ 3750.00
£28000.00
£25000.00
£ 8000.00
£ 1095.00
£17000.00
£ 150000
£ 5750.00
£ 1000.00
£ 6900.00
£ 799.00
£ 995.00
£ 3000.03
2700.00
£ 1500.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARIOUS

Goldmund Ref Turntable
Sonic Frontiers SPI Phono
Arcam Alpha 10 Digital Tuner
Air Tangent 2B Arm
Oracle Mk VTurntable

C ...

£ 8995.00
£ 895.00
£ 595.00
1995.03
£ P.OA.

£30000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 800.00
£ 5000.00
£ 4199.00

CEP Players
& DACS

McCormack DAC
Micromega Duo 3.1
Audio Alchemy DDE 1
Meridian 200 Transport
Wadia 860 (24/96)
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Quad 77 CD Player (Cluadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Mendian 565
Helios Model I
Helios Model 3
Audio Alchemy DDS 2
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity X-102 (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity E624 (24 bd)
Mendian 500 Transport
Meridian 566 Dac 20 - bit

£ 450.00
£ 995.00
£ 95.00
£ 450.00
£ 6500.00
£ 150.00
£ 4250.03
£ 4995.00
£11500.00
£13995.00
£ 495.00
£ 1095.00
£ 225.00
£ 195.00
C 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 895.00
£ 495.03
£ 450.00
£ 699.00
89.03
£ 395.00
£ 995.00

e6900

995 00
C 200000
C 20000
£ 900 00
£ 7500.00
£
£ 5000.00
£ 81:00.00
£24000.00
£19995.00
£ 700.00
£ 1900.00
£ 500.00
£ 500.00
£ 950.00
£ 251:0.00
£ 1303.00
£ 7E0.00
£ 900.00
£ 799.03
£ 119.00
£ 59900
£ 1245.03
£ 1095.1:0

Amplifiers
Electrocompaniet AW120 DMB
Jeff Roland Model 5
Mark Levinson 333
Audio Note Neiro (as new)
Graff 50/50
Gaff GM 200
Plinius SA 100
Mark Levinson 335

Çaioice
1g1
7,-

£ 1695.00
£ 2750.00
£ 4500.03
£ 9995.00
£ 1650.00
£ 4950.00
£ 2850.00
£ 6500.00

£ 2695.00
£ 4500.03
£ 85130.00
£ 165130.00
£ 2150.03
£ 7900.00
£ 3450.00
£ 7500.00

Speakers
Audio Physics Virgo
Linn Isobariks
Martin Logan Aenus
Apogee Caliper Sig
Acoustic Energy AE1 . Stands Piano Black
Martin Logan Ouest
Sound Lab 43
Sonus Faber Grand Pianos
Acoustic Energy AE2 Signature Piano
Black oStands
Cello Stradivari Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio Static DC1 (Audi Silver)
ATC SCM 504 Rosewood
ROL Stadium Sub
Wilson Audio MAX
BA W 801 Series 2 ( Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Wilson System V.1 ( Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub (NEW)
Rogers LS55 (NEW)
Alon Adriana (NEW)
Alon VmklIl
Meridian M 2500 Sub
A.T.C. SCM 1000 SL Active Speaker
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (NEW)
Audio Physics LIBRA

£
DEM
£ 595.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1295.00
£ 795.00
£ 1895.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1495.00

£ 2288.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 4000.00
£12000.00
2000.00

£ 1995.03

£ 2995.00

£22000.00
£ 2750.03
£ 2850.00
£ 595.00
£24995.00
£ 1895.00
£ 995.00
£10500.00
£ 575.00
£ 395.00
£ 330.00
£ Special
Special
£ 1095.00
£ 4500.00
£ 495.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
£ X-DEM

£60000.00
£ 4250.00
£ 5000.00
£ 950.03
£33000.00
£ 4030.00
£ 3000.00
£18000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00
£ 430.00
£10000.00
£ 5500.00
£ 1600.00
£ 7000.00

£ 340000

800.00

£ 1200.03
£ 1200.00
£ 5000.00

& Analogue
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing, platter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/Arrnegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
Lyra Parnasos
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus 69
Sequero Model 1FM Tuner
Linn Klyde
Revak B77 31/../7/. case ... reels) like new

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

£ 595.01 £ 1200.00
£11995.00 £ 25000 00
£ 495.00 £ 950.00
£ 2500.00 £
£ 995.00 £
£ 1095.00 £
£ 4250.00 £
£ 375.00 £
£ 595.00

STOCKIST OF:

Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Blyston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

io In-depth

experience on high end
new and used equipment

-10 Best prices paid for top

quality

equipment
1E) Generous part exchange
1E) Show room/dem room
10 Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
1E)All credit cards inc. Amex
10 Mail order

lc Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status
1E) Widest range available
10 Unbiased advice
10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

400000
2.00
2000.00
8000.00
500.00
£ -

sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e- mall choice hifiemsn.com

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
To tem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Benesch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your

Turntables
Alphason Sonata HR100 mcs
Forsell Air Force One

Choice

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition- guaranteed

sc

loudspeaker up-grade/repair service.
UK distributor for Visaton Loudspeakers
With over 30 years experience in the development
of loudspeaker drive units Visaton offer a
comprehensive range loudspeaker kits for the
homebuilder.
Loudspeaker kits are available with or without
MDF flat-pack cabinet kits that have all cut-outs
pre- routed.
There are basic starter kits ( requiring no soldering)
and more advanced kits that do require some
soldering and advanced woodworking skills.
From 2-way stand- mount speakers to high-end
3/4/5- way speaker systems. Visaton loudspeakers
offer the best price/performance ratio available in
the UK.
Loudspeaker Upgrades
Bring your speakers up to Y2K specs and breath
new life into your treasured boxes with improved
detail, smoother vocals, better transience and
generally amore musical feel to the reproduction.
We specialise in fitting.—
▪ Upgrade or replacement drive units

Please call for your

▪ Upgraded crossover capacitors ( metal foil)

FREE Loudspeaker
Information pack and
price list

accessories,

cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyre
ortofon
sumiko
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dnm
heybrook
itou
kontak
If d
nordost
ortIcifon
qed
sonic link
tridhord
van den hul
xlo
headphoises
beyer
grado
sennheiser
stax
stands
frameworks
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
etc
audiomeca
audio physic
denses
harbeth
michell
neat
nvo
royd
sugden
tux
totem
tnichord

The UK's fastest growing loudspeaker kit
and drive unit supplier with aspecialist

11› Upgraded internal wire ( OFC cable)
1. Upgraded input terminals ( gold binding posts)
Estimates are provided free of charge and without
obligation. All repairs are fully tested.

cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
NEW 5TAX RANGE
Hear the new revised
Lambda Nova range
of electrostatic headphones

phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website
www.signals.uk.com

signals

1t.i4À
hi-fi for grown-ups ( EA=

ipswi ch ( 0 14 7 3 )

Telephone: 02380-703221/Fax Line: 02380-778221

fax ( 0147 )

South Coast Speakers Ltd, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton, Hampshire, England, S015 5SZ

signals
w

www.southtoastspeakers.co.uk / e-mail: southcoast@easynet.co.uk

S/hand and ex-demo clearance items - March 00
Was
CD players & DAC'S
Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A converter
Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
Audiolao 8000 DAC Improved 20 bit
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD player (new boxed)
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD player
Audio Synthesis DAX2 HDCD balanced
Deva 600 CD player

o
o
•

-a

Deva DAC
DPA Enlightenment Drive / Transport ( New Style)
DPA SX64 DAC 24/96
Nakamichi DV10 DVD DTS / 5.1
Naim Audio CD 3.5 ( 5 months old)
Marantz CD10 CD player
Marantz CD94 Mk II CD player
Marantz CDA 94 D/A converter
Marantz CD 52SE CD player
Meridian 566 20 Bit D/A converter
Micromega Stage3
Primare D20 24/96 CD player
Quad T7 CD player
Rega Planet CD player
Restek Concretll CD player
RoksanAttessa DP2 MKII
Roksan Caspian CD player
Rotel RCD965BX CD player
Tuners & Tape Decks
JBL ESC 200 Surround Package
Naim AJclio 02 Tuner
Revox 877 fi Track 3fl - 7fi Mkl Reel to reel
Roksan Caspian Tuner AM / FM
Yamaha DSP 1000E Processor
call John Roberts Tel / Fax:

181

Mobile

0421 605966

199
695
549
449
199

01562 822236

sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

631588

me rtlesham
w

email :
heath

5AD

6 22866

enq@signals.uk.com

ipswich

suffolk

ip5 3ua

lisignals.uk.com

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

MAX
Was

Now

800
599
799
599
799
1050
449
1099
399
N/A
299
N/A
129
350
450
950
495
999
575
695
499
900
450
325
2500 1399
1499
699
895
650
149
350

Franche Rd • Kidderminster • VVorcs • DY11

e-mail

L

399
149
250
99
1000
399
1000
695
1000
499
3000 1499
699
349
495
199
995
695

299
1200
1600
599
899

w

VISA

g

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges
Aphelion Audio 401 Plinths ( New & various finishes)
Decca London Gold ( Garrot Re-build)
Lyra Parnassius 600 Hrs
Roksan DS5 PSU
Roksan Xerxes Black AshrTabrizi/XPS3.5/DSU
Roksan Xerxes X Black/Tabriz/Corus ( New & boxed)
Transfiguration AF- 1Moving Coil Cartridge (400 hrs)
Preamplifiers
Audio Note M1 Phono preamplifier
Audio Note M2 Line preamplifier
Audio Note M3 Phono preamplifier

Now

169
250
N/A
195
699
1895
479
549
695
1795
2072 1200
1350
350

Audio Research LS2 Hybrid preamplifier
DPA Enlightenment ( New style)
Musical Fidelity F22 Remote Controlled
Quad 66 Preamplifier / Remote

750
599
999
750
4650 2750
2890 1299
799
599
999
449
800
450

Amplifiers
Audion Sterling Power amplifier
Audion Sterling Integrated Line
Audio Note P1 Power amplifier
Albarry 408 Mono Block Amplifiers
Chord SPM1000B 200W Balanced Power amplifier
Pass Aleph 4 100W Class A Power amplifier
Roksan Caspian Integrated ( New & boxed)
Roksan Caspian Power amps ( New & boxed)
Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps fitted)
Quad 606 Power amplifier
Unison Research Simply 845 Valve Integrated

599
349
799
449
750
499
399
N/A
2920 1599
5500 3695
595
795
599
449
N/A
250
N/A
450
3095 1999

Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-E/L Rosewood Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-K/SP Light Ash Loudspeakers

1680
1230
1070

MAX

Midland Audio X- change

950
750
629

te•

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

MARK LEVINSO

CD-TZero Transport

£449

lirelksirm

T-Zero Tuner

£399

M-Zero Line pre-amp

£349

DAC-Zero 24/96kHz Processor £399

,

P-Zero Monoblocks ( per pair) £699
CD-2Integrated Payer

£995

CD-3 Integrated Player

£ 1599

Oto s/ended Integrated Amp £ 1199

---

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

Meishu 300B Integrated Amp £2750
M-2 Pre-amp (witn phono)

£ 1699
£4650

£4995

M-3 Pre-amp (with phono)

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

Quest 300B Monoblocks ( pair) £2750

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

Conquest 300B per pair

£4450

DAC-1 Signature new revision £875
DAC-3 Processor new revision £ 1750
DAC-3 Signature new revision £2850

The ultimate British classic amplifier is
Sugden, unique in unbroken tradition, and
instigators of class A operation. Jim Sugden is
in academia but the company is in safe
hands: people who neither stagnate nor
merely market a name. If valves were a
reaction to the hyped Haymarket Hi Fi of the
seventies, you should check the budget to
exotic products from this great British
tradition. It is solid engineering, honest value,
virtually total reliability hence many music
lovers still cherish the amplifiers they have
used for a couple of decades. Today's products embody the old values but updated: it
is hard to believe that the CD21/A2la combination has an or-the- road price of £ 1,698;
phono option only £99. Fed up of rip-off
Britain? Look beyond the familiar names and
ask yourself who paid for their fame?
Rescuing music from technology? Look
North, oh man. Sugden brings to the Audio
Salon affordable excellence. The £449
"Headmaster" - a stylish
new
preamp/headphone amplifier - by now should
be at a dealer near you. £449? It can't be; it
is! Buy now!
Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD
LYRA • MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
AUDIO NOTE • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI

DAC-4 Processor new revision £4950
DAC-5 Processor new product £ 18.5k

WITHIN REACH
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495

WITHOUT EQUAL
No 31.5 CD Transport

£9295

No 30.6 24/192 DAC
No 32 PreAmp

£2195

£16495

WAZOO XL 75 wpc single chassis

£2495

£14495

WIZARD s/c CD Player with Wand

£3495

No 33H 2 x 150 watt,

£19395

No 33 2 x300 watts

£29995

/

BOW TECHNOLOGIES
VVAZOO amp 50wpc single chassis

WAND designer Remote Controller

£329

WARLOCK new! Pre-Amp

£2495

WALRUS new! Power amp 150wpc

£2995

jr->

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

Selected used/ ex-dem products 10 - 15% discount for sale same month! See how fast our list
changes! Send for latest edition.
STATUS WAS NOW

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
•UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
•AmEx, Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e- commerce
•Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems

ANALOGUE
LUXMAN PD445, SME Ill,
Westrack
Super build and sound quality

CABLES DIRECT
s/h ")

LUXMAN T-50 Lab Reference Tuner
Hope Iget to keep this myself!
s/h
Michell Gyrodek/RB300/Ortofon
Mint, perfect, superb

495

?

495

s/h 1270

795

DIGITAL
Audio Note DAC-4 Signature
Upgradeable to DAC-5
for £ 1,850 but why bother?
ex-dem 9,990 4,995
Audio Meca (Pierre Lurne) Transport
Audio Synthesis DAX DAC
Both items mint, very cheap
s/h
Mark Levinson No 39

?

1,995

s/h 4,995 3,995

Owner going home cinema
Meridian 508.24 CD Player
Newer sample than our last one

s/h 2.195

1,400

Mission DiscMaster + DACMaster
With PSX-R external PSU

s/h 2,100

795

PassLabs Dl-DAC
Months old, mint, amazing

s/h 5,200 2,250

Pink Triangle da Capo
Premium DAC 20 bit ( 1307)filter,
£400 upgrade to 24 bit

s/h 3,500

1A95

Proceed DAP
Madrigal's digital processor.
Flexible, volume control.
Madrigal's affordable high-end

s/h 1,995

1,195

Tr'chord DAC

s/h 1250

495

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research Bal-1
Seamlessly converts RCA (5/e)
to XLR fully balanced signal

s/h

888

conrad -Johnson Premier 7B
Final version of this classic
Exemplary phono,
all-tube pre-amp.

s/h

11k 4995

Graal GM- 200 OTL
Mint, under 2years, 2x 200w
Worthy partner for 13.5BI

s/h

Gryphon S-100
Danish power with poise, truly
Marvellous, far above the crowd

s/h 5,975 2,500

Mark Levinson 331 ( 100w)
Great opportunity

s/h 4,995 2,900

Mark Levinson BiAmp Kit
Converts your 300 series dual
mono amp into the
poor man's 33

s/h

450

8k 3995

700

350

Martin Logan Aerlus
Mint, under 2years old

s/h 2,199

1,199

QUAD ESL63
Classic cult, affordable!

s/h 3,500

995

SPEAKERS

'/ /

•-•

LJ ii

Tel: 0141 357 5700

Ti,

in 1996 AudioSource advertised their
high- end interconnects direct from
factory. You can still "Try an £800 cable
in your system for 14 days ... and keep
it for £ 125!" Designer cables suffer from
high research costs, and you pay for
the prestige packaging, printing, magazine reviews, freebies, dealer profit
and VAT on top.

(silver litz not plated!) 0.5m/ 1.0m:
AN-Swith AN phonos
£89/139
AN-V with AN phonos
£ 129/199
AN-Vx solid silver plugs £309/499
AN-Vz solid silver plugs £799/1099

AUDIOSOURCE

Now we've signed up with America's Stratos Transparent Series 2
Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
JPS Labs. We heard the rest, we got the
£99/125
best!! Similar no-nonsense pricing in RCA or XLR fully bal
USA, we are not a middleman distribu- Additional metre per pair £35
£39/59
tor. We sell at US domestic prices + VAT Digital RCA or XLR
(plus a surcharge for UK mains plugs on Petros Blue 0.5/1.0m
£40/48
their budget AC cord).
With RCA plugs only
£52/58
PB + semibal or bal
AUDIOSOURCE
£62/68
PB+ST. RCA or XLR
£25
Product of
extended research into Additional metre per pair
Conductivity and Contamination. Our
top interconnects are OFC (not platJPS-LABS
ed) microscopic-strands ( 130 Per
wire), bi-wire with separate OFC earth Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
drain even on single-ended ( RCA) Single- ended, RCA to RCA:
stereo interconnects; industry lowest R. The Ultra Conductor £69/ 89
C. and H values; low leakage semi- The SuperConductor+ £179/219
conductor. Low crosstalk by mylar foil
SuperConductor-2 WBT
£499
and geometry. Twinned tin/silver solder
Fully- balanced, XLR to XLR:
for combined density and adhesion.
£179
The UltraConductor lm
Custom 3-T (time, temp, and twinned
£1449
solder for audio tranparency). Custom The Superconductor+
£899
phono plugs machined from solid and SuperConductor-2
levered centre pin, pincer earth grip,
direct gold plating; interior pre-flux
KONTAK
cleaned, exterior contacts enhanced.
£15
CONTAMINATION: triple passive screen- Contact Cleaner
ing achieves the industry's highest
value of 85% against EMI and RFI, flat
MADRIGAL
ribbon OFC earth braiding drained to
£319
source, in single-ended (RCA) cables;
CZ Gel RCA or Bal 0.5m
£419
custom phono plug reflects interferCZ Gel RCA or Bal 1.0m
ence; fluxing and cleaning minimises DIGITAL ( lm, one piece):
diode effect. Two further custom " C"
£295
MDC-2 Fatboy RCA
points: anti-Corrosion coating
sta£295
MDC-1 Balanced XLR
bilises HF skin effect, prolongs performance! And Cable Conditioning
memory-aligns copper crystals for optiMIT
mum burn-in. Full spec and a selection
STEREO INTERCONNECTS lm:
from our users comments available by
£89
MITerminator 3Interconnect
post, e-mail, and maybe one day on
£129
MITerminator 2Interconnect
our website.
£249
MIT ProLine Balanced lm
JPS-LABS
£299
MI-330 Series Two
MI-330 ProLine Balanced
£495
Direct from the USA at domestic prices,
£499
MH-330+ Series Three
we have been appointed exclusive UK
£699
MI-330 SHOTGUN
direct dealer, bypassing the concept
£849
MI-330 SHOTGUN Balanced
of national distributor in the age of the
global market. Concentrating efforts DIGITAL ( 1m, one piece):
on technology rather than marketing,
£99
MITerminator 3 (RCA)
(RCA)£320
JPS-Labs
have
a unique
alloy
MIT Digital Reference
combined with materials and tech£695
MIT ProLine D.R. (XLR)
niques honed over ten years the characteristic sound is to breathe life into
FAVOURED AC CORDS
your system. On receipt of the dem
stock library we dropped a JPS " loom" Audio Note Zero 2m
£25
(AC cord, interconnect and speaker
BCD ( Italy) shielded lm
£95
cable) into a known system, and the
1.5m, 2.0 m
£135/ £175
goose bumps and emotional swelling
CAD (Wales) Candour lm/ 2m £ 19/24
instantly banished our commercial
Conqueror 1m/ 2m
£46/62
fears. Much life was indeed breathed
JPS-Labs (USA) GPA UK 2m
£119
into the system. Of all AC cords tested,
Analog UK 2m
£249
the JPS-Labs came out tops: we like the
Digital (UK) 2m
£249
company so much, we couldn't buy it
Power Lead UK 2m
£349
but became their UK distributor. There
Kaptovator ( UK) 2m
£999
is literally nothing to touch their dedicated AC cords for analog, digital and LFD (England) Hi-amp 1.25m £80
PC-OCC amp cord 1.25m £85
power (amps) devices.

''""•••••,,,

/

Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

AUDIO NOTE
Legendary Stereo Interconnects

40% OFF NBS - THE ULTIMATE
DESIGNER CABLES
When NBS began, some years ago. to
revise our expectations of cables
performance and price people, formerly skeptical, said the initials stood
for No BullS — .In fact it appropriately
indicates Nothing But Signal. Okay,
the prices are exotic, and we should
start out as skeptics, but if hearing is
believing you will discover why the
NBS reputation is well established. If
you demand the best money can
buy, take advantage of 40% off the
following limited lightly demonstrated
stock, but don't delay!
lm Signature RCA Digital Cable £630
lm Signautre XLR Digital Cable £530
2f1 Signature
RCA Interconnect pair £1,675
6ff Signature
RCA Interconnect pair £2,095
3ft Signature
XLR Interconnect pair' £1,675
4ft Signature
XLR Interconnect pair £1,675
12ff Signature
XLR Interconnect pair £2,925
4ff Professional
XLR Interconnect pair £2,495
lff Signature Speaker Cable pair £315
3ff Signature Speaker Cable pair £945
4ft Signature Speaker Cables
2pairs
£1,260
4ft AC cords, UK MK to IEC, 2only£680
All products fully guaranteed and in
original packing.
'Same prices for different lengths!
NBS Information and reviews on
request.

SPEAKER CABLES
JPS- Labs
Ultra Conductor 6/ 8ft
BiWire options 6 / 8ff
SuperConductor+ 6/ 8ft
BiWire options 6/ 8ft
SuperConductor-2

£130/ 145
£230/ 255
£6491 749
£749/ 859
£1399/1699

MIT Audio Products
MITerminator 4 (8/10ft)
BiWire option (8/ 10ft)
MITerminator 2 8/ 10ft
BiWire option 8/ 10ft
MH-750 Series Three
BiWire option
MH-750 SHOTGUN
BiWire option

£119/129
£249/265
£239/260
£399/425
£750/850
£850/950
£995/1150
£1199/1350

Prices exclude interchangeable plugs
from a wide choice of bananas,
spades, etc.

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by:
ECHO BUSTERS

These two established
heavyweights are about
to be partnered by a
new contender...
Introducing the A.R.T.
ST one, weighing in at
nearly 50 kilograms
each. This mass defeats
cabinet colouration
before the opening
round, and allows the

THE EMPORIUM

WE ARE THE

QUAD

28 WI' NICHOLAS ST. HISS, NORFOLK 11'22 31.18
Tel/Fax +44(0)1379 650744

SPECIALIST

email: emporium@direon.co.uk
Approximate Original

ose

price C

Approximate Original

CDS & DACS
CYRUS DISCMASTER/DEMASTER transport/dac

1750

.800

WAWA 6with remote volume

3760

,2000

980

.500

PIONEER DOL 909
VALVE AMPS

MI S2000MP preamp

950

600

DENSEN 0200/0300 pre/power "

1850

1200

LAVERDIN IT

3200

2400

LION KAIRN PRO

1500 . 750

PLINIUS SA SO new dato apower amp boxed 2800
QUAD 34/306 grey

LUMLEY M75 monoblocks 75 watts big
black &beautiful

1000

MELOS 333 two box line pre

3000

MORE FIDELITY 3008 stereo power amp

2209 . 750

1300

AUDION silver nights

2100 . 1100

AUDIO NOTE P4 monoblocks ( 18 watt)

4000 . 2400

SONIC FRONTIERS SEMI° manoblock, 1600 wan

55011 .2000

SONIC FRONTIERS SFS40 stereo poweramp

1000

AUDIO RESEARCH SPA

1500 &00

AUDIONOTE P2

1200 . 600

GAMMA RHYTHM 111 Amp

2500 . 1000

RADFORD RENNAISSANCE 5025 Pre/STA25 POMP

1200
2250

3000

1750

PLINIUS 8150 integrated with phone

1900

1200

TOG A22 Class Apower amp

1900 .900

PASS LABS ALEPH 2monoblocks 100 watts

CRIMSON Pre/Monoblocks 610(16000

800

MUSICAL FIDELITY Maso Monoblocks

400

MERIDIAN 101/104/105 Pair

500

.139

ALIANTE LINEA(sonus faber clones)

1500

.1300

ATC SCP110 ex dem

loeco

.100

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPOS with Essex
40G0

1500

CADENCE ES mk 1

) 500

1350

IMPULSE HO

/ 250

.1000

KLIPSCH LA SLAW. black, deluxe, boxed ' 500

.1500

SONOS FABER concertinos

650

.425

1900

900

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 •Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

d

QUAD FM4 Tuner
REM 811 one owner from new with

27S

full service history high speed 2track

600

CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLE with parallelarm &
beta cartndge

1650 . 1000

LINN LPI 2valhalla, line arm board
PINK TRIANGLE early pt too with helius arm

300
3S0

VPI TNT mk I
I
Iboxed

4000 .2000

WELL TEMPERED ARM

SOO

LINK AXIS with Batik plus

250

LINO LP 12 Valhalla with Batik plus

350

ROCKPORT TECHNOLOGY CAPELLA II with Rockport arm,
ex.dem
MICHEL HYDRAULIC Reference Transciptors Mint

S
THOROUGHBRED
"Ives
Real wood veneered
sub-shels•ing
Solid aluminium legs vary
Totally modular
Fully decoupled sections
isolation increasing level by

12500 . . 9500
300

CLASSICAL LYS 100LPS FOR £ 100 POST FREE

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE
CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

122

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
O Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
O Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
O Delivery there and back within the EC

MISCELLANEOUS

VINYL

LOUDSPEAKERS

TOViNSHE ND GLASTONBURY I
I

700 . 300

ATC SUE FM with phono and remote

AUDIONOTE ZERO SYSTEM AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEIG
AUDION SILVER NIGHTS 300B PP

2000
400

QUAD 77 inn no remote

850

AUD1ONOTE P25 SE

digital equalizer

cost C price É

SOLID STATE AMPS

Prices start from
Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691 Fax: 07970 720 399
APRIL 2ADO

Ell-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CHOICE

QUALITY
Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve.
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design service to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
elcome to visit at an , no appointments
necessary.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range
of Loudspeakers and accessories.
heck out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

'WILMSLOW AUDIO LIMITED
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

Fax: 44 01455 286605

E-mail: info@

• www.

01376 521132

-0,

S eSta

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

0802 483698
E-MAIL:

ge

B

s
l
oundre
staEge@ o
netlinyeuk.net

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

ARCAM ALPHA 9P POWER AMPLIFIERS X2
EACH £299
CHORD RUMOUR 4x4M SPEAKER CABLE
£99
CYRUS STRAIGHT LINE AMPLIFIER
£279
CYRUS PSX OLD STYLE
£249
DENON DL 304 MC CARTRIDGE
£ 109
DENON DCD SIO CD PLAYER GOLD
£695
DENON DVD 5000 REGION 2GOLD
£999
DENON AVC-AI DOLBY DIGITAL SURROUND AMP GOLD
£ 1199
EPOS ESI2 CHERRY WOOD
£349
ION OBELISK 2AMP
£ 169
LINN KARMA REFURBISHED MC CARTRIDGE
£299
LINN SARA AFRO
£299
LINN WAKONDA PHONO PRE-AMP
£549
LINN LK 100 POWER AMP
£375
LINN LK IPRE-AMP
£229
LINN SARA BLACK ASH
£299
MICROMEGA STAGE 4CD PLAYER
£379
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER
£449
MICROMEGA CLASSIC LINE SOLO CD PLAYER
£ 1499
MISSION 751 FREEDOM IJSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£275
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-ACT
£89
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- IOD
£89
NAIM CD2 CD PLAYER
£ 1295
NAIM COI CD PLAYER
£ 1095
NAIM SBL BLACK ASH
£895
NAIM NAP 90
£209
NAIM NAC 92
£299
NAIM CD3
£549
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
£249
QUAD FM-4
£249
REGA EXACT MM CARTRIDGE
£ 139
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK WITH LINN K9
£ 199
REGA ELA BLACK
£299
RE VOX B26I TUNER
£499
REVOX B77 MKII 2SPEED
£499
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH TABRIZ ZI CHORUS BLACK XPS III
£595
ROKSAN DS 1.5 POWER SUPPLY
£449
ROARK SABRE LOUDSPEAKERS
£249
IEAC VRDS 25 CD PLAYER
£699

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS
MACHINE - PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

APRIL 2000

TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
ti r i

Ill•

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM

- rià

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL

.

U

•.

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON

YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM
DAT

MARANTZ
PH/UPS
CREEK

PIONEER

HIFI
FURNITURE

11

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON

TEAC
TASCAM
SONY

TUNERS
,u klY
_)EINION
PIONEER
YAMAHA
NAARANTz

SOUND STYLE

FOSTEX
MINI DISC

LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH

PROJEKT
SOUND

SONY
DENON

PHILIPS

ATC
SONY
ROYO

ORGANISATION

CDR
PIONEER
REEL-REEL

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHIUPS & OTHERS

HEADPHONES

APOLLO

CABLES
SONIC LINK

SENNHEISER

AUDIOCJUEST

BEYER

AUDIO-TECI-INICA

SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED

TEST CASSETTES

BLANK TAPES/

TEST CD'S

DISCS

STUDER
TASCAM

-ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

TEST RECORD
DEMO CDS

AMPLIFIERS

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

7DIC

AMPEX

MILTY

SONY

SONY

NC

QED

ANTIFERENCE

"PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL

SCOTCH

GOLDRING

MAKVIEW

FOR DETAILS , .,.

FUJI

MK

PIVOTELLI

lAIE

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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HICAM
WAS
3PILLAR SPEAKER STAND 38CM
H28X28CM TOP PLATE ( HEAVY)

NA

AES BLUE MOON SILVER INTER CONNECT
ATC SCA/2 PRE AMP/REMOTE/BOXED

NOW
75
50
1395

500

325

529
799

HENLEY DESIGN HMC 50 MM/MC
PHONO STAGE

425
350

ies-denfi £449 95

Arpin Alpha 5 CD ' laser

used

Aream Delta 170 CD Transport

les-denfi

Aream Alpha 5 Fuller

les-den,1

Andiolab I.X Ampldier

i
new

138rVe PM4 Loudspeakers

KEF 55 BLACK ( IDEAL FOR HOME CINEMA)

liumlesier 755 Pre- Amplifier .........................

used,

t351100

se.

t3')9 95

C's rte. 31 Amplifier

les-dem)

Cs rte. A S N1asier

Pre-Arnplifier

930

450

47

20

LED MC1 PHONE STAGE + PSU
LINN INTERCONNECTS
LINN LK20 4X2 METRES

8PER PR
3500

1295

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

NA

145

MERIDIAN 207/209 MK2 BOXED

NA

395

MONRIO AST INT AMP

425

325

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D

120

80

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA50 MONOBLOCKS

500

350

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- PRE

200

120

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-TONE

120

80

NAD C340 INT AMP MINT/BOXED
3MONTHS OLD

270

175

NAIM 5131N/5PIN INTERCONNECTS

NA

25

E499 95

used, . £ 4511.110
._.
£299 95
les don t ...€ 095

Krell K AV- 3001 Amplifier

( used, .£ 160011
1:25011
I
used . £ 240 01

Linn Kan Speakers Stands

useth £ 15011
Iused, ..£ 195.111

Linn 1,1/12'Artenti, Tonearn,

used

1:495

Slaranu NIA500 Power Amplifiers

lusedl .. 1:351101

Nlaranu CD97 2 OSE CD Player

Inset] I

Mus hid The Pre•Amplitier

mseth .

Nlernhan 210 ,CD (
laser .

inset],

Meridian 2115 Mono Power Amplit ers

I
used I .... I:49501

Nain, 325 Pre Amp 140 Pow er Amplifier

0ised ....£ 75011

1:190.01
14001
1:4110

N11111 NA)' 52 Pre- Amplifier

used, . 1.160011

Naim NA(' 52 Pre-Aniphlier

I
used) .. 1:190011

Naim NAP 140 Pow er Amplifier
Pioneer C73 i(et ere ,,,, pre .

used . 05011
E300.01

Quad / 1514 tuner

( used)

Rep Planar ./ T Iable Super Bias (' an

95.01

useill £ 221101

(SI; 125 Alono Amplifiers pain

es den,: ( 1400.11

Trichord Pulsar Ow DA(' ('onset -1,1r

099,04

(es

Yamaha DSP•A2070 Donn, Amplifier

used,

Yamaha DSP-A IAmplifier

new . 1.1 049.95

Yamaha DSP• A2 Amplifiei

new/.

sT(CKISTS OF ) 151.
014.1“, RI Ilk. ‘ 1UONI/..

É301111
1.549.95

TM. % It I ( 1115, 15 RI O. 6111 L. RI Utis,
1191.1.1.1 % STD. IF. ))', ( 1( 9(1 ETC I'll.

%bit our it eh die at Inip://simx.lintone.rosuk
ennail on. Lintone.atidinfi sirgin.nri
7-11 Puck I.anc.

whew'.

[el 0191 477 4167

ne

(( car XLII .1.I

Fas 1/191 177 2771

Lockwood Audio

1750

795

NAIM 32 PRE AMP

NA

145

NAIM 42 PRE AMP NAIM SERVICED JAN 2000

NA

125

NAIM A5 2X4 METRES

NA 24 PER PR

NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE X2

NA

375

NAIM PHONO BOARDS VARIOUS

NA

40

SPARES AND REPAIRS

NAKAMICHI BX150E TAPE DECK

NA

195

NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN INTERCONNECT

150

90

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

OPEN FRAME SPEAKER STANDS 48CM
H22X22CM TOP PLATE 2PAIRS

NA 15 PER PR

PROAC TABLETTE 500
LOUDSPEAKERS/BOXED

600

THE
AUTHORISED

Vywar

Canen• weicinne

QUAD 77 POWER AMP
CARBON/MINT/BOXED

395

SPECIALIST

appoininient

Unit 8. 724 Field End Road,
Ruislip. Middlesex 11A4 OQP.
Tel: 020 8864 8008 ,,ipp}l
Fax: 020 8864 3064

in

350

ROGERS STUDIO 7ROSEWOOD
SEALED BOX

950

375

ROYO SORCERER DEDICATED
STANDS/BOXED

99

50

SINGLE PILLAR SPEAKER STAND 62CM
H17X17CM TOP PLATES

NA

20

SONIC LINK SILVER PINK 1METRE
INTERCONNECT

35

25

SONIC LINK VIOLET 1METRE
INTERCONNECT NEW

85

65

SONNETEER ALABASTER INT AMP

900

550

SONNETEER CAMPION INT AMP

550

300

SPENDOR 2MK2 CHERRY

595

295

TARGET 3/4 SHELF STANDS

NA

40 EACH

THETA TLC + COLIATH PSU

500

300

U

LTFNAS lL80NT

Made in
the USA

•IF

TRICHORD BLACKBOX 1FRONT END
MAINS CONDITIONER

ENVIFIONISAIIENT

100

45

1595

925

MUSICAL FIDELITY XACT

200

120

Vibration control is essential for optimum performance of audio
electronics. The Isofloat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate

MUSICAL FIDELITY PSU

130

80

vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.

UNISON SIMPLY 4VALVE INT AMP BOXED/MINT

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT. CRYSTAL CLOUD
HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE, BRENTNAMO, ESSEX. CA113 1AG.
TEL 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736

VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details

High Quality Recordings

Phone/Fax: 01844 260182

New LPs, Used LPs. 180g LP Pressings, 2461 Gold CDs, 24/96 DAD,
DTS 5Channel Surround, HDCD, SACD, %RC!), Accessories

Mobile: 0973 233380

www.vivante.co.uk

E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
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10 years of Design Excellence

( used) . £ 250.110

Iknsen Beal 100 Amplifier roe MAI Module
Concert Centre Speaker

Luni Kan 3 Speakers

250
1795

The Worrds finest Cabféu
s

ies.denfi ...£ 550110

hullo Concert >1Loudspeakers

125

499

É149.95
£ 349M5

Castle Sei ern Loudspeakers

Linn Powertek Pow er Amplifier

5000

ILMOIX I
1:249V5

les.denfi £ 39905

1,1111111 In

250

1.495.00

In., € 299.95

Aream )( eta One 5 Channel Ilia> Pro Amp

(s no PDXiR Power Sullins

EXPOSURE XX SUPER INT AMP/BOXED

NAIM 250 OLD STYLE POWER AMP

inset!,

Aream Delta 1111 Pre-Amphfier

100

EAR 834P MM/MC PHONE STAGE NEW
SAVE 20°.

MARK LEVINSON 28PRE + PSU
BALANCED BOXED

Area,,, Della 250 Transport BL. lies 500

2700

BOSE AM5 SPEAKER ( WHITE)

KRELL 150B POWER AMP BOXED

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOUIPAIENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Vivante Music Ltd
Unit 4, 6o High Street, Hampton Wick, Surrey, KTI 4DB
tels 0208 977 6600 fax, 0208 977 4445

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE, BI-WIRED, IN-WALL
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO CABLES,
'S' , COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.
VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS, AND IN-WALL AC WIRING
Sold exclusively in the UK by:

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700

See our dealer ad near the back

APRIL 1999

111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE

LIST

£ 1.995

SM .£9,900

Nadi, CDS 2box CD Player upgraded by Nain
£ 1.795
Meridian 566 20 Bd DAC Aesbu etc, balanced £595
Teac P500 CD Transport
£395
Pnmare T20 FM ADS Tuner
£395
Class Audio DR6 Mk2. balanced 8phono rnrn/mc
f1,795

S/H .£3,940
SM .£ 1,195
SIH £700
SM ..£603
S/H .£3,817

Krell SBP 640 Reference DAC. who sod digital technology
moves quick, ell shows up current competton

Krell KBL balanced loe Pre Amp
£ 1.500 SM
Audio Research SP9 Mk2 Preamp. serer
£ 1.095 .. Shl
Audio Research LS5 Mk2 Preamp, black
£2,995 SM
Mendran 541 Sound Processor Preamp
£595 S/H
Moncton 555 Power Amps
£495 .. Shl

.04,500
.£ 1,996
.£5,690
.£ 1,150
...£750

WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

The Russ Andrews catalogue is packed full of
cost-effective cables and accessories which are
guaranteed to improve the musical performance
of your system - or your money back!

Meridian 205 Mono Power Amps
£695 SM .£ 1,100
Aude Silver Knight Valve Mono Amps
f1,295 SM .£2,300
Classe Audio CA200 Power Amp, bal. black
£ 1,795 S/H .£2.900
Some Faber Concerto Grand Pranos speakers, inc stands
8slabs. Pono Black
£ 1.295 . Shl .£2,099

Call now for your free copy
quoting ref: ABHNO400

Merosedu RX1500 PVC Air Beanng. vacuum, bronze planer

Freephone 0800 373467

with SME Varm 8various armboards, areal heavyweight
nturntable technology, superb sound 8looks 10 match £3,795 . S/11 . 09.500
Gryphon Phono Head Amp, gold, 2supplies
Excellent .. f695 . S/H .£ 1,500

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,FREEPOST NWW881&Kendal,LA8 910

DCS Elgar DAC
£4,995 SA1 .08,500
Day Sequerra FM tuner "The Sequerre
Best. £4,500 . SM £10,000
Burmester 846 Une Preamp, gold 8balanced £795 . S/F1 .£ 1,800
Aude Note AN- ESec Speakers m Ebony with stands, silver 8
Alnico magnets, top of the range
Excellent. £6,995 . S/H £ 13,600
Meredon 602 Transport 606 MU 2DAC, agift
Passion BM Preamp, multi:de input vers/on.

£995 . S1'1 .£3.100
f995 . S/H .£ 1,695

Tascam CD 701 CD Player. balanced, pro studio Teac
Cello Palette MIV muftole input verson 8master supply

f795 . S/H .£2,300

the ultimate line Pre Amp
Lyra Parnasuss Cartndge
Mendian 508 20 bit CD Player

£9,995
£695
£ 1.195

SM £29,500
SM £1,695
S11 £ 1.995

Audio Research D250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent resalas,
avery rare sought after classic

f2.795

5H £6,950

Krell OSA 80 Power Amp
£ 1,495
BOW Blver Signature Speakers 8Stands.
stunning looks 8sound to match, Bobinga wood
£2,995
Audio Mecca Mephoto CD Transport Tnchord AT&T
£ 1.295
Wado WT 3200 CD Transpon
£999
Rev's> 8226 Signature CD Player, sanable output
£495
Marantz CDA 94 DAC, variable output and balanced
£395

SH £3,498
Sill £5,500
BH £2,500
SM £ 1,995
Shi £ 1,150
SM £900

Ohs DAP 2Bou Reference DAC
Audio Sytheso DAX Decade RC

SM £3,500
S/H £2,795

Superb .. £995
Brilliant. £ 1,795

Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
Mark Levinson 5026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Mark Levinson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp

£395

Superb £2.795
Brillant . £3,500

Mark Levrnson No23 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp
Mark Levinson No20.5 Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunIty legends bargain
Krell KRC HR Pre Amp A/C Bal etc
Ouad 77 Integrated Amp, 2months old
Cello Master Stradivari Speakers, Piano Black

SM

SM £5,500
S/H £ 12,503

£3,995
£395
AMust £ 12,995

SM £6,949
SM £700
Sal £35,000

STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
OM £59,500
S/H £3.000

Cello Serahn Actrve Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers 1280E1
£4,995
Pore Lome J1 Mk2 Turntable wrth SL5 Arm
£ 1,495
Audro Research SP II Mk2 Silver Preamp
£ 1,995
Audio Research V140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced £3,995
Aude Research BL IBal Converter
f495

SM £ 12.500
SM £3,900
S/H £5,800
SM £8,960
SM
f8138

Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these unds are 200 wpc 8very rare

£2,995

SM £9,200

£595
Counter Point SAI2 Power Amp. black
Wilson Waft 3Puppy 2veth tads 8paws.
Piano Black, very sought after, be gook ..
Superb. £6,000
Meromeca 3.1 CD Transpon
Reduced .. f795

SM £ 1,250

Aude Research V70 Valve Amp
Mon 4Speakers Black Ash

Reduced . £ 1,495
Reduced .. £995

SM £4.400
SM £3.850

Burmester 850 Mono Power Amps
Silvered° Speakers Piano Black 8Stands
Reuse 146 RDS Tuner, Piano Black
Tno Lod Tuner Class. Sequrra Beater
Cello 8.1 DAC 20 bit Osupply, stunning
Krell KPS 30i CD Player
Mondor mudo Studio 50 Speakers, Cherrwrood

Reduced . £ 1,495
Reduced .. £995
Reduced . £495
Reduced .. £795
Reduced. £ 1,995
Reduced. £2,295
Reduced. £ 1,995

SM
SM
Shi
SM
SM
SM
SM

SM £ 13,700
SM £ 15,000

£5,350
£2,350
£ 1.000
Loads
£6,000
£5,490
£5,000

SM £3000
SM £2000,
SM £300

£4995

SM £ 12000

Arcam Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and POOR supply, 3months old £895

SM £4.50
SM £ 1229

Cyrus Power Amp, balanced oath PSXR
3complete units available. 3months old

S/H £830

£600

Mission 754 Freedom speakers, Pnmavera. 3months
£995 SM £ 1498
May do acompete deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail pece is £6835
complete and 3months old.
Muse 18 Subwozder Rosewood
Brillant. . £ 1995 SM £4000
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Bralrant £4995
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipsel. black
£895
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Tnode Stretchable
£995
Mandan 200,203 Trans/DAC Tncord
Reduced .. £695
Meridian 208 CD Po Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced .. £695
Goldmund Mono 3Power Amp
Stunning.. £ 1995
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
f495

SM £ 10200
SM £ 1600
E/D £2225
SM £ 1660
S/H £ 1665
SM £5150
SM
f995

Mehel Argo Hera Une Pre Ampo Supply
£450
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande
£ 1395
Cambridge CDs CD Player
£395
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
f250
Arr.arn Black Box 5DAC
£200

SM
f885
SM £4400
Shi £ 1500
SM £750
SM £450

Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers

£295

S/H £600

Acoustal II Electrostatic Panel Speaker, Black

£ 350

S/H

01095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

matching service. Eyed only the best
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

atv
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

MADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

A1:mm
Solen Inductors

fee

seas
c ECLIPSE

Skaaning
, Loudspeakers

IWNAUDIO

BEFLI323
ACOUSTIC PANELS

more

furless

-

la

ce‘

Ratline cable

APRIL 2000

SPEAKERS
PRICE
ATC Towers 7's
£795
AUOIONOTE ANE/SE ( Rosewood) F. Veneer
£3995
£195
DITTON 15's Speakers
KEF 101/2 speakers
£475
MAGNAPLANAR 1.5's
£995
MIRAGE M-1si Piano black
£2995
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
£295
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands
£495
TANNOY 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
THIEL 7.2 Birds Eye Maple Ex-Demonstration
£
10995
NAIM Credo speakers. Boxed
£695
PRE AMPS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion Silver Pre-amp
£395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Black Pre-amplifier
£995
ELECTROCOMPANIET ECAS balanced Pre-amp with remote £795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
MERIDIAN 501 Pre-amplifier with phonostage £495
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 Pre-amp 8PSU
£
1995
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp Latest Specification
£
3995
MARK LEVINSON ML380 Pre-amp. Mint/Boxed
£3250
GRAAF WEB TIVO Pre-amp
£1195
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Amplifier
£495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power Amplifier NEW
£720
LUXMAN M2000 Power Amplifier
£495
NAM nap 140 amplifier
£495
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 60 power amp. Mint/Boxed
£1095
ROTEL RB 850 power amp with Rotel RTC tuner/pre-amp £199
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
MERIDIAN 200 CD transport
£395
ARCAM 170.3 Transport with Arcam black box 5DAC
£475
NAKAMICHI MB4S 7CD auto CD player ( new laser just fitted) £195
DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC Ex-demonstration
£2995
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£195
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
£350
SONIC FRONTIERS SED1 DAC
£1195
MISCELLANEOUS
NAKAMICHI TX 505 3head auto reverse cassette deck
£65
NAKAMICHI 1000 ZXL Cassette deck, very rare, excellent condition .£1495
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 meter Litzlink interconnect
£195
MOBILE FIDELITY Pines of Rome 8H00 Sealed Box
£200
MICHELL ISO Phonostage
£249
RE VOX PR99 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
£
1495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug
£495
VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid speaker cable 2.5 metre sets £50/set
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
NAIM Hi-cap. Boxed
£450
MARK LEVINSON ML25S Phone stage with power supply.
Mint/Boxed
£3250
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC Cartridge NEW/BOXED
£
275
CEC Turntable 8PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn moka cartridge £795
ROKSM1 XERXES Turntable
£395
VPI TNT Turntable
£3495
ROKSMI XERXES with Tabra tonearrn (booed)
£650
WE NOW OFFER 0*. FINANCE* (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN U.K. DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.

»TIM

WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD • VISA

LEFIF!

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
wee
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608.831-3771

10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds sitlahried engineers can now repair,
fried ¡ Iv or re-align any high-end equipment We can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can almi Mier a valve

ATV SERVICES

£ 19,995
f1,395

Aude Research Classe 150 Valve Mono Pose Amps
choice of 2pers available Es fully sennced

Peace of mind with the Russ Andrews Guarantee
Free delivery • Full Refund Upgrade Scheme • 30 Day Home Trial

£600

£4,995

Electro Companot Limited Annirorsary Signature Power Amp .... £ 1295
Oracle Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Arm,
lust serviced and includes mod squad supply
£695
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 20
£ 150

www.russandrews.corn

E-mail: products@russandrews.com

Sal £5.450
5/11 £7,250

£2,995

Audionote Ongaku, the one and only, yes another one
can you belreve d2years old, » Sow
Posselt Albatross Speakers Black

Tel: 44 1011539 825500

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
CELLO DA CONVERTER £2995.
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 REFERENCE DAC £12500.

e-mail info@machsound coot
Web Page' Mtpqwww madisound com

NUM CLUB - NAERICNI EXPRESS
ED

202 FINDON ROAD,
FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ

VISA

Tel: 01903 872288
or Evenings 0860 660001 Fax: 01903 872234

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
VL3 VALVE LINE LEVEL PREAMPLIFIER

Lki you design your own loudspeakers or amplifier,. or would like to
but are put off by the high cost of test equipment? Then we have
tao the thing for you.
Clio Lite is based on the Clio ElectroAcoustic
Measurement System by Audiontatica. Some
of the full Laboratory version's function.,
have been omitted, but what's left is still

a

stunning suite of PC- based virtual test
instruments at aknock-down price.

•

Single ended DHT (directly heated triode)

•

Can be customised for 2A3 or 30013
triodes

•

Class A, OTL (output transformer-less)

Clio Lite uses MLS, Sine and pink noise and
meamues frequency response. inc. 1/3 OCillve.
voltage/dB level. impedance. 2rid and 3rd harmonic
distortion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a2channel oscilloscope and an

operation

inductance/capacitance meter' It includes amic.
preamp and phantom powering in the pece and can be
upgraded to full Clio later.
best bit? Clio Lite

costs just £399

inc. VAT and carriage in the 111i. With one Cho Lite microphone the

VAT and IJK carrage.

•

Remote power transformer

•

Proprietary ultra low noise power supply

lion on Cho Lite plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design software
land speaker kits) contact:

Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 6RD
01284 811891

Fax 01284 811791

For those of you who love single ended

E-Mail DliSaudio@AOLCOM
weloao at ow
nk.it/comisudiountles)

directly heated triode power

are and information front Auchomatka's

amplifiers, there is now a

Hors.-. el. inni
&HomE

iii —

preamplifier to match

F

Paul Hynes Design Ltd

CINEMA
28 QUEENSWAY. HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX, TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587
, , B•MAIL: bi-tiepayntar.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE; yew(.,puyntier,dernon.crp.ult
_
SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
ALA/JORDAN LOUDSPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
dCS DELIUS 24 BIT/192KHZ DAC
BASIS • ARCITEC ACOUSTIC
ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • PIONEER
ATO LOUDSPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS
BKS HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
HEYBECOK HEYLET1E SPEAKERS 12701 813 £150
WAD 77 isinarieto15951 XD
£350
lEAL A49(79 BALAACED INTEGRATED AMP 16991 XD £ 350
MR CAM6FICCE A50 INTEGRATED AMP SH
£ 125
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PFEAMI112C01 91
£595
ALCICI MAUDE PUCCN 951635190
f495
NARK EOU11£9 MO SFEAKEFG 120E01 91
f995
Iffl 30/30 VALVE POWER AMP (995) SH
f395
VRR SE VW& moncetcos (
9951 SH
f395
FORMAN Kecou CITAGON F9EAMP SH
£ 150

Sete VFX S503 LCD PPOJECTOP 55001 /ED

NEW ATC SCM 70 ASL ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
NEW SONY VPL-VIN1OHT PROJECTOR ON DEMONSTRATION
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTIMENT
OPEN MONSAT 10AM TO 7PM

VISA

Keld Cottage, Askham,
Penrith, Cumbria,

•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
•REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•B&W • HEYBROOK
•MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MARK LEVINSON • SUGDEN
•DAVIS DLP PROJECTORS
•SONY. SELECO PROJECTORS
2ANGFEND SIM 3M SFENOEFI GAMES 1404190 £203
AILIS D2133 POWER AMP (2995) 91
f1995
:10RLD MCC KIF1PFE-ANP 91...................................£225
.NIV LP12 AFROMCGA/XDON/MCSID SH
f295
CASRE SEWIFIKI It efliKEPS Sti
f395
MUSCAL RDELITY 99.50 M3N013LOZICS
APCGCE DLETTA ISPE/UERS 91
f495
SO ACOUSTICS SIM SPEAKERS
E395
Alt A7 LCUZISPEAKERS 17501 XCI
.£495

CA10 2PG
for more information
or free catalogue
Phone/fax 01931 712822
Email
paulhynes@freezone.co.uk
Web site
www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

£2995

1

Synergistic Research Cables
YOUR

CABLE

Ultimate Sonics

FOR LIFE

DISTFIIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-Fl

(The one you have been waiting for)

Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.

FORSELL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and
Price List (U.S.RRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

PS Audio Power Plant,
A must for every system
The ultimate solution to Power Problems.
"

One

of the

best

interconnect is

"

sounding

speaker

cables

of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass,
resolution and texture, highs as
out

I have

heard " This

wideband " ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots

sweet as

beaucoup de

midrange

your equipment can dish

-JS (Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

uoRSELL FOUR
The world's best Transport and DAC
combination for only £ 10,000.00

The Z Systems RDP1 (Digital pre-amp)
(A product for every digital fan)

•

_0 or)

—0

ea
f0 Of

•

— 8 AO C
The circuitry found only in the PS Audio Power Plant
takes AC power from your wall sockets converts it to
DC and then reconstructs it into AC power.The result

Not only would you hear the orchestration

is pure power from a distorted source, resulting in a

but the instruments will no longer be crowded.
These processors sound so good you won't

Moon ( Class A amps & CD player)

believe your ears. You can also tame

Hear this sweet sounding equipment before you

3-d imaging, lowered grain.

troublesome room acoustics, correct speaker

spend any money. And you will wonder why the

At last you will hear the full potential of your

anomalies and many more.

prices are so low.

126

tighter bass, increased slam, wider soundstage improved

system.

APRL 2000
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New, Ex Dem + Part ex equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
Lial

The "Wortifs finest Cabté:s•
10 years of Design Excellence
One of the lastest gener

of th

Americanhigh performance

SALE

Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
£2398 .. P.O.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II
£599 .. P.O.A.
Anthem CD player (5star What HiFi) (ex/st) £ 1699 £1150
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport £2403 £1050
Audio Research CD2
£3499 £2195
Audio Research D240 Mk H
£3503 .£ 1195
Audion Black Shadows 845 valve moncblocks
£4000 ....P.O.A.
Audion Silvernight 30013 monobiocks
£2250 .. P.O.A.
charlo Academy 1solid walnut (ex/cf)
£1299
ma
Charlo Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
£ 1649 ....£1100
Copland CSA 14 Int. amp
£ 1195
Genesis Gen 403 spks
£4000 £2499
Genesis Gen 500 spks in Built Active Bass
(ex/d) gletp&
£11003 . £6499
Krell Kay 3031
£2495 . P.O.A.
Krell (SA 250 pro
£5703
f2503
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£3498 £1495
Krell KSL pre amp balance
£2298
f995
Krell MD 10 CD Turntable
£7990
£2995
Krell Studio DAC
£4450 £1695
Uns Keilidh spk
£750 £350
Monitor Audio 703 PMC
£900
Nakamichi CR1E Cass
£ 150
Proac Response 4spks
£120:0 .£4995
Quad 34 + FM4 + 306 + rack
£600
Quad 66 pre yremote
£850
f450
Sonic Frontiers SFD II Dac
£
5303 £3995
Tube Tech. Unisis Sig. Int
£2303 ....£ 1250

esso

superconductors, JPS-Labs are
noted for fair pricing rather than
extravagant hype. Now available
in the UK ... at US domestic prices!
Unique alloy and semi-conductorigi
breathe life into your music without
any harsh or processed signature.
Their context sensitive AC power
cords are positively the best

A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA ACOUSTICS SPKS. NO ON DEN

treatment and place to purify the
mains.

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

GT AUDIO

•FPAIRS AND SERI ICIM, INDERTAKI, ON ALL VALVE AND
• •'OP

The SuperConductor+ £ 179/219

tHrilL IPORADP.. VINTAGE AMPLIFIER RESTORATION

II SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARE SOR SPECIAI

PitE-H)WNED EOUIPMENT FOR s6LE
antgardc INI,

hite !dash. ex•demo

Lot

List f.5300

bum

atantgarde DI:(Ps

List

£67011

csaxi

List f.5350

LISO,

Lite 003

£3511

Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference + Meaux arm.

ce for 1.0m pair

fior.
) totoh
Ortofon SPI'

£179

traConductor

£449

e uperconductor+

£899

SuperConductor-2

L4500 £2.000

A•malgardr 1..NOS Inetalfic red. ex-demo
hire fintsh. ex•derno

Ql'AD

GM. 30

hours use

cuellent

GEt' kTatt's.

cueptton.d.ttund
S.I202A 40 noon Integrated amplifier

£5541

List £650

Impulse ll2 Hom loudspeaker, yen pad candifion

Um £2730

GATE

Ltst £3355

01111v 30011 goonohlock amplifier,

(Sur agencits includes

£4511
( 8011
£211101

Audio Analogue, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft,

Diapason, CATE, G)AM,.teak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, (Moron.
Maine Verdier Turntables.
STAR- 11A (", IRON, UKD Opera,

WER CORDS

C:1

1141

nisan linearch

and liarriamura Churchill.

600

395

Alchemist Kraken Mk11 pre

550

350

Alchemist Kraken Mk11 power ( 2available)

550

350

Alphason Alceaus turntable power supply

n/a

95

Apogee Stage ( mint boxed)

4700 1095

ATC Scm 20 ( black)

1600

850

Audionote P2SE

1500

995

Audionote ANJ/L + stands oak (4mths old)

1300

795

580

295

Audiolab 8000C Black ( late model)
Audioquest Video Two ( Digital Lead)

40

Epos ES22 cherry

1350

695

800

Gamma Gemini 12W SE Class AIntegrated

700

295

Linn Kelidh ( Walnut)

850

495

n/a

295

Linn Axis Akito K5

http://iino.gtaudio.com

Dew

SPEAKEW%3LES
BiWire options 6/8ft
BiWire options 6/8ft

£130/145
£230/255

Marantz CDA 94 DAC
(variable/balanced outputs)

£749/859

SuperConductor-2 £ 1399/1699
"Awesome dynamics coupled with superb
levels of tiny signal retrieval and Inow have
Claudio Arrau ... in my living room ..."
Mr IC., Ayr, January 2000, re the
SuperConductor Voot single speaker cable.

AudioSource
UK Direct Dealer
5Crown Terrace, Hyndland,
Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland, U.K.
Tel: 0141 357 5700
Fax: 0141 339 9762
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
Telephone Mail Order by
VISA, M/C, AmEx etc

HI Fl
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Meridian M33 ( ative spks)

1495

995

Meridian M33C centre/active

775

495

Meridian 555 power

795

450

1200

750

Meridian 201 Preamp

650

295

900

395

Meridian M60 centre/active

1180

495

Michell Gyro Bronze FR64+MC2

2500

795

Michell Alecto monos

2000 1350

Micromega Dac 3 ( balanced)

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

Naim 42.5

COMPONENTS
LJACCESSORIES
IIIPTUBES

Call, write, fox or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (
215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
tatwyro@fatwyro.com

C

THE
-CAIHE
COMPI11111

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

2150 1495

Meridian 541 plus Phono

Naim Nait 1

r

295

2850 2095

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

900

Meridian 561 ac3/dts/mlp

Micromega Stage 4

£649/749

250

Linn LP12 Valhalla ( affromosia)

Meridian 508 24 bit

Fax: 01845 832541

295

Exposure XX Integrated

£999

SuperConductor+ 6/8ft

2000 1195

595

or ( UK) 2m

tor 6/8ft

195

125

Meridian 563 Dac

Ultra Con

35

360

1300

£349

Kapt

60

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Beech

Chord Chameleon 11 Balanced 1/2 metre

ead (UK) 2m

e-mail gt.audior, tesco.nel

5000 1995

Alchemist Nexus CD

Po

VISA

CASH WAITING

REP NOW

Zrn
A
?rn
D ( UK) 2m

£2419

MERIDIAN, QUAD,

Accuphase DP- 70V 20 bit digital volume

£119

Tel: 01895 833099

REQUIRED
LINN, NAIM.

Epos ES30 Dark Cherry ( brand new sealed box) 2600 1595

THE SEIll'ICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST

£69/89
£499

URGENTLY

TEL/FAX
0121 747 4246

Audio Research D130 ( balanced)

Priced 0.5m/1.0m -*Nerere'

Fullrieranced, XLR to XLR:

SPECIALIST

Plus On Dern - Alchemist, Anthem, Audiomeco. Auden Volve Amps.
Bow Technologies. Cadence Saks., Charlo. D.P.A.- Goertz Cables,

STEREO INTERCONNEC
Single-ended),RCA to RCA:

SuperConductor-2 WBT

EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD
PART EXCHANGE

Audioquest midnight 2x5 mtr

Monarchy. Orto? on, Pink Triangle. Prolect IT. Sonic Frontiers. Tor:Ingle
Saks.. Trilogy Volve Amps. Van der Hul.

The Ultra Conductor

BE STU SED
EQUIPMENT

ALSO PERREAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILAINE ONLY FROM AUDIO MATTERS.

—

QUALITY USED

THE MIDLAND

AUDIO M ATTERS

Onix Soap power supply
Proac Tablete 11

500

295

1000

395

n/a

150

280

95

n/a

95

550

295

(had ESL 63 black boxed ( Quad service 3/99)3500 1495
Revox G36

n/a

295

Roksan Xerxes Tabriz rosewood

n/a

495

Roksan Artemiz

950

395

Roksan Tabriz

350

195

Something solid 5tier

360

150

Sonus Faber Grand Piano ( black laquer)

2000 1395

Tag Mclaren T20 ( new sealed box)

1100

695

Tag Mclaren PA10

850

595

XL0 2.1 Signature Balanced 1/2 m4r1

400

195

OPEN MON SUN 10.00 TO 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
127

Tel.

01834 842803

AU DI
OCOM

Fax.

01834 842804

SUPERCLOCK ( S- Clock
The Definitive CD Upgrade

m'sfesitoca
qv'
• •es le"'

If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.
These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce a waveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieva

fflaggigigaggit

For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fax, 01834 842804 E-Mail: audiocomQscotnet.co.uk
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

a fresh
musical perspective

41111e.KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your

TELEPHONE
01563 574185

best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

AUDIO PHYSIC

AUDION
ELECTROCOMPANIET

CADE
TOTEM

ELEMENTAL AUDIO
BORDER PAIRO

NAGRA
TARA LABS
ORACLE
SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment
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Zouch Audio
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422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex. TW1 2EB
Tel: +44(0)208 892 7613 Fax: +44(0)208 892 7749
soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.uk
Authorised dealers for
Audio Research
Bang & Olufsen
Bose
Boston
Castle
Copland
Denon
Kef
Krell
Martin Logan
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nad
Pioneer
Project
QED
REL
Sony
Teac
Theta
Vidikron
Wilson

uemonstrating
this
month
Copland CSA28
CDA 266
Sonus Faber Signum

Leading experts in
Multi- room, home cinema
design and installation.
Spacious and relaxed
demonstration rooms
, Export orders welcome

NOXIffilifie nH
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In the May issue you'll find Part 2of KK's
epic Las Vegas CES report, covering

WIN

scores of new loudspeakers, analogue
products, accessories and more — plus
the first part of Keith Howard's major
investigation of audio compression
(data reduction) and its effect on sound
quality. Heading next month's equipment
review section will be an in-depth report on
the Sony SCD 777ES Super Audio Compact Disc
player, afull measurement and listening test on
Pioneer's CD recorder, the Technics Digital Radio
tuner and Sweden's sleek and intriguing
Advantage CD player. Loudspeaker tests will
range from AvantGarde's astonishing Uno
speakers in their revised form, anew '
1S3/5Alike' speaker with areal pedigree from that
most respected British maker, Spendor. May's

£2000
Acoustic
Research
speakers
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Record Review section leads with afeature
on the eccentric Danish composer Rued
Langgaard, but all tastes will be
catered for. Finally, don't miss next
month's mouthwatering FREE ENTRY
competition, in which you could win a
set of Audio Research Phantom panel

speakers worth £ 000. The May issue
goes on sale Friday, 7April.

finale

Elektra has
remastered
the five
albums by
The Doors,
from The
Doors and
Strange
Days to
Morrison
Hotel and
LA Woman.
There's a
bonus CD,

and original
sleeve
packaging

The Doors - The
Complete Studio
Recordings )
is available on
Elektra 624342A-G, 7CDs
130

R

ock'n'roll
thrives
on
Frankenstein stories, the
ones where a crazed genius
builds a rock monster only to be
consumed by his own creation.
And, in the annals of bands
destroyed by their own mythology,
The Doors did it with the most
style, the most balls and the best
tunes.
In the wake of the mid- 1960s'
Beatles- led British Invasion of
America, the folk-oriented Elektra
Records was looking for away into
the burgeoning rock scene, and
stumbled into The Doors. In a
California music scene that reeked
of patchouli, free love and paisley
kaftans, The Doors stood out like
vampire fangs in the smile of an
Osmond. Right there on the first
album, in January 1967, frontman
Jim Morrison was advocating
lighting a fire of pure lust and
speaking in secret alphabets, not to
mention killing your dad and
shagging your mum.
Yes, there were other rock groups
—
The Fugs, Mothers Of
Invention, etc — engaged in the
now familiar rock pursuits of
subversion and sacrilege, but those
were painfully ugly dudes with tiny
audiences of stoned psuedointellectuals. The Doors did it for
millions of pimply teenagers on
national TV, via records lodged at
the top of the pop charts. And they
did it with an impossibly handsome
hunk of frontman, Jim Morrison,
who also claimed to be apoet.
That they got away with it for the
next five years, until Morrison's
mysterious death in Paris, was close
to amiracle and, in retrospect, the
joy of a new 7CD box set, The
Complete Studio Recordings, is how
well the albums — even the worst

of them — have
weathered the
intervening
decades. Part of
the reason for
this is that the
band
was
comprised of
musicians who
(gasp!) could
actually play,
who
were
steeped in an
eclectic range of
musics,
and
who
could
improvise with
the fluidity of
jazzers. When
contemporaries
like The Stones
or
Love
attempted long
tracks,
they
were little more
than basic blues riffs extended to
the point of tedium by lengthy
guitar breaks. But when The Doors
created eleven-minute long epics
like ' The End' or ` When The
Music's Over', they were beautifully
constructed, incorporating carefully
planned time changes, instrumental
duets, spoken sequences and more.
Keyboardist Ray Manzarek,
guitarist Robby Krieger and
drummer
John
Densmore,
embraced blues, jazz, rock, country,
flamenco, classical and avant-garde
styles, and welded them together so
that the joins were often
imperceptible.
In fact, if The Doors had aweak
link, it was Morrison. Ironically, of
course, he was also their greatest
strength. There's no denying that,
however
hard
keyboardist
Manzarek endeavours to perpetuate
the myth that Morrison was a
mystic, ashaman, avisionary — he
was also adrunk, an arrogant boor
and apretty feeble poet. Jimbo was
also notoriously unreliable, and
would often turn up late for
recording sessions, or much worse,
live gigs.
Yet despite all Morrison's
ridiculous posturing, despite all his
conspicuous suffering, and despite
his tendency to pull his willy out on
stage, it's hard to deny that this guy
was blessed with one of the most
versatile, most powerful and most
distinctive voices in all of rock's
history. None of the parade of
wannabe Morrisons who followed
in his wake ( Iggy Pop, Ian
McCullough, Michael Hutchence,
etc) came close to matching either
his range — from whisky-soaked
blues roar to Sinatra croon and all
points between — or his charisma.
The first two Doors albums (
The

Doors and Strange Days) are
generally
acknowledged
as
masterpieces, introducing elements
of surreal theatricality into rock.
The third, Waiting For The Sun,
was considered adisappointment in
1968, but compared to what? By
the yardstick of those first two
albums, maybe, but for innovation,
performances and memorable
tunes, it beats most of its
contemporary competition hollow,
and finishes with the most scarily
direct and powerful call to arms of
the era — 'Five To One'.
To all intents and purposes,
Morrison had lost the plot by the
time of the fourth album, The Soft
Parade. Of just four songs credited
to him on the album, the title track
is the least interesting of his longform contrivances, 'Wild Child' is
rock-rebellion- by-numbers, and
'Easy Ride' is perhaps the most
facile piece of drivel The Doors
ever committed to tape, leaving
only ' Shaman's Blues' as evidence
of lingering gifts. Miraculously
though, guitarist Kreiger stepped
into the breach, penning aclutch of
songs which, however lame they
sounded in the context of what we
understood to be The Doors canon
up to 1969, now stand revealed as
the captivating, beautifully arranged
pop gems they actually were.
The Doors closed out their career
with a brace of albums, Morrison
Hotel and LA Woman, that saw
them not only return to form but
begin to forge apath to the future.
On Morrison Hotel they rock harder
than ever before, and the entire LA
Woman album shimmers with the
confident intensity of aband about
to take a quantum leap into
uncharted territory.
And then Morrison died. It can
never be known whether LA
Woman was one final burst of
genius from a burnt-out rock god,
or the start of a whole new phase,
but at least The Doors ended their
career on ahigh.

THE ALBUM
The boxed set also includes a
chunky and informative booklet,
and an Essential Rarities CD of
demos, live cuts and alternate
versions, of which only acouple are
truly essential, while afew more are
interesting. The real bonuses with
this set, however, are that the digital
remastering is impeccable, and the
CDs are packaged in perfect
miniature replicas of the original
album sleeves, right down to liner
bag artwork and the see-through
cover of the TV-screen-shaped LA
Woman. Why can't all record
companies be like Elektra?
Johnny Black
APRIL 2000
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The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.

.11414

Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.

REVS
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 386
Tel: 01494 441136 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premierOpath.co.uk

PATH
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the new Monitor Audio

Bronze Series

The new Monitor—Aelio Bronze
Series utilises legendary
proprietory gold dome tweeter
technology, powerful mid/bass
drivers and the highest quality
cabinet construction techniques.'
Made in England to exacting
specifications for your listening
pleasure

,1;
0
...the legend
lives on.
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MONITOR AUDIO
do,),
Monitor Audio
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CI31 4ZN
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
http://www.monitoraudio.co.uk
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